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1. PURPOSE

The purpose of the Multiscale Thermohydrologic Model (MSTHIV) model is to describe the
thermohydrologic evolution of the near-field environment (NFE) and EBS throughout the high-
level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain for a particular engineering design (CRWMS
M&O 2000c). The process-level model will provide TH information and data (such as in-drift
temperature, relative humidity, liquid saturation, etc.(see Table 1-1)) for use in other technical
products. This data is provided throughout the entire repository area as a function of time.

The MSTHM (Figure 1-1) couples the Smeared-heat-source Drift-scale Thermal-conduction
(SDT), Line-average-heat-source Drift-scale Thermohydrologic (LDTH), Discrete-heat-source
Drift-scale Thermal-conduction (DDT), and Smeared-heat-source Mountain-scale Thermal-
conduction (SMT) submodels such that the flow of water and water vapor through partially-
saturated fractured rock is considered. The MSTHM accounts for 3-D drift-scale and mountain-
scale heat flow, repository-scale variability of stratigraphy and infiltration flux, and WP-to-WP
variability in heat output from WPs. All submodels use the NUFT simulation code. The
MSTHM is implemented in several data-processing steps (Figure 1-2 and Figure 1-3). The four
major steps are (1) submodel input-file preparation, (2) execution of the four submodel families
with the use of the NUFT code, (3) execution of the multiscale abstraction code (MSTHAC), and
(4) binning and post-processing (i.e., graphics preparation) of the output from MSTHAC. The
MSTHM is described in detail in Section 6.

This model is important in assessing post-closure performance.

1.1 OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this Analyses and Model Report (AMR) are to investigate near field (NF) and
EBS thermohydrologic environments throughout the repository area at various evolution periods,
and to provide TH data that may be used in other process model reports.

1.2 WORK SCOPE

The calculations described in this report do not include the coupling of geochemical or
geomechanical processes to predicted TH behavior. The calculations in this report are conducted
using the MSTHM and will be based on the following information:

a. Repository footprint for EDA II will be modeled for a total of 70,000 MTU of waste,
including 63,000 MTU of CSNF and 7000 MTU of DHLW. (Extended waste inventories
will be addressed in subsequent revisions)

b. The TSPA-SR base-case hydrologic properties set for the case of no perching, including three
infiltration-flux scenarios: (1) low flux, (2) mean flux, and (3) high flux. Future climate
change will be addressed with a time-varying infiltration flux.

c. Emplacement drifts are ventilated for the entire pre-closure period, which is assumed to be 50
years. (Extended ventilation periods will be addressed in subsequent revisions.)

d. Emplacement drifts are backfilled at the end of the pre-closure period. Drip shields are
emplaced at the same time as backfill.
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e. The distribution of hydrostratigrahpic units used in the site-scale UZ flow model (based on

GFM version 3.1) will be used in the numerical grids that are built (using YMESH), for all of

the submodels used in the MSTHM.

f The drift-scale models will use grid discretization that is comparable to or better than that

used in the Multiscale NF/EBS TH Model calculations for Phase II of LADS.

g. This AMR includes a No-Backfill case, where the emplacement drifts will remain open after

pre-closure and the drip shield have been installed. The No-Backfill case is the current

design basis and reason for the change to this document. The backfill case is being

maintained in this document to support the TSPA-SR.

h. The 38 TH variables are identified in Table 1-1 and Table 1-2 for the backfill and No-backfill

case respectively. The number of subdomains that delineates the area of repository heating

for the backfill and no-backfill cases are slightly different, 623 subdomains for backfill

versus 610 subdomains for No-backfill, due to small differences in the representation of the

northwestern and southwestern repository boundaries. The total heat loading is the same

between these two cases which results in a slightly lower, negligible, difference in the areal

heat loading for the backfill case.
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Table 1-1. List of NFE and EBS TH variables calculated with the MSTHM at
each of the 623 repository subdomains fbr the backfill case.

TH Variable Drift-Scale Location
Temperature NFE host rock (5 m above crown of drift)

NFE host rock (mid-pillar at repository horizon)
Maximum lateral extent of boiling
Upper drift wall (crown of the drift)
Lower drift wall (below invert)
Drift wall (perimeter average)
Backfill (crown)
Drip shield (perimeter average)
Drip shield (upper surface)
WP (surface average)
Invert (average)

Relative humidity Drift wall (perimeter average)
Backfill (crown)
Drip shield (perimeter average)
Waste package
Invert (average)

Liquid-phase saturation (matnx) Drift wall (perimeter average)
Drip shield (perimeter average)
Invert (average)

Liquid-phase flux NFE host rock (5 m above crown of drift)
NFE host rock (3 m above crown of drift)
NFE host rock (0.2 m above crown of drift)
Drip shield (crown)
Drip shield (upper surface average)
Drip shield (lower side at the base)
Invert (average)

Gas-phase air-mass fraction Drip shield (perimeter average)
Gas-phase pressure Drip shield (perimeter average)
Capillary pressure Drip shield (perimeter average)

Invert (average)

Drift wall (crown, in matrix)
Drift wall (crown, in fractures)

Gas-phase (water vapor) flux Drift wall (perimeter average)
Gas-phase (air) flux Drift wall (perimeter average)
Evaporation rate Backfill (crown)

Drip shield (crown)
Drip shield (perimeter total)

_Invert (total)
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Table 1-2. Ust of NFE and EBS TH variables calculated with the MSTHM at

each of the 610 repository subdomains for the no-backfill case.

TH Variable Drift-Scale Location

Temperature NFE host rock (5 m above crown of drift)

NFE host rock (mid-pillar at repository horizon)

Maximum lateral extent of boiling

Drift wall (perimeter average)

Drift (midway between drip-shield crown and drift crown)

Drip shield (perimeter average)

Drip shield (upper surface)

WP (surface average)

Invert (average)

Relative humidity Drift wall (perimeter average)

Drift (midway between drip-shield crown and drift crown)

Drip shield (perimeter average)

Waste package

Invert (average)

Liquid-phase saturation (matrix) Drift wall (perimeter average)

Drip shield (perimeter average)

Invert (average)

Liquid-phase flux NFE host rock (5 m above crown of drift)

NFE host rock (3 m above crown of drift)

Drift wall (upper surface)

Drift wall (lower surface below invert)

Drip shield (crown)

Drip shield (upper surface average)

Drip shield (lower side at the base)

Invert (average)

Gas-phase air-mass fraction Drip shield (perimeter average)

Gas-phase pressure Drip shield (perimeter average)

Capillary pressure Drip shield (perimeter average)

Invert (average)

Drift wall (crown, in matrix)

Drift wall (crown, in fractures)

Gas-phase (water vapor) flux Drift wall (perimeter average)

Gas-phase (air) flux Drift wall (perimeter average)

Evaporation rate Drift (midway between drip-shield crown and drift crown)

Drip shield (crown)

Drip shield (perimeter total)

Drift wall (upper surface)

Drift wall (lower surface below invert)

Invert (total)

The specific criteria for the calculations conducted in this AMR are given in Section 4.2.
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1.3 PRIMARY TASKS

The primary tasks completed in the preparation of this document are:

1. Calculate TH conditions (i.e., performance measures) in the NF host rock and in the EBS
throughout the repository area, using the MSTHM. The TH performance measures include
temperature, liquid-phase saturation, relative humidity, gas-phase air-mass fraction,
evaporation rate, and liquid-phase flux. These performance measures will be given in
histogram bins for each of the repository subregions. The distribution of these performance
measures will also be described for the entire repository area, using complementary
cumulative distribution functions.

. 2. Describe all submodels that are implemented in the MSTHM as well as the Multiscale TH
Abstraction Code (MSTHAC).
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(b) LDTH submodel
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Figure 1-1. Schematic of conceptual models used by the MSTHM, including (a) SDT submodel,
(b) LDTH submodel, (c) DDT submodel, and (d) SMT submodel.
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Figure 1-2. Overall data flow diagram for the MSTHM.
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Figure 1-3. Data flow diagram for the MSTHM that shows the relationship between the input data

and submodels for the three infiltration flux scenarios addressed in Rev 00.
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2. QUALITY ASSURANCE

This document was prepared in accordance with AP-3.10Q, Analyses and Models, and the
development plan (CRWMS M&O 2000c), which was prepared in accordance with AP-2.13Q,
Technical Product Development Plan, and is subject to quality assurance controls. A Technical
Change Request (T2000-0140) was approved in accordance with AP-3.4Q, Level 3 Change
Control.

The activity related to preparing this document has been evaluated (CRWMS M&O 1999b) in
accordance with QAP-2-0, Conduct of Activities, and has been determined to be subject to the
requirements of the Quality Assurance Requirements and Description (DOE 2000). The QAP-2-
3, Classification of Permanent Items, evaluation, Classification of the MGR Ex-Container
System, (CRWMS M&O 1999c, p. 8) has identified the ex-container system as QL-1, important
to radiological safety. Water drainage is not specifically addressed in the Q-List (YMP 1998, p.
II-9), but is a characteristic of the ex-container system. For this document, the classification of
water drainage features are considered QL-1, important to radiological safety. The engineered
barrier system is identified on the Q-List (YMP 1998, p. II-9) and is identified as QL-1,
important to radiological safety; and QL-2, important to waste isolation.

Qualified and accepted input data and references have been identified. Unqualified data used in
this report are tracked in accordance with AP-3.15Q, Managing Technical Product Inputs.
AP-3.10Q, Analyses and Models, requires that output resulting from unqualified software be
designated as unqualified to-be-verified (TBV) in accordance with AP-3.15Q, Managing
Technical Product Inputs. Computer software and model usage is discussed in Section 3.

Model validation is discussed in Section 6.13. Software and routines used in this report are
subject to AP-SI.1Q, Software Management, as discussed in Section 3 of this document.

Per Section 5.9 of AP-3.1OQ, Analyses and Models, if the data developed in this document are
determined to be needed by organizations outside of the Engineered Barrier Systems Operations
the results of this model will be submitted to the Technical Data Management System in
accordance with AP-SIII.3Q, Submittal and Incorporation of Data to the Technical Data
Management System. For the backfill case, the resulting data tracking numbers (DTN's) are:
LL000113904242.089, LL000114004242.090, and LL000114104242.091. For the no-backfill
case, the resulting DTN's are LL000509112312.003, LL000509012312.002, and
LL000509212312.004.
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3. COMPUTER SOFTWARE AND MODEL USAGE

Software and routines were used in the preparation of this AMR. Table 3-la gives a complete
list of software and routines used. Table 3-lb contains a list of the CPU's were these programs
were executed. These programs were all executed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.

Table 3-1a. Software Validation

Code Attachment where qualified (or STN) Software Type
NUFT v3.Os 10088-3.0s-00 Software

RADPRO v3.22 10204-3.22-00 Software

XTOOL v10.1 10208-10.1-00 Software

MSTHAC v6.2 (for backfill case) 10290-6.2-00 Software

MSTHAC v6.3 (for no-backfill case) 10290-6.3-00 Software

CONVERTCOORDS v1.1 10209-1.1-00 Routine

YMESH v1.53 10172-1.53-00 Routine

makeColumns v1.0 I Routine

define_EBS_fineGrid v1.3 Routine

readsUnits v1.0 II Routine

addLayers v1.0 & addlay v1.0 IV Routine

heat_DDT v1.0 & heat SMT v1.0 V Routine

xairtab v1.8 VI Routine

infiltab v1.0 VIl Routine

rock_sun v1.0 Vill Routine

SMT_surf_bc v1.1 & SMT_bot_bc v1.1 IX Routine

bound v1.0 X Routine

assembly scripts LDTH*corey, SDT-01* v1.0 Xi Routine

heatgenAge v1.0 XII Routine

chim_surf TP v1.0 & chim_wt_TP v1.0 XiII Routine

columninfiltration v1.1 XIV Routine

cover v1.1 XV Routine

rme6 v1.1 XVI Routine

splitEXT v1.0 XIX Routine

Table 3-1b. Software Execution

Workstation Name Physical Location
s139 T1487 Rm 150A

s89 T1487 Rm 150

s116 T1401 Rm 1119

s117 T1487 Rm 112

s187 T1487 Rm 153

s70 T1487 Rm 149

sll T1487 Rm 146

s08 T1487 Rm 145

s28 T1487 Rm 154

s13 T1487 Rm 124

s188 T1487 Rm 138

s175 T1487 Rm 114
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3.1 DESCRIPTION OF SOFTWARE

All unqualified software codes used in the preparation of this document are under software
configuration management in accordance with AP-SI.lQ, Software Management and have
associated software tracking numbers. The names and software tracking numbers for the
unqualified codes used in this document are NUFT v3.Os (NUFT, STN: 10088-3.0s-00),
RADPRO v3.22 (RADPRO, STN: 10204-3.22-00), XTOOL vIO.I (XTOOL, STN: 10208-10.1-
00), and MSTHAC v6.2 (MSTHAC, STN: 10290-6.2-00). The software described in this section
is used in the following data-flow diagrams (Figure 3-1 through Figure 3-12). A more detailed
description of these diagrams is given in following sections of this AMR. The computer
software used was run on computers located in Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories. The
specific office locations are as given in Table 3-la.

3.1.1 NUFT v3.Os

NUFT v3.Os classified as an unqualified software program (per AP-SI.1Q, Sofiware
Management), and was obtained from configuration management. NUFT was run on a Sun Ultra
10 workstation with a SunOS 5.6 operating system. NUFT is used to predict the conditions in
the EBS and NBS. NUFT is appropriate for this task.

3.1.2 RADPRO v3.22

RADPRO v3.22 is classified as an unqualified software program (per AP-SI.1Q, Sofiware
Management), and was obtained from configuration management. RADPRO was run on a Sun
Ultra 10 workstation with a SunOS 5.6 operating system. RADPPRO is used to predict the
radiative heat transfer in the drift. RADPRO is appropriate software for this task.

3.1.3 XTOOL v10.1

XTOOL vlO.I is classified as an unqualified software program (per AP-SI.1Q, Software
Management), and was obtained from configuration management. The output from XTOOL is
graphical (no actual data is produced with XTOOL). XTOOL is tracked in accordance with
AP-SI.1Q because it is not commercial software. XTOOL is used to develop graphical
representations of the results in the NUFT output files (XVIII-files: *.out). XTOOL is
appropriate software for this task. Software programs used to produce figures that are not used
for model validation are exempt from AP-SI.1Q requirements. XTOOL was run on a Sun Ultra
10 workstation with a SunOS 5.6 operating system.

3.1.4 MSTHAC v6.2

MSTHAC v6.2 is classified as an unqualified software program (per AP-SI.1Q, Software
Management), and was obtained from configuration management. MSTHAC v6.2 was run on a
Sun Ultra 10 workstation with a SunOS 5.6 operating system. MSTHAC v6.2 is used to predict
the multiscale TH conditions for the backfill case based on the various NUFT submodel runs.
MSTHAC v6.2 is appropriate software for this task.
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3.1.5 MSTHAC v6.3

MSTHAC v6.3 is classified as an unqualified software program (per AP-SI.1Q, Sofiware
Management), and was obtained from configuration management. MSTHAC v6.3 was run on a
Sun Ultra 10 workstation with a SunOS 5.6 operating system. MSTHAC v6.3 is used to predict
the multiscale TH conditions for the no-backfill case based on the various NUFT submodel runs.
MSTHAC v6.3 is appropriate software for this task.

3.2 DESCRIPTION OF ROUTINES AND MACROS

All routines and macros used in the preparation of this document are qualified in this document
(see Table 3-1) or have associated software tracking numbers. The routines qualified in this
document are given in Table 3-1 and Sections 3.2.1 - 3.2.21. The qualified routines used in this
document are CONVERTCOORDS vl.1 (CONVERTCOORDS, STN: 10209-1.1-00), and
YMESH vI.53 (YMESH, STN: 10172-1.53-00).

3.2.1 MakeColumns v1.0

MakeColumns vl.0 is classified as a routine per AP-SI.1Q. It creates a family of YMESH input
files to generate a family of chimney nieshes at a set of specified locations. The input files to
makeColumns are column_template and column.data (CRWMS M&O 2000a). This routine is
qualified in Attachment I and is appropriate for its purpose. MakeColumns was run on a Sun
Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system. MakeColumns was developed using a
C++ compiler.

3.2.2 Rme6 v1.1

Rme6 vi. 1 is classified as a routine per AP-SI.1Q. It converts world view data files to a format
readable by YMESH. The input files to rme6 are tspa99_primary_mesh and UZ99_3.grd
(CRWMS M&O 2000a). The output file is LBL99-YMESH (CRWMS M&O 2000a). Rme6 is
qualified in Attachment XVI and is appropriate for its purpose. Rme6 was run on a Sun Ultra 2
workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system. Rme6 was developed using a C++ compiler.

3.2.3 Define_EBS_fmeGrid v1.3

Define_EBS_fineGrid vl.3 is classified as a routine per AP-SI.lQ. Its purpose is to convert
NUFT genmsh files, created with YMESH, to separate sets of "matrix" and "fracture" mesh
definition instructions, and to add a mapping of materials for the EBS to the mesh. Input files for
the routine are *.nft (CRWMS M&O 2000a). Output files are *.nft.msh.dkm.m,
*.nft.msh.dkm.f, *.nft.msh.dkmO, *.nft.msh.dkmO.m, and *.nft.msh.dkmO.f (CRWMS M&O
2000a). Define_EBS_fineGrid is qualified in Attachment II, and is appropriate for its purpose).
Define_EBS_fineGrid was run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating
system. Define_EBS_fineGrid was developed using C++ compiler.

3.2.4 ReadsUnits v1.0

ReadsUnits vl.0 is classified as a routine per AP-SI.IQ. It converts YMESH column type output
to NUFT comments indicating for each rock layer how thick the layer is for a given column. It
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adds together the widths of adjoining zones of the same material, if any. The input to readsUnits

is a file "results" and the output is called "results.units" (CRWMS M&O 2000a). ReadsUnits is
qualified in Attachment III and is appropriate for its purpose. ReadsUnits was run on a Sun Ultra

2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system. ReadUnits was developed using C++
compiler.

3.2.5 AddLayers v1.0

AddLayers vI.0 is classified as a routine per AP-SI.1Q. AddLayers modifies NUFT mesh input
data by adding an atmosphere or "atm" layer to the top and a water table or 'wt" layer to the

bottom of the zones for a chimney. The atm layer has depth zero, and the wt layer falls below
the lowest rock layer. The routine is qualified in attachment IV and is appropriate for its

purpose. AddLayers was run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system.
AddLayers was developed using C++ compiler.

3.2.6 Heat_DDT v1.0

Heat_DDT vl.O is classified as a macro per AP-SI.1Q. It extracts heat generation data for
chimneys from file DWpermeter (CRWMS M&O 2000a) and rewrites it in NUFT heat

generation input data format. Heat_DDT is qualified in Attachment V and is appropriate for its
purpose. Heat_DDT was run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system.
Heat_DDT was developed using Matlab.

3.2.7 Heat_SMT v1.0

Heat_SMT vI.0 is classified as a macro per AP-SI.1Q. It extracts heat generation data for the
mountain scale model from file heatTSPA00.dat and rewrites it in NUFT heat generation input
data format. Heat_SMT is qualified in Attachment V and is appropriate for its purpose.
Heat_SMT was run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system.
Heat_SMT was developed using Matlab.

3.2.8 Cover vl.1

Cover vl.l is classified as a macro per AP-SI.1Q. The purpose of cover.m vl.l is to make a

block model of the plan view of the repository that approximates the area and location of the
emplacement. This macro is qualified in Attachment XV and is appropriate for its purpose.

Cover was run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system. Cover was
developed using Matlab.

3.2.9 ColumnInfiltration vl.1

ColumnInfiltration vl.l is classified as a routine per AP-SI.1Q. The purpose of this routine is to
interpolate the infiltration at a given (x,y) location using a Gaussian weighting function (4.1.2).

This routine is qualified in Attachment XIV and is appropriate for its purpose. This routine was

run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system. ColumnInfiltration was
developed using C++ compiler.
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3.2.10 Chim_surf TP v1.0

Chim_surf TP vl.O is classified as a routine per AP-SI.1Q. The purpose of chim_surf TP is to
interpolate the temperature and pressure at the ground surface for a given location using the
inverse distance cubed method. This routine is qualified in Attachment XIII and is appropriate
for its purpose. Chim_surf TP was run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1
operating system. Chim_surf_TP was developed using a Fortran compiler.

3.2.11 Chim_wt_TP v1.0

Chim_wt_TP vl.O is classified as a routine per AP-SI.lQ. The purpose of chim_wt_TP is to
interpolate the temperature and pressure at the water table for a given location using the inverse
distance cubed method. This routine is qualified in Attachment XIII and is appropriate for its
purpose. Chim_wt_TP was run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating
system. Chim_wt_TP was developed using a Fortran compiler

3.2.12 Xairtabvl.8

Xairtab vl.8 is classified as a routine per AP-SI.1Q. Xairtab reads the boundary condition file
chimney_surface_TP (CRWMS M&O 2000a) and computes air mass fraction and liquid
enthalpy at the surface for each chimney. Xairtab is qualified in Attachment VI and is
appropriate for its purpose. Xairtab was run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1
operating system. Xairtab was developed using a C++ compiler

3.2.13 Infiltab vl.0

Infiltab vl.O is classified as a macro per AP-SI.1Q. It extracts infiltration flux data from the
input file infiltration.tex (CRWMS M&O 2000a) and writes the following 9 output files
(CRWMS M&O 2000a) in matrix format: Median-g.dat, Median_m.dat, Median_p.dat,
low_g.dat, low_m.dat, low_p.dat, upper_g.dat, upper_m.dat, and upper_p.dat. Infiltrab.m is
qualified in Attachment VII and is appropriate for its purpose. Infiltab was run on a Sun Ultra 2
workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system. Infiltab was developed using Matlab.

3.2.14 Rock_sun vl.0

Rock sun vl.O is classified as a macro per AP-SI.1Q. Its purpose is to extract material property
data from the Id_driftscale*.prn files (CRWMS M&O 2000a) and rewrite it formatted as input
for NUFT. Rock_sun is qualified in Attachment VIII and is appropriate for its purpose.
Rock_sun was run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system.
Rock_sun was developed using Matlab.

3.2.15 SMT_surf bcvl.1

SMT_surf bc vl.l is classified as a routine per. AP-SI.lQ. The purpose of SMT_surf bc is to
interpolate the temperature at the ground surface for a given location using the inverse distance
squared method. It was demonstrated to perform in the expected manner (see Attachment IX).
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SMT_surf bc was run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system.
SMT_surf bc was developed using a Fortran compiler.

3.2.16 SMT_bot_be vl.1

SMT_bot_bc vl.l is classified as a routine per AP-SI.1Q. The purpose of SMT_bot_bc is to
interpolate the temperature at the ground botace for a given (x,y) location using the inverse
distance squared method. It was demonstrated to perform in the expected manner (see
Attachment IX). SMT_bot_bc was run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1
operating system. SMT_bot_bc was developed using a Fortran compiler.

3.2.17 Bound vl.0

Bound vI.0 is classified as a macro per AP-SI.1Q. Bound computes temperatures at 1000 meters
below the water table. Bound takes as input a thermal conductivity file, tcond_wet.dat, the
*.units file generated by readsUnits from YMESH column output (containing material
thicknesses), the temperature_S surface temperature from LDTH boundary conditions, and the
temperature_W water table termperature also from LDTH boundary conditions. It writes the file
T_bottom.dat. Bound was demonstrated to behave according to expectations (see Attachment
X). Bound was run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system. Bound
was developed using Matlab.

3.2.18 Addlayvl.0

Addlay vI.0 is classified as a routine per AP-SI.1Q. Addlay vl.0, like addLayers, reads a NUFT
genmsh file generated by YMESH and inserts an atmospheric and a water table layer at the top
and bottom of the mesh. In addition, it removes the five lines of NUFT instructions preceding
the vertical zone thickness definitions and the final closing parenthesis. Addlay demonstrated
correct behavior relative to its objective (see Attachment IV). Addlay was run on a Sun Ultra 2
workstation with SunOS 5.5.1 operating system. Addlay was developed using a C++ compiler.

3.2.19 Input Assembly

The following twelve input assembly scripts, all vI.0, are classified as routines per AP-SI.1Q:
LDTH-i-li-corey, LDTH-i-mi-corey, LDTH-i-ui-corey, LDTH-01-li-corey, LDTH-01-mi-corey,
LDTH-01-ui-corey, LDTH-Olv-li-corey, LDTH-Olv-mi-corey, LDTH-Olv-ui-corey, SDT-Oli,
SDT-01, SDT-Olv. These scripts build NUFT input files from component subfiles of various
types. The scripts were shown to perform in the expected manner (see Attachment XI). The
scripts were run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system. Input
assembly scripts were developed using the c-shell V5. i 1.

3.2.20 HeatgenAge vl.2

HeatgenAge vI.2 is classified as a routine per AP-SI.1Q. HeatgenAge reads a heat generation
file and performs two transformations on it: 1) aging the fuel by a number of years, skipping
ahead a number of years in the data set and subtracting that number of years from the times of the
remaining entries and 2) ventilating the system for a number of years, removing a specified
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fraction of the heat during the aging period. HeatgenAge performed as expected (see Attachment
XII). HeatgenAge was run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system.
HeatgenAge was developed using a Ce- compiler.

3.2.21 SplitEXT v1.0

SplitEXT vl.0 is classified as a routine per AP-SI.IQ. SplitEXT splits the .ext output file from
MSTHAC into separate .ext files containing the output for each variable. If the input file is
<name>.ext, then the output files will be <name>.<var>.ext for all variables. SplitEXT is
qualified in Attachment XIX. It was run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1
operating system. SplitEXT was developed using a C++ compiler.

3.2.22 YMESH v1.53

YMESH vl.53 is classified as routine per AP-SI.1Q, has the following associated STN: 10172-
1.53-00, and was obtained from configuration management. YMESH is used in this model to
interpolate the thickness of the stratigraphic units at given locations. The input file for YMESH
is LBL99-YMESH (CRWMS M&O 2000a). The output from this software is column.dat
(CRWMS M&O 2000a). YMESH is appropriate software for this task. YMESH was run on a
Sun Ultra 2 workstation with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system.

3.2.23 CONVERTCOORDS v1.1

CONVERTCOORDS vl.l is classified as routine per AP-SI.1Q, has the following associated
STN: 10209-1.1-00, and was obtained from configuration management. CONVERTCOORDS
is used to convert from Universal Transverse Mercator coordinates to Nevada State Plane
coordinates, as well as to reformat the data (CRWMS M&O 2000a, files: *.inf). The desired
format is columns of data, with the input files in a matrix format. CONVERTCOORDS is
appropriate software for this task. CONVERTCOORDS was run on a Sun Ultra 2 workstation
with a SunOS 5.5.1 operating system.

3.3 DATA FLOW

Tables 3-2 - 3-9 allow for more efficient use of Figures 3-1 - 3-12. There are three kinds of
alpha-numeric codes used in the data flowchart figures.

1. Those starting with an N represent an operation explained in a footnote that results in the
creation of one or more files. These operations have output files, but no input files. An
explanation of the operations involved is given in Table 3-2.

2. Alpha-numeric codes starting with an E represent editing type operations. These
operations have input and output files. An explanation of the operations involved is
given in Table 3-3.

3. All other codes represent groups of files that flow from one page to the next. A listing of
these files, as well as the Figure of origin and figure(s) of destination is given in Table
3-4.
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Table 3-5 gives the name of the input and output file for software routines used in this document,
as well as the figure(s) where the routine is used and the input source(s). Tables 3-6 - 3-9 gives
similar information for NUFT. Attachment XVIII provides the names of the input and output
files for RADPRO, XTOOL, MSTHAC,YMESH, and CONVERTCOORDS.
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Table 3-2a. N-Table for Backfill Case

a# ^ Fig. Output File Names Notes

N:Mj 3-2 SDT:\column_emplate Mesh column template for LDTH and SOT
The grid files for the SMT model are specifie by applyinig several criteria:

- The east boundary is to be parallel to the actual repository boundary.

N:M2 3-2 LDTH:\columnbtemplate - The repository edge has a finer grid to allow the MSTHM algorfithm to treat edg
effects appropriately.

- The grid blocks are each to correspond to an integral number of drifts in order t
simplify the final parameter mapping.

N-L1 39 run-control_param_LDTH-vOO Run control parameters provide setup of the numerical control of the simulatic

run_control_param_LDTH-vO1 code itself to achieve reasonable efficiency in the computation

caml>infil

N:L2 3-9 <aml>pre-closure LDTH Templates

<aml>post-closure

N:L3 3-9 output.times-OOv Run control parmeters provide setup of the numerical control of the simulation

output.times-<aml>-O0 code itself to achieve reasonable efficiency in the computation

N:S1 3-10 SDT-OOtpIt SDT Templates
The output times files contain the list of times for which parameter values are to b

output.times-OOv written to the output stream. The criterion for the choice of times is to achlev

N:S2 3-10 suitable time resolution, especially when the relative humidity in the drift is varyi

output.times-<aml-40 rapidly. An appropriate choice of times was discovered empirically

N:D1 3-11 runrcontrol_param_DDT-vO1 Run control parameters provide setup of the numerical control of the simulabto

run control_param_DDT-vO2 code itself to achieve reasonable efficiency In the computation

- _ The output times files contain the list of times for which parameter valwes are to b

N-D2 3-11 output.times-DDT60-00 written to the output stream. The criterion for the choice of times is to achlev
N.D2 3-11 output.times-DDT6O-O0 suitable time resolution, especially when the relative humidity in the drift is va

rapidly. An appropriate choice of Umes was discovered empirically
DDT60-03.radin

N:D3 3-11 DDT60-03v.radinThe radin files. are used to specify which surfaces may be coupled via radiation, a
N :D3 3-11 DDTB-043v.radin to provide emissivity assignments to the surfaces.

DDT60-03pbf.radin

N-Tj 3-12 uun control_param_SMT-v01 Run control parameters provide setup of the numerical control of the simulatio
.:TI 3-12 _un...controLParamSMT-vOl code itself to achieve reasonable efficiency in the computaton.

The output times files contain the list of Umes for which parameter values are to b
N:T2 3-12 output.times-SMT60-00 written to the output stream. The criterion for the choice of times is to achlev

suitable time resolution, especially when the relative humidity in the drift is varyin
rapidly. An appropriate choice of times was discovered empirically

N:T3 3-12 SMT-1 Dds-mi-sz Set properties of natural system materials in the saturated zone. The material
N.T3 3-12 SMT-1 Dd5-mi-sz assumed to be identical to that found at the bottom of the unsaturated zone.

This column gives the alpha numeric designator used in the figure referenced in the Fig.' column.

N:xx allows a free-form textual note to be attached to a given operation. In this case, there is not typically an input file to the step,
but the infonmation is originated in some sort of analyst input from domain expertise, and is at this point encapsulated.

The analyst input involved is briefly described in the table notes, and a larger explaination may be found in the text.
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Table 3-2b. N-Table for No-Backfill Case

x# * Fig. Output File Names Notes
N:M1 3-2 SDT:column_template Mesh column_template for LDTH and SDT

The grid files for the SMT model are specified by applying several criteria:

- The east boundary is to be parallel to the actual repository boundary.

N:M2 3-2 LDTH:\column_template - The repository edge has a finer grid to allow the MSTHM algorithm to treat edge
offects appropriately.

- The grid blocks are each to correspond to an integral number of drifts in order
simplify the final parameter mapping.

N-L1 3-9 runLcontro_paramj.DTH-vOO Run control parameters provide setup of the numerical control of the simulation

run._control_param_LDTH-vO1 code itself to achieve reasonable efficiency in the computation

<aml>infil

N: L2 3-9 <aml>pre-closure LDTH Templates

caml>post-cosure

N:L3 3-9 output.times-OOv Run control parameters provide setup of the numerical control of the simulation
I loutput.times-<aml>-00 code itself to achieve reasonable efficiency in the computation

N:S1 3-10 SDT-OOtp SDT Templates

Output.times-OOv The output times files contain the list of times for which parameter values are to be
N:S2 3-10 output.bmes-OOv written to the output stream. The criterion for the choice of times is to achieve

.:S2 suitable time resolution, especially when the relative humidity in the drift is varying
output.imes-<aml>-20 rapidly. An apprpriate choice of times was dicovered empirically

N:D1 3-11 runr_control_param_..DDT-v01 Run control parameters provide setup of the numerical control of the simulation

I irun_control_param_DDT-v02 code itsef to achieve reasonable efficiency in the computation
eTh output times fibs contain the list of tines for which parameter values are to be

written to the output stream. The criterion for the choice of times is to achieve
N: D2 3-11 output.times-DDT60-20 suitable time resolution, especially when the relative humidity in the drift is varying

_ ~~~~~~~~~rapid ly. An a ppropriate choioe of times was discovered empirically
DDT60-03.radin

N:D3 3-11 DDT60-03v.radin The radin files are used to specify which surfaces may be coupled via radiation, an
.:D3 3-11 DDT6O-03v.radin to provide emissivity assignments to the surfaces.

DDT60-03pbf.radin

N:TI 3-12 run control_param..SMT-vOl ~Run control paraometers provide setup of the numercal control of the simulation
code itself to achieve reasonable efficiency in the computation.

The output times files contain the list of times for which parameter values are to be
N:T2 3-12 output.times-SMT56-20 written to the output stream. The criterion for the choice of times is to achieve

suitable me resolution, especially when the relative humidity in the drift is varying
rapidly. An appropriate choice of times was discovered empirically

N.T3 3-12 SMT-1Dds-mi-sz Set properties of natural system materials in the saturated zone. The material
assumed to be identical to that found at the bottom of the unsaturated zone.

This column gives the alpha numeric designator used in the figure referenced in the 'Fig.' column.

N:xx allows a free-form textual note to be attached to a given operation. In this case, there is not typically an input file to the step,
but the information is originated in some sort of analyst input from domain expertise, and is at this point encapsulated.

The analyst input involved is briefly described in the table notes, and a larger explaination may be found in the text.
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Table 3-3a. E-Table for Backfill Case

a# * Fig. Input File Name(s)** Output File Names" Notes

E-M 3-24 dt430vda Refine the input LDTH grid to sufficiently descrbetheMM a
E:M1 3-2 14c3.dat 14c3.03v.dat radiation processes.

Refine grid within drift to properly describe post-closur

E:M2 3-2 DTN file, 14c3.03v.dat 14c3.dat engineered system material distribution, especially drq
shield emplacement.
Chimney locations are chosen In a regular array parallel

E:M3 3-2 shape.dat columni.data the major axis (East side) of the MSTHM repository footpri

E.M4 3-2 PAltemlAtt1:0817 dftR.dat Removed the column headers.

E:Hl 3-3 heatTSPA-SR-99184.dat heatTSPAOO.dat Removed the column headers and reorganized th

E:H2 3-3 2-DWpermeter.dat Dwpermeter.txt parameter values Into a matrix format for Matlab to read.
Place the data columns of Trme and Averaged Heat Transfe

E:H3 3-3 2-DWpeImebr.dat line-load-heat into NUFT format (in a compflux block.

The files chimney_wt.TP and chimney_surface_TP a
E:B1 3-5 chimney_..surface_..TP temperature_s transformed into temperature_..W and temperature_S

respectvely, by laying out the temperature data found In th
source file into an array format of 7x5 rather than a list. Al

E:B1 3-5 chimney_wt_TP temperature_w other (non-temperature) source data is discarded.

E:Cl 3-6 B-1, B-2, I-LO LDTH-i-li-corey

E:Ci 3-6 B-1, -2, I-MO LDTH-i-mi-corey LDTH initial script

E:Cl 3-6 B-1, B-2, 1-UO LDTH-i-ui-corey

E:C2 3-6 B-1, B-2, I-LO, I-LI LDTH-Olv-4i-corey

E:C2 3-6 B-1, B-2, I-MO, I-Ml LDTH-O1v-mi-corey LDTH ventilation script

E:C2 3-6 B-1, B-2, 1-UO, 1-Ul LDTH-Olv-ui-corey

E:C3 3-6 5-1, B-2, I-LO, I-LI LDTH-01-li-corey

E:C3 3-6 B-1, -2, I-MO, I-Mi LDTH-01-mi-corey LDTH main script

E:C3 3-8 B-1, B-2, 1-UO, 1-U1 LDTH-01-ui-corey
SDT-IDds-mi ~Removed all hydrologic properties and set thermal propert i

E:R1 3-7 dkm-afc-iDds-mc-mi-0 to the a rate wet material ro ertl e.

Tabubted In-drm and Thermal Properties Used in Drt-scak

E:PI 3-8 DTN unknown file name R-1,R-Iv,R-2,R-3,R-D Models for TSPA-SR (Rev 01) to create EBS materba
- - omo______________________ ________________________ roertles files

E:S1 3-10 B-1 SDT-Oli SDT initial script

E:S2 3-10 5-1 SDT-Olv SDT ventilation script

E:S3 3-10 B-1 SDT-01 SDT main script

E:Di 3-11 M-D1 14c3-DDT6O-03v.in DDT initial script

E:D2 3-11 M-D2 14c3-DDT60-03pbf.in DDT ventilation script

E:D3 3-11 M-D2 14c3-DDT60-03bff.in DDT main script

E:TI 3-12 themmal_UZ.xis SMT-1Dds-rni-flt Manually format rock property information for materials I
E:TI 3-12 thermaL.UZ.xls SMT-iDds-mi-flt fauit areas into NUFT input file format.

- This column gives the alpha numeric designator used in the figure referenced in the Fig.' column.

File sets denoted with alpha numeric designators are listed in Table 3-4.

E:xx refers to an editing operation. This Indicates that the transformation from input to output file incorporates some analyst input not

previously encapsulated In the Input file to the step, or that unnecessary information was removed.

The analyst input involved is briefly described in the table notes, and a larger explaination may be found in the text.
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Table 3-3b. E-Table for No-Backfill Case

Fig- Input File Name(s)** Outpu File Names~* Notes

E:Ml 3-2 14c3.dat 14c3.03v.dat Refine the input LDTH grid to sufficiently describe thermal radiatior

EA2 3.2 DTN file, KC3.03v.dat KC3.dat ~~~Refine gridi within drift to properly describe post-dclur engwmeee
E:M2 3-2 DTNftile, 14c3.03v.dat 14c3.dat _ern matefal distribon espeially d h -mplntw*e* 
E:M3 3-2 shape.dat column.data Chimney locations are chosen ia regular aray paralel to the ajor

axs(East side) of tha MSTHM mpnsltnr footprint-
E:M4 3-2 PAltem1Attl10817 dftl.dat Removed the column headers.

E:Hl 3-3 heatTSPA-SR-99184.dat heatTSPAOO.dat Removed the column headers and reorganizedthe prametervake

E:H2 3-3 2-DWfpemeter.dat Dwpefmeter.txt Into a matrbx format for Matab to read.

E:H3 3-3 2-DWpermeter.dat line-load-heat-I.45 qPlace the data columns of Tifse and Averaged Heat Transfer intc
E:H3 3 __3_2_DWp _____eterdat _line4oad __h_at_1_45_NUFT format (in a enmoflux blm*l-

E:Bl 3-5 chimney_surface_TP temperature s The files chimney_wtTP and chimney_surfac _TPare transformec
Into temperature_W and temperature_S, mspedtiy, by laying out
temperature data found In the source file into an array format of 7x!
rther than a list. AU other (non-temperature) source data is

E:B1 3-5 chimney_wt_TP temperature_w discarded.

E:Ci 3-6 B-1i B-2, I-LO LDTH-i-li-corey
E:C 3- B-1, B-2, I-MO LDTH-i-mi-corey LDTH Inal script

E:C1 3-6 B-1. B-2, 1-UO LDTH-i-ui-corey

E:C2 3-6 B-1, B-2, I-L0, I-LI LDTH-20v-li-corey

EC2 3-6 B-1, B-2, I-MO, I-Mi LDTH-20v-mi-coreY DTH ventilabon script
E:C2 3-6 B-i1. B-2. 1-UO. 1-U1 LDTH-20v-ui-corev

E:C3 3-6 B-1, B-2, I-LO, i-Li LDTH-20-1i-corey
E:C3 3-6 B-1i B-2, I-MO, I-Mi LDTH-20-mi-corey LDTH main script
E:C3 3-6 B-1, B-2, 1-UO, 1-U1 LDTH-20-ui-corey

E:R1 3-7 dkm-afc-1Dds-mc-mi-00 7 SDT-1Dds-mi aRDeRemoved all hydrologic properties and set thermal properties to tht

E:P1 3-8 DTN unknown tile name R-1 ,R-1v,R-2,R-3,R-D Tabulated In-drift and Themfal Properties Used in Drift-scale Modee
E:Pl 3-81 DTN0unknown_file_name_R_I_ R S -01iv_R_2R3RD for TSPA-SR (Rev O1 to create EBS material orooerties files
E:S1 3-10 B-i SDT-Oli SDT inifial script
E:S2 3-10 B-1 SDT-20v SDT ventlation script
ES3 3-10 B-1 SDT-20 SDT main script
E:D1 3-11 M-Dl 14c3-DDT60-20v.in DDT inital scipt
E-D2 3-11 M-D2 14c3-DDT6O-2Opbfin DDT ventilation script

E:D3 3-11 M-D2 14c3-DDT60-20ss.in DDT main script

E:T1 3-12 thermal UZ.xls SMT-1 Dds-mi-flt . §bManuallyformat rock property informationfor materials in faultareiE-T - al__ UZ__x__s__SMT__ 1__ Dds___mi _____t_Into NUFT innut file format
^ This column gives the alpha nurmeric designator used in the figure referenced In the 'Fig.' column.

File sets denoted with alpha numeric designators are listed in Table 3-4.

E=x refers to an editing operation. This indicates that the transfonfnation from input to output file incorporates some analyst input not previously encapsu
.the input file to the step, or that unnecessary information was removed.

.The analyst input involved is briefly described in the table notes, and a larger explaination may be found in the text.

h

ate
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Table 3-4a. File Groups for Backfill Case

____ ____ t-igure
______ Created in I -Us-edin File names

M-1 3-2 3-5 column.data

M-MO 3-2 3-5 tspaOO-meshOO

M-MI 3-2 3-12 tspaOO-meshOl

M-M2 3-2 3-12 tspaOO-meshO2

M-DI 3-2 3-11 14c3.03v.nftmsh.ddt
M-D2 3-2 3-11 14c3.nft.msh.ddt

LDTH:\<column >.col.units

M-LO<column> 3-2 3-9 <column >.nft.msh.dkmO.f
<column >.nft.msh.dkmO.m
<column >.col.units

M-Ll <column> 3-2 3-9 <column >.nft.msh.dkm.f
<column >.nft.msh.dkm.m
<column >.nft.msh.dkmO

M-S 'column> 3-2 3-5, 3-10 SDT:\<column>.col.units

H-DO 3-3 3-11 SMT-0.3Qheat-1e6y_yent-0Ov

H-DI 3-3 3-11 SMT-0.3Qheat-50y_vent-00

H-LO 3-3 3-9, 3-10 LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-1 e6yyent-OOv

H-Ll 3-3 3-9, 3-10 LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-50y_vent-00

H-MO 3-3 3-12 SMT-0.3Qheat-1e6y_vent-02v

H-MI 3-3 3-12 SMT-0.3Qheat-50y_yent-02

I-LO 3-4 3-6 low_p.dat

I-LI 3-4 3-6 low_g.dat
low m.dat

I-MO 3-4 3-6 Median_p.dat

I-Ml 3-4 3-6 Median_g.dat
Median m.dat

I-UO 3-4 3-6 upper_p.dat

1-Ul 3-4 3-6 upper_g.dat

B-1 3-5 3-6, 3-10 _ppeyr_maTP
chimney_.surface_TP
Enthalpy.dat

B-2 3-5 3-6 X.air

B-3 3-5 3-12 SMT_surfbc

B-4 3-5 3-12 SMT bsmtbc
LDTH-i-li-corey

XL-O<infil> 3-6 3-9 LDTH-i-mi-corey
LDTH-i-ui-corey
LDTH-Ol v-li-corey

XL-1 <infil> 3-6 3-9 LDTH-Olv-mi-corey
LDTH-O1 v-ui-corey
LDTH-01-Ii-corey

XL-2<infil> 3-6 3-9 LDTH-01 -mi-corey
LDTH-01 -ui-corey

This column give the alpha numeric designator used in the respective figure.
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Table 3-4a. (continued).
Figure

c# Origin Dest. File names

R-S 3-7 3-10, 3-11, 3-12 SDT-1Dds-mi

dkm-afc-1 Dds-mc-li-00
R-L<umn> 3-7 3-9 dkm-afc-1 Dds-mc-mi-00

dkm-afc-1 Dds-m c-u i-00

R-1 3-8 3-9, 3-11 modprop_dr-up-00
R-lv 3-8 3-9, 3-11 modprop_dr-up-OOv
R-2 3-8 3-9 dkm-afc-pbf-EBS_Rev10
R-3 3-8 3-9 dkm-afc-EBS_RevlO
R-D 3-8 3-9, 3-11 DDT-EBS-RevOO

LDTH-0CAIC> 3-9 LDTH out <column>-LDTH<aml>-lDdsmc-<infil>-Olv.ext
LDTH-i AIC> 3-9 LDTH out ccolumn>-LDTH<aml>-mDds 1 c-<infil>-0l.ext

SDT-OCAC> 3-10 SDT out <column>-SDT-<aml>-01v.ext
SDT-1<AC> 3-10 SDT out <column>-SDT-aml>-01.ext

S-Z 3-10 3-11 14c3-SDT-01-i.ztab
DDT-0 3-11 DDT out 14c3-DDT60-03v.EBS.ext
DDT-1 3-11 D DT out 14 3-DDT60-03bff.EBS.ext

SMT-O 3-12 SMT out SMT60-02v.rep.ext
SMT-1 3-12 SMT out SMT60-02.rep.ext

* This column gives the alpha numeric designator used in the respective figure.
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Table 3-4b. File Groups for No-Backfill Case

Fini ire I-
a# File names

M-1 3-2 3-5 column.data
M-MO 3-2 3-5 tspaOO-meshOO

M-M1 3-2 3-12 tspaOO-meshOl
M-M2 3-2 3-12 tspaOO-meshO2
M-Dl 3-2 3-11 14c3.03v.nft.msh.ddt
M-D2 3-2 3-11 14c3.nft.msh.ddt

LDTH:\< column >.col.units
M-LO <column> 3-2 3-9 <column >.nft.msh.dkmO.f

<column >.nft.msh.dkmO.m
Zcolumn >.col.units

M-Ll <column> 3-2 3-9 <column >.nft.msh.dkm.f
._______ _______<column >.nft.msh.dkm.m

<column >.nft.msh.dkmO
M-S 'column> 3-2 3-5, 3-10 SDT:< column >.col.units

H-DO 3-3 3-11 SMT-0.3Qheat-le6v vent-20v
H-Dl 3-3 3-11 SMT-0.3Qheat-50v vent-20
H-LO 3-3 3-9 3-10 LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-le6v vent-20v
H-LI 3-3 3-9. 3-10 LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-50v vent-20
H-MO 3-3 3-12 SMT-0.3Qheat-le6y vent-20v
H-MI 3-3 3-12 SMT-0.3Qheat-50y_yent-20
I-LO 3-4 3-6 low P.dat

low rn.datI-LI 3-4 3-6 low m.dat

I-MO 3-4 3-6 Median _.dat

Median rn.dat
I-MI 3-4 3-6 Median m.dat
l-UO 3-4 3-6 upper p.dat

upper m.dat
chimney wt TP

B-1 3-5 3-6. 3-10 chimney surface TP

B-2 3-5 3-6 Enthalpy.dat
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ X a ir

B-3 3-5 3-12 SMT surfbc
B-4 3-5 3-12 SMT bsmtbc

LDTH-i-ii-corey
XL-O<infil> 3-6 3-9 LDTH-i-mi-corey

LDTH-i-ui-corey
LDTH-20v-li-corey

XL-1 <infil> 3-6 3-9 LDTH-20v-mi-corey
_____________ _ ________ ________________ LDTH-20v-ui-corey

XL-2<infil> 3-6

I
3-9

LDTH-20-li-corey
LDTH-20-mi-corev
LDTH-20-ui-corevI

r used in the resnective fioure.
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Table 3-4b. (continued).
Figure

a# Origin Dest. File names

R-S 3-7 3-10, 3-11, 3-12 SDT-1Dds-mi

dkm-afc-1 Dds-mc-Ii-00
R-L<umn> 3-7 3-9 dkm-afc-1Dds-mc-mi-00

dkm-afc-1 Dds-mc-ui-00

R-1 3-8 3-9, 3-11 modprop_dr-up-00

R-lv 3-8 3-9, 3-11 modprop_dr-up-00v
R-2 3-8 3-9 dkm-afc-pbf-EBS_Rev1O
R-3 3-8 3-9 dkm-afc-EBS_Rev10
R-D 3-8 3-9, 3-11 DDT-EBSRevOO
LDTH-0<AIC> 3-9 LDTH out <Column>-LDTHcaml>-1Dds-mc-cinfil>-Olv.ext
LDTH-1 <AIC> 3-9 LDTH out <column>-LDTH<aml>-1 Dds_mc-<infil>-O1.ext

SDT-OcAC> 3-10 SDT out <column>-SDT-<aml>-0Iv.ext
SDT-1<AC> 3-10 SDT out <column>-SDT-caml>-01.ext

S-Z 3-10 3-11 14c3-SDT-01-i.ztab
DDT-0 3-11 DDT out 14c3-DDT60-03v.EBS.ext
DDT-1 3-11 DDT out 14c3-DDT60-03bff.EBS.ext

SMT-0 3-12 SMT out SMT60-02v.rep.ext
SMT-1 3-12 SMT out SMT60-02.rep.ext
* This column gives the al ha numeric desig ator used in the respective figure.
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Table 3-5a. Software Routine Input and Output Files for Backfill Case

Number or Data I Of
Name/Number Description location of Flowchart Input source Input File name # of files Output File Name files

validation Figure

addLayers v1.0 Routine Attach. IV 3- YMESH output 14c3.nft 1 14c3.nft.msh.ddt 1.1 _________ 3-2 J YMESH output L 14c3.03v.nft 1 O43.3v.nft.msJdt 

addlay v1.0 Routine Attach. IV 3-2 YMESH output SDT:Wcolumn>.nft 31 SDT:mccoIumn>.nft 31

E:B1 output temperature_W 1

E:B1 output temperature_S 1

bound v1.0 Routine Attach. X 3-5 addlay output <column>.nft.msh.dkmO 31 T_bottom.dat 1

readUnits output SDT:%<column>.col.units 31

LB99EBS1233129.001 tcond_wet.dat 1

Chim_Surf_TP I Routine I Attach. XIII 3-5 LB99EBS1233129.001 tspa99_primary_mesh 1 1 outpt T I
v1.0 _ _ _ j LB99EBS1233129.003 bcs 99.dat 1 surf TP.out 1

Chim._.WLTP Run AtahXI 35 LB99EBS12331 29.001 tspa99_.primary_Mesh IoupLt I.~~~~~~~otn Atah II 3 
v1.0 LB99EBS1233129.003 bcs 99.dat I

ColumnInfiltration Routine | XIV | convertCoords output | ^ NV 9 1 I infiltration.tex | 1

Covervi.1 Routine Attach. XV 3-2 MO9911MWDEBSWD.000l dftl.dat 1 1 I shapel.dat T
figurel.dat j

1column>.nft.msh.dkm.f 31

define EBS fine Routine Attch II 3-2 YMESH output LDTH:<column>.nft 31 IcoIumn>.nft.msh.dkm.m j 31Gdd v1.3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I<coIumn>.nft.msh.dkm0.f 31Grid vi.3 c~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~coIumn>.nft.msh.dkmo.m 31

00

8
0;

00
I



Table 3-5a. (continued)
Number or Data # of

Name/Number Description location of Flowchart Input source Input File name files Output File Name files
validation Figure

heat-DDT v1.0 Routine Attach. V 3-3 E:H2 DWpermeter.txt 1 DDT-heat-01 1

heat_SMT v1.0 Routine Attach. V 3-3 E:H1 heatTSPAOO.dat 1 SMT-heat-00 1

E:H3 DDT-heat-01 1 DDT-0.3Qheat-1e6y_yent-OOv 1

DDT-0.3Qheat-50y_yent-00 1
LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-1e6y_vent-

heatgenAge v1.2 Routine Attach. XII 3-3 heat_DDT ouput line-load-heat I 1oDLDTH-SDT-0.30heat-50y_yent- 1

00

heat_SMT output SMT-heat-00 1 SMT-0.3Qheat-ie6y_yent-OOv 1

SMT-0.3Qheat-50yyvent-00 1

low_g.dat 1

low_m.dat 1

low_p.dat 1

Median_g.dat 1

infiltab v1.0 Routine Attach. VIl 3-4 columnlnfiltration output infiltration.tex 1 Median_m.dat 1
Median_p.dat 1

upper_g.dat 1

upper._m.dat 1

upper_p.dat 1

I XL-O<infil> I LDTH-i-<infil>-corey 3 <al1nil<oun

N-L2 <aml>infil I
LDTH assembly X-<ni>LT-1-IfI-oe 

scripts: Routine Attach. Xl 3-9 XL-1 infil2 LDTH-<1>v-infil>-corey 3 | aml><infil><column>
LDTH*corey v1.0 N :L2 < Lam0Ipre-closure 13

XL-2cinfil > LDTH-01 -infil>-corey 3 c<aml><infil><column>
XL-2 <aml>post-closure 1 I

uz

w

le
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0
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Table 3-5a. (continued)
Number or Data

Name/Number Description location of Flowchart Input source Input File name f#les Output File Name files
validation Figure

N:M1 LDTH:\column_template I LDTH:\ccolumn>.dat 31

makeColumns v1.0 Routine Attach. I 3-2 EM column.data .
N:M1 SDT:\columnntemplate 1 SDT:\<column>,dat 31

E:M3 column.data 1

readsUnits v1.0 | Routine Attach. III 1 3-2 1 YMESH output T LDTH:kcolumn>.co l 31T LDTH:%<coIumn>.coI.units [ 31
_____ _ -YMESH output SDT:\<column>.col 31 ' SDT:\<coIumn>.coI.units [31

LB99EBS1233129.001 tspa99_primary_mesh 1
rme6 vl. 1 Routine Attach. XVI 3-2 LB99EBS1233129.001 UZ99_3.grd I LBL99-YMESH 1

? If so, from <column>.dat 14c3.dat I

LB9908612331 29.001 1 d-dnftscale 1
basecase2_flow.pm dkm-afc-1 Dds-mc-mi-00 I

LB990861 233129.001 1 d-driftscaleb 
basecase2_th.pm

rock-sun v1.0 Routine Attach. Vil 3-7 LB990861233129.003 1d-driftcale-Iowinf_flow.pm I dkm-afc-1 Dds-mc-Ii-00 I
LB990861233129.003 Id-driftscal_bowinf_th.pm 1

LB9908612331 29.002 1d-driftscahe_ 1LB9908 23312.002 uppennf_flow.pm dkm-afc-1 Dds-mc-ui-00 I
LB990861233129.002 1d-driftscalehupperinf_th.pm I

E:S1 SDT-01i I SDT initial.<coIumn><amI> I

N:S1 SDT-00-i-tpit 1

scrpts: SDT-01* Routine Attach. Xi 3-10 E:S2 SDT-OOv I <column>-SDT<amr1-01.in 1
vi .0 N:SI SDT-00-tplt I

E:S3 SDT-01 I <column>-SDT<amnI>-1v.in I
N:S1 SDT-00-tpft I

SMT surf bcv1.1T Routine Attach. IX 3-5 chTm...surLTP output surf TP.out [ SMT surf bc.out I
- - II I YMESH output tspaOO-meshOO I _1_1_ 1

cn

0
0
0

0

-
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Table 3-5a. (continued)

Number or Dataof o
Name/Number Description location of Flowchart Inputsource Input File name # of OutputFile Name # of

validation Figure es files
bound output T_bottom.dat 1

SMT_bot_bc v1.1 Routine Attach. IX 3-5 'YlESH output'" tspaO0-mesho . . SMT_bsmtbc.out 1

---- E - --- column.dita 1

TSPA SR <infil>.ext 3 TSA R Ifl
splitEXT v1.0 Routine Attach. XIX NA MSTHAC output R _ TSPA_SR_<infii>_

TSPA SR_cinfil>V -T cvarlable>.ext
pillar_MXdist.ext_3

xairtab v1 .8 Routine Attach. V1 3-5 renamed from outpt chimney_surface TP I Enthalpy.dat_ I IXair 

zr,

0
I0
0

0

9
2

0
a
0

00
0

) ) 1



Table 3-5b. Software Routine Input and Output Files for No-Backfill Case

Number or Data #Of

Name/Number Description location of Flowchart Input source Input File name # of files Output File Name files
validation Figure

addLayers v1 .0 Routine Attach. IV 3-2 YMESH output 14c3.nft 1 14c3.nft.msh.ddt 1
3-2 YMESH output 14c3.03v.nft I 14c3.03v.nft.msh.ddt I

addlay v1.0 Routine Attach. IV 3-2 | YMESH output | SDT:kccolumn>.n ft 31 I SDT:I<column>.nfl 31

E:B1 output temperature_W 1

E:B1 output temperature_S 1

bound v1.0 Routine Attach. X 3-5 addlay output <column>.nft.msh.dkm0 31 T_bottom.dat 1

readUnits output SDT:\<column>.coI.units 31

LB99EBS1233129.001 tcond wet.dat I

Chim_Surf_TP Routine Attach. Xill 3-5 LB99EBS1233129.001 tspa99_pnmary_mesh 1 outpt 1

vi .0 ______ _____ LB99EBS1233129.003 j bcs 99.da I surf TP.out I

Chim_wt_TP T Routine 1Attach. XIII 3-5 LB99EBS1233129.001 Itspa99j,rimary_.mesh 1oupt-w I1
v1.0 __L899EBS1233129.003 bcs99.

ColumrnInfiltration I Routine 1Attach. XIV 3-4 conver*tCoords output aNV 9 I nfiltration.tex 
vi. abon. tex___ 1 I E:M3 I column|d I

Covervi.1 Routine Attach. XV 3-2 |M099f1MWDEBSWDOOO| dftl.dat f - g shapel.dat 1

T Gnd v1.3 | Routine | Atl :h. II | 3-2 | Y IESH oul,out -LDTF : | 31 | <coIumn>.nft.msh.dkm.f 31
Grfide EBSl.in Routine Attach. 11 3-2 YMESH outut LDTHIcolumnft 31 <ooIumn>.nft.msh.dkm0.m 31
Grfine.v1.3B n .j<coIumn>.nft.msh.dkm0.f 31

________________ I I I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~<coIumn>.nft.msh.dkmo.ml 31

cnw

0

0

0

0
0
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Table 3-5b. (continued)
Number or Data Of Of

Name/Number Description location of Flowchart Input source Input File name fiof Output File Name
validaon Figur files files

heat-DDT v1.0 Routine Attach. V 3-3 E:H2 DWpermeter.txt I DDT-heat-01 1

heat_SMT v1.0 Routine Attach. V 3-3 E:H1 heatTSPAOO.dat I J SMT-heat-20 1

E:H3 DDT-heat-01 1 DDT-0.3Qheat-le6y_vent-20v I

DDT-0.3Qheat-50yyvent-20 1
LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-1e6y_vent-

heatgenAge v1.2 Routine Attach. XII 3-3 heat_DDT output line-load-heat-1.45 1 20vLDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-50y_vent-

20

heat SMT output SMT-heat-20 I SMT-0.3Qheat-le6y_vent-20v 1
SMT-0.3Qheat-50y_yent-20 I
low_g.dat 1
low_m.dat 1

low_p.dat 1

Median_g.dat 1

infiltab v1.0 Routine Attach. VIl 3-4 columninfiltraton output infiltration.tex I Median_m.dat 1
Median_p.dat I

upper_g.dat 1

upper._m.dat 1

upper_p.dat 1

XL-O<infil> LDTH-i-<infil>-corey 3 <aml>infil><column>

N:L2 <aml>infil 1
LDTH assembly X < L

scripts: Routine Attach. XI 3-9 NL12 <anml>pre-20-dif-osrey I <aml><infil><column>
LDTH'corey v1 .0 Rotn tah l| 39 |N-L2 | aml>pre-closure I 

LDTH*corey v1.0 XL-2<infil> LDTH-20-<infil>-corey 3 caml><infil>ccolumn>

I_________ I________ _______XL-2 <caml>post-closure 1 I

S

Q

0
0

0
0

.0
0
a

0
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Table 3-5b. (continued)
Number or Data I rFOf O Of

Name/Number Description location of Flowchart Input source Input File name files Name files

N:M1 LDTH.column emplate I LDTH:\<column>.dat 31

E__ __ _ _ 3_ __ _ _column.data I _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 

makeColumns v1.0 Routine Attach. I 3-2 E:M3 column.data 1
_______I_I __ E:M 3 __\column.data 1 1eSDT:\<column> dat 31

readsUnits vi .0 Routfine Attach. III 3-2 I YMESH output T LDT-H:\coIumn>.coI 31 LDTH:\.<coIumn>.coI.units j31
__________ ________ __ -YMESH output SDT:\<column>.col 31 I SDT:\<column>.col.units | 31

_ LB99EBS1233129.001 tspa99 Drimary mesh 1

rme6 v1.1 Routine Attach. XVI 3-2 LB99EBS1233129.001 UZ993.grd I LBL99-YMESH 1I
? If so, from <column>.dat 14c3.dat 1 _

LB990861233129.001 1 d-driftscal_ basecase2_flow. ml

... _ . _ ____-_ ._ dkm-afc-1 Dds-mc-mi-20 1
LB990861233129.001 1d-driftscale_ basecase2_th.p n 1

rock-sun v1.0 Routine Attach. Vil 3-7 LB990861233129.003 ld-drifcale lowinf flow.pm I dkm-afc-1Dds-mc-1i-20 1
LB990861233129.003 ld-driftscale lowinf th.pm I k-f-Dsm-l2 

LB9908612331 29.002 1 d-driftscabe_ upperinf-flow.p n 1 dkm-afcl- Dds-mc-ul-20 I

LB990861233129.002 1d-driftscale utperinf th.ur 1

E __:S1 SDT-001i-It | 1 - SDT initial.<column><amI> I
N:Si SDT-00-i-tplt I _________

SDT assembly E:S2 SDT-20v 
scripts: SDT-01* Routine Attach Xi 3-10 N:S| SDT-20vtpt 1 column>-SDT<amI-20.in 1

vi .0EMST2
E:SS31 |SGDI T Y20 | 1 | ccolumn>-SDT<am>-20v.ir 

____surf_______ |______ Rouin |Atac.l | 35 | Y| tsaO-mshO |1 ST_ur_b.oN:St SDT-00-tpft 
-I I tch X YMESH output tsPao0-mesh00 I I_______I___

cnm

Y,
0
0

0
C00
0
~0

0

000

I



Table 3-5b. (continued)z
U7

o°

w

0

0

Number or Data
Name/Number Description location of Flowchart Input source Input File name files Output File Name files

validation Figure files__ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ files__ __ _ __ _

bound output T_bottom.dat 1

SMT_bot_bc v1 .1 Routine Attach. IX 3-5 YMESH output tspaOO-meshOO 1 SMT_bsmtbc.out 1

E:M3 column.data 1

T I ~~~~~~~~~TSPA_SR-<infiI>.ext 3 TSPA SR <infil> 11
spliEXT v.0 [ Routine Attach. XIX NA MSTHAC output [T-AR . - - -. 111

TSPAXSRT.<infil>jT_pI 3 <variable>.ext
lar Xdist.ext

xairtab v1.8 Routine Attach. VI 3-5 | renamed from outpt chimney_urfac Enthalpy.dat 1
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _X .a ir a 
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Table 3-6a. LDTH NUFT Input and Output Files for Backfill Case

Data of f

Description Flowchart Input source File aS Input File name files Output File Name files
_____ _____ Figure __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

define-EBSSfineGrid output ML <column>.nft.msh.dkmO.f 31
define-EBSSfineGrid output zcoiumn< zcolumn>.nft.msh.dkmO.m 31

readUnits output LDTH:I<column>.col.units 31

LDTH rock sun output R-LO dkm-afc-1Dds-mc-mi-00 1 Include files

Initialization 3-9a rock_sun output <infil> dkm-afc-1 Dds-mc-ui-00 I
rock-sun output dkm-afc-__Dds-mc-ui-00 1

N:L1 run_controI_param_LDTH-vOO 1

corey output ccoiumn>-LDTHcaml:-1Dds mc-<infil>-i.in 465 <column>-LDTH<aml>-1Dds-mc-<lnftl>-i.extI 465

define-EBS_tineGrid output Mcolumn>.nft.msh.dkm.f 31

define-EBS-fineGrid output <Column> <coIumn>.nft.msh.dkm.m 31

readUnits output LDTH:%<coIumn>.col.units 31

rock_sun output dkm-efc-lDds-mc-mi-00 1

LDTH rock_sun output <Rnfil> dkm-afc-lDds-m c-li-OO 1

restart rock-sun output dkm-afc-1 Dds-mc-ul-OO 1 Include files

Include files 3-9a E:P1 R-lv modprop_dr-up-OOv 1
E:P1 R-2 dkm-afc-pbf-EBS_Revlo I

heetgenAge output H-LO LDTH-SDT-0.30hest-1eSy_vent-OOv 1
NUFT output Init LDTH:%<sml>-infii>coIumn>

N:L1 run_control_parsm_LDTH-vO1 I

N:L3 output.times-OOv 1
colum n>-LDTHasmi>-1Dds_mc-'infiI>- 4 column>-LDTHaml>-1 Dds-mc-<infil>- 46

Pro-closure corey output 01vin 465 01v.ext 465

define EBS fineGrid output M-L1 listed in LDTH restart above
_ _ z~~column>

eadUnits & roack_sun outpu R-L <intil> listed In LDTH restart above

LDTH restart E:P1 R-1 modprop_dr-up-OO 1
include files E:P1 R-3 dkm-afc-EBS_Revlo I Include files

heatgenAge output H-LI LDTH-SDT-0.3Qhest-50y_vent-oo 1

NUFT output pre-clos LDTH:%<aml>-infi>-column>

N:L1 run_control_param_LDTH-v0i 1

N:L3 output.times-<amI>-OO

zcolumn>-LDTH<smr>-1Dds mc-<infil>- 5 column>-LDTH<aml>-1Dds-mc-'infil>-
Post-closure corey output 01 in 501ext 465

tnm
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Table 3-6b. LDTH NUFT Input and Output Files for No-Backfill CaseData # f#Of
Description Flowchart Input source File a# Input File name # of Output File Name °files

Fiaure files
define_EBS_fineGrid outpu M-LO <column>.nft.msh.dkmO.f 31
define_EBS_fineGrid outu <colm <column>.nft*msh.dkmO.m 3__ 31

readUnits outDut LDTH:%<column>.col.units 31
LDTH rock sun outDut RLo dkm-afc-1 Dds-mc-mi-OO 1 Include files

Initializatio 3-9b _ rock sun output - dkm-afc-1 Dds-mc-li-O0 I__, .
rock sun output dkm-afc-1 Dds-mc-ui-00 I

N:L1 run controlparam LDTH-vOO I

-corey output <column>-LDTHcamP>-1Dds mc-<infil>-i.irq 465 <column>-LDTH<aml>-1Dds mc-<infil>-i.e 465

define_EBS fineGrid outpu <column>.nft.msh.dkm.f 31
define EBS fineGrid outpu mn> <column>.nft.msh.dk.m 31d _in.BSle_ i <column> LT:comn.co.t 31_

readUnits output LDTH:\<column>.col.units 31

rocklsun output dkm-afc-1Dds-mc-nii-O -I ,

LDTH ____ rock sun output R-L <infil dkm-afc-1 Dds-mc-H-OO 1

restart rocksun output dkm-afc-1 Dds-mc-ui-OO I I
include 3-9b E:P1 R-lv modprop_dr-20v I Incude files
files E:P1 R-2 dkm-afc-pbf-EBS Rev20 - -

heatgenAge output H-LO LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-1e6y_vent-20v 1

NUFT output Init. LDTH:\<aml><infil><column> I
N:L1 run control_param LDTH-v01 1

N:L3 output.times-Ov 1

Pre-closure corey output <column>-LDTH<aml>-1Dds mc-<infil>-20v n 465 <column>-LDTH<aml>-1Dds mc-<infil>-20v.485 x6

defineEBS_fineGrid outpu McLu listed in LDTH restart above

readUnits& roack sun outpRL <nfil> listed in LDTH restart above

E:P1 R-1 modprop_dr-20 I
LDTH restart E:P1 R-3 dkm-afc-EBS Rev20 1 Include files
include files 3- __heatgenAge output H-Li LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-5Oy_vent-20 1

NUFT output pre-clos LDTH:k<aml><infil><column>

N:L1 _runcontrolparam_LDTH-vO1 1

NUL3 output.times-<aml>-20

Post-closure -corey output - <column>-LDTH<aml>-1 Dds mc-<infi1>-20.b 465 <column>-LDTH<caml>-1 Dds mc-<infil'-0 6

400
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00
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Table 3-7a. SDT NUFT Input and Output Files for Backfill Case

DescriptionData Flowchart Input source File a# Input File namne files Output File Name files

derine_EBS ineGrid output M-S <cournn>.nft.msh.dkrnO 31

SDT 3-10a readUnits output <column> SDT:%<colurn>.col.units 31 Indude files

Initialization rock sun output R-S SDT-1Dds-ni 1

SDT-Oli output <coIumn>-SDT-01-i.in 31 <colurnn>-SDT<arnl>-i.ext 31

define EBS_fhneGridouput M-S <coIuni,>.nft.msh.dkmO 31

readUnits output <column> SDT:<coolurn>.col.units 31

SDT restart rock_sun output R-S SDT-IDds-ni I Indude files

indude files 3-10a heatgenAge output -LO LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-1e6y_yent-OOv I

N:S2 output.times-OOv I

NUFT output pre-dos SDT:%<arn><coIunm>. Ztab files I
Pre-dosure SDT-Olv output <column>-SDT<and>-01v.in 155 <coIurn>-SDT<arrP-Olv.ext 155

define_EBS hneGrid output S <coumn>.nft.msh.dkmO 31

readUnits output <colunvi> SDT:%<colurnn>.col.units 31

SDT restart rock_sun output R-S SDT-1 Dds-i I1

include files 3-10a heatgenAge output -Li LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-50y_vent-00 1 Inude files

N:S2 output.times-<anI-OO I

NUFT output pre-dos SDT:<arP<coIurmn>. Ztab files

Post-cosure SDT-01 output <coIurnn>-SDT<anP-01 in 155 <cdlurm>-SDT<ai>-01 ext | 155

z
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Table 3-7b. SDT NUFT Input and Output Files for No-Backfill Case

Data ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~# Of OtuFle# of
Description Flowchart Input source File a# Input File name files Output File Name files

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ F ig u re _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

define_EBS_fineGrid outpul M-S <column>.nft.msh.dkmO 31

SDT readUnits output <column> SDT:k<column>.col.units 31 Indude files
Initialization 31 Ob rock-sun output R-S SDT-1 Dds-mi 1

SDT-O1i output <column>-SDT-01-i.in 31 <column>-SDT<aml>-i.ext 31

define EBS fineGrid outpu M-S <column>.nft.msh.dkmO 31

readUnits output <column> SDT:\<column>.col.units 31
SDT restart rock-sun output R-S SDT-lDds-mi Inuf_ 1_les
include files 3-1 Ob heatgenAge output H-LO LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-le6y.yent-20 I

N:S2 output.times-OOv 1
NUFT output pre-clos SDT:I<aml><column>. Ztab files -

Pre-cosure SDT-O1 v output <column>-SDT<aml>-O1 v.in 155 <column>-SDT<aml>-20v.ext 155

dfine EBSfineGrid outpu M-S <column>.nft.msh.dkmO 31
readUnits output <column> SDT:%<column>.col.units 31

SDT restart rock sun output R-S SDT-1Dds-mi 1
.Indude files

include files 3-1 Ob heatgenAge output H-LI LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-50y_yent-20 1
N:S2 output.times-<aml>-20 1

NUFT output pre-dos SDT:\<aml><column>. Ztab files=
Post-cosure SDT-01 output I column>-SDT<aml>-20.in 155 <column>-SDT<aml>-20.ext 155

z
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Table 3-8a. DDT Nuft Input and Output Files for Backfill Case

Desription | gDataFluchart Input soume File a# Input File name files |Ou FileName fs

define_EBSjfineGrid output R-1 nodpropdr-up-00 1

readUnits output R-S SDT-iDds-ni 1

E:PI R-D DDT-EBS_RevOO I

DDT NUFT output S-Z 14c3-SDT-01-l.ztab I Indude files
Initialization a3-i i heatgenAge output -DO DDT4.3Qheat-1e6y_yent-00v 1

N:D1 rnUrcontrol_paramDOT-vO1 1

N:D2 output.times-DDT60-00 1

Radpro output DDT6-03v.radout 1

E:D1 M-D1 14c3-DDT60-03v.in 1 14c3-DDT60-03v.EBS.ext I

E P1 R-1v modpropdrp-OOv i1

readUnits output R-S SDT-1 Dds-mi I

E:P1 R-D DDT-EBS_RevOO 1

DOT NUFT output S-Z 14c3-SDT-01-l.ztab 1 InIude files
Predosure 3-I la heatgenAge output -D1 DDT-.3Qheat-50yInentd fi 
Precdosure N:D1 rurLontrolpaarn_WT-vOl 1

N:D2 output.times-DDT60-00 1

Radpro output DDT6003pbMfradout 1

_______ _________ E:D1 M-D1 14c3-DMT603pbf.in 1 14c3-DDT60-03pbf.res I

define_EBS_fineGrid output R-1 modprop_r-up-00 1

readUnits output R-S SDT-1ODds-i I
E:P1 R-D DMT-EBS_RevOO I

DDT NUFT output 14c3-DDT60-O3pbfres I Indude files
Postdosur 3-ilIa heatgenAge outpu HI-Dl MT-O.3Qheat-51)Kyent-00 1 ici ie

N:D1 run_controlpaam_rDDT-v02 I

N:D2 output.times-DDT60-00 I
Radpro output DDT6003pbf.radout I

EDI M-D1 14c3-DDT60-03bff.in 1 14c3-DDT60-03bff.EBS.ext I

g
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Table 3-8b. DDT Nuft Input and Output Files for No-Backfill CaseData # f#Of
Description Flowchart Input source File az# Input File name filof Output File Name Ifiles

define_EBS_fineGrid_output R-1 m, nodoropDdr-20 1

readUnits output R-S SDT-1 Dds-mi I

,____ E:P1 ,__,__ R-D __DDT-EBS Rev2O 1

DDT pNUFToutput S-Z 14c3-SDT-01-1.ztab 1 Incude files

Initialization 3-1 lb u___ heatg ... output H-DO DDT-0.3Qheat-1e6y nt-O0v 1
N:D1 run controlparam_DDT-vOl 1

N:D2 output.times-DDT60-20 1
Radpro outpt DDT60-03v.radout 1

E:D1 M-D1 l4c3-DDT60-20v.in 1 14c3-DDT60-20v.EBS.ext 1

E:Pl R-lv modprop_r-20v

readUnits output R-S SDT-1 Dds-mi 1
E:P1 R-D DDT-EBS Rev2O I

NUFT output S-Z 14c3-SDT-01-l.ztab I
DDT _a Include filesDuT 3-11 b heatgenAge output _ H-DI _ DDT-0.3Qheat-50y_ vent-O0 1Includefiles

Preclosure N-D1 run controLparam DDT-vOl 1

N:D2 ou put.imes-DDT60-20 I

Radpro output DDT60-03pbfradout 1

E:D1 M-DI 14c3-DDT60-20pbf.in 1 14c3-DDT60-20obf.res 1

define EBS fineGrid output R1 I oProp-drO21

-~ readUnits_otput R- SDT-1 Dds-mi I
E:P1 R_D DDT-EBS Rev20___ 1

DDT,, _ NUFT output-,,_ _ _ 4c3-DT6- bfres 1 Include files
DDT 3-11b . .....hae _utpt H DDT-O.3Qheat-§0yevt-OO __

Postclosure N.D1 run control_param DDT-v02 1

, , ,, N:D2 , outDut.times-DDT60-20 1
Radoro outout DDT6003pbf.radout 1

E:D1 M-D1 14c3-DDT60-20ss.in 1 14c3-DDT60-20ss.EBS.ext 1
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Table 3-9a. SMT Nuft Input and Output Files for Backfill Case

Data #Of Of
Descripbon Flowchart Input source File a# Input File name files Output File Name | files

readUnits output R-S SDT-1 Dds-mi 1
heatgenAge output B-3 SMT surfbc___________________________~____ __ _____________________ 1 _

YMESH output M-M1 tspaOO-meshO2
SMT N:T1 run control Daram SMT-v01 1 Include files
Initialization 3-1 B _ SMT bsmtc I I

N:T3 SMT-lDds-mi-sz I
E:T1 SMT-1 Dds-mi-fit 1

user developed SMT60-01-i-in 1 SMT60-01-i-rst 1

readUnits output R-S SDT-IDds-mi 1

heatgenAge output _ H-MO SMT-03Cheat-le0y_vent-02v I
YMES ut M-M2 tspaOO-meshO2 1

N:T1 run control_param SMT-vOl I
SMT 3-2NT M-1Dsns nclude files
Preclosure 3-12 N:T2 _____ output.times-SMT60-00 1

N:T3 SMT-Dds-m-sz 1
__ E:T1 SMT-1 Dds-mi-flt I
NUFT output SMT6001-I-rst 1

user developed SMT60-02v.in I SMT60-02v.rep.ext I

readUnits output R-S _ SDT-1 Dds-mi I
heatenge output __H-Mi SMT-0.3Qheat-50y_vent-02v 1

YMESH output __ m-m tspaOO-meshOl 1

SMT N:T1 ru-nc aram SMT-vo1 Indude files

Postclosure 3-12 NT2Z output.fimes-SMT60-00 I
N:T3 SMT- Dds-mi-sz 

E:T1 SMT-1 Dds-mi-fit I
NUFT output SMT60-01-i-rst 1

user developed SMT60-02.in I SMT60-02.rep.ext I
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Table 3-9b. SMT Nuft Input and Output Files for No-Backfill Case

Data #Of Of
Description Flowchart Input source File a# Input File name files Output File Name files

Ficaure
readUnits output R-S SDT-1 Dds-mi I__ _

heatgenAge output B-3 SMT surfbc I
YMESH output M-M1 tspaOO-meshO1 I

SMT N:T1 run control_param SMT-v01 1 Include files
Initialization 3-4 SMT bsmtc 1I

N:T3_.____ SMT-1 Dds-r,-sz 
E:T1 SMT-1 Dds-mi-fit I

user developed SMT60-01-i-in 1 SMT60-01-i-rst 1T1

readUnits output R-S SDT-iDds-mi 1

heatgenAge output_ _H-MQ SMT-0.3Qheat-le6y vent-20v 1
YMEHu t M-M2 ._ . spa-mesh2O 1

N:T1 run nTrvpararSMT-vO1 1
SMT 3-12 N-T2 _Include files
Preclosure __ NT-- output._imes-SMT60-20 1I

N:T3 __ _ SMT-1 Dds-mi-sz _
E:T1 SMT-1 Dds-mi-fit I

NUFT output SMT6001-i-rst 1
user developed SMT60-20v.in 1 SMT60-20v.rep.ext I 1

readUnits output R-S SDT-1Dds-mi 1

heatgenAge output H-Mi SMT-0.3Qheat-50y_vent-20v 1
YMESH output M-M1 tspaOO-mesh2O 1

NMT1 _ run control aramnSMT-v01 I

Postclosure 3-12 N:T2 = _ output.imes-SMT60-20 1 Include files
N:T3 SM____._ . _Dds-m-sz 1

- E:T1 _ SMT-1 Dds-mi-fit I
NUFT output SMT60-01-i-rst 1

user developed SMT60-20.in I SMT60-20.reP.ext 1

Q
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Figure 3-1. Legend for data flow diagrams.
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,2 addLayers vl.O ||nl
…~~~~~- -

I I
II 11~~~~~~I
I~ ~ ~~~~~~I14c3.03v.nst.msh.ddt i,

,+(14c3.nft.msh.ddtl IM.D2I --- 

define EBS fineGnd - column>.nft
I. VI _eadUnh

# / scolumn>.nX m~~~~~h.dkmfrn f 
'coIum0.nfLmsh.dkm.m IcoIunn>.ntrnsh.dkrn I

l cco4umn'.nftmsh.dkrnO.f 'co um,.col.units
\,<co/umn>.nftrmsh.dkmO.mrn (LDTH)

I M-LO 'column' 'column>.col.units , u

TB AMR fig3-2 wr_mesh

Figure 3-2. Generation of numerical meshes for all submodels.
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fA '= ------------------------.

2 A (~~~~~~DDT-0.30heat-le6y_

C SMT-0.30heat-le6y_.vent-02v

0- ( SMT-0.3Qheat-50y_vent-02

I L,,~ LZ~;j .21
------------------------------------- …-----------------------------------

TB_AMRfig3-3.wr_heat

Figure 3-3. Preparation of heat generation curves for all submodels.

NOTE: This diagram shows the files for the backfill case, for the No-backfill case the file names SMT-
O.3Qheat-1e6y vent-02v, SMT-0.3Qheat-50y_vent-02, DDT-0.3heat-1e6y_vent-OOv, DDT-0.3Qheat-
50y_vent-OOv, LDTH-SDT=0.3Qheat-1e6y_vent-OOv, and LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-50y_yent-OO are changed

to SMT-0.3Qheat-1e6y_vent-20v, SMT-0.3Qheat-50y_vent-20, DDT-0.3heat-1e6y_yent-20v, DDT-
0.3Qheat-50y_vent-20v, LDTH-SDT=0.3Qheat-1e6y_vent-20v, and LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-50y_vent-20
respectively all else remains the same.
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Lnfl1attion (infItratontx Infiftab.m
lflux iles)

I U PMdtian_p.ratm.dat

I (I7 
I Median m..dat

lowsm.dat

__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ____ _

TB_AMR_fig3-4_wrjinfil

Figure 3-4. Preparation of infiltration data for LDTH submodels.
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TB_AMRfig3-5_wr_bc

Figure 3-5. Preparation of boundary conditions for submodels.
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TB_AMR_fig3-6_wr_corey

Figure 3-6. Creation of scripts to generate families of LDTH submodels.
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dkm-afc-1 IDds-mc-ui-OO

dkm-afc-1 IDds-mc4i-OO

TB_AMRfg3-7_wr_rock

Figure 3-7. Material properties of the natural system.

TB_AMRfig3-8_wr_ebs

Figure 3-8. Material properties of the EBS.
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M-LO (column> | - lf
-4Fd_e_o_

i ---- e !

The LDTH results I v v v v v ') .

<AIC> Indicates: ---

Aml, Infiltratfon, and Col

_- - - - - - -4 ---- B-------__-------------------__ 

LDTH pre-closure output: LDTH post-closure output: T
< (amtb <infiP (column> camb> infil> <column>

TB AMRfig3-9_wr_Idth

Figure 3-9. Execution of LDTH submodels.
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TB_AMR_fig3-1 0_wr_sdt

Figure 3-10. Execution of SDT submodels.
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I
-'--.14c3-DDT6O0-03v.EBS.ext l

I I I i

14c3-DDT60-03bff.EBS.ext ( I ,
_ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ... 

J
TBsAMR_fig3.-1 1_wr_ddt

Figure 3-11. Execution of DDT submodels.
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NUFT 3.0s NUFT 3.0esu

SMT6O-02v.rep.ext SMT6O-02.rep.ext C ,

I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Ir
- - -LI-- - - - - - - - -

TB_AMR_fig3-12_wr_smt

Figure 3-12. Execution of SMT submodels.
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4. INPUTS

The inputs to the Multiscale Thermohydrologic Model (MSTHM) are presented in the following
sections: Section 4.1 Data and Parameters, Section 4.2 Criteria, and Section 4.3 Codes and
Standards.

4.1 DATA AND PARAMETERS

Inputs are outlined in the following sections.

4.1.1 Geometric Description of the EBS and Material Properties

The geometric description of the EBS consists of both longitudinal dimensions (along the
longitudinal axis of the emplacement drifts) and the vertical and lateral dimensions in a vertical
cross-sectional plane that is orthogonal to the longitudinal axis of the drifts.

4.1.2 Drift Spacing

Emplacement drifts have an 81-m centerline to centerline spacing which is presented in the
Subsurface Facility System Description Document (CRWMS M&O 2000d Section 1.2.1.5). This
information is used in the Discrete-heat-source, Drift-scale, Thermal-conduction (DDT)
submodels (Section 6.5).

4.1.3 Waste Package Spacing

There is a 0.1-Im gap between WPs shown in Figure 4-1 is taken from Emplacement Drift System
Description Document (CRWMS M&O 2000e, Section 1.2.4.7). This information is used in the
DDT submodels (Section 6.5). This input is appropriately used.

4.1.4 Drift Diameter

The diameter of the emplacement drifts is 5.5m and is presented Subsurface Facility System
Description Document (CRWMS M&O 2000d Section 1.2.1.3).

4.1.5 Properties of Air at Model Boundaries

The thermal conductivity of air at 16°C (ground surface) is 0.0254 W/n-K (Bolz and Tuve 1973,
p. 11, interpolated). The solid density of air at 24.8°C (intake to emplacement drifts) is 1.185
kg/m3 (Bolz and Tuve 1973, p. 11, interpolated). The specific heat of air at 25°C (intake to
emplacement drifts) is 1006 joules/kg-k (Bolz and Tuve 1973, p. 11). This information is used in
the SMT, DDT, and SDT models through incorporation in the file SDT-lDds-mi. (Accepted
data/established fact, handbook value). This input is appropriately used.

4.1.6 Properties of EBS Materials

Backfill and invert properties are provided in Table 4-1.

Backfill and crushed tuff invert hydrologic material properties for the EBS originate in source
DTN:MO0009SEPTIHMP.000.
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The waste package thermal properties are taken from the calculation Tabulated In-drift

Geometric and Thermal Properties Used in Drift-Scale Models for TSPA_SR (CRWMS M&O
2000h, p. 11). The emissivity of the waste package is 0.8 (Avallone, E.A. and Baumeister, T., III,
ed. 1987, p. 4-68) and is established fact. The value for carbon steel is used as an approximation.
This input is appropriately used.

The drip shield properties comprised of titanium are discussed in ANSYS Calculations in Support

of Enhanced Design Alternatives (CRWMS M&O 1999e, p. 21). The drip shield thermal
conductivity is 20.55 W/(m K) (ASME 1995 p. 611). The density is 4512 kg/m3 (ASME 1995,
p. 620). The drip shield thermal diffusivity is 8.310 * 10i m2 /sec (ASME 1995, p. 620). The
specific heat capacity of the drip shield corresponding to these properties is 550 J/Kg-K.

Table 4-1. Backfill and Invert Material Properties for the backfill and no-backfill cases

Overton Crushed Crushed Tuff
Sand Backfill Tuff Invert Invert

(backfill (backfill (no-backfill Waste Drip
Property Units case) case) case) Package Shield

Permeability M 2 1.43 x 1011 6.15 x 10-l1 6.15 x 10 1- NA NA

Porosity Fraction 0.41 0.545 0.545 NA NA

Van Genuchten a 1/Pa 2.7523 x 104 1.2232 x 10-3 1.2232 x 10- NA NA

Van Genuchten b dimensionless 2 2.7 2.7 NA NA

Residual Saturation Fraction 0.024 0.092 0.092 NA NA

Grain Density Kg/m3 27003 25303 25303 8189.2 4501.72

Grain Specific Heat J/Kg-K 795.4923 9483 9483 488.86 551.32

Conductivity W/m-K 0.333 0.66 1.52 (upper layer)2 14.42 20.55

_____________ ____________ 0.15 (lower layer)2

Emissivity dimensionless 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.801 0.63

Sources:
' (Avallone, E.A. and Baumeister, T., III, ed. 1987, p. 4-68) The value from carbon steel is used as an
approximation.
2 See Section 5.2.8

See Section 5.2.7

4.1.7 Hydrologic and Thermal Properties of Stratigraphic Units

Each stratigraphic unit has two sets of properties, one for its matrix and the other for its fractures.
The matrix properties are: permeability, porosity, Van Genuchten a parameter, Van Genuchten J
parameter, residual saturation, and satiated saturation. The fracture parameters include the six

categories used for the matrix of the rock (although the values for the fractures are different) and
3 additional parameters: active fracture parameter, fracture frequency, and fracture to matrix area.
The thermal properties include grain density, grain specific heat, wet thermal conductivity, dry
thermal conductivity, and tortuosity. There are three infiltration cases (each corresponding to an
expected climate) over which the repository is being modeled. There is a set of hydrologic
properties for each of these infiltration cases.

The matrix properties, fracture properties, and thermal properties corresponding to the basecase
infiltration flux are given in the file ld-driftscale_basecase.xls (LB990861233129.001).
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Properties corresponding to the upper infiltration flux are given in the file ld-
driftscale_upperinf.xls (LB990861233129.002). Properties corresponding to the lower bound
infiltration flux are given in the file ld-driftscale_lowinf.xls (LB990861233129.003).

The basecase matrix properties are reproduced in Table 4-2. The basecase fracture properties are
reproduced in Table 4-3. Thermal properties are reproduced in Table 4-4. The tortuosity factor
is 0.7.

The hydrologic property sets are used in Section 6.3.5. This input is appropriately used.

4.1.8 Thermal Properties of Air Inside the Drifts

The thermal conductivity of in-drift air in the DDT submodels is from Fundamentals of heat and
mass transfer (Incropera and DeWitt 1996, pg. 839: lines 4-12 of the table). The input data is
given as a function of temperature in Fahrenheit that is converted to Celsius and used in the file
DDT-EBS-RevOO. This input is appropriately used.

4.1.9 Thermal Properties of Stratigraphic Units for SMT Submodels

The uncalibrated thermal properties of the stratigraphic units are given in Table 4-4. The source

of this data is thermal_UZ.xls (LB991091233129.006). This data is edited to create the file
SMT-lDds-mi-flt as described in the editing function E:Tl in Table 3-3 (also see Figure 3-12).
This information is used in Section 6.5. This input is appropriately used.

4.1.10 Effective Thermal Conductivity of Cavities Inside Drifts

Thermal radiative heat transfer inside cavities within the emplacement drifts can be represented
with the use of an effective thermal conductivity, which is given as a function of time. Effective
thermal conductivity versus time relationships have been developed and are discussed in
Assumption section 5.3.3. This input is appropriately used.
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Table 4-2. Matrix Properties of Stratigraphic Units

Van Van Genuchten Residual Satiated

Unit Permeability Porosity Genuchten a 1 Saturation Saturation

(Mi) (Fraction) (Pa-') (Fraction) (Fraction)

tcw1i1 3.86E-15 0.253 4.OOE-05 0.47 0.07 1

tcwl2 2.74E-19 0.082 1.81E-05 0.241 0.19 1

tcwl3 9.23E-17 0.203 3.44E-06 0.398 0.31 1

ptn2l 9.90E-13 0.387 1.01E-05 0.176 0.23 1

ptn22 2.65E-12 0.439 1.60E-04 0.326 0.16 1

ptn23 1.23E-13 0.254 5.58E-06 0.397 0.08 1

ptn24 7.86E-14 0.411 1.53E-04 0.225 0.14 1

ptn25 7.OOE-14 0.499 5.27E-05 0.323 0.06 1

ptn26 2.21 E-13 0.492 2.49E-04 0.285 0.05 1

tsw3l 6.32E-17 0.053 3.61 E-05 0.303 0.22 1

tsw32 5.83E-16 0.157 3.61 E-05 0.333 0.07 1

tsw33 3.08E-17 0.154 2.13E-05 0.298 0.12 1

tsw34 4.07E-18 0.11 3.86E-06 0.291 0.19 1

tsw35 3.04E-17 0.131 6.44E-06 0.236 0.12 1

tsw36 5.71 E-18 0.112 3.55E-06 0.38 0.18 1

tsw37 4.49E-18 0.094 5.33E-06 0.425 0.25 1

tsw38 4.53E-18 0.037 6.94E-06 0.324 0.44 1

tsw39 5.46E-17 0.173 2.29E-05 0.38 0.29 1

chlz 1.96E-19 0.288 2.68E-07 0.316 0.33 1

chlv 9.90E-13 0.273 1.43E-05 0.35 0.03 1

ch2v 9.27E-14 0.345 5.13E-05 0.299 0.07 1

ch3v 9.27E-14 0.345 5.13E-05 0.299 0.07 1

ch4v 9.27E-14 0.345 5.13E-05 0.299 0.07 1

ch5v 9.27E-14 0.345 5.13E-05 0.299 0.07 1

ch2z 6.07E-18 0.331 3.47E-06 0.244 0.28 1

ch3z 6.07E-18 0.331 3.47E-06 0.244 0.28 1

ch4z 6.07E-18 0.331 3.47E-06 0.244 0.28 1

ch5z 6.07E-18 0.331 3.47E-06 0.244 0.28 1

ch6 4.23E-19 0.266 3.38E-07 0.51 0.37 1

PP4 4.28E-18 0.325 1.51 E-07 0.676 0.28 1

pp3 2.56E-14 0.303 2.60E-05 0.363 0.1 1

pp2 1.57E-16 0.263 2.67E-06 0.369 0.18 1

PpO 6.40E-17 0.28 1.14E-06 0.409 0.3 1

bf3 2.34E-14 0.115 4.48E-06 0.481 0.11 1

bf2 2.51 E-17 0.259 1.54E-07 0.569 0.18 1

DTN: LB990861233129.001
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Table 4-3. Fracture Properties of Stratigraphic Units

van van AcOve Fracture

Genuchten Genuchten Residual Satialtd Fracture to matrix

Unit Permeability Porosity a I Saturation Saturation Parameter Frequency area

(m=) (Pa-) (Fraction) (Fraction) (1/r) (m
2Im3)

12.41E-12 0.028 3.15E-03 0 6 0 . 0 1 0.30 0 9 15
-TW .OE-10- 0.02 2.13E-03 10.613 0.01 0.30 1.91 13.39

tcw13 5.42E- 0.015 1.26E-03 0.607 01 0 Z79 T77
ptn 1.8E-12 011 1.68E-0 0.8 001 09 07 1.
ptn22 2.OOE-11 0.012 7.68E- 1 W.0 0.46 1.41

piz 2 .60E-13 0.0025 9.23E-04 0.61 0.01 1 1.75

i 4.67E-13:F 0.012 3.37E--3 0.623J- 0.01T 0.09 0.46 0.34-

pi25 70-13 0.0062 6.33E-04 0.644 0.0 1 0.9w 0.52 1.09

ptn2 4.44E-13 0.0036 27E0 .5 .100 .7 35

tsw31 3.21 E-11 0.0055 2.49E-04 0 0.0 2.17 3.86

tsw3 1.26E-12 0.009 1.27E-0 0.608 0.01 0.1 11 3.Z1

tsw33 53s 0.06 1.4E-0 I 0.41 0.81 4.44

2.76E-13 0.01 516 0 1 1 01 4 13

-- W1 -T7 T1- ~ U 1
tsw35 1.29E-12 0.011 7.84E-04 0.612 0.011 0. .
tsw3 9.1E1 0.5 7.8E-4 .6 0.0 1- 0.4T1 4.02 12.31

ts! 79.91 Y E -13 T 0.05 .8EM-0 0.61 0.01T 1 0.41 4.02 -12.3

tsw38 5.92E-13 0.012 4.7-4 062 001 041 .3 1.4

tsw3 4.57E-13 0.04 9g.63E-04 064 .11.1 0.6 29

ch 1 v f .84E-f-1 0.0007 1.09E-03 0.624 0.01 1 0.1T3 010 0.30

wiF2 2.89E-713 0.000 5g.18EN-0 0.6g28- 0.011 0.13 U. 14 -0.43

ch3v 2.89E1 0 5 02 0 03 1.1 0.43

7;v .89E-13- 009 -35.18E-04 0.628 0.01 1 --. 1 0.14 0.43

ch5v 2.8E-713 0.0009 5.18E-04 0.628 0.01 0.1 0.14 0.43

ch2z 3.12E-14 0.000 4.88E044 058 .1 1 0.10 0.4 .3

ch4z 31E1 .04 48E0 .9 .101 .4 04

ch5z 3.12E-14r 0 4- w M 4.88E-04 0.598 0.01 0.10 01 043w

c T1 - 0.0002 7.49E-04 0.604 0.01 0.10 0.04 0.11

p4 3.84E -14 0.0004 5.72E-04 0.627 0-.01- 1--w 0.0 0.4 043

pp3 7.60E-12 0 7 
p i 1. 38E-13 0.0011 1.21 E-03 0.606 0.01 1 0.46 -O.Z 0.61

pp1 1.12E-13 0.0004 5.3 -04 f 0.622 0.01 1 0 0.14 0.4

b3 4.08E-13 0.0011 9.95E-04- 0.624 0.01 I 0.46 0.20-- 0.61

1.30E-f14 10.0004 15.42E--04 I0.608 I0.01 1 U.IU U.1 U .43

DTN: LB990861233129.001
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Table 4-4. Thermal Properties of Stratigraphic Units

Model Layer Rock Grain Density Rock Grain Specitic Dry Conductiwty Wet Conductmty

Kgfmn Heat (J/Kg K) W/m K W/m K

tcw1 2550 823 1.6 2

tcwlz 2510 851 1.24 1.81

tcwl3 2470 857 0.54 0.98

ptnZ1 2380 1040 0.5 1.07

ptnZZ 2340 1080 0.35 0.5

ptnZ3 2400 849 0.44 0.97

ptn24 2370 1020 OA6 1.02

ptnZ5 2260 1330 0.35 0.82

ptnZ6 2370 1220 023 0.67

tsw31 2510 834 0.37 1

tsw32 2550 866 1.06 1.62

tsw33 2510 882 0.79 1.68

tsw34 2530 948 1.56 2.33

tsw35 2540 900 12 2.02

tsw36 2560 865 1 A2 1.84

tsw37 2580 865 1 A2 1.84

tsw38 2360 984 1.69 2.08

tsw39 2360 984 1.69 2.08

ch z 2310 1060 0.7 1.31

chlv 2310 1060 0.7 1.31

ch2v 2240 1200 0.58 1.17

ch3v 2240 1200 0.58 1.17

ch4v 2240 1200 0.58 1.17

chs5v 2240 1200 0.58 1.17

chZz 2350 1150 0.61 1 2

ch3z 2350 1150 0.61 1 2

ch4z 2350 1150 0.61 1 2

ch5z 2350 1150 0.61 12

ch6 2440 1170 0.73 1.35

pP4 2410 577 0.62 1.21

PP3 2580 841 0.66 126

PPZ 2580 841 0.66 1.26

PP1 2470 635 0.72 1.33

bT3 2570 763 1.41 1.83

bt2 2410 633 0.74 1.36

DTN: LB991091233129.006
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4.1.11 Stratigraphy

The primary input for stratigraphy to map rock materials onto the computational mesh is from
two files (CRWMS M&O 1999g, Item 1) (TBV-3826). The first is tspa99_primary_mesh
[renamed, original filename is UZ99_3_3D.mesh (LB99EBS1233129.001)], which is the
numerical mesh for the site-scale UZ flow model. The second is UZ99_3.grd
(LB99EBS1233129.001), which is the vertices file for that mesh. These two files, which define
the numerical mesh for the 3-D site-scale UZ-flow model, are used to generate the numerical
meshes for each submodel (Sections 6.2.2, 6.3.2, 6.4,2 and 6.5.2). This input is appropriately
used.

4.1.12 Infiltration Flux

Infiltration flux is given for three climate periods: [present climate (0 < t < 600 yr: ), monsoonal
climate (600 < t < 2000 yr), and glacial climate (2000 < t < 1000000 yr)] in the nine files
monsoon*.dat, glacial*.dat, and ymp*.dat (*represents 1, m and u) (source of these nine files:
LB99EBS1233129.004). This information is used in Section 6.3.6. This input is appropriately
used.

4.1.13 Heat-Generation Rate

Heat-generation decay curves for each of the MSTHM submodel types are based on information
in the files 2-Dwpermeter.xls and heatTSPA-SR-99184.txt. The file 2-Dwpermeter.xls contains:

* decay curves for CSNF (CRWMS M&O 1999d, Item 2: Table 2, pp 3-6) (TBV-4517),

* decay curves for DHLW (See Assumption 5.3.1),

* decay curves for DSNF (See Assumption 5.3.1), and

* a seven waste package model of the waste stream (CRWMS M&O 1999d, Item 2:
Worksheet 2, p 16) (TBV-4517).

The CSNF decay curves in 2-Dwpermeter.xls are duplicated in heatTSPA-SR-99184.txt.

This information is used by all submodels (Section 6.2, Section 6.3, Section 6.3, and Section 6.5)
through inclusion in the above mentioned files. This input is appropriately used.

4.1.14 Boundary Conditions

Temperature and pressure for the 3-D site-scale UZ-flow model are from CRWMS M&O 1999g
(Item 3 and 4, TBV-3942) and can be found in the file bcs99.dat (LB99EBS1233129.003). This
information is used to generate boundary conditions for all submodels (Section 6.2, Section 6.3,
Section 6.3, and Section 6.5). This input is appropriately used.
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4.1.15 Enthalpy I
Liquid enthalpy at 16 and 17 degrees Celsius is 67.19 J/gram and 71.38 J/gram, respectively
(Keenan et al 1969, p. 2). Accepted Data (established fact, handbook value) used in Attachment
VI. This input is appropriately used.
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4.2 CRITERIA

Specific Criteria for this AMR has not been developed at this time.

The calculations for this AMR are based on the following criteria:

1. Repository footprint for EDA II is modeled for a total of 70,000 MTU of waste,
including 63,000 MTU of civilian spent nuclear fuel (CSNF) and 7000 MTU of defense
high-level water (DHLW), which includes both high-level waste (HLW) WPs and
defense spent nuclear fuel (DSNF) WPs.. Extended waste inventories may be addressed
in subsequent revisions (Stroupe 2000, Attachment I, p. 1).

2. Emplacement drifts are ventilated for the entire preclosure period. The preclosure period
is assumed to be 50 yr and drift ventilation is assumed to remove 70% of the heat output
from WPs throughout the repository area (Stroupe 2000, Attachment I, p. 1).

3. Emplacement drifts are backfilled at the end of the preclosure period. Drip shields are
emplaced at the same time as backfill (Stroupe 2000, Attachment I, p.1).

4. For the no-backfill case as identified in this AMR the emplacement drifts are to be left
open with only the drip shield installed (CRWMS M&O 2000e).
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43 CODES AND STANDARDS

No codes and standards were used in the preparation of this document.
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Figure 4-1. Diagram shoWing drift spacing, WP lengths, and WP spacing. The names of the respective I
WPs (hlw 1, bwr 1, etc.) used in the DDT submodel (Section 6.5) are given above each WP.
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5. ASSUMPTIONS

5.1 BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

5.1.1 Areal Block Model

The repository footprint is adequately represented with the repository model outline shown in
Figure 5-1. The variability of stratigraphy, temperature, pressure, and infiltration across the top
boundary of the repository is adequately represented by determining these values at the 31
locations in column.data (CRWMS M&O 2000a) and illustrated in Figure 5-2. This assumption
is implicit in the file column.data (CRWMS M&O 2000a). Used in Sections 6.3.1 and 6.4.1.

Rationale: The actual repository footprint has an area of 4,310,041 m2 (Table XV-2) and the
block model has a cross sectional area of 4,216,139 m2 (Table XV-1). This is a difference of less
than three percent. As can be seen in Figure 5-1, the area enclosed by the actual and modeled
repository is similar. The 31 locations are evenly spaced within the repository model. The
MSTHM grid resolution is precise enough that the results would not be affected by increasing
the grid resolution. This assumption does not require confirmation.

5.1.2 Gaussian Interpolation

The normalized results from Gaussian interpolation [(Isaaks and Srivastava 1989, p. 208) and
(Kitanidis 1997, p. 54); see Eq. XIV-2] adequately represent infiltration rates.

This assumption is used in all LDTH submodels (Section 6.3) through incorporation in the
NUFT input files (CRWMS M&O 2000a, files: *.in). The interpolated data is in the files output
from ColumnInfiltration (CRWMS M&O 2000a, 9 files: *.out; see Figure 3-4). The
normalization is done in Table XVII- 1.

Rationale: The Gaussian method strongly weights the closest points. For a given point, the
infiltration rates at relatively close points are the best indicators. It was authors choice to use this
method for its application in this document. This assumption does not require confirmation.

5.1.3 Inverse Distance Interpolation

The inverse distance equation (Isaaks and Srivastava 1989, p. 258. See Table XIII-1 for this
equation) is appropriate for interpolating temperature and pressures at model boundaries.
Chim_surf TP and chim_wt_TP (validated in Attachment XIII) interpolate the temperature and
pressure at the ground surface and water table using the inverse distance cubed equation.
SMT_surf TP and SMT_bot_TP use the inverse distance squared equation to interpolate
temperatures at the boundaries of the SMT submodels (Section 6.2.3 and Attachment IX).

Rationale: The inverse distance method strongly weights the closest points. The actual power
chosen is subjective and has a negligible effect on the numerical results. For a given point, the
temperature and pressure at relatively close points are the best indicators. It was authors choice to
use this method for its application in this document. This assumption does not require
confirmation.
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5.1.4 Relative Humidity at Ground Surface

The relative humidity at the ground surface is assumed to be 100%. This assumption is used in
Section 6.3.3, and impacts all LDTH submodel input files.

Rationale: This bounds humidity effects by minimizing evaporation. This assumption does not
require confirmation.

5.1.5 LDTH Boundary Conditions

The density of the upper boundary is assumed to have a value of IX1O' Kg/m3. The heat
capacity of the upper boundary is assumed to have a value of IX0I J/Kg-K. The thermal
conductivity of the upper boundary is assumed to have a value of 0.17 W/m-K.

Rational: The values used for this boundary condition are required in the NUFT input files, but
the specific values chosen have no numerical impact. The thickness of this boundary is IXI0-30 m
and the conditions are held constant by NUFT. These values are used in 6.3.3 through
incorporation in the files: dkm-afc-lDds-mc-li-00, dkm-afc-lDds-mc-mi-00, and dkm-afc-lDds-
mc-ui-00. This assumption does not require confirmation.

5.1.6 SMT, DDT, and SDT Boundary Conditions

The density of the upper boundary is assumed to have a value of 1.185 Kg/m3 . The heat capacity
of the upper boundary is assumed to have a value of lX103 J/Kg-K. The thermal conductivity of
the upper boundary is assumed to have a value of 0.0254 W/m-K. These values are used in
6.2.3, 6.4.3, and 6.5.3 through incorporation in the file SDT-lDds_mi (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

Rational: The values used for this boundary condition are required in the NUFT input files, but
the specific values chosen have no numerical impact. The thickness of this boundary is lX1I 03m
and the conditions are held constant by NUFT. This assumption does not require confirmation.

5.2 MATERUIL PROPERTIES

5.2.1 Permeability of Drip Shield and Waste Package

The drip shield and WP are assumed to be impermeable for the entire duration of the MSTHM
simulation. This assumption is implicit by the absence of permeable or semi-permeable barriers
in the EBS (used throughout).

Rationale: These EBS components will take a long time to fail, and it is beyond the scope of this
document to model their failure. Even after these components have been perforated, the
capillarity of the overlying Overton sand backfill will prevent (or greatly limit) the flux of water
that can enter the perforations. This assumption does not require confirmation.

5.2.2 Tortuosity of Backfill and Invert Materials

The assumed value for tortuosity of the backfill and invert materials is 0.7. This assumption is
used in all NUFT input files (used throughout).
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Rationale: This value is consistent with the tortuosity values for the natural barrier system. This

assumption does not require confirmation.

5.23 Satiated Saturation of Invert and Backfill Materials

The assumed value for satiated saturation of the invert and backfill materials is 1.0. This

assumption is used in all NUFT input files (used throughout).

Rationale: This is an upper bound for this parameter, and is therefore conservative. This

assumption does not require confirmation.

5.2.4 Thermal Conductivity Used in Conduction-Only Submodels

The thermal conductivity data is provided for both dry and wet conditions. The conduction-only

submodels (SDT, DDT, and SMT submodels) cannot explicitly represent the influence of liquid

saturation on thermal conductivity. Because the rock is predominately closer to being fully

saturated (i.e., wet), it was decided to assume the wet value of thermal conductivity (See Table

4-4) for all of the conduction-only submodels. This assumption is used in Sections 6.2.5 and

6.4.5, and has no effect on the results of the MSTHM.

Rationale: This assumption has no effect on the MSTHM results because the influence of liquid

saturation is explicitly represented by the LDTH submodels. The scanning curves that relate

LDTH temperature to SDT temperature (see Section 6.6 for MSTHAC methodology)

automatically correct for the influence of TH processes (including liquid saturation) on

temperature. As long as the SDT and SMT submodels utilize consistent assumptions (and data)

concerning the thermal conductivity of the stratigraphic units, then the influence of liquid

saturation on temperature is rigorously accounted for. As for the validity of this assumption in

the DDT submodel, it is important to note that the DDT submodel is only used for two purposes:

(1) calculating the temperature difference between the WP and drip shield and (2) calculating the

longitudinal temperature variations along the drift axis. Neither of these quantities are influenced

by whether wet or dry thermal conductivity is applied in the host rock. This assumption does not

require confirmation.

5.2.5 Saturated-Zone Thermal Conductivity

The SMT submodel (Section 6.2) is the only submodel that explicitly represents the saturated

zone (SZ). A description of the distribution of the stratigraphic units below the water table is not

available; therefore, there was no available data source for determining the distribution of the

stratigraphic units in the SZ portion of the SMT submodel. An assumption is made that the SZ is

comprised of the ppl unit (Table 4-1) because it is the predominant stratigraphic unit at the water

table for the 31 drift-scale-submodel locations. At 14 out of 31 drift-scale-submodel locations,

the ppl unit is at the water table. Used in Section 6.2.

Rationale: The ppl unit is the predominant unit at the water table of the 31 drift-scale-submodel

locations (with 14 out of 31 locations having the ppl unit at the water table). Furthermore, for

the 5 stratigraphic units (pp4, pp3, pp2, ppl, bf3, and bf2) that reside at the water table in the 31

drift-scale-submodel locations, the average wet thermal conductivity is 1.375 W/m-K [1.375 =
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(1.21 + 1.26 + 1.26 + 1.33 + 1.83 + 1.36)t6], which is very close to the value of wet thermal
conductivity in the ppl unit (Table 4-4, 1.33 W/m-K). The output of this report is not sensitive
to this assumption, and therefore this assumption does not need confirmation.

5.2.6 Thermal Conductivity and Density for the Active Fracture Model

The thermal conductivity and density values of the fracture and matrix are apportioned by the
following

fracture conductivity = total conductivity x (fracture porosity)
matrix conductivity = total conductivity x (1 - fracture porosity)

fracture density = total density x (fracture porosity)
matrix density = total density x (1 - fracture porosity)

Rationale: There is no commonly accepted approach to apportioning fracture and matrix
conductivity and density. However, it is important to note that we conserve the total value of
conductivity, and the total value of density. Therefore, the total conductive heat flow is the same
as a single continuum with the same total value of thermal conductivity. Similarly, during the
transient (heatup) period, we honor the correct mass density of the rock mass. This assumption
has no impact on this model. This method is used in all submodels (used throughout). This
assumption does not require confirmation.

5.2.7 Thermal Properties of the Backfill and Invert for the Backfill Case

The thermal properties for the backfill and crushed tuff for the backfill case as reported in Table
4-1 were taken from Repository Subsurface Design Information to Support TSPA-SR Input
Transmittal PA-SSR-99218.Ta (CRWMS M&O 1999f, Item 2 pp. 3-4 and pp. 13-14) (TBV-
3976). Used in sections 6.3.5 and 6.5.5.

It is assumed that these data from an unqualified source adequately describe the thermal
properties of Overton sand and crushed tuff for the backfill case for the purposes of
thermohydrological modeling. This assumption is justified because the data used are the best
available data and were developed using sound engineering judgement. Any changes to these
data during qualification are not expected to be of such magnitude to impact model results.

Rationale: This was the best available data at the time this AMR was produced. This
assumption does not require confirmation since the current design basis does not include backfill.

5.2.8 Thermal Conductivity, the Lower and Upper Invert Layer for the No-Backfill Case

The thermal conductivity of the crushed tuff invert material were taken from the Repository
Subsurface Design Information to Support TSPA-SR. Input Transmittal PA-SSR-99218.Tc
(CRWMS M&O 2000g, p. 23) (TBV4916). The specific heat capacity and density for the
crushed tuff properties were taken from Repository Subsurface Design Information to Support
TSPA-SR. Input Transmittal PA-SSR-99218.Ta (CRWMS M&O 1999f, Item 2 pp. 13-14) (TBV-
4905). Used in section 6.3.5 and 6.5.5.
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These data from unqualified sources are assumed to adequately describe the thermal

conductivity, specific heat capacity and density of the crushed tuff invert material for the no-

backfill case in the thermohydrologic model. This assumption is justified because the data are

the best available and were developed by applying sound engineering judgement. Any variations

in the data that may occur as the qualification process is advanced are not expected to be

substancial enough to impact model conclusions.

In addition, the invert of the no-backfill case consists of two layers with respect to thermal

conductivity K4h. The lower half of the invert (called the lower invert layer) has a 4 value for

pure crushed tuff (Section 4.1.6). The document Invert Effective Thermal Conductivity

Calculation (CRWMS M&O 2000i, pp. 15-24 presents a calculation of thermal conductivity for

a composite upper invert comprised of steel beams and crushed tuff of various thicknesses.

Because of the orientation of the steel beams, there is directional anisotropy for the effective 4

of the upper invert layer. Because NUFT does not handle directional anisotropy in K4, it was

judged that a lateral value of 4 (1.520 W/m-K) is the most appropriate single value of 4 for the

upper invert layer in the no-backfill calculations in the DDT and LDTH submodels.

Rationale: The value of K in the upper invert layer is applied to the DDT submodels as well as

to the LDTH submodels. An important function of the DDT submodels is to predict the WP-to-

WP variability of temperature conditions along the emplacement drifts. It is important not to

overpredict axial attenuation of WP-to-WP temperature variability of (by virtue of the choice of

K in the upper invert layer in the DDT submodels). Note that in general the vertical 4 is much

larger than the axial value of 4, which is much closer to the lateral value of 4.. Had the vertical

K4, value been chosen for the upper invert layer, this would have artificially added to the

attenuation of WP-to-WP temperature variability in the DDT submodels, which would be

nonconservative with respect to WP-to-WP temperature variability. It was judged that preserving

the WP-to-WP variability of temperature conditions (by virtue of not using the large vertical 4
value) is a reasonably conservative choice. Because the axial value of 4 does not affect heat

flow in the LDTH submodels, it was judged that it was best to choose the lateral value of 4,
which does influence heat flow in the LDTH submodels. Moreover, the lateral 4 value lies

between the axial and vertical 4 values, and is therefore is closer to being an "average" 4
value for the upper invert layer; an average 4 value is preferred when only a single value of 4
can be used.

5.3 HEAT GENERATION AND HEAT TRANSFER

53.1 Heat Generation

1) Heat-generation decay curves for the SMT, SDT, and LDTH submodels in the no-backfill case

are slightly modified from those used in the backfill case (Section 4.1.13). The heat-generation

decay curves for the DDT submodels are the same for the no-backfill and backfill cases. This

assumption is used in Section 6.5.4.

2) It is assumed that the decay curves for DHLW and DSNF calculated for the TSPA-VA

describe the likely behavior of those waste forms in the repository. The decay curves are

contained in DTN:SNT0571897001.004 (TBV-3934) (DHLW decay curves in file avgdhlw.tst

and DSNF decay curves in file nrctor4pck.txt).
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Rationale: 1) For the backfill case, the initial lineal power density is 1.5404 kW/m averaged over
all of the emplacement drifts in the repository. For the no-backfill case, the initial lineal power
density is specified to be 1.45 kW/m (Stroupe 2000, Attachment I p. 1). The heat-generation
decay curves for the SMT, SDT, and LDTH submodels used in the backfill cases are multiplied
by a factor of 1.45/1.5404 (= 0.9413 1) to obtain. the revised curves for the no-backfill case.
Because the heat-generation decay curves for individual WPs did. not change (between the
backfill and no-backfill cases), it was not necessary to modify the decay curves for the DDT
submodels used in the no-backfill case. Moreover, the primary purpose of the DDT submodels is
to determine the deviations of local temperatures at various WP locations from the line-averaged
temperature conditions along the emplacement drifts. The DDT submodels are not used to
determine absolute temperatures along emplacement drifts; therefore, the lineal power density in
the DDT submodels does not have to be exactly equal to the repository-wide average. This
assumption is used in all submodels.

2) The justification for this assumption is that the calculations performed for the TSPA-VA are
the best available information on thermal decay of these waste forms. The calculations are heat
generation calculations similar to those used to produce the decay curves of CSNF, documented
in CRWMS M&O 1999d, Item 2: Table 2, pp 3-6, and are based on the best available data for
DHLW and DSNF. This assumption is used in Section 4.1.13.

5.3.2 Constant Heat Flux

The present day heat flux from the ground surface to the water table is constant. This assumption
allows a simplification in the heat transfer equations used in Attachment X.

Rationale: This assumption has no impact on this model, and does not require confirmation.
Used in Attachment X and Section 6.2.3.

5.3.3 Effective Thermal Conductivity

It is assumed that the data contained in the unqualified DTN SN9907T0872799.002 (TBV 3975)
adequately describe the time-dependent thermal conductivity of the air in the emplacement drift.
The data contained in that DTN were developed from unqualified sources that do not meet
current data quality requirements. This assumption used throughout the submodels.

Rationale: The justification for this assumption is that these data are the only available source
for these parameters and were developed using technically sound measurement and analytical
methods. This assurnption does not require confirmation.

5.4 GEOMETRIC DESCRIPTION OF THE EBS AND MATERLIL PROPERTIES

Repository layout parameters, which include the footprint, wastpackage dimensions and drift
geometry outlined in Sections 5.4.1 through 5.4.3.10 below are from CRWMS M&O 2000d,
2000f and 2000h. The assumed parameters represent the repository design in effect at the time
this document was developed and are the best available information for the purpose of
thermohydrologic modeling. As the design of the repository is advanced, parameter changes will
be evaluated for their affect upon the thermohydrologic model during future revisions.
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5.4.1 Repository Footprint

The coordinates of the drift endpoints are given in the file dftl.dat and are based upon the EDA II

Layout as presented in Requestfor Repository Subsurface Design Information to Support TSPA-

SR (CRWMS M&O 1999f, Item 1) (TBV-4904). These coordinates were used to develop the

repository footprint representation used in the SMT submodel (Section 6.2.1), and to generate the

31 LDTH submodel locations in Section 6.3.1. Figure 5-1 illustrates the actual and modeled

repository footprint.

Rationale: This is a representative layout of the repository, the actual footprint may vary within

the confines of this overall layout. This assumption does not require confirmation.

5.4.2 Waste Package Lengths and Sequencing

The waste package (WP) lengths and WP sequencing (Figure 4-1) is taken from the Enhanced

Design Alternative (EDA) II Repository Estimated Waste Package Types and Quantities.

(CRWMS M&O 1999d Item 1 pp. 25-26) (TBV-4898). Figure 4-1 shows the WP lengths, and

WP sequencing (including WP-to-WP spacing) that is used in this AMR.

Rationale: This is a representative layout of the waste package lengths and spacing, the final

may vary from what is presented. This assumption does not require confirmation.

5.4.3 Cross Section Geometry of the Backfilled Emplacement Drift

Figure 5-3 shows all of the details of the cross-sectional geometry of the emplacement drift after

the drip shield and backfill are emplaced as presented in CRWMS M&O 2000h, Table 2 and

Figure 2 (TBV-4907). Figure 5-3 applies to the backfill case; it also applies to the no-backfill

case, except that the area shown as backfill is replaced with an open cavity. These geometric

details are used in this AMR. This information is used in the LDTH submodels (Section 6.3) and

in the DDT submodels (Section 6.5). This assumption does not require confirmation.

Rationale: This is a representative layout of the repository, the actual footprint may vary within

the confines of this overall layout.

5.4.3.1 Angle of Repose of Backfill

The angle of repose of the backfill is 260 as presented in CRWMS M&O 2000h, Table 2 and

Figure 2 (TBV-4908). This information is used in the LDTH submodels.

Rationale: This assumption is only applicable to the backfill case and is not required by the no-

backfill case. This assumption does not require confirmation.

5.4.3.2 Minimum Depth of Backfill Cover

The minimum depth of the backfill cover (occurs at an angle equivalent to the angle of repose

measured off the vertical drawn from the WP centerline) is 1.495 m as presented in CRWMS

M&O 2000h, Table 2 and Figure 2 (TBV-4908). This information is used in the LDTH

submodels (Section 6.3).
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Rationale: This assumption is only applicable to the backfill case and is not required by the no-
backfill case. This assumption does not require confirmation.

5.4.3.3 Location of Backfill Peak

The backfill peak crosses the drift centerline 2.25 m above the drift springline as presented in
CRWMS M&O 2000h, Table 2 and Figure 2 (TBV-4909). This information is used in the LDTH
submodels (Section 6.3).

Rationale: This assumption is only applicable to the backfill case and is not required by the no-
backfill case. This assumption does not require confirmation.

5.4.3.4 Intersection Between Backfil and Drift Wall

The backfill profile intersects the drift wall 1.0 m above the drift springline as presented in
CRWMS M&O 2000h, Table 2 and Figure 2 (TBV-4910). This information is used in the
LDTH submodels (Section 6.3).

Rationale: This assumption is only applicable to the backfill case and is not required by the no-
backfill case. This assumption does not require confirmation.

5.4.3.5 Drip Shield Radius

The portion of the drip shield above the centerline of the WP has an inside radius of 1.231 m as
presented in CRWMS M&O 2000h, Table 2 and Figure 2 (TBV491 1). This information is used
in the LDTH submodels (Section 6.3) and in the DDT submodels (Section 6.5).

Rationale: This assumption is a representation of the drip shield, the final version may vary
within the confines of these general parameters. This assumption does not require confirmation.

5.4.3.6 Location of Waste Package

The WP centerline is 1.945 m above the bottom of the drift and 0.805 m below the springline as
presented in CRWMS M&O 2000h, Table 2 and Figure 2 (TBV-4912). This information is used
in the LDTH (Section 6.3) and DDT submodels (Section 6.5).

Rationale: This assumption depicts the general location of the waste package within the confines
of the emplacement drift and may vary in the final configuation. This assumtion does not require
confirmation.

5.4.3.7 Waste Package Diameter

The WP outer diameter is 1.67 m and is taken as the average diameter for the inventory from the
Enhanced Design Alternative (EDA) II Repository Estimated Waste Package Types and
Quantities. (CRWMS M&O 1999d Item 1 pp. 25-26) (TBV4902). This information is used in
the DDT submodels (Section 6.5).
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Rationale: This assumption depicts an average case waste package, acutal packages may vary

within the overall general confines of this assumption. This assumption does not require

confirmation.

5.4.3.8 Gap Between Waste Package and Drip Shield

The gap between the top half of the WP and the drip shield is 0.396 m as presented in CRWMS

M&O 2000h, Table 2 (TBV-4913). This information is used in the DDT submodels (Section

6.5).

Rationale: This assumption depicts the average case for spacing, actual spacing may vary

withing the overall confines of thie assumption. This assumption does not require confirmation.

5.4.3.9 Gap Between Waste Package and Invert

The gap between the bottom of the WP and the invert is 0.504 m as presented in CRWMS M&O

2000h, Table 2 and Figure 2 (TBV-4914). This information is used in the DDT submodels

(Section 6.5).

Rationale: This is an overall representation of this dimension. This assumption does not require

confirmation.

5.4.3.10 Invert Height

The top of the invert is 0.606 m above the bottom of the drift as presented in (CRWMS M&O

2000h, Table 2 and Figure 2) (TBV-4915). This information is used in the LDTH (Section 6.3)

and DDT submodels (Section 6.5).

Rationale: This is an overall representation of the invert, actual conditions may vary within the

overall confines of this assumption. This assumption does not require confirmation.
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Figure 5-1. Comparison of the actual repository footprint and the approximation of the repository |
footprint that is assumed in the MSTHM.
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Figure 5-3. The cross-sectional geometry of the emplacement drift after backfill is emplaced.
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6. ANALYSIS/MODEL

The MSTHM is a computationally efficient means of determining TH conditions in the NFE and
EBS as a function of location in the repository and WP type; such determination would otherwise
require millions of grid blocks if a brute-force monolithic numerical model were used. The
MSTHM captures the key factors affecting NFE and EBS TH conditions:

* Repository-scale variability of percolation flux.
* Temporal variability of percolation flux (as influenced by climate change).
* Uncertainty in percolation flux (as addressed by the mean, high, and low flux scenarios).
* Repository-scale variability in hydrologic properties (e.g., those governing matrix

imbibition diffusivity and capillary wicking in fractures).
* Edge-cooling effect (which increases with proximity to the edge of the repository).
* Dimensions and properties of the EBS components, such as the drip shield, engineered

backfill (if present) and the invert.
* WP-to-WP variability in heat-generation rate.
* Repository-scale variability in overburden thickness.
* Repository-scale variability in thermal conductivity (with an emphasis on the host-rock

units).

The influence of these factors on NFE and EBS TH conditions is analyzed in Sections 6.11 and
6.12.

The MSTHM calculates 38 NFE and EBS TH variables (Table 1-1). These TH variables are
calculated for 623 repository subdomains distributed throughout the repository area for the
backfill case (Figure 6-la); for the no-backfill case these TH variables are calculated for 610
repository subdomains (Figure 6-1b). Four different WP types (in the specific sequence shown
Figure 4-1) are modeled. Because there are 8 different WP locations, this results in 8 different
WPs that are considered at each of the 623 repository subdomains. Thus, at each of the 623
repository subdomains, 38 TH variables are calculated for 8 different WPs, resulting in 623 x 38
x 8 = 189,392 TH variables at each calculational timestep. Because there are 352 timesteps, this
results in 189,392 x 353 = 66,855,376 TH data points per infiltration-flux case. Because there
are three infiltration-flux cases (mean, high, and low flux) considered in this AMR, there are a
total of 66,855,376 x 3 = 200,566,128 TH data points calculated by the MSTHM in this AMR for
the backfill case.

For the no-backfill case there are 610 repository subdomains, 38 TH variables (Table 1-2), and 8
different WPs, resulting in 610 x 38 x 8 = 185,440 TH variables at each timestep. Because there
are 99 timesteps, this results in 185,440 x 99 = 18,358,560 TH data points per infiltration-flux
case. Because there are three infiltration-flux cases, there are a total of 18,358,560 x 3 =

55,075,680 TH data points calculated by the MSTHM for the no-backfill case.

The number of subdomains that delineates the area of repository heating for the backfill and no-
backfill cases are slightly different, 623 subdomains for backfill and 610 subdomains for No-
backfill, due to small differences in the representation of the northwestern and southwestern
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repository boundaries. The total heat loading is the same between these two cases which results
in a slightly lower, negligible, difference in the areal heat loading for the backfill case.

6.1 MSTHM CONCEPTUAL MODEL

The need for a multiscale modeling approach stems from the fact that the performance measures
depend on TH behavior within a few meters of the emplacement drifts and also on thermal and
TH behavior on a repository (or mountain) scale. A single numerical model (e.g., embedding a
3-D drift-scale model with a relatively fine mesh into a 3-D mountain-scale model with a coarse
mesh) would require an unfeasible number (millions) of grid blocks. The MSTHM has been
developed for estimating the results that would be obtained if such a single model were possible.
In addition to coupling the drift scale and mountain scale, the MSTHM also allows for
consideration of the effect of different waste packages types (e.g., different CSNF waste
packages, co-disposal of defense HLW on the various performance measures.

The MSTHM consists of 4 major submodels (Figure 1-1) and includes multiple scales (mountain
and drift), multiple dimensions (I-D, 2-D and 3-D) and varying assumptions regarding the
coupling of heat transfer to fluid flow (conduction-only and fully coupled thermohydrologic).
These 4 submodels are:

* LDTH (Line-averaged-heat-source, Drift-scale, Thermohydrologic) Submodel
* SMT (Smeared-heat-source, Mountain-scale, Thermal-conduction) Submodel
* SDT (Smeared-heat-source, Drift-scale Thermal-conduction) Submodel
* DDT (Discrete-heat-source, Drift-scale Thermal-conduction) Submodel

It is useful to think of the LDTH submodel as the "core" submodel. These 2-D drift-scale TH
submodels are run for 31 locations (Figure 5-2) spaced evenly throughout the repository area for
several Areal Mass Loading (AML) values (nominal value and lower) to represent the influence
of edge-cooling effects. The LDTH submodel includes the hydrologic processes and parameters
(e.g., surface infiltration rates, hydrologic properties) used to describe a location, given specific
coordinates within the repository.

The remaining three submodels, which are conduction only, are required to account for the
influence of 3-D mountain-scale heat flow and 3-D drift-scale heat flow on drift-scale TH
behavior. The coupling of 3-D mountain-scale heat flow to 2-D drift-scale TH behavior is
accomplished with the SMT and the SDT submodels. The SMT is 3-D and includes the
influence of thermal-property variation in the mountain, lateral heat loss at the repository edges,
and overburden-thickness variation with location, assuming a uniform, planar (i.e., smeared) heat
source throughout the repository area. The SDT submodel is a I-D (vertical) submodel, run at
the same 31 locations and for the same AMLs as the LDTH submodels. To obtain the
"line-averaged" drift-wall temperature (which is roughly equivalent to an average WP location),
the relationship between the drift-wall temperature in the LDTH submodel and the "smeared"
repository-plane temperature in the SDT submodel is used to modify the temperatures in the
SMT submodel, thereby resulting in an MSTHM drift-wall temperature that approximates the
effects of the most important TH processes at the drift-scale and the geometry effects of the
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mountain scale. At this stage of the MSTHM abstraction methodology, the influence of 3-D
drift-scale heat flow has not yet been added.

Because the SMT and SDT submodels both share the same smeared-heat-source approximation
and thermal-conduction representation of heat flow, the relationship between the SDT submodel
temperature and the LDTH submodel drift-wall temperature allows for the SMT submodel
temperature to be "corrected" for both the influence of TH processes on temperature and for the
influence of 2-D drift-scale dimensionality (orthogonal to the axis of the drift). The SMT, SDT,
and LDTH submodels all share a blended heat-generation history, which blends the heat-
generation histories of the entire WP repository; hence, the heat-generation history is effectively
that of an "average" WP. The DDT submodel is a 3-D drift-scale submodel which includes
individual WPs (with distinctive heat-generation histories) and accounts for thermal radiation in
addition to thermal conduction between the WPs and drift surfaces. The drift-wall temperatures
for an average WP, calculated with the combined use of the LDTH, SMT and SDT submodels,
are then further modified to account for waste-package-specific deviations using the DDT
submodel. This is accomplished by relationships between local temperatures at various "point"
locations along the drift (such as on the drift wall, drip shield surface, and WP surface) and the
corresponding "line-averaged" temperature in the DDT submodel.

The results of the MSTHM submodels are integrated with the use of the MSTHAC. Details of
MSTHAC and the 4 submodels (LDTH, SMT, SDT and DDT) are discussed in Section 6.11.

6.2 SMT SUBMODELS

The 3-D SMT submodel is used to determine the repository-scale variations in host-rock
temperature T resulting from the heat output from the entire inventory of 70,000 MTU of waste,
including 63,000 MTU of civilian spent nuclear fuel (CSNF) and 7000 MTU of DHLW, which
includes both HLW WPs and DSNF WPs (Section 4.1.13). The SMT submodel includes the
influence of mountain-scale thermal-property distribution, the edge-cooling effect, which results
from lateral heat loss at the repository edges, and the overburden-thickness distribution.
(Overburden thickness is defined to be the depth of the repository horizon below the ground
surface.) The SMT submodel domain extends from the ground surface to 1000 m below the
present-day water table and the lateral (adiabatic) boundaries are far enough away from the
repository so that they do not affect repository temperatures. The temperature 1000m below the
water table is found by extrapolation using the routine bound. The extrapolation equation used is
developed in Attachment XX, and the use of results from bound requires assumptions

6.2.1 SMT Repository Footprint

The actual and modeled repository footprint (Figure 5-1) both cover similar areas of
approximately 4 km2 (pg. XV-2). The repository footprint corresponds to the area that is heated
by the smeared-heat-source representation of heat generation from WPs. The areal distribution
of gridblocks in the repository area of the SMT submodel is the same as that shown in Figure 6-
1, except that the northernmost and southernmost rows of repository subdomains are further
subdivided in the SMT submodel to better represent the influence of edge cooling along the
northern and southern edges of the repository. (MO991 lMWDEBSWD; infiltration rates file:
dftl.dat and drift end points file: dftldat)
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6.2.2 SMT-Submodel Mesh

The SMT-submodel mesh is constructed so that boundary effects have a negligible effect on the
predicted temperatures near the repository. This is accomplished by extending the lateral
boundaries beyond the repository edges and extending the lower boundary 1OOOm below the
water table.

The SMT mesh files are output from YMESH (CRWMS M&O 2000a; tspaOO-meshOO, tspaOO-
meshOl, and tspaOO-meshO2) and tspaOO-mesh2O for the no-backfill case. The process of
generating the numerical mesh for the SMT submodel is illustrated in Figure 3-2.

6.2.3 SMT Submodel Boundary Conditions

The SMT submodel domain extends from the ground surface to 1000 m below the present-day
water table. The lateral boundaries, which are adiabatic boundaries, are situated far enough away
from the repository so that they do not affect thermal behavior in the repository. The
temperature at the lower boundary of the model domain is extrapolated vertically from the
temperature gradient at the water table, based on the calculated temperature field from the UZ
Site-Scale Model (Section 4.1.3) and the equation developed in Attachment XX based on
Assumptions 5.3.1, 5.3.2 and Equation 5. Thermal conditions at the water table vary with
location, so the extrapolated temperature varies on the model boundary. The temperature at the
ground surface are calculated from the UZ Site-Scale Model, using an inverse distance cubed
method discussed in Section 5.1.3. The data-flow chart for the preparation of boundary
conditions is given in Figure 3-5; this process is described in Section 6.8.5.

The density of the upper boundary is 1.185 kg/m3 (5.1.6). The heat capacity of the upper
boundary is lX103 J/Kg-K (5.1.6). The thermal conductivity of the upper boundary is 0.0254
W/m-K (5.1.6). This data is incorporated into the SMT submodel through inclusion in the file:
SDT-Dds_mi (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

6.2.4 SMT Submodel Heat Generation Rates

The heat generation rate for the SMT submodel is in the form of a heat versus time table located
in NUFT include files. During preclosure the file used is output from heatgenAge (CRWMS
M&O 2000a, SMT-0.3Qheat-50y_vent-02)and SMT-0.3Qheat-50y_vent-20 for no-backfill. The
heat output represented in this file accounts for removal of 70% of the total heat due to
ventilation. The postclosure heat generation table is also output from heatgenAge (CRWMS
M&O 2000a, SMT-0.3Qheat-le6y_vent-02v) and SMT-0.3Qheat-le6y_vent-20v for no-backfill.

6.2.5 SMT Submodel Material Properties

The SMT submodel uses thermal-conduction properties (for the stratigraphic units) consistant
with the SDT submodel (Section 6.4.5). These properties are based on Sections 4.1.1.20 and
Section 5.2.4 through incorporation in the include file SDT-lDds-mi (CRWMS M&O 2000a) as
illustrated in Figures 3-7 and 3-12. This file incorporates assumption 5.2.4 by using the wet
thermal conductivity. Where SZ thermal properties are required the wet thermal conductivity of
ppl are used (Section 5.2.5).
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6.2.6 Submodel Simulations

Two SMT-submodel simulations were conducted for this AMR. The first, which is required to

calculate pre-closure TH conditions in the MSTHM, was run with the heat-generation rate

reduced by 70%. However, only the first 50 years of this simulation is used as the ventilation

period ends at that point (Section 4.2). The second, which is required to calculate post-closure

TH conditions in the MSTHM, was run for a simulation period of 1,000,000 yr using a step-

function heat-generation rate, with the rate reduced by 70% for the first 50 yr and the full

nominal rate from 50 yr to 1,000,000 yr. The two SMT simulations are used in all three

infiltration-flux (mean, high, and low flux) cases.

6.3 LDTH SUBMODELS

The 2-D LDTH submodels use the dual-permeability method (DKM), modified with the active-

fracture concept (AFC), to represent two-phase heat and fluid flow in the fractured porous rock.

The LDTH submodels are run at the 31 drift-scale-submodel locations (Figure 5-2) and for 5

different values of Areal Mass Loading (AML = 15, 25, 36, 50, and 60 MTU/acre).

Representing the influence of edge-cooling effects requires that most of the LDTH submodel
runs use an AML that is less than the nominal value.

These submodels are required to obtain functional relationships (also called "scanning curves")

between "line-averaged" temperatures predicted by the LDTH submodel and the "smeared" host-
rock temperatures predicted by the SDT submodel.

The USNT module of NUFT, is used to model flow through a fractured porous media in the

LDTH submodels. The key NUFT options used for LDTH simulations include the DKM and the

AFC. These modeling methods are NUFT options selected in the NUFT input files.

The DKM conceptualizes the fractured rock as having two interacting materials, one representing

the matrix and one representing the fractures. The interaction between the fractures and the

matrix is explicitly calculated from the local temperature and pressure differences, thus allowing

transient behavior to be predicted. The DKM underestimates the fracture-matrix interaction for

steep temperature and pressure gradients (Hardin 1998, p. 2). Simulations in this model are at

isothennal, so there are no steep temperature or pressure gradients. Therefore, the DKM is

appropriate for the model developed in this document.

The active fracture concept accounts for the contact area between the fracture and the matrix

(Table 4-3), as well as the frequency of fractures (Table 4-3). The AFC is that fracture flow only

occurs through some of the fractures. This is more conservative than assuming the influx flows

evenly through all fractures. The flux through a fracture is greater when it has higher saturation

and, therefore, focusing flow through a portion of the fractures (i.e., to active fractures)
maximizes flux and results in fast pathways for flux through the mountain.

The rock properties in Section 4.1.7 were calibrated using an inverse modeling technique that

assumes the properties will only be used in DKM employing AFC. Therefore, the DKM and

AFC are appropriate NUFT options.
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6.3.1 LDTH Submodel Locations

The LDTH submodel locations are in the file column.data. The repository footprint is output
from Cover in the file shape.dat (CRWMS M&O 2000a). The manual operation E:M3 in Figure
3-2 is used to grid the repository into 31 representative locations, which are located in the file
column.data.

The LDTH submodel locations are shown in Figure 5-2, and represent repository-scale
variability of thermal properties, hydrologic properties, infiltration flux, and overburden
thickness.

6.3.1.1 Stratigraphic Columns

The stratigraphic columns corresponding to the LDTH submodel locations are output from
YMESH in the file <column>.nft (CRWMS M&O 2000a). The software used in manipulating
the source data into a YMESH input file (excluding the location file, column.data) are rme6 and
makeColumns. The thickness of the stratigraphic units at each location is output from readUnits
(CRWMS M&O 2000a, 31 files: <column.col.units>), and is tabulated in Table 6-1.

Table 6-1. Stratigraphic columns used in the 31 drift-scale-submodel locations.

Stratigraphic Drift-scale submodel location
unit lic 11c2 11c3 11c4 12c1 I12c2 12c3 12c4 13c1

tcwi 1 0.000 1.904 34.922 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 15.908
tcw12 36.856 0.000 36.504 0.000 33.692 0.000 0.000 48.955 90.996
tcwl3 7.910 7.617 6.885 3.838 3.867 0.000 1.816 4.746 4.805

ptn2l 6.855 7.354 8.115 8.701 6.797 7.500 7.764 8.496 5.918
ptn22 8.760 8.496 8.555 9.111 6.445 5.654 5.156 5.420 6.211
ptn23 6.621 6.387 6.387 6.885 5.010 4.307 3.779 4.043 5.068
ptn24 24.844 22.910 20.449 19.336 15.762 14.707 12.305 10.986 10.254
ptn25 48.164 48.955 50.479 50.947 31.728 33.252 38.408 39.756 22.939
ptn26 11.309 11.514 12.100 12.393 10.137 10.430 11.309 12.773 12.041
tsw3l 1.992 1.992 1.992 2.021 1.992 1.992 1.992 1.992 1.992
tsw32 47.139 45.176 41.132 37.442 49.570 48.633 45.732 41.836 52.354
tsw33 76.465 79.160 81.211 81.064 84.160 83.780 85.478 86.982 85.616
tsw34 35.820 36.552 37.051 36.826 32.270 31.352 33.320 34.092 35.700

tsw35 107.316 103.389 98.263 97.218 116.003 113.171 101.807 98.603 115.600
tsw36 7.422 10.625 12.432 11.500 16.406 18.750 28.271 22.422 31.729

tsw37 3.691 5.273 6.240 8.852 8.203 9.375 14.121 11.172 15.850

tsw38 16.348 16.729 16.914 17.559 17.168 16.875 17.461 18.867 18.281

tsw39 6.680 7.207 7.344 7.471 5.713 6.006 6.973 6.943 3.281

chlv 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ch2v 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ch3v 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ch4v 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ch5v 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

chlz 13.623 13.594 11.162 8.828 18.721 19.365 14.648 9.785 15.527

ch2z 33.105 28.682 28.330 26.387 24.082 23.818 21.592 19.219 21.299

ch3z 33 135 28.682 28.330 26.367 24.082 23.789 21.562 19.248 21.328
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Stratigraphic Drift-scale submodel location
unit lic 11c2 11c3 11c4 12c1 12c2 12c3 12c4 13c1

ch4z 33.105 28.652 28.330 26.367 24.082 23.818 21.592 19.248 21.328

ch5z 33.105 28.682 28.301 26.367 24.082 23.818 21.562 19.219 21.299

ch6 20.596 19.248 19.219 18.779 18.896 18.867 17.783 16.963 17.66
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Table 6-1. (continued)

Stratigraphi _ Drift-scale submodel location
c unit 13c2 13c3 13c4 14c1 14c2 14c3 14c4 14c5 15c1

pp4 14.766 16.875 16.758 16.816 18.369 19.365 19.863 19.541 13.652
pp3 7.617 7.676 6.064 6.211 16.084 15.762 13.066 13.359 0.000

Pp2 27.041 30.850 35.977 37.178 6.738 16.729 15.293 15.557 0.000

Ppl 0.000 22.881 48.955 76.465 0.000 0.000 25.869 73.330 0.000

Bf3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Bf2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
tcwl 1 0.000 0.000 30.762 0.000 9.199 0.000 32.900 0 0.000
tcw12 38.702 77.930 79.307 73.652 81.416 83.086 89.004 20.801 41.426
tcwl3 5.010 4.629 4.541 5.537 5.625 5.391 4.951 4.717 4.717
ptn21 6.152 7.207 8.232 3.838 4.014 4.893 5.947 6.768 2.842

ptn22 5.303 4.600 4.512 3.809 3.750 3.193 2.490 2.812 1.641
ptn23 4.365 3.838 3.838 2.578 2.812 2.754 2.373 2.49 0.000
ptn24 9.727 9.316 8.379 7.236 7.324 7.061 6.533 6.475 6.738

ptn25 22.412 24.785 25.723 16.611 16.025 15.410 14.443 14.561 7.939
ptn26 11.953 11.777 13.096 13.096 13.682 14.619 15.498 15.41 12.393
tsw3l 1.992 2.021 1.992 1.992 1.992 2.021 1.992 2.021 2.021

tsw32 49.951 46.260 41.250 50.918 49.482 46.318 42.070 38.466 42.626
tsw33 87.178 88.438 90.176 86.664 84.258 87.412 88.711 89.062 82.676
tsw34 33.750 31.524 31.836 29.700 34.200 31.586 30.254 31.084 32.824
tsw35 117.687 118.965 113.262 105.082 104.424 108.981 111.895 112.638 101.912
tsw36 28.857 24.756 22.725 37.295 35.625 31.348 27.119 23.184 39.375
tsw37 14.414 12.393 11.367 18.633 17.812 15.674 13.594 12.305 19.688
tsw38 19.922 20.654 22.412 15.850 17.842 21.035 23.408 24.688 11.104
tsw39 3.369 4.219 4.717 1.875 2.051 2.871 3.779 4.16 3.545
chlv 0.000 0.000 8.145 0.000 0.000 0.000 10.166 8.027 20.596

ch2v 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 16.758
ch3v 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 16.729
ch4v 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 0.000
ch5v 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 0.000
chlz 15.234 12.451 0.000 17.109 17.080 14.004 0.000 0 0.000
ch2z 19.688 18.281 15.938 20.537 18.926 16.523 14.414 13.096 .0.000
ch3z 19.688 18.281 15.908 20.537 18.896 16.523 14.414 13.066 0.000
ch4z 19.688 18.252 15.938 20.566 18.926 16.523 14.414 13.096 16.758
ch5z 19.688 18.281 15.938 20.537 18.926 16.523 14.414 13.096 16.758
ch6 18.135 18.252 17.900 17.666 17.988 18.896 19.629 19.277 16.670
pp4 15.938 16.553 15.498 11.865 11.338 9.932 8.086 8.027 9.258
pp3 22.939 23.115 24.170 17.168 27.246 30.732 33.691 -33.34 31.582
pp2 5.273 16.582 16.025 0.000 9.961 16.846 14.707 14.561 18.105

ppl 0.000 25.488 78.457 0.000 0.000 29.619 61.055 55.752 7.295
bf3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 17.402 51.533 0.000

bf2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 14.766 0.000
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Table 6-1. (continued)

Stratigraphic Drift-cale submodel location

unit l5c2 15c3 15c4 15cS 16c1 16c2 16c3 16c4 16cS

tcwl 1 0.000 0.000 17.080 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 28.418 25.723

tcwI2 47.607 76.465 92.724 79.805 82.910 63.721 82.324 96.006 97.266

tcw13 5.039 5.068 6.445 6.709 4.834 4.980 4.863 4.658 4.482

ptn2l 2.900 2.607 2.314 2.783 2.285 2.461 2.725 2.461 3.164

ptn22 1.992 1.875 2.197 2.637 0.000 0.000 1.904 2.930 3.076

ptn23 0.000 0.000 1.523 1.699 0.000 1.699 0.000 1.963 2.109

ptn24 7.412 7.178 6.240 6.562 4.863 4.482 6.885 7.061 7.002

ptn25 9.023 7.793 7.412 8.145 4.922 4.834 4.189 4.043 '3.398

ptn26 13.477 13.242 13.916 14.912 10.400 10.957 11.455 12.451 11.953

tsw3l 2.021 1.992 2.021 1.992 1.992 1.992 1.992 1.992 1.992

tsw32 42.568 40.694 38.614 36.446 35.450 34.952 33.632 32.900 31.612

tsw33 83.926 82.520 81.826 82.998 74.297 75.225 73.184 72.480 69.814

tsw34 32.656 31.406 33.555 33.486 36.200 37.422 38.632 39.288 41.338

tsw35 103.194 104.054 103.331 108.507 90.354 92.149 94.933 95.812 97.737

tsw36 36.211 36.211 32.920 25.625 43.740 40.693 35.908 33.740 29.706

tsw37 18.105 18.105 16.436 14.141 21.885 20.361 17.959 16.054 15.664

tsw38 14.912 14.385 16.992 21.055 7.852 9.785 12.305 14.805 14.648

tsw39 3.281 3.691 3.984 4.102 7.090 5.947 5.332 4.805 4.883

chlv 18.105 18.164 15.264 11.221 23.613 22.354 18.398 14.092 13.184

ch2v 15.264 14.209 12.480 11.279 15.000 13.008 10.576 9.258 8.496

ch3v 15.234 14.209 12.451 0.000 15.000 13.037 10.576 0.000 0.000

ch4v 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

ch5v 0.000 14.209 0.000 0.000 15.029 13.008 10.576 0.000 0.000

chlz 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

ch2z 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

ch3z 0.000 0.000 0.000 11.309 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.258 8.496

ch4z 15.264 14.209 12.451 11.279 0.000 13.037 10.576 9.229 8.496

ch5z 15.264 0.000 12.480 11.309 0.000 0.000 0.000 9.258 8.496

ch6 17.549 17.168 17.578 18.252 14.092 14.561 15.264 15.938 15.732

pp4 8.350 8.057 7.207 6.826 10.430 8.613 7.324 7.383 7.500

pp3 33.838 34.980 36.943 36.797 32.666 35.215 38.115 39.053 39.668

pp2 15.820 14.883 12.773 12.217 20.977 17.227 13.154 10.840 10.635

PP1 38.760 53.438 63.545 55.137 17.314 58.066 70.312 64.365 64.629

bf3 0.000 0.000 28.389 79.336 0.000 0.000 39.580 88.916 107.051

bf2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
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Table 6-1. (continued)
Stratigraphic Drift-scale submodel location

unit 17c1 17c2 17c3 17c4

tcwl 1 0.000 0.000 0.000 5.391
tcwI2 68.730 91.142 104.122 105.908
tcw13 6.035 6.006 5.186 6.240
ptn2l 3.018 3.164 3.633 3.545
ptn22 0.000 0.000 1.641 1.611
ptn23 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ptn24 5.068 5.244 5.508 5.127
ptn25 0.000 2.139 2.432 2.256
ptn26 11.602 9.990 10.107 10.020
tsw3l 2.021 1.992 1.992 1.992
tsw32 27.188 27.129 28.477 27.393
tsw33 67.168 66.826 66.416 65.391
tsw34 39.492 40.772 41.914 41.894
tsw35 87.227 85.997 87.028 90.234
tsw36 36.855 35.146 35.297 29.738
tsw37 18.428 17.578 16.641 16.094
tsw38 12.334 13.184 12.656 13.164
tsw39 10.049 9.229 7.939 8.906
chlv 23.906 23.906 18.809 18.047
ch2v 12.861 10.723 0.000 0.000
ch3v 12.861 10.723 0.000 0.000
ch4v 12.861 10.723 0.000 0.000
ch5v 12.861 10.723 0.000 0.000
chlz 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ch2z 0.000 0.000 8.965 8.525
ch3z 0.000 0.000 8.965 8.555
ch4z 0.000 0.000 8.965 8.525
ch5z 0.000 0.000 8.965 8.525
ch6 16.963 15.264 14.678 14.531
pp4 3.516 4.834 6.328 6.270
pp3 35.654 37.441 39.229 39.756
pp2 23.555 21.211 16.934 18.604

PP1 64.277 77.490 70.312 69.668
bf3 0.000 27.158 75.586 89.238
bf2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

6.3.1.2 Vertical Location of Repository Horizon

The EBS is added to the stratigraphic columns (CRWMS M&O 2000a, <colurni>.nft) by the
routine define_EBS_fmeGrid. This routine changes the grid blocks at the location of the EBS to
the appropriate material. The routine also changes the size of the mesh near the EBS.

The vertical location of the repository horizon at the LDTH submodel locations column.data, in
the stratigraphic columns <column>.nft, are tabulated by readUnits (CRWMS M&O 2000a,
<column>.col.units) and shown in Table 6-2.
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Table 6-2. Summary of the vertical location of the repository horizon at the 31 drift-scale-submodel
locations

Submodel Host-rock Repository Overburden Repository height
location unit elevation (m) thickness (m) above water table

(m)

l1c1 tsw35 1047.788 352.483 317.799

11c2 tsw35 1048.672 328.371 318.688

11c3 tsw35 1049.553 41 8.821 31 9.576

1104 tsw35 1050.438 360.480 320.446

12c1 tsw35 1055.706 294.329 325.729

12c2 tsw35 1056.589 264.504 326.608

12c3 tsw35 1057.473 281.038 327.486

12c4 tsw35 1058.356 355.187 328.366

13cl tsw34 1063.624 333.000 333.639

13c2 tsw35 1064.506 282.492 334.518

13c3 tsw35 1065.390 343.449 335.396

13c4 tsw35 1066.274 405.744 336.295

14c1 tsw34 1071.505 278.830 341.520

14c2 tsw34 1072.314 308.479 342.340

14c3 tsw35 1073.124 326.642 343.131

1404 tsw35 1073.934 395.403 343.951

14c5 tsw35 1074.744 324.505 344.772

L5c1 tsw34 1079.423 234.543 349.429

L5c2 tsw35 1080.232 267.521 350.250

L5c3 tsw35 1081.042 299.739 351.070

L5d4 tsw35 1081.851 359.211 351.881

L5c5 tsw35 1082.662 363.880 352.682

L6c1 tsw34 1087.340 250.852 357.340

L6c2 tsw35 1088.149 261.623 358.160

L6c3 tsw35 1088.960 313.693 358.980

L6d4 tsw35 1089.770 389.661 359.790

L6c5 tsw35 1090.580 397.366 360.582

L7cl tsw35 1095.294 249.221 365.308

L7c2 tsw35 1096.178 299.543 366.188

L7c3 tsw35 1097.062 341.653 367.067

L7c4 tsw35 1097.944 357.200 367.944

6.3.2 LDTH Submodel Mesh

The cross-sectional dimensions of the drift for the post-closure period is shown in Figure 4-2;
these dimensions were used to build the numerical meshes of the LDTH submodels.

6.3.2.1 Pre-closure LDTH Submodel Mesh

The numerical mesh for the pre-closure LDTH submodel (Figure 6-2) assumes the same
representation for the WP and drip shield as is used in the numerical mesh for the post-closure
LDTH submodel (Figure 6-3). This lumped approximation of the drip shield and WP is
corrected by the manner in which the pre-closure DDT submodel (Figure 6-4), which rigorously
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accounts for the actual dimensions of the WP (without the presence of the drip shield), is applied
in the MSTHAC methodology (Section 6.6).

6.3.2.2 Post-closure LDTH Submodel Mesh

The numerical mesh for the post-closure submodel (Figure 6-3) assumes that the drip shield and
WP are lumped. This lumped approximation of the drip shield and WP is corrected by the
manner in which the post-closure DDT submodel (Figure 6-5), which rigorously accounts for the
actual WP and drip shield dimensions (including the correct dimensions of the gap between the
WP and drip shield), is applied in the MSTHAC methodology (Section 6.6).

6.3.3 LDTH Submodel Boundary Conditions

Because the LDTH submodels are for a symmetry cell between the vertical plane down the
center of the drift and the vertical midplane between drifts, the lateral boundaries are adiabatic
and no-mass-flow boundaries. The LDTH submodels require temperature, pressure, and gas-
phase air-mass fraction at the upper boundary, which represents the ground surface and the lower
boundary, which represents the water table (Table 6.3). Both boundaries have constant
conditions with time. The density of the upper boundary is IX1O' Kg/m3 (5.1.5). The heat
capacity of the upper boundary is IXI03 Kg/m3 (5.1.5). The thermal conductivity of the upper
boundary is 0.17 (5.1.5). These values are incorporation in the files dkm-afc-lDds-mc-li-00,
dkm-afc-lDds-mc-mi-00, and dkm-afc-lDds-mc-ui-00 (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

The temperature and pressure are based on the grid in Section 4.1.11, the temperatures and
pressures in Section 4.1.14, and the locations in column.data (CRWMS M&O 2000a). An
interpolation routine is used to relate the temperatures and pressures at various points to the
LDTH submodel locations. The routines used for this interpolation are chim_surf TP and
chim_wt_TP. The air mass fraction and liquid enthalpy is found given the resulting temperature
and pressure, along with a bounding assumption of 100% humidity (Section 5.1.4). The routine
used for this calculation is X.air.
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Table 6-3. Boundary conditions used in the drift-scale submodels (LDTH, SDT, and DDT). Note that the

gas-phase pressure and gas-phase air-mass fraction only apply to the LDTH submodels.

Submodel Ground-surface Water Table
location Temperature Gas-phase Gas-phase air- Temperature

(OC) pressure (Pa-1) mass fraction (IC)

1lc1 16.779 8.5320688e+04 0.9860 28.658

11c2 16.633 8.5178711e+04 0.9861 28.651

11cd 15.903 8.4462820e+04 0.9866 28.765

11c4 16.436 8.4987852e+04 0.9862 28.871

12c1 17.032 8.5583062e+04 0.9858 29.083

12c2 17.175 8.5722703e+04 0.9857 29.049

12cd 16.944 8.5497703e+04 0.9859 29.203

12c4 16.355 8.4923633e+04 0.9863 29.508

13c1 16.654 8.5236117e+04 0.9861 30.719

13c2 16.817 8.5393297e+04 0.9860 30.683

13c3 16.415 8.4996156e+04 0.9862 30.781

13c4 16.036 8.4626445e+04 0.9865 30.895

14c1 16.994 8.5587211e+04 0.9858 32.356

14c2 16.826 8.5418938e+04 0.9860 32.350

14c3 16.544 8.5134164e+04 0.9862 32.390

14c4 15.910 8.4510758e+04 0.9866 32.544

14c5 16.193 8.4794422e+04 0.9864 32.460

15c1 17.390 8.5986297e+04 0.9855 32.505

15c2 16.915 8.5510719e+04 0.9859 32.517

15c3 16.522 8.5125812e+04 0.9862 32.472

15c4 16.186 8.4795891e+04 0.9864 32.549

15c5 16.119 8.4729391e+04 0.9865 32.596

16c1 17.085 8.5700695e+04 0.9858 31.199

16c2 16.941 8.5551477e+04 0.9859 31.455

16c3 16.519 8.5129719e+04 0.9862 31.815

16c4 15.949 8.4569531e+04 0.9866 31.915

16c5 16.295 8.4910359e+04 0.9863 31.920

17c1 17.063 8.5692555e+04 0.9858 30.259

17c2 16.734 8.5359688e+04 0.9860 30.682

17c3 16.422 8.5048141e+04 0.9862 31.007

17c4 16.139 8.4765539e+04 0.9864 31.258

6.3.4 LDTH Submodel Heat Generation Rates

The heat generation rates for the LDTH submodels are in the form of heat versus time tables

located in NUFT include files. During preclosure the file used is output from heatgenAge

(CRWMS M&O 2000a, LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-50y_vent-00) and LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-
50y_vent-20 for no-backfill. The heat output represented in this file accounts for removal of

70% of the total heat due to ventilation. The postclosure heat generation table is also output

from heatgenAge (CRWMS M&O 2000a, LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-le6y_vent-OOv) and LDTH-

SDT-0.3Qheat-le6y_vent-20v for the no-backfill case.
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Because any given LDTH submodel cover the same model domain (including the same area in
plan view) as the corresponding SDT submodel, the LDTH and corresponding SDT submodel
use the same heat-generation rate versus time tables (files).

6.3.5 LDTH Submodel Material Properties

Material properties are output from rock_sun into three files (CRWMS M&O 2000a, dkm-afc-
IDds-mc-mi-00, dkm-afc-lDds-mc-li-00, dkm-afc-lDds-mc-ui-00), each one corresponding to
an infiltration rate.

Id-driftscale_basecase.xls (LB990861233129.001). Properties corresponding to the upper
infiltration flux are given in the file ld-driftscale_upperinf.xls (LB990861233129.002).
Properties corresponding to the lower bound infiltration flux are given in the file ld-
driftscale_lowinf.xls (LB990861233129.003).

The fracture and matrix properties are in the files Id-driftscale_basecase.xls, Id-
driftscale_upperinf.xls, Id-driftscale_lowinf.xls (4.1.7). These files are renamed and read into
the routine rock_sun. ). These files are renamed and read into the routine rock_sun (see Figure 3-
8). There are three sets of matrix and fracture properties that correspond to the three infiltration
cases.

The LDTH EBS properties are based on inputs in Sections 4.1.2-4.1.5 and assumptions in
Sections 5.2.7 and 5.2.8.

6.3.6 Infiltration Flux

Infiltration data is in the nine files from Section 4.1.12, representing three cases (low, mean, and
upper, each having three climates (present day, monsoon, and glacial). Infiltration rates at each
submodel location in column.data (CRWMS M&O 2000a) are found using a routine that
interpolates, and then normalizing the results from the 31 locations.

ConvertCoords prepares the input data for the interpolation routine, columnInfiltration (see
Figure 3-4). The output from columnInfiltraiton is one large file (CRWMS M&O 2000a,
infiltration.tex). This file is split into the nine constituent infiltration rates with the routine
infiltab. The average of the 31 infiltration rates was found to differ from the average of all the
infiltration rates in the source data that were within the repository footprint. To account for this
the infiltration rates are normalized with respect to the average of the source data over the
repository footprint. The normalization is completed in Attachment XVII.

6.3.7 LDTH Submodel Simulations

Because of the manner in which the MSTHM temperatures are abstracted, it is necessary to
account for drift ventilation scenarios by conducting two complete (parallel) MSTHM
abstractions (with one that pertains to the pre-closure period and one that pertains to the post-
closure period) and then splicing the results of these two MSTHM abstractions at the end of the
pre-closure period (i.e., when ventilation ceases). Therefore, it is necessary to run two complete
sets of MSTHM submodels to account for ventilation for a given infiltration-flux case.
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The LDTH submodel is the only submodel type that has to be run for each of the three

infiltration-flux cases (mean, high, and low flux). The simulations for the other three submodel
types are applied to all three flux cases.

For a given infiltration-flux case, two sets of LDTH-submodel simulations are required. The first

set, which is required to calculate pre-closure TH conditions in the MSTHM, was run with the

heat-generation rate reduced by 70%. The second set, which is required to calculate post-closure

TH conditions in the MSTHM, was run for a simulation period of 1,000,000 yr using a step-

function heat-generation rate, with the rate reduced by 70% for the first 50 yr, and with the full
nominal rate applied from 50 yr to 1,000,000 yr.

Each LDTH-submodel set consists of 155 simulations, which comes from 31

drift-scale-submodel locations (Section 6.3.1) and 5 AML values run at each location (31 x 5

= 155). Thus, because there are two sets, a total of 310 LDTH simulations are conducted for a

given infiltration-flux case. Because there are three infiltration-flux cases, there are a total of 930
LDTH simulations conducted for this AMR.

6.4 SDT SUBMODELS

The 1 -D smeared-heat-source drift-scale thermal-conduction (SDT) submodels are run in parallel

with the LDTH submodels at the same 31 locations and for the same AMLs (15, 25, 36, 50, and

60 MTU/acre). These submodels are required to obtain functional relationships (also called

"scanning curves") between "line-averaged" temperatures predicted by the LDTH submodel and

the "smeared" host-rock temperatures predicted by the SDT submodel.

6.4.1 SDT Submodel Locations

The SDT submodels are run at the same 31 drift-scale-submodel locations as the LDTH

submodel (Section 6.3.1).

6.4.2 SDT Submodel Mesh

The SDT submodels use the same vertical discretization of grid blocks as is used in the SMT

submodels (Section 6.2.2). The manner in which the LDTH-SDT temperature scanning curves

are developed and used to modify SMT-predicted host-rock temperatures (Section 6.6.3)

demands consistency between how heat flow is modeled in the respective SDT and SMT

submodels, including consistency in the vertical grid-block discretization in the respective
submodels.

6.4.3 SDT Submodel Boundary Conditions

The SDT boundary temperature conditions are the same as the corresponding LDTH submodel

(Section 6.3.3). Consistent upper and lower boundary temperatures assures self-consistency with

respect to how the LDTH and SDT submodels are used to generate LDTH-temperature versus

SDT-temperature scanning curves and how these scanning curves are used in the MSTHAC
methodology to correct SMT-predicted temperatures to LMTH conditions (Section 6.3.3). The

data-flow chart for the preparation of boundary conditions is given in Figure 3-5; this process is
described in Section 6.8.5.
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Because the SDT submodels are for a symmetry cell between the vertical plane down the center
of the drift and the vertical midplane between drifts, the lateral boundaries are adiabatic and no-
mass-flow boundaries. The SDT submodels require temperature at the upper boundary, which
represents the ground surface and the lower boundary, which represents the water table (Table
6.3). Both boundaries have constant temperature conditions with time.

The density of the upper boundary is IXIO' Kg/m3 (5.1.6). The heat capacity of the upper
boundary is IXIO' J/Kg-K (5.1.6). The thermal conductivity of the upper boundary is 0.17
(5.1.6). This data is incorporated into the SDT submodel through inclusion in the file: SDT-
Dds_mi (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

The temperature and pressure are based on the grid in Section 4.1.11, the temperatures and
pressures in Section 4.1.14, and the locations in column.data (CRWMS M&O 2000a). An
interpolation routine is used to relate the temperatures and pressures at various points to the SDT
submodel locations. The routines used for this interpolation are chim_surf TP and chim_wt_TP.
The air mass fraction and liquid enthalpy is found given the resulting temperature and pressure,
along with a bounding assumption of 100% humidity (Section 5.1.4). The routine used for this
calculation is X.air.

6.4.4 SDT Submodel Heat Generation Rates

Because any given SDT submodel covers the same model domain (including the same area in
plan view) as the corresponding LDTH submodel, the SDT and corresponding LDTH submodel
use the same heat-generation rate versus time tables. These are nuft include files output from
heatgenAge (CRWMS M&O 2000a, LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-SOy_vent-00 and LDTH-SDT-
0.3Qheat-le6y_vent-OOv) and LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-5Oyvent-20 and LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-
le6y_vent-20v for the no-backfill case, as discussed in Section 6.3.4.

6.4.5 SDT Submodel Material Properties

The SDT submodel uses the same thermal-conduction properties (for the stratigraphic units) that
are used in the SMT submodel (Section 6.2.5). These properties are based on Sections 4.1.9 and
Section 5.2.4 through incorporation in the include file SDT-lDds-mi (CRWMS M&O 2000a) as
illustrated in Figures 3-7 and 3-10.

6.4.6 SDT Submodel Simulations

Two sets of SDT-submodel simulations were conducted for this AMR. The first set, which is
required to calculate pre-closure TH conditions in the MSTHM, was run with the heat-generation
rate reduced by 70%. The second set, which is required to calculate post-closure TH conditions
in the MSTHM, was run for a simulation period of 1,000,000 yr using a step-function heat-
generation rate, with the rate reduced by 70% for the first 50 yr, and with the full nominal rate
applied from 50 yr to 1,000,000 yr.

Each SDT-submodel set consists of 155 simulations, which comes from 31 drift-scale-submodel
locations (Figure 5-2) and 5 AML values run at each location (31 x 5 = 155). Thus, a total of
310 SDT simulations are conducted for this AMR. These two sets of SDT simulations are used
in all three infiltration-flux (mean, high, and low flux) cases.
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6.5 DDT SUBMODELS

The 3-D DDT submodel is used to account for WP-specific heat output and for thermal radiation
between all WP and drift surfaces to determine WP-specific deviations (relative to line-averaged-
heat-source conditions) in temperatures in the NFE and EBS (e.g., drift wall, drip shield, and
WP). For the pre-closure period (prior to the emplacement of the drip shield and backfill) and
for the post-closure period of the no-backfill case, thermal radiation between the WP and drift
surfaces controls the longitudinal temperature deviations along the drift. For the post-closure
period of the backfill case heat conduction in the backfill controls temperature deviations along
the drift. In either case, the values of thermal conductivity in the host rock play a minor role on
the magnitude of longitudinal temperature deviations along the drift (Hardin 1998, Section
3.7.5.4).

The DDT submodel is only run at one drift-scale-submodel location (14c3 in Figure 5-2). The
DDT submodel is only used for two purposes: (1) calculating the temperature difference between
the WP and drip shield and (2) calculating the longitudinal temperature variations along the drift
axis. Neither of these quantities are significantly influenced by the thermal conductivity in the
host rock (or in any of the other stratigraphic units). Therefore, it is not necessary to run the
DDT submodels at multiple locations because the only potential benefit of running at multiple
locations would be to capture the influence of the local thermal conductivity values, which is
relatively unimportant with regards to the two quantities that the DDT submodel is required to
predict. Advective heat transfer driven by TH behavior in the host rock has little effect on axial
temperature variation in the drift. In other words, TH processes in the host rock do not
contribute significantly to equalization of axial temperature variations in the drift. Therefore, the
conduction-only DDT model adequately represents longitudinal deviations in NFE and EBS
temperatures (relative to line-average-heat-source conditions) along the drift.

6.5.1 DDT Submodel Location

The 14c3 drift-scale-submodel location (CRWMS M&O 2000a, column.data) is used for all DDT
submodels.

6.5.2 DDT Submodel Mesh

The cross-sectional dimensions of the drift for the post-closure period is shown in Figure 5-3;
these dimensions were used to build the numerical meshes of the DDT submodels. For the
pre-closure period, the backfill and drip shield in Figure 5-3 are not present; otherwise all other
dimensions are the same as in the post-closure case. For the no-backfill case, the backfill in
Figure 5-3 is not present. All of the DDT-submodel meshes assume a square cross section for the
WP, drift wall, and drip shield (were it is present). As was demonstrated previously (Wilder
1996, Table 1.10.4.1), a circular WP in a circular drift can be accurately represented by a square
WP in a square drift, provided that the respective circular and square cross-sectional areas are
equal.

The longitudinal dimensions of the drift are shown in Figure 4-1. The DDT submodel utilizes
symmetry in all four directions: (1) about the vertical midplane down the center of the drift, (2)
the vertical midplane down the center of the rock pillar between drifts, (3) the vertical plane that
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is orthogonal to and intersects the "hlwl" WP, and (4) the vertical plane that is orthogonal to and
intersects the "dsnfl" WP (Figure 4-1).

Two DDT-submodel meshes are used; both meshes share the same grid-block spacing in the
longitudinal direction. Two of the DDT submodels share the same mesh (Section 6.5.2.2 and
Section 6.5.2.3), which uses fine grid-block spacing in the lateral and vertical direction in the
drift to account for the drip-shield cross section, the gap between the WP and drip shield, and (3)
thermal conduction in the backfill (for the backfill case) and invert. The only difference between
these two submodels (Section 6.5.2.2 and Section 6.5.2.3) is the material distributions inside the
drift. The other mesh, which is used in the pre-closure DDT submodel, is able to utilize coarser
grid-block spacing without diminishing its ability to accurately account for thermal radiation
within the drift.

6.5.2.1 Pre-closure DDT Submodel

The pre-closure DDT-submodel mesh (Figure 6-4) is designed to address thermal radiation inside
the emplacement; therefore, it does not require to have as fine gridding inside the drift as is
required by the post-closure DDT submodel. The grid-block spacing used in this submodel is
fine enough to accurately represent thermal radiation inside the drift.

6.5.2.2 Pre-closure (Restart) DDT Submodel

Because the pre-closure DDT submodel and the post-closure DDT submodel have different grid-
block spacing inside the drift, it is necessary to have a second pre-closure DDT submodel to
produce the restart file required by the post-closure DDT submodel at 50 yr (when the post-
closure submodel is started). The "restart" DDT submodel (Figure 6-5) is the same as the post-
closure DDT submodel except that all of the gridblocks between the WP and drift wall have air
as the specified material; the air in this submodel uses the effective thermal conductivity versus
time relationship that was developed to represent thermal radiation inside the drift (Section
4.1.2.6).

6.5.2.3 Post-closure DDT Submodel

The post-closure DDT-submodel mesh for the backfill case (Figure 6-6a) is designed to address
the details of (1) thermal radiation between the WP and drip shield, (2) thermal conduction in the
relatively thin drip shield, and (3) thermal conduction in the backfill and invert. The grid-block
spacing used in this submodel (Figure 6-6a) is fine enough to accurately model these processes.
For the post-closure DDT submodel for the no-backfill case (Figure 6-6b), the area designated as
backfill in Figure 6-6a is replaced with air, with an effective thermal conductivity representing
thermal radiation.

6.5.3 DDT Submodel Boundary Conditions

The boundary conditions for the DDT submodels are the same as those for the SDT submodel
(Figure 6-4) at the 14c3 drift-scale-submodel location (Figure 5-2).

The DDT boundary conditions are the same as the corresponding LDTH submodel (Section
6.3.3).
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Because the DDT submodels are for a symmetry cell between the vertical plane down the center
of the drift and the vertical midplane between drifts, the lateral boundaries are adiabatic and no-

mass-flow boundaries. The DDT submodels require temperature at the upper boundary, which
represents the ground surface and the lower boundary, which represents the water table (Table
6.3). Both boundaries have constant temperature conditions with time.

The density of the upper boundary is lXlO' Kg/m3 (5.1.6). The heat capacity of the upper
boundary is 1X108 J/Kg-K (5.1.6). The thermal conductivity of the upper boundary is 0.17
(5.1.6). This data is incorporated into the DDT submodel through inclusion in the file: SDT-
Dds_mi (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

The temperature and pressure are based on the grid in Section 4.1.11, the temperatures and
pressures in Section 4.1.14, and the locations in column.data (CRWMS M&O 2000a). An
interpolation routine is used to relate the temperatures and pressures at various points to the DDT
submodel locations. The routines used for this interpolation are chim_surf TP and chim_wt_TP.

6.5.4 DDT Submodel Heat Generation Rates

Heat-generation-rate versus time tables, taken from the source data described in Section 4.1.13,
are required for the 8 different WPs represented in the DDT submodels (Figure 4-1). The heat
generation rate for the DDT submodel is in the form of a heat versus time table located in NUFT
include files. During preclosure the file used is output from heatgenAge (CRWMS M&O 2000a,
DDT-0.3Qheat-50y_yent-00). The heat output represented in this file accounts for removal of
70% of the total heat due to ventilation. The postclosure heat generation table is also output
from heatgenAge (CRWMS M&O 2000a, SMT-0.3Qheat-le6y_vent-OOv). The heat-generation
decay curves for this submodel are the same for the no-backfill and backfill cases (Assumption
5.3.1).

6.5.5 DDT Submodel Material Properties

The DDT submodel uses the same thermal-conduction properties (for the stratigraphic units) that
are used in the SMT and SDT submodels (Section 6.2.5 and Section 6.4.5). These properties are

based on Sections 4.1.9 and Section 5.2.4 through incorporation in the include file SDT-lDds-mi
(CRWMS M&O 2000a) as illustrated in Figures 3-7 and 3-12. This file incorporates assumption
5.2.4 by using the wet thermal conductivity. In addition to the properties for the stratigraphic
units, the DDT submodels require the thermal-conduction properties for the EBS materials
(Table 4-1). For the Overton-sand backfill, drip shield, and crushed-tuff invert, the DDT
submodels use the same thermal-property values as those used in the LDTH submodels.

For the pre-closure DDT submodel (Figure 6-4), the thernal properties of the gap between the
WP and dripshield are those of air (Section 4.1.8).

For the pre-closure DDT submodel (Figure 6-5), which is used to start the post-closure DDT
submodel (Figure 6-6), the same effective thermal conductivity versus time table (Section 4.1.8)
is used for the air gap between the WP and drift wall as is used in the pre-closure LDTH
submodels (Figure 6-2). For the post-closure DDT submodel (Figure 6-6a) for the backfill case,
the same effective thermal conductivity versus time table (Section 4.1.8) is used for the air gap
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between the upper backfill surface and the crown of the drift as is used in the post-closure LDTH
submodels (Figure 6-3). The solid density and specific heat of the air gap in the drift are
standard handbook values (Section 4.1.8). For the post-closure DDT submodel (Figure 6-6b) for
the no-backfill case, the same effective thermal conductivity versus time table (Section 4.1.8) is
used for the air gap between the drip shield and drift wall. Assumption 5.2.7 is used for thermal
properties of the backfill and invert for the backfill case. Assumption 5.2.8 is used for thermal
conductivity for the invert for the no-backfill case.

6.5.6 DDT Submodel Simulations

Three DDT-submodel simulations were conducted for this AMR. The three DDT simulations
are used in all three infiltration-flux (mean, high, and low flux) cases.

The first, which is required to calculate pre-closure TH conditions in the MSTHM, was run with
the heat-generation rate reduced by 70%. The first DDT submodel has no backfill or drip shield
in the drift (Figure 6-4).

The second DDT submodel has the same heat-generation rate used in the first DDT submodel
and uses the same grid spacing used in the third DDT submodel; however, it has no backfill or
drip shield in the drift (Figure 6-5). The second submodel is run for a simulation time of 50 yr to
generate the restart file (i.e., initial conditions) for the third DDT submodel.

The third DDT submodel, which is required to calculate post-closure TH conditions in the
MSTHM, was run for a simulation period of 50 to 1,000,000 yr using the full nominal
heat-generation rate. The third submodel has backfill in the drift (Figure 6-6a) for the backfill
case. The third submodel for the no-backfill case (Figure 6-6b) does not have backfill in the drift.

6.6 MSTHAC METHODOLOGY

The conceptual model for the MSTHAC is discussed in Section 6.1. The MSTHAC
methodology involves a sequence of calculational steps that is described in the following
sections.

6.6.1 Accounting for the Influence of Drift Ventilation

For an MSTHM scenario that does not involve drift ventilation, the calculation sequence
described in the following sections is executed once. For an MSTHM scenario that involves drift
ventilation during the pre-closure period (which is the case for this AMR), the following
MSTHM calculational sequence is executed twice.

As discussed in Section 6.2, Section 6.3, Section 6.4 and Section 6.5, the influence of drift
ventilation is approximated by reducing the heat-generation rate during the ventilation period.
Then, as ventilation ceases, the heat-generation rate abruptly jumps from its reduced value up to
its nominal value. For this AMR, the heat-generation rate is reduced by 70% during the

ventilation period. Because of the manner in which the MSTHM temperatures are abstracted it is
necessary to account for drift ventilation scenarios by conducting two complete (parallel)
MSTHM abstractions. One abstraction pertains to the pre-closure period and one pertains to the
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post-closure period). The results of these two MSTHM abstractions are then spliced at the end of
the pre-closure period (i.e., when ventilation ceases). Therefore, it is necessary to run two
complete sets of MSTHM submodels to account for ventilation for a given MSTHM scenario
(e.g., for a particular infiltration-flux scenario).

For the MSTHM abstraction that pertains to the ventilated pre-closure period, the submodels are
run with a reduced heat-generation rate for the entire simulation period. For this AMR, the
pre-closure submodels were run for 600 yr with the heat-generation rate reduced in all submodels
by 70%, which assures that the scanning curves adequately incorporated the influence of the
initial portion of the cooldown period. For the MSTHM abstraction for the post-closure period,
all submodels are run with a step-function heat-generation-rate history that is reduced by 70%
during the pre-closure period and then followed by an abrupt increase to the nominal
heat-generation rate at the time of closure (which occurs at 50 yr for this AMR). The second set
of submodels calculations are run for 1,000,000 yr.

6.6.2 Accounting for the Emplacement of the Drip Shield and Backfill

If an MSTHM abstraction involves the emplacement of either a drip shield or a drip shield
overlain by backfill at the time of closure (as is the case in this AMR), it is necessary to break up
the LDTH and DDT submodel calculations into two parts. For the pre-closure period, the LDTH
and DDT submodels are conducted with a drift without the drip shield and backfill. A restart file
is generated for each of the pre-closure submodel runs to start the corresponding post-closure
submodel run that includes either a dripshield or a drip shield overlain by backfill in the drift; the
post-closure submodel is started at the time of closure (50 yr).

6.6.3 Computing Drift-Wail Temperatures

To obtain the MSTHM drift-wall temperature for an average WP location at each of the 623
repository subdomains (see Figure 6-la) for the backfill case and for each of the MSTHM
timesteps, the relationship between the "line-averaged" drift-wall temperature in the LDTH
submodel and the "smeared" temperature in the repository plane of the SDT submodel is used to
modify the "smeared" temperatures calculated with the SMT submodel. For the no-backfill case
the MSTHM drift-wall temperature for an average WP location is obtained at each of the 610
repository subdomains (Figure 6-lb) just as is done for the backfill case. The result of this stage
of the abstraction are the "line-averaged" drift-wall temperatures at each of the 623 repository
subdomains for the backfill case (610 repository subdomains for the no-backfill case) and each of
the MSTHM timesteps.

The "model" that results from this intermediate step in the MSTHAC calculational sequence
could be called the LMTH model, which stands for line-averaged-heat-source mountain-scale
thermohydrologic model. The LMTH drift-wall temperatures are further modified to account for
waste-package-specific deviations using the DDT submodel. After the DDT submodel has been
used to modify the drift-wall temperatures, the result are drift-wall temperatures calculated by a
discrete-heat-source mountain-scale TH model (or DMTH model). Thus, the MSTHM is a
DMTH model. Details of this procedure are described below.
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An overview of the calculational sequence for determining drift-wall temperatures in the
MSTHM is as follows:

* SMT-submodel-predicted host-rock temperatures, which is a "smeared" representation of
host-rock temperatures in the plane of the repository.

* LMTH-abstracted-model-predicted drift-wall temperatures, which is a "line-averaged"
representation of drift-wall temperatures along each emplacement drift in the repository.

* DMTH-abstracted-model-predicted drift-wall temperatures, which is a "discrete"
representation of drift-wall temperatures at various points (i.e., specific WP locations
with specific heat-generation-rate histories) along each emplacement drift in the
repository.

The calculational sequence for determining drift-wall temperatures can be broken down into six
steps.

6.6.3.1 Computing Drift-Wall Temperatures for the Backfill Case

Step 1: Conduct the appropriate submodel simulations. For the case of a pre-closure
MSTHM abstraction, this consists of 155 LDTH submodels, 155 SDT submodels, one SMT
submodel and one DDT submodel. The number 155 comes from submodel simulations being
conducted at 31 drift-scale-submodel locations (Figure 5-2) and for five AML values (31 x 5 =
155). In this case, the nominal repository AML is 60 MTU/acre so the five AML values chosen
are: 60 MTU/acre, 50 MTU/acre, 36 MTU/acre, 25 MTU/acre and 15 MTU/acre. The SMT and
DDT submodels are both run with an AML of 60 MTU/acre. Because the MSTHM requires pre-
closure and post-closure submodels, the number of submodels is doubled; thus, there are 310
LDTH submodels, 310 SDT submodels, 2 SMT submodels and 2 DDT submodels.

Step 2: Tabulate the SMT-submodel-predicted host-rock temperature histories. For the
backfill case this step is conducted at each of the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and
for each of the 352 MSTHM timesteps. The result of this step is the SMT-submodel-predicted
host-rock temperature, which is the average (thermal-conduction) host-rock temperature at each
of the 623 repository subdomains.

Step 3: Build 155 scanning curves at the 31 drift-scale-submodel locations. These curves
are plots of the "line-averaged" temperature at the drift wall in the LDTH submodels versus the
"smeared" host-rock temperature in the SDT submodels; five curves (for five AMLs) are
constructed at each of the 31 locations.

Step 4: Build 3115 scanning curves at the 623 repository subdomains. This step is the
construction of five scanning curves (for five AMLs) at each of the 623 repository subdomains
(Figure 6-la), which results in 3115 scanning curves (623 x 5 = 3115). This step involves an
interpolation process that utilizes the scanning curves at all of the 31 drift-scale-submodel
locations. For a given repository-subdomain location and a given AML scanning curve (e.g., the
curve for 60 MTU/acre), a new scanning curve is developed, based on an exponentially weighted
average of the scanning curves at the 31 drift-scale-submodel locations. Because the influence of
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any drift-scale-submodel location drops off exponentially with distance, the scanning curve at a

repository location is most heavily influenced by its closest (three or four) drift-scale-submodel

neighbors. The result of this step is equivalent to having had run 3115 LDTH submodels and

3115 SDT submodels and developing the scanning curve from each LDTH-SDT-submodel pair.

Step 5: Calculate LMTH drift-wail temperature at the 623 repository subdomains. This
step determines a line-averaged drift-wall temperature at each of the 623 repository subdomains.

This is done by interpolating a new scanning curve on the basis of the five AML scanning curves

(at a given repository subdomain) and the peak SMT-submodel temperature in that subdomain.

The peak SMT-submodel temperature is compared to the peak SDT-submodel temperatures in

each of the five scanning curves. The new scanning curve lies between the scanning curves that

have peak SDT-submodel temperatures that bracket the peak SMT-submodel temperature. The

relative distance between the new scanning curve and the two bracketing scanning curves is

proportional to the relative distance between the peak SMT-submodel temperature and the two

peak SDT-submodel temperatures that bracket it. The relationship between the SDT-submodel

temperature and the LDTH-submodel temperature in this scanning curve is then used to adjust

the SMT-submodel temperature time-history plot from step #2. This step provides 623 values of

drift-wall temperature for line-averaged-heat-source conditions.

Step 6: Calculate 4984 DMTH drift-wail temperatures at the 623 repository subdomains.

This step adjusts the 623 line-averaged drift-wall temperatures from step #5 to provide

WP-specific point values. The DDT submodel is used to calculate local temperature

"deviations" along the drift. A local temperature deviation is the difference between the local

temperature at a "point" on the drift wall and the line-averaged drift-wall temperature along the

entire drift in the DDT submodel (Figure 4-1). The temperature histories from step #5 are

adjusted for each of the WP locations represented in the DDT submodel (see Figure 4-1).

Because there are eight different WPs treated in the DDT submodel, this results in 4984 values

(623x 8 = 4984) of drift-wall temperature.

This procedure is repeated at different locations along the drift wall, including the upper drift

wall (i.e., crown of the drift), the lower drift wall (below the invert), and perimeter-averaged

temperature on the drift wall.

6.6.3.2 Computing Drift-Wall Temperatures for the No-Backfill Case

Step 1: Conduct the appropriate submodel simulations. For the case of a pre-closure

MSTHM abstraction, this consists of 93 LDTH submodels, 93 SDT submodels, one SMT

submodel and one DDT submodel. The number 93 comes from submodel simulations being

conducted at 31 drift-scale-submodel locations (Figure 5-2) and for three AML values (31 x 3 =

93). For this case, it was decided to conduct one set of submodels at a slightly higher than

nominal repository AML (60 MTU/acre) and two sets of submodels at lower than nominal

AMLs. The three AML values chosen are: 66 MTU/acre, 56 MTU/acre, and 14 MTU/acre. The

SMT and DDT submodels are both run with an AML of 60 MTU/acre. Because the MSTHM

requires pre-closure and post-closure submodels, the number of submodels is doubled; thus, there

are 186 LDTH submodels, 186 SDT submodels, 2 SMT submodels and 2 DDT submodels.
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Step 2: Tabulate the SMT-submodel-predicted host-rock temperature histories. For the
no-backfill case this step is conducted at each of the 610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-1b)
and for each of the 99 MSTHM timesteps. The result of this step is the SMT-submodel-predicted
host-rock temperature, which is the average (thermal-conduction) host-rock temperature at each
of the 610 repository subdomains.

Step 3: Build'93 scanning curves at the 31 drift-scale-submodel locations. These curves are
plots of the "line-averaged" temperature at the drift wall in the LDTH submodels versus the
"smeared" host-rock temperature in the SDT submodels; five curves (for five AMLs) are
constructed at each of the 31 locations.

Step 4: Build 1830 scanning curves at the 610 repository subdomains. This step is the
construction of three scanning curves (for three AMLs) at each of the 610 repository subdomains
(Figure 6-1b), which results in 1830 scanning curves (610 x 3 = 1830). This step involves an
interpolation process that utilizes the scanning curves at all of the 31 drift-scale-submodel
locations. For a given repository-subdomain location and a given AML scanning curve (e.g., the
curve for 56 MTU/acre), a new scanning curve is developed, based on an exponentially weighted
average of the scanning curves at the 31 drift-scale-submodel locations. Because the influence of
any drift-scale-submodel location drops off exponentially with distance, the scanning curve at a
repository location is most heavily influenced by its closest (three or four) drift-scale-submodel
neighbors. The result of this step is equivalent to having had run 1830 LDTH submodels and
1830 SDT submodels and developing the scanning curve from each LDTH-SDT-submodel pair.

Step 5: Calculate LMTH drift-wall temperature at the 610 repository subdomains. This
step determines a line-averaged drift-wall temperature at each of the 610 repository subdomains.
This is done by interpolating a new scanning curve on the basis of the three AML scanning
curves (at a given repository subdomain) and the peak SMT-submodel temperature in that
subdomain. The peak SMT-submodel temperature is compared to the peak SDT-submodel
temperatures in each of the three scanning curves. The new scanning curve lies between the
scanning curves that have peak SDT-submodel temperatures that bracket the peak SMT-
submodel temperature. The relative distance between the new scanning curve and the two
bracketing scanning curves is proportional to the relative distance between the peak SMT-
submodel temperature and the two peak SDT-submodel temperatures that bracket it. The
relationship between the SDT-submodel temperature and the LDTH-submodel temperature in
this scanning curve is then used to adjust the SMT-submodel temperature time-history plot from
step #2. This step provides 610 values of drift-wall temperature for line-averaged-heat-source
conditions.

Step 6: Calculate 4880 DMTH drift-wail temperatures at the 610 repository subdomains.
This step adjusts the 610 line-averaged drift-wall temperatures from step #5 to provide
WP-specific point values. The DDT submodel is used to calculate local temperature
"deviations" along the drift. A local temperature deviation is the difference between the local
temperature at a "point" on the drift wall and the line-averaged drift-wall temperature along the
entire drift in the DDT submodel (Figure 4-1). The temperature histories from step #5 are
adjusted for each of the WP locations represented in the DDT submodel (see Figure 4-1).
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Because there are eight different WPs treated in the DDT submodel, this results in 4880 values
(61 Ox 8 = 4880) of drift-wall temperature.

This procedure is repeated at different locations along the drift wall, including the upper drift
wall (i.e., crown of the drift), the lower drift wall (below the invert), and perimeter-averaged
temperature on the drift wall.

6.6.4 Computing Host-Rock Temperatures

The calculational procedure in 6.6.3 is repeated for other locations, including those in the
near-field host rock, producing WP-specific host-rock temperatures.

6.6.5 Computing Backfill, Drip Shield, and Invert Temperatures

The calculational procedure in 6.6.3 is repeated for other locations, including those in the
backfill, on the drip shield, and in the invert, producing WP-specific (backfill, drip-shield, or
invert) temperatures. For the no-backfill case, temperature is provided in the drift (midway
between the crown of the drift and the crown of the drip shield), which is at the same location
within the drift as where the backfill temperature is provided for the backfill case.

6.6.6 Computing Waste Package Temperatures

For the pre-closure period, the procedure for calculating WP temperatures is analogous to the
procedure described in section 6.6.4 for drift-wall temperatures, with the following minor
distinction. The LDTH-SDT scanning curves are constructed with the average of temperatures in
the grid blocks that form the outer perimeter of the modeled WP (Figure 6-2) rather than the
host-rock grid blocks on the perimeter of the drift wall.

For the post-closure period, which is the time after ventilation has ceases and backfill and the
drip shield have been emplaced, an additional calculational step is added to account for the fact
that the WP and drip shield are modeled as one lumped material in the LDTH submodel. To do
this, the DDT submodel is used to compute the difference between the WP temperature and the
perimeter-averaged drip shield temperature. This temperature difference is added to the WP
temperature (which is the temperature of the lumped drip shield and WP) computed by the
LDTH submodel. The result of this step are WP-specific WP temperatures. Because there are 8
different WPs treated in the DDT submodel (Figure 4-1) and 623 repository subdomains
(Figure 6-la), this results in 4984 values (623 x 8 = 4984) of WP temperature for the backfill
case. Because there are 610 repository subdomains in the no-backfill case (Figure 6-lb), this
results in 4880 values (610 x 8 = 4880) of WP temperature.

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.7 Computing Drift-Wall Relative Humidity

The procedure for calculating RH on the drift wall is similar to the procedure for calculating
drift-wall temperature, described in Section 6.6.3. The primary distinction is that scanning
curves are completely derived from the LDTH submodels (rather than from LDTH-SDT pairs)
and that the scanning curves relate the drift-wall RH to the drift-wall temperature. After drift-
wall temperature has been calculated for the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and eight
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different WP locations (Figure 4-1) from Step 6 in Section 6.6.3, RH is determined from the
drift-wall RH versus drift-wall T scanning curve. Note that the no-backfill case involves 610
repository subdomains (Figure 6-1b).

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.8 Computing Host-Rock Relative Humidity

The procedure for calculating RH at various locations in the host rock is analogous to that used to
calculate drift-wall RH. After local host-rock temperatures (e.g., five m above the crown of the
drift) have been calculated for the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and eight WP
locations (Figure 4-1) from Section 6.6.4, RH is determined from the host-rock RH versus
host-rock T scanning curve. Note that the no-backfill case involves 610 repository subdomains
(Figure 6-lb).

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.9 Computing Relative Humidity on the Drip Shield

The procedure for calculating drip shield relative humidity RHd, is different from that used to
calculate relative humidity on the drift-wall RHdw, in that time is explicitly incorporated into the
interpolation process. The necessity of explicitly including time in the calculation of RH in the
drift arises from the following:

1. RH in the drift is very dependent on the magnitude of seepage flux into the drift.

2. The magnitude of seepage flux into the drift is very dependent on the magnitude of
percolation flux in the host rock.

3. The magnitude of percolation flux in the host-rock is very dependent on the magnitude of
infiltration flux at the ground surface.

4. Infiltration flux at the ground surface is a function of time (with three distinctive values
pertaining to each of the three climate periods).

This procedure requires that RH" (Section 6.6.7) and the drip shield temperature Td,

(Section 6.6.5) have already been determined. Instead of using temperature as the independent
variable, two value versus time curves are plotted for the five AMLs: RHdsRHdw versus time and
T.k versus time. For each timestep, the local value of Td, (Section 6.6.5) is compared against the
five values of TdS in the five Td, history curves. The relative position of the local Td, among the
five Td, history curves deternines the relative position of the interpolated RHdIRHdw among the
five RHds/RHdw history curves. For example, if the local Td, is halfway between the values of Td7

in the 50 and 60 MTU/acre T.d history curves, then the value of RHds/RHdw will be halfway
between the values of RHdslRHdw in the 50 and 60 MTU/acre RHdsJRH" history curves. Finally,
for each timestep, the local value of RH, is determined by multiplying RHdw (Section 6.6.7) by
RHds/RHdW.

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.
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6.6.10 Computing Relative Humidity in the Backfill

The procedure for calculating RH at various locations in the backfill is analogous to that used to

calculate RH on the drip shield. This step requires that the local relative humidity at the drift
wall (Section 6.6.7) and the local temperature in the backfill (Section 6.6.5) have already been
determined.

This procedure only applies to the backfill case.

6.6.11 Computing Relative Humidity in the Invert

The procedure for calculating RH in the invert is analogous to that used to calculate RH on the

drip shield. This step requires that the local relative humidity at the drift wall (Section 6.6.7) and

the local temperature in the invert (Section 6.6.5) have already been determined.

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.12 Computing Waste-Package Relative Humidity

For the pre-closure period, the procedure for calculating relative humidity on the WP RH |

requires that the following have already been determined: RHdw (Section 6.6.7), Tjw

(Section 6.6.3), and WP temperature T. (Section 6.6.6); RHwp is given by

Psat
RHWp = RHgw -a T ') (7)

where P. is the saturated vapor pressure. Summarizing, RH on the WP is determined by RH on

the drift wall and the temperature difference between the drift wall and WP. This equation is
arrived at by realizing that the vapor density is constant. This precludes a gradient of absolute
humidity across an open space. Relative humidity is the ratio of actual vapor pressure to
saturated vapor pressure. Therefore, the product of relative humidity and saturated vapor
pressure is absolute humidity. Rearranging these terms yields equation 7.

For the post-closure, which is the time after ventilation has ceases and backfill and the drip shield
have been emplaced, the procedure for calculating RH on the WP requires that the following
have already been determined: drip shield relative humidity RHd, (Section 6.6.7), drift-wall
temperature Td, (Section 6.6.3), and WP temperature T. (Section 6.6.6). Relative humidity on
the WP (RH.,) is given by

PT
RH RH sat Tds (8)

WP dsPJTI
sat wp~

Summarizing, RH on the WP is primarily dependent on RH on the drip shield and the
temperature difference between the drip shield and WP. Therefore, the temperature difference
between the WP and drip shield plays a role in reducing RH on the WP.
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This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.13 Computing Liquid-Phase Flux in the Host Rock

Just as with RH in the emplacement drifts, the liquid-phase flux has a time dependence. This
dependence is associated with the change of infiltration rate reflecting a change in climate. The
process of calculating liquid-phase flux in the host rock qiuq , is similar to that for calculating RH
in the drift (Section 6.6.9, Section 6.6.10, and Section 6.6.11).

This procedure requires that the local host-rock temperature Th, has already been determined
(Section 6.6.4). Two value versus time curves are plotted for the five AMLs: q,* versus time
and T. versus time. For each timestep, the local value of T,, (Section 6.6.4) is compared against
the five values of Tb, in the five Tb, history curves. The relative position of the local Th, among
the five T,, history curves determines the relative position of the interpolated qiiqh, among the five
q,iq , history curves. For exanple, if the local Th, is halfway between the values of Thr in the 50
and 60 MTU/acre Tb. history curves, then the local value of qliq, will be halfway between the
values of qliq ,, in the 50 and 60 MTU/acre qliqj,i history curves.

This procedure is repeated for different locations in the host rock. This procedure applies to both
the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.14 Computing Liquid-Phase Flux on the Drip Shield

The procedure for calculating liquid-phase flux q,iqcd, on the drip shield is analogous to that used
to calculate liquid-phase flux q,,1 ,, in the host rock (Section 6.6.13). This step requires that the
local temperature on the drip shield Td, (Section 6.6.5) has already been determined.

This procedure is repeated for different locations on the drip shield. This procedure applies to
both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.15 Computing Liquid-Phase Flux in the Backfill

The procedure for calculating liquid-phase flux q,iqbf at various locations in the backfill is
analogous to that used to calculate liquid-phase flux q,iq.b, in the host rock (Section 6.6.13). This
step requires that the local temperature in the backfill Tbf (Section 6.6.5) has already been
determined.'

This procedure is repeated for different locations in the backfill. This procedure only applies to
the backfill case.

6.6.16 Computing Liquid-Phase Flux in the Invert

The procedure for calculating liquid-phase flux qjiqminv in the invert is analogous to that used to
calculate liquid-phase flux qiq.,, in the host rock (Section 6.6.13). This step requires that the local
temperature on the drip shield Tiny (Section 6.6.5) has already been determined.

This procedure is repeated for different locations in the invert. This procedure applies to both the
backfill and no-backfill cases.
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6.6.17 Computing Liquid Saturation at the Drift Wall

The procedure for calculating liquid saturation Sliqdw at the drift wall is analogous to that used to

calculate drift-wall RH. After local drift-wall temperatures (Step 6 in Section 6.6.3) have been

calculated for the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and eight WP locations (Figure 4-1),

Slijq,(w is determined from the drift-wall Sliq,dw versus drift-wall T scanning curve. Note that the no-

backfill case involves 610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-lb).

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.18 Computing Liquid Saturation on the Drip Shield

The procedure for calculating liquid saturation Sliq,d, on the drip shield is analogous to that used to

calculate drift-wall RH. After local drip-shield temperatures (Section 6.6.5) have been calculated
for the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and eight WP locations (Figure 4-1), Sliqd, is

determined from the drift-wall Sl,q,,d versus drip-shield T scanning curve. Note that the no-backfill
case involves 610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-lb).

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.19 Computing Liquid Saturation in the Invert

The procedure for calculating liquid saturation Sliq,inv at the drift wall is analogous to that used to

calculate drift-wall RH. After local invert temperatures (Section 6.6.5) have been calculated for

the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and eight WP locations (Figure 4-1), Sliq,mv is

determined from the drift-wall Sliq,mv versus invert T scanning curve. Note that the no-backfill
case involves 610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-1b).

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.20 Computing Gas-Phase Air-Mass Fraction Adjacent to Drip Shield

The procedure for calculating gas-phase air-mass fraction X,,pd, adjacent to the drip shield is

analogous to that used to calculate drift-wall RH. After local drip-shield temperatures (Section
6.6.5) have been calculated for the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and eight WP
locations (Figure 4-1), Xari,g. is determined from the Xa ,, - versus drip-shield T scanning
curve. Note that the no-backfill case involves 610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-lb).

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.21 Computing Gas-Phase Pressure Adjacent to Drip Shield

The procedure for calculating gas-phase pressure P 3 & adjacent to the drip shield is analogous to

that used to calculate drift-wall RH. After local drip-shield temperatures (Section 6.6.5) have

been calculated for the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and eight WP locations (Figure
4-1), Pgasds is determined from the P5d, versus drip-shield T scanning curve. Note that the no-

backfill case involves 610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-lb).

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.
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6.6.22 Computing Gas-Phase Flux of Air

The procedure for calculating gas-phase (air) flux Qgas,adr around the perimeter of the drift is
analogous to that used to calculate drift-wall RH. After local drift-wall temperatures (Step 6 in
Section 6.6.3) have been calculated for the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and eight
WP locations (Figure 4-1), Qgasrdr is determined from the Qga.airdr versus drift-wall T scanning
curve. Note that the no-backfill case involves 610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-ib).

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.23 Computing Gas-Phase Flux of Water Vapor

The procedure for calculating gas-phase (water vapor) flux Qgwatdr around the perimeter of the
drift is analogous to that used to calculate drift-wall RH. After local drift-wall temperatures
(Step 6 in Section 6.6.3) have been calculated for the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la)
and eight WP locations (Figure 4-1), Qg.at,dr is determined from the Qg.,ad,d versus drift-wall T
scanning curve. Note that the no-backfill case involves 610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-Ib).

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.24 Computing Capillary Pressure on the Drip Shield

The procedure for calculating capillary pressure P,,d on the drip shield is analogous to that used
to calculate drift-wall RH. After local drip-shield temperatures (Section 6.6.5) have been
calculated for the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and eight WP locations (Figure 4-1),
Pc,, is determined from the P¢,d, versus drip-shield T scanning curve. Note that the no-backfill
case involves 610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-Ib).

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.25 Computing Capillary Pressure on the Drift Wall

The procedure for calculating capillary pressure Pcdw on the drift wall is analogous to that used to
calculate drift-wall RH. After local drift-wall temperatures (Step 6 in Section 6.6.3) have been
calculated for the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and eight WP locations (Figure 4-1),
Pc,dw is determined from the Pcdw versus drift-wall T scanning curve. Note that the no-backfill
case involves 610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-Ib).

This procedure is repeated for both the fracture and matrix continuum. This procedure applies to
both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.26 Computing Capillary Pressure in the Invert

The procedure for calculating capillary pressure P,j., in the invert is analogous to that used to
calculate drift-wall RH. After local invert temperatures (Section 6.6.5) have been calculated for
the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and eight WP locations (Figure 4-1), P,,a, is
determined from the Pcja, versus invert T scanning curve. Note that the no-backfill case involves
610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-lb).

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.
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6.6.27 Computing Evaporation Rate on the Drip Shield

The procedure for calculating evaporation rate E. on the drip shield is analogous to that used to
calculate drift-wall RH. After local drip-shield temperatures (Section 6.6.5) have been calculated
for the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and eight WP locations (Figure 4-1), Ed5 is
determined from the Ed, versus drip-shield T scanning curve. Note that the no-backfill case
involves 610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-lb).

This procedure is conducted for top of the drip shield and for a sum over the entire perimeter of
the drip shield. This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.28 Computing Evaporation Rate at the Top of the Backfill

The procedure for calculating evaporation rate Ebf at the top of the backfill is analogous to that
used to calculate drift-wall RH. After local backfill temperatures (Section 6.6.5) have been
calculated for the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and eight WP locations (Figure 4-1),
E,bf is determined from the Etbf versus backfill T scanning curve. Note that the no-backfill case
involves 610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-Ib).

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.29 Computing Evaporation Rate in the Invert

The procedure for calculating evaporation rate Emnv in the invert is analogous to that used to
calculate drift-wall RH. After local invert temperatures (Section 6.6.5) have been calculated for
the 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and eight WP locations (Figure 4-1), Einv is
determined from the Ei., versus invert T scanning curve. Note that the no-backfill case involves
610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-lb).

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.6.30 Binning TH Results

For each of the repository subdomains, a typical WP is selected for each of the two major WP
groups: CSNF and HLW. The CSNF group includes bwrl, bwr2, pwrl, pwr2, and pwr3 WPs
(Figure 4-1). The HLW group includes only hlwl and hlw2. The DSNF WPs are excluded from
the binning process because they constitute such a small fraction of the inventory in the
repository.

For a given repository subdomain and WP group, an average WP temperature history and an
average WP relative humidity history are calculated on the basis of a simple average. For each
WP in the group, the sum of the normalized differences is summed over time as follows:

t,°°°°(TVP - TVP,av J.Hw RH avg)(8
2 ~~~2 (8)

t-O (Iwpavg) (14iM)

where Twp is the WP temperature, RHwp is the WP relative humidity, Twpavg is the average WP
temperature (based on a simple average) and RHwpavg is the average WP relative humidity (based
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on a simple average) in that repository subdomain and WP group. The WP with the minimum
sum is selected as being represented of that repository subdomain and WP group (Figure 6-la).

This procedure applies to both the backfill and no-backfill cases.

6.7 OVERVIEW OF DATA FLOW

The overall data flow in the MSTHM is shown in Figure 1-2. A more detailed description is
shown in Figure 1-3. The first components (shown in blue) involve submodel preparation, which
are covered in Section 6.8. The next set of components (shown in violet) involve submodel
execution, which are covered in Section 6.9. The next component (show in purple) is the
execution of MSTHAC, which is covered in Section 6.10. The last component (shown in
yellow) is data binning and graphical-output preparation.

6.8 SUBMODEL PREPARATION

Generation of the full MSTHM abstraction is dependent upon the four major submodel types
(LDTH, SDT, DDT, and SMT) as described in Sections 6.2 through Section 6.5. The quality of
the final output is dependent on both the quality of the input data and the self-consistency of the
multitude of NUFT simulation runs needed for a single MSTHM abstraction. These demands are
met through the combination of automated tools for generating NUFT input files, along with a
modular input file format making extensive use of the include function of NUFT.

The map of input data described in the previous section through the various stages of model
generation is shown in the Data Flow Diagrams depicted in Figure 3-1 through Figure 3-12. The
data manipulation required to prepare the raw input data (Section 4) for use by the NUFT-based
submodels includes reformatting, change of units, averaging, and interpolation (various
schemes). These operations are applied to the data in a well-defined sequence of steps to assure
data consistency between all simulation runs.

Figure 3-1 provides the symbol legend applicable to all the diagrams in the following
subsections. These Data Flow Diagrams comprehensively describe the processing steps applied
in the modeling tasks.

6.8.1 Mesh Generation

There are two major categories of numerical meshes, corresponding to the mountain- and
drift-scale submodels. For the mountain-scale (SMT) submodels, the numerical mesh is
generated entirely by YMESH, prior to NUFT run time; using YMESH, the user builds the
mountain-scale mesh such that the approximated shape of the heated repository footprint can be
accurately represented, with sufficiently fine grid-block definition close to the edges of the
repository. For the drift-scale (SDT, LDTH, and DDT) submodels, YMESH is used to generate
the information that assigns the vertical distribution of the stratigraphic units as well as the grid-
block resolution in the vertical direction. A combination of software scripts and hand editing is
required to generate the grid-block spacing and material-type specification for the grid blocks
(e.g., Figure 6-3) that represents the geometry of the EBS inside the emplacement drifts (Figure
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5-3). For the drift-scale submodels, the genmsh feature of NUFT is utilized, whereby the

numerical mesh is built at run time.

Mesh generation covers two main categories: the creation of a numerical grid for the

computational algorithm, and the assignment of the proper material type, from natural

stratigraphy or engineering design, to each grid block. The majority of the actual mapping
operations are performed by YMESH, but additional steps are necessary both prior and

subsequent to the use of YMESH. For all practical purposes, these pre- and post-fix operations
serve as interface modules to the data pipeline.

The processing steps for generating all the numerical meshes required for the MSTHM are
depicted in Figure 3-2 and described in the following sections.

6.8.1.1 YMESH Input

YMESH can be executed either in a 3-D sense or in a 1-D sense. For the mountain-scale (SMT)

submodel, YMESH produces the 3-D numerical mesh file that is utilized directly by NUFT. For

the 1-D and 2-D drift-scale submodels, YMESH produces information describing the I-D

vertical distribution of the grid blocks and material types of each of those grid-block layers; this

information is placed in the genmsh block of the NUFT input file. For the 2-D and 3-D

drift-scale submodels, the grid-block definition in the second and third dimension is assigned by
scripts that the modeler develops the template for.

YMESH requires two inputs in order to generate a NUFT-compatible mesh:

* User input. This file includes specification of (1) the model domain (i.e., model
boundaries), (2) the orientation and depth of the repository horizon, (3) the vertical

dimensions (and/or the maximum allowable vertical dimensions) of the grid blocks as a
function of distance from the repository horizon. For generating an SMT submodel, the

areal location of the repository footprint (Figure 5-1) is accomplished by specifying a
prefix to the name of the grid blocks in the repository footprint; different prefixes can be
used to specify subareas of the repository.

* World grid. This is the stratigraphy primary input for YMESH to map rock materials
onto the computational mesh (called the "user's mesh"). The world grid is a combination
of items tspa99_primary_mesh, which is the numerical mesh for the site-scale UZ flow
model, and UZ99_3.grd, which is the vertices file for that mesh (4.1.11). The files

UZ99_3.grd and tspa99_primary_mesh are processed by rme6 (Attachment XVI) to
create the file LBL99-YMESH, which is subsequently used in all YMESH operations for
both the mountain- and drift-scale submodels.

The file PAItemlAttlO817 (CRWMS M&O 2000a) is used to guide the modeler in

approximating the repository footprint (Figure 5-1) for use in the mountain-scale (SMT)
submodel (tspaOO.gridOO and tspaOO.gridOl). Having chosen a reasonable representation of the

repository footprint, the next step is choosing the 31 locations for use in the drift scale submodels
(column.data). In this model-building process, the modeler's judgment in producing the input
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files to YMESH is as important as the quality of the input data in its affect on the quality of the
final model result.

Several different output types are available from YMESH. For the purposes of the work at hand,
the main YMESH output type is NUFT input, and the secondary output type is rock column
description, which is placed into NUFT input files as comment lines. This secondary output is
also used in generating Table 6-1.

6.8.1.2 Drift-Scale-Submodel Meshes

The generation of the drift-scale meshes begins with the creation of the column template files
along with the column.data file (Figure 3-2). The column.data information records the locations
of the individual 31 locations for the LDTH and SDT submodels, and is represented graphically
in Figure 5-2. There are two column_template files, one for LDTH submodels, and one for SDT
submodels. In each of these cases they serve the same purpose-to describe the vertical mesh
resolution for the submodel type.

The routine makeColumns (Attachment I) reads in the column.data file along with a
column_template file to produce one individual YMESH input files for each of the 31 drift-scale
submodel locations (<column>.dat). Each of these files is run through YMESH to generate a
NUFT genmsh file (<column>.nft) and a rock column file (<column>.col) for its respective
submodel type and location. These drift scale mesh files then contain information of both mesh
geometry, as well as one-dimensional mapping of the materials in the natural system. (The
approach of mapping material in one single dimension for the drift scale model is deemed
appropriate due to the comparatively small horizontal extent of these submodels.)

In both SDT and LDTH models, the rock column files are used for informational purposes. The
interesting information in extracted by readUnits (Attachment III) and output as NUFT comment
lines (<column>.col.units). These files will be included in the same NUFT input files which
contain the contents of the corresponding <column>.nft information. As a final step in the

production of SDT meshes, the routine addlay (Attachment IV) is run on each of the
<column>.nft files to add atmosphere and water table material layers at the top and bottom of the
mesh, respectively.

The LDTH <column>.nft files require a more complex set of modifications, because of two
additional requirements on these submodels-. that they include both the engineered system and
hydrologic behavior. The hydrologic modeling of the LDTH submodels utilizes the implicit
dual-permeability (implicit DKM) capability of NUFT. The implicit DKM requires mapping of
materials for both fracture and matrix continua. To include the engineered system, some of the
material mappings of the natural system stratigraphy must be overwritten with mapping to the
engineered system materials. Both these tasks are achieved with define_EBSfineGrid
(Attachment I). The files <column>.nft.mshdkmO.f and <column>.nft.msh.dkmO.m contain
implicit-DKM format, but no engineered system, and are for use in the initialization runs of the
LDTH submodel. The files <column>.nft.msh.dkmO.f and <column>.nft.msh.dkmO.m are for use
in the remaining LDTH modeling stages.
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The mesh for the DDT submodel is derived from an early stage in the development of the LDTH

meshes. The YMESH input file at a single submodel location (14c3) is the starting point for

development of the DDT meshes. To develop the pre-closure period file 14c3.03v.dat for the

DDT model, the grid divisions in the z dimension are redefined to accommodate the eventual

addition of radiation connections. For the post-closure DDT file (14c3.dat) the mesh is further

refined in order to describe the dripshield and backfill. The resulting NUFT input files are then

run through addLayers (Attachment IV), which, similar to addlay, adds atmosphere and water

table material layers.

6.8.1.3 Mountain-Scale Submodel Mesh

The mountain-scale mesh is the entire set of mesh information delivered, with the extrapolation

of edges constrained to the needs of the abstraction modeling technique. The various

modifications of the tspaOO-meshNN files were for the purpose of marking regions of interest in

grid block names. These tags had no impact on the data values transferred to the next stage in

the pipeline.

The mountain-scale numerical mesh is based on the file tspaOO.gridOl, which derives itself from

the motivating concerns outlined in Sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 (The mesh processing steps for the

SMT mesh are shown in Figure 3-2.). This file is processed by YMESH to create both

tspaOO-meshOl and tspaOO-meshO2. The differences in these two outputs are only in the names

given to some of the grid blocks. In the latter file, the blocks at the repository horizon were

given special names to aid in the later steps of the abstraction algorithm.

The YMESH input file tspaOO.gridOO differs from tspaOO.gridOI in that it contains a much finer

rmiesh in the vertical direction. The file generated from this one (tspaOO-meshOO) is only used in

generation of boundary conditions (Figure 3-5), and in that role, only the horizontal dimensions

of the mesh information are used, incomplete agreement with the other SMT mesh files.

6.8.2 Material Properties

The primary function of the processing performed on the material property data inputs is to

reformat them in a form compatible for NUFT (see Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8). This task

involved both modifying the syntax and format of the file, and providing proper units, as well as

proper assignments within the separate matrix and fracture continua simulated by NUFT in

implicit DKM simulations (using the LDTH submodels). The material properties of the

stratigraphic units and those of the EBS are kept in separate input files to maintain modularity.

The input files for the material properties of the stratigraphic units were processed by the routine

rock_sun.m (Attachment VIII), to prepare them for the LDTH submodels. Each set of rock

properties (from LB990861233129.001, LB990861233129.002, and LB990861233129.003),
corresponding to three infiltration-flux cases (mean, high, and low flux) is processed in this

manner. The rock property set used in the thermal conduction submodels is constructed from the

mean infiltration file produced for the LDTH submodels by keeping only the wet thermal
conduction data (Section 5.2.4).
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The materials incorporated in the EBS are required only in the LDTH and DDT models. The
files dkm-afc-pbf-EBS_RevJO and dkm-afc-EBS_RevlO contain the EBS material properties for
the pre-closure and post-closure LDTH submodels, respectively. The EBS material properties in
the DDT submodels are found in the file DDT-EBS_RevOO. The effective thermal conductivity
of air, which is used to represent thermal radiation (Section 4.1.8), is found in the files
modprop_dr-up-OO and modprop_dr-up-OOv.

6.8.3 Heat-Generation Rate

Heat-generation-rate versus time information was extracted into individual heat-generation files
in NUFT syntax, as shown in Figure 3-3. For the SMT submodel, the Matlab script heat SMT.m
(Attachment V) extracts the data from the appropriate data source files. For the DDT submodel,
the Matlab script heat DDT.m (Attachment V) extracts the data from the appropriate data source
files. In both of these cases, the header lines are removed in order to simplify the script code,
then the script is executed to produce the intermediate file. In the case of SDT and LDTH
models, the file line-load-heat is contains the heat-generation data, which was manually
transcribed into the file. Incorporating the effects of ventilation and aging of WPs into the heat-
generation-rate versus time tables is accomplished via the routine heatgenAge (Attachment XII).

6.8.4 Infiltration Flux

To prepare the infiltration flux source data for use in the NUFT input file requires several steps.
First, the routine convertCoords is executed on all source data to transform the coordinate
representations from UTM NAD 27 coordinates to Nevada State Plane coordinates. Next, the
local infiltration flux is interpolated at each of the drift-scale-submodel locations using a
Gaussian weighting function implemented in the routine columnlnfiltration (Attachment XIV).
This interpolation is done for each of the three climate states (present-day, monsoonal, and
glacial), and for each of the three infiltration-flux cases (mean, high, and low); for each drift-
scale submodel location (Figure 5-2), this results in nine values of infiltration flux The resulting
file, infitration.tex, then contains each of the nine infiltration-flux values for each of the drift-

scale submodel locations. These values are then extracted from this file by the routine infiltab.m
(Attachment VII) and written into individual files. The contents of these files are included in the
LDTH input file creation scripts (Attachment XVI). These steps are depicted in Figure 3-4 and
Figure 3-6.

At the time of LDTH input file creation (i.e. execution of the LDTH input file creation scripts),
the three different tables of infiltration flux are used to create a time dependent infiltration flux
definition. This results in an infiltration flux versus time table with a constant present-day-flux
value from 0 to 600 yr, an abrupt transition at 600 yr to a constant monsoonal-flux value that
lasts from 600 to 2000 yr, and an abrupt transition at 2000 yr to a constant glacial-flux value that
lasts from 2000 to 1,000,000 yr.

6.8.5 Boundary Conditions

With respect to the process of building boundary conditions, the four submodel types share
certain aspects, as well as having certain distinctions (Figure 3-5). All submodels have lateral
boundaries that are no-heat-flow (or adiabatic) boundaries; the thermohydrologic (LDTH)
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submodel also has no-mass-flow lateral boundaries. Thus, the only boundary conditions that are

specified in the four submodel types are at the upper and lower boundaries.

The conduction-only submodels, which include the SMT submodel (Section 6.2), SDT submodel

(Section 6.4), and the DDT submodel (Section 6.5), only require that temperatures be specified at

the boundaries. The thermohydrologic (LDTH) submodel (Section 6.3) requires temperature,
pressure, and gas-phase air-mass fraction be specified at the boundaries. All four submodel types

have the ground surface as the upper boundary; thus, at a given coordinate location, all four

submodels share the same upper-boundary temperature. The three drift-scale submodels (SDT,

LDTH, and DDT) have the water table as the lower boundary; thus the three drift-scale

submodels share the same lower-boundary temperature. The SMT submodel has a lower
boundary that is 1000 m below the water table.

The drift-scale submodels boundary conditions for temperature and pressure are interpolated

using inverse distance cubed weighting (Section 4.1.5), implemented in the routines chim_surf-

_TP and chim_wt_TP. The input files are tspa99_primary_jmesh and bcs_99.dat, and the output

files are outpt and outpt_wt (CRWMS M&O 2000a). The additional parameters needed for the

LDTH model (air-mass fraction and liquid enthalpy) are computed with xairtab (Attachment VI).

For the mountain-scale submodel, the routine bound (Attachment X) computes the expected

temperatures at 1000 m below the water table. This procedure is based upon assuring the same

heat flux (driven by the geothermal gradient) above and below the water table. The vertical
temperature profiles for ambient conditions, as predicted by the SDT submodels at each of the 31

drift-scale model locations, are used to extrapolate the temperature to a depth of 1000 m below

the water table. These calculated temperatures are interpolated on the mountain-scale grid using
inverse distance squared weighting implemented in routines SMT surf_bc and SMT_bot_bc
(Attachment IX) resulting in the lower boundary conditions for the SMT submodel.

6.9 SUBMODEL EXECUTION

Several types of NUFT simulation runs are required to produce a single abstracted output dataset.

The NUFT submodel-execution procedure is depicted in Figure 3-9 through Figure 3-12. Each

submodel type fills a particular set of requirements, as described in Sections 6.1 through 6.5.

These varying needs determine the volume of NUFT models to be run for each type of

simulation. The most demanding submodels in terms of number of simulation runs required are

the LDTH and SDT submodels. For this reason, these two submodel types have received the

greatest attention in automation tools. In general, these submodel types are first created at a

single drift-scale-submodel location (Figure 5-2), the submodel is run and refined until the
analyst has deemed it ready for production, then the automation components are refined as
necessary and the submodel set is generated.

6.9.1 LDTH Simulations

The LDTH submodels are run at each of the 31 drift-scale-submodel locations for five AMLs

(Section 6.3). In order to be assured of consistency between the data used in these simulations, a
set of scripts were developed to generate the required NUFT input files (Attachment XII). When

one of these scripts is run, it generates a family of 155 NUFT input files, one for each of the five
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AMLs at each one of 31 locations. A total of nine such scripts were necessary for the LDTH
submodels-each of the three infiltration-flux cases requires one script for each of the three
stages of LDTH submodel execution: (1) initialization run (to obtain initial ambient conditions),
(2) the pre-closure simulation, and (3) the post-closure simulation.

The data developed for boundary -conditions and infiltration are embedded directly in the
generating scripts as parameter arrays. These arrays contain one value for each drift-scale
submodel location, which are transcribed into these scripts from their respective source files
(Figure 3-6). The concept of operation of these scripts is that for each output file (i.e. generated
NUFT input file), various placeholders in a template file (Figure 3-9) are replaced with data
relevant to the given scenario. A single value from the data arrays described above, along with
filenames containing the other important parameters for the submodel, constitute the information
provided to the template by the script.

The LDTH-submodel template files serve the purpose of providing a skeleton NUFT input file
for each of the three stages (initialization, pre- and post-closure) of LDTH submodel execution
and for each of the five AMLs, resulting in a total of 15 LDTH template files. These files
contain the description of the components of the numerical mesh in the x and y dimensions.
Since the LDTH model is 2-D, the y-dimensions is only a single layer. On the other hand, the
x-dimension is the item in the submodel that determines the drift spacing and thereby determines
the effective AML being represented in the submodel.

The NUFT input files generated in this procedure reference mesh files (Section 6.8.1), heat
generation files (Section 6.8.3), material property files (Section 6.8.2), run control parameter
files, and output time files via the NUFT include directive. The run control parameters are
chosen to meet efficiency needs in the execution of the NUFT simulations, and the output times
are chosen to give the required temporal resolution.

Execution of a single LDTH submodel takes place in three stages, each of them feeding into the
next one. These stages are initialization, pre-closure, and post-closure. The initialization stage is
a numerical simulation of the unperturbed natural system, which is run out until the numerical
simulation of the natural system achieves equilibrium. This provides the starting point for the
pre-closure simulation, which simulates a ventilated system. This stage outputs a NUFT restart
file at 50 years (for starting the post-closure simulation), as well as providing data output for
MSTHAC (Section 6.6). The post-closure simulation, which starts with the conditions at 50 yr
from the pre-closure simulation, is conducted from 50 to 1,000,000 yr.

The NUFT output data files from the pre- and post-closure LDTH simulations are later used as
input to MSTHAC (Section 6.6).

6.9.2 SDT Simulations

The MSTHAC methodology (Section 6.1 and Section 6.6) requires that he SDT-submodel
simulations are conducted at all locations and AMLs as the LDTH submodels. The production
of the NUFT input files for the SDT submodels is automated in a similar method as for the
LDTH submodels (Section 6.9.1), but the task is simpler, largely due to the lack of hydrologic
data in the SDT models. Three SDT generating scripts are required, one for each stage
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(initialization, pre-closure, and post-closure) of the submodel execution; and only two template

files are required, one for the initialization runs, and one covering both the pre- and post-closure

simulations. The script files contain the data concerning boundary conditions, as well as the

mesh data for the x dimension (which determines the AML).

The initialization run is used to provide the starting vertical temperature profile, not only for the

pre-closure and post-closure simulation periods in the SDT submodel, but also for the DDT

submodels (Section 6.9.3). The pre- and post-closure simulations are almost identical, except

that the heat-generation curves for the pre-closure period is reduced by 70% to simulate

ventilation (Figure 3-10).

6.9.3 DDT Simulations

The DDT submodel need only be run at a single drift-scale submodel location, as discussed in

Section 6.5. The 14c3 location (Figure 5-2) was chosen because it is at the geographic center of

the repository area and because the host-rock unit at this location is the tsw35, which is the

predominant host-rock unit in the repository; 25 of the 31 drift-scale-submodel locations have

tsw35 as the host-rock unit (Table 5-2). As discussed in Section 6.5, it would have been

acceptable to have chosen any of the other 31 drift-scale-submodel locations. The MSTHM

methodology also only requires DDT-submodel results for a single (i.e. the nominal) AML of the

repository. To meet the needs for DDT-submodel results, only two sets of NUFT outputs are

necessary: one for the pre-closure period, and one for the post-closure period. This greatly

simplifies the task of preparing the input files, so that it is feasible to create them without

automation tools (Figure 3-11).

The DDT submodel represents a much greater level of detail within the drift than the other

submodels. This is the only component of the MSTHM strategy that simulates heat transfer by

thermal radiation explicitly. The thermal radiative components are prepared for NUFT with the

use of RADPRO, which requires both a numerical mesh and a some additional setup information

(provided in the files DDT60-03v.radin, DDT60-03pbfradin, and DDT60-03.radin). The mesh

is read directly from the respective NUFT input file. The additional file contains information of

which combination of surfaces may radiate (to each other), and the emissivity values of the

respective surfaces.

The pre-closure DDT submodel (14c3-DDT60-03v. in) has a courser mesh than that for

post-closure DDT submodel (14c3-DDT60-03bffin). The post-closure DDT submodel (Figure

6-6) is more refined than the pre-closure DDT submodel (Figure 6-4) inside the drift to represent

the details of the in-drift geometry of drip-shield and backfill (Figure 5-3). This difference in

mesh makes the pre-closure submodel incompatible for producing a restart file for the post-

closure DDT submodel, as had been done in the LDTH submodel. Instead, an additional pre-

closure submodel (for the purpose of producing a restart file for the post-closure DDT submodel)

is required; it is built from the post-closure mesh, but with in-drift materials and heat-generation

curves appropriate to the pre-closure period.
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6.9.4 SMT Simulations

The overall mountain scale effects of heat flow are simulated with the SMT submodel. This
submodel is prepared without the assistance of automation tools, since only two simulations are
required (one pre- and one post-closure simulation), which in turn requires only three NUFT
input files: initialization, pre-closure, and post-closure (Figure 3-12). The initialization file is
used for the generation of initial conditions for use in each of the other simulations, and the pre-
and post-closure simulations are run independently of each other, with the only difference being
the heat-generation curves, as in the case of the SDT submodels.

The SMT submodel uses the same material properties as the other thermal conduction
submodels, except that some additional materials appear in this submodel (in files
SMT-JDds-mi-flt and SMT-lDds-mi-sz), which are not required for the SDT or DDT submodels.
The file SMT-JDds-mi-flt contains the thermal properties for the fault zones. The fault-zone
materials are additional material type appearing in the site-scale UZ flow model mesh (Section
4.1.3), with property assignments derived from Section 4.1.1.20. None of the drift-scale-
submodel locations intersected any of the fault zone; therefore the thermal properties for the fault
zones were not required in the SDT and DDT submodels. The file SMT-lDds-mi-sz contains the
thermal properties for the saturated zone (SZ). Because the SDT and DDT submodels have a
lower boundary at the water table, they do not include the SZ in their respective model domains;
therefore, these submodels do not require the SZ thermal properties. The thermal properties of
the ppl unit (Table 4-4) are assumed for the entire SZ in the SMT (Section 5.2.5).

6.10 MSTHAC EXECUTION

For each of the three infiltration-flux cases (mean, high, and low flux), MSTHAC is executed in
a series of steps.

Step 1: Extract TH data from the all pre-closure submodels. On the basis of the requested
TH data (Table 1-1) and the MSTHAC methodology (Section 6.9), specific variables are
extracted from specific locations in each of the pre-closure submodels.

Step 2: Abstract TH data from the all pre-closure submodels. Using the TH data that was
extracted from the pre-closure submodels (step 1), the MSTHAC methodology (Section 6.9) is
applied to abstract the requested TH data (Table 1-1) for the pre-closure period. This results in
600 yr of MSTHM results that corresponds to a scenario with 600 yr of drift ventilation, where
the nominal heat-generation rate is reduced by 70%.

Step 3: Extract TH data from the all post-closure submodels. On the basis of the requested
TH data (Table 1-1) and the MSTHAC methodology (Section 6.9), specific variables are
extracted from specific locations in each of the post-closure submodels.

Step 4: Abstract TH data from the all post-closure submodels. Using the TH data that was
extracted from the post-closure submodels (step 3), the MSTHAC methodology (Section 6.9) is
applied to abstract the requested TH data (Table 1-1) for the post-closure period. This results in
MSTHM results from 50 to 1,000,000 yr that corresponds to a scenario with 50 yr of drift
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ventilation, where the nominal heat-generation rate is reduced by 70%, followed by a 50 to

1,000,000 yr period where the full nominal heat-generation rate is used.

Step 5: Combine the pre-closure and post-closure abstracted TH data. The abstracted TH
results for the pre-closure period (step 3) and the post-closure period (step 4) are spliced together,

resulting in the 38 TH variables (Table 1-1) at each of the 623 repository subdomains (Figure

6-la) for each of the 8 WP locations (Figure 4-1) for 352 timesteps, resulting in 66,665,984 data

points for a given infiltration-flux backfill case. For the no-backfill case, the splicing applies to

the 38 TH variables at each of the 610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-lb) for each of the 8 WP

locations for 99 timesteps, resulting in 18,358,560 data points for a given infiltration-flux case.

Step 6: Bin the abstracted TH data. At each of the 623 repository subdomains, a binning

procedure is used (Section 6.6.30) to obtain the average CSNF WP and the average HLW WP.

This step results in the 38 TH variables (Table 1-1) at each of the 623 repository subdomains

(Figure 6-la) for 2 WP groups (CSNF and HLW) for 352 timesteps, resulting in 16,666,496 data

points for a given infiltration-flux backfill case. For the no-backfill case, this step results in 38

TH variables at each of the 610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-1b) for 2 WP groups for 99

timesteps, resulting in 4,589,640 data points for a given infiltration-flux case.

6.11 MSTHM RESULTS FOR THE BACKFILL CASE

The MSTHM calculates 38 TH variables for 623 repository subdomains (Figure 6-la) and eight

different WP locations (Figure 4-1) as a function of time for more than 352 calculational

timesteps. For each timestep there are 38 x 623 x 8 different data values, resulting in 189,392

data values. Multiplying by 352 calculational timesteps results in 66 million TH data values for

a complete time evolution of a given infiltration flux case. The following subsections provide a

comprehensive description of the variables that are of key interest to the evolution of the TH

environment in the NF and EBS. This description is provided for the three infiltration-flux cases

that were modeled in this AMR: mean, high, and low infiltration flux.

Contour plots are provided on a sufficiently frequent time basis to capture the major trends, as

well as the peaks and major transitions, of the spatial and temporal distributions of the major TH

variables. This information is provided for a 21 -PWR WP (which is the fifth WP from the left in

Figure 4-1). This WP location resulted in the highest temperatures with respect to WP-to-WP

variability. It should be noted that the repository design analyzed in this report employs several

design measures (such as fuel blending and line-load WP spacing) that minimize WP-to-WP
variability in temperature. Therefore, the following results should be considered to be fairly

typical of temperature distributions in the repository. Section 6.11.6 addresses the influence of

WP-to-WP variability that arises from differences in heat-generation rate among WPs. Table 6-4

lists all of the plots of TH conditions that are given in Section 6.11.
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Table 6-4. List of plots of TH conditions for the backfill case

Figure
Number TH Variable Source DTN Source File Name

Figure 6-7 WP temperature LL0001 14004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext
Figure 6-8 Upper drift-wall temperature LL0001 14004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext
Figure 6-9 Lower drift-wall temperature LLOOOI 14004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext

Figure 6-10 WP temperature LL0001 14104242.091 TSPA_SR_upper.ext

Figure 6-11 WP temperature LL000I 13904242.089 TSPA_SR_lower.ext

Figure 6-12 Maximum lateral extent of boiling LLOOO1 14004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext
isothemm LL0001 14104242.091 TSPA_SR_upper.ext

LL0001 13904242.089 TSPA_SRJlower.ext
Figure 6-13 Temperatures in EBS LL000114004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext

Figure 6-14 Peak WP temperature LL0001 14004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext
LL000114104242.091 TSPA_SR_upper.ext
LL000I 13904242.089 TSPA SR lower.ext

Figure 6-15 Peak lower drift-wall temperature LL0001 14004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext
LLOOOI 14104242.091 TSPA_SR_upper.ext
LLOOOI 13904242.089 TSPA_SR_lower.ext

Figure 6-16 WP relative humidity LL000114004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext

Figure 6-17 WP relative humidity LLOOOI 14104242.091 TSPA_SR_upper.ext

Figure 6-18 WP relative humidity LL000113904242.089 TSPA_SR_iower.ext

Figure 6-19 WP relative humidity and temperature LLOOOI 14004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext
LL000114104242.091 TSPA_SR_upper.ext
LL000113904242.089 TSPA_SR_lower.ext

Figure 6-20 Relative humidity in EBS LL000114004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext

Figure 6-21 Relative humidity in EBS LL0001 14104242.091 TSPA_SR_upper.ext

Figure 6-22 Relative humidity in EBS LL0001 13904242.089 TSPA_SR_lower.ext

Figure 6-23 Gas-phase air-mass on drip shield LLOOOI 14004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext

Figure 6-24 Gas-phase air-mass on drip shield LLOOOI 14104242.091 TSPA_SR_upper.ext

Figure 6-25 Gas-phase air-mass on drip shield LL0001 13904242.089 TSPA_SR_lower.ext
Figure 6-26 Liquid-phase flux 5 m above drift LL0001 14004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext

Figure 6-27 Liquid-phase flux 0.2 m above drift LL0001 14004242.090 TSPA_SR mean.ext

Figure 6-28 Liquid-phase flux above drip shield LLOOOI 14004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext
Figure 6-29 Liquid-phase flux next to lower drip shield LLOOOI 14004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext
Figure 6-30 Liquid-phase flux in invert LL0001 14004242.090 TSPA_..SR_.mean.ext
Figure 6-31 Liquid-phase flux 5 m above drift LL0001 14104242.091 TSPA_SR_upper.ext

Figure 6-32 Liquid-phase flux 0.2 m above drift LL0001 14104242.091 TSPA_SR upper.ext

Figure 6-33 Liquid-phase flux above drip shield LLOOO1 14104242.091 TSPA SR_upper.ext

Figure 6-34 Liquid-phase flux next to lower drip shield LL0001 14104242.091 TSPA_SR_upper.ext

Figure 6-35 Liquid-phase flux in invert LLOOOI 14104242.091 TSPA SR_upper.ext

Figure 6-36 Liquid-phase flux 5 m above drift LL0001 13904242.089 TSPA_SR_lower.ext

Figure 6-37 Liquid-phase flux 0.2 m above drift LLOOOI 13904242.089 TSPA_SR_lower.ext

Figure 6-38 Liquid-phase flux above drip shield LLOOOI 13904242.089 TSPA_SR_lower.ext
Figure 6-39 Liquid-phase flux next to lower drip shield LL0001 13904242.089 TSPA_SR_lower.ext
Figure 6-40 Liquid-phase flux in invert LL0001 13904242.089 TSPA_SR_lower.ext
Figure 6-41 Liquid-phase flux in NFE& EBS LL0001 14004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext
Figure 6-42 Evaporation rate on upper drip shield LLOOO1 14004242.090 TSPA_SRjmean.ext
Figure 6-43 Evaporation rate on upper drip shield LLOOOI 14104242.091 TSPA SR_upper.ext
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Figure
Number TH Variable Source DTN Source File Name

Figure 6-44 Evaporation rate on upper drip shield LL0001 13904242.089 TSPA_SR_ower.ext

Figure 6-45 Evaporation rate & gas-phase air-mass LLOOOI 14004242.090 TSPA_SR_imean.ext

fraction on drip shield I__

Figure 646 WP temperature and relative humidity LL0001 14004242.090 TSPA_SR_mean.ext

In additional to the contour plots of TH conditions, history plots of TH conditions are also

provided for several repository locations, including a location at the geographical center of the

repository and a location that is relatively close to the eastern edge of the repository.

6.11.1 Temperature Distributions

Contour plots of temperature are provided for (1) the WP surface, (2) the upper drift wall (or

crown of the drift), and (3) the lower drift wall (below the bottom of the invert). Contour plots of

peak WP temperature and peak temperature of the lower drift wall are also provided.

6.11.1.1 Temperature Distributions for Mean Infiltration Case

The temperature evolution on WPs and on the upper and lower drift wall is summarized for the

entire 1,000,000-yr simulation period in Figure 6-7, Figure 6-8, and Figure 6-9 for the mean

infiltration-flux case. For the pre-closure period, peak temperatures on WPs occur around 15 yr

(Figure 6-7b). For the post-closure period, peak WP temperatures occur around 60 yr, with

nearly half of the 21-PWR WPs exceeding 300°C. Edge-cooling effects have a minor affect on

temperatures during the pre-closure; therefore, the temperature distribution is fairly uniform

throughout the repository. During the post-closure period, edge-cooling effects are seen to

significantly affect the repository-scale temperature distribution. For example, at 100 yr there is

a 120°C difference in WP temperature between the center and edge of the repository (Figure

6-7e).

There is a large temperature difference between the upper and lower drift wall, particularly at

early time (compare Figure 6-8d with Figure 6-9d). Boiling persists considerably longer on the

lower drift wall than on the upper drift wall (compare Figure 6-8h and Figure 6-8i with Figure

6-9h and Figure 6-9i).

6.11.1.2 Temperature Distributions for High Infiltration Case

The temperature evolution on WPs is summarized for the entire 1,000,000-yr simulation period

in Figure 6-10 for the high infiltration-flux case. The magnitude of infiltration flux has a small

effect on WP temperatures during the pre-closure period (compare Figure 6-lOa, Figure 6-lOb,

and Figure 6-lOc with Figure 6-7a, Figure 6-7b, and Figure 6-7c). During the early post-closure

period, the enhanced cooling effect of the higher infiltration flux is small (compare Figure 6-lOd

with Figure 6-7d). At the end of the boiling period, the enhanced cooling effect of the higher

infiltration flux is also small (compare Figure 6-1Ok with Figure 6-7k).

6.11.1.3 Temperature Distributions for Low Infiltration Case

The temperature evolution on WPs is summarized for the entire 1,000,000 yr simulation period

in Figure 6-11 for the low infiltration-flux case. During the pre-closure period, the low
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infiltration-flux case is noticeably hotter than the mean infiltration-flux case (compare Figure
6-11 with Figure 6-7b). During the early post-closure period, the low infiltration-flux case is
slightly hotter (with the region of hotter WPs also being more extensive) than in the mean-flux
case (compare Figure 6-1 Id and Figure 6-1 le with Figure 6-7e and Figure 6-7f). The duration of
boiling for the low infiltration-flux case is longer than for the mean-flux case (compare Figure
6-111 with 6-71).

6.11.1.4 Temperature Analysis

The maximum lateral extent of boiling (away from the drift wall) is a good indication of spatial
extent of rock dryout around the emplacement drifts. The spatial extent of dryout decreases with
increasing infiltration (or percolation) flux. The lateral extent of boiling is considerably greater
for the low infiltration-flux case than for the mean or high infiltration-flux cases (Figure 6-12).
For the median WP location, the maximum lateral extent of boiling is 8.4 m, 9.1 m, and 10.5 m
for the high, mean, and low infiltration-flux cases, respectively. For the 90th percentile WP
location, the maximum lateral extent of boiling is 9.1 m, 9.6 m, and 14.6 m for the high, mean,
and low infiltration-flux cases, respectively. The hottest (and driest) WP location in the low
infiltration-flux case has a maximum lateral extent of boiling of 18 m; therefore, because the
drifts are 81 m apart (Figure 4-1), a maximum of 44.4% of the repository horizon is driven to the
boiling point. The hottest (and driest) WP location in the mean infiltration-flux case has a
maximum lateral extent of boiling of 9.7 m; therefore, a maximum of 24% of the repository
horizon is driven to the boiling point. The hottest (and driest) WP location in the high
infiltration-flux case has a maximum lateral extent of boiling of 9.7 m (which is the same as that
for the mean-flux case). For the range of infiltration flux considered in this AMR, the maximum
percentage of the repository horizon that can be driven to the boiling point lies between 24% and
44.4%.

Summarizing, there is much less difference in lateral boiling extent between the mean and high
infiltration-flux cases than between the mean and low-flux cases; this observation is particularly
true for the hottest (and driest) WP location. Therefore, if one considers defining a percolation-
flux threshold wherein rock dryout becomes significantly limited by percolation, then this
percolation-flux threshold would appear to be close to that arising from the mean infiltration-flux
case. Increasing percolation fluxes above those of the mean infiltration-flux case has a
diminishing effect on decreasing the extent of boiling (and rock dryout).

The time-varying influence of edge cooling is illustrated by Figure 6-13, which gives the
temperature history at various locations in the EBS at the center and edge of the repository. The
edge-cooling effect has a small influence on peak temperatures. However, by 100 yr, the
influence of edge cooling is considerable. The large differences in WP temperature at 100 yr,
with temperatures decreasing strongly with proximity to the edge (Figure 6-7d, Figure 6-lOe, and
Figure 6-1 le), indicates a promising heat-management option for a repository with an extended
ventilation period (e.g., 100 yr). Because the influence of edge-cooling has penetrated

significantly (100 to 200 m) in from the edge by 100 yr, it would be possible to emplace the
hottest WPs in this edge region without incurring very high peak temperatures. The cooler WPs
would be emplaced in the central repository region that does not experience edge-cooling effects.
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The large temperature difference between the upper and lower drift wall is very apparent in

Figure 6-13. This large temperature difference arises from the drip-shield and backfill

configuration in the emplacement drift (Figure 6-13). Because Overton sand backfill (Table 4-1)

has a very low thermal conductivity (0.33 W/m-K), it is a very effective thermal insulator.

Because much more of this insulation lies above the WP than below the WP, this focuses much

of the decay heat generation from the WPs into the floor of the drift. To reduce the large

difference between the upper and lower drift-wall temperatures, it would be necessary to balance

the insulation above and below the WP. This balancing requires reducing the amount of backfill

above the WP and increasing the thickness of the invert below the WP. Placing insulation

between the WP and invert would serve to further balance the distribution of insulation-in the

drift.

The influence of the low thermal conductivity (0.33 W/m-K) of the Overton sand backfill (Table

4-1) is seen as a persistent temperature difference between the drip shield and drift wall (Figure

6-13). This temperature difference is independent of proximity to the edge of the repository.

The temperature difference between the drip shield and WP is small because it is governed by

thermal radiation, which is a very efficient means of heat transfer.

The influence of infiltration (or percolation) flux on peak WP and drift-wall temperatures is

shown in Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15, respectively. There is a relatively small difference (about

5°C) in peak WP between the mean and high infiltration-flux cases. There is a similar small

difference in peak drift-wall temperature between these two cases. There is a slightly larger

difference (of about 1 0C) in peak WP temperature between the mean and low infiltration-flux

cases. There is a similar difference in peak drift-wall temperature between these two cases.

The sensitivity of the WP and drift-wall temperatures on the thermal conductivity of the host

rock is readily apparent in Figure 6-14 and Figure 6-15. The wet and dry thermal conductivity

K.h values (Table 4-4) of the tsw34 unit (2.33 and 1.56 W/m-K, respectively) are considerably

greater than in the tsw35 unit (2.02 and 1.2 W/m-K, respectively). With the exception of the

central-eastern portion of the repository, the repository host rock is comprised of the tsw35 unit.

The central-eastern portion is comprised of the tsw34 unit (Figure 5-2; Table 5-2). Using the 31

drift-scale-submodel locations (Figure 5-2; Table 5-2) as an indicator of the local host-rock unit,

26 of these locations have tsw35 as the host-rock unit and 5 of these locations have tsw34 as the

host-rock unit: 1 c3, 11 c4, 11 c5, 11 c6, and 12c4. The five drift-scale-submodel locations wherein

tsw34 is the host-rock unit correspond to the region of the repository with the lowest peak WP

temperatures (Figure 6-15) and the lower peak drift-wall temperatures (Figure 6-15). This trend

is the same for all three infiltration-flux cases. Thus, WP and drift-wall temperatures decrease

with increasing K.4 of the local host-rock unit.

6.11.2 Relative Humidity Distributions

Contour plots of relative humidity on the WP surface, RHWp,, are given for the mean, high, and

low infiltration-flux cases. For the mean and high infiltration-flux cases it is only necessary to

show the contour plots for the first 10,000 yr to show the complete evolution of RH,wp, while for

the low infiltration-flux case it is necessary to show 100,000 yr. The difference in time required

for the low infiltration-flux case to attain humid ambient conditions arises from the delayed onset
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of seepage into the drifts (relative to the mean and high-flux cases). The onset of seepage into
the drifts (discussed in Section 6.11.4) is a critically important process governing how long it
takes the backfill to attain humid ambient conditions.

6.11.2.1 Relative Humidity Distributions for Mean Infiltration Case

The evolution of relative humidity on WPs, RHwP, is summarized for 10,000 yr in Figure 6-16 for
the mean infiltration-flux case. Within 10,000 yr, RHwp has attained ambient humid conditions
for the mean infiltration-flux case. At the end of the pre-closure period RHw,p has climbed up to
70 to 80% (Figure 6-16a). Immediately after backfill is emplaced the WP temperature abruptly
climbs, which drastically reduces RHwp,. This effect occurs uniformly throughout the repository
area (Figure 6-16b). The influence of edge-cooling on reducing rock dryout and RH reduction
starts to become noticeable after 100 yr (Figure 6-16d, Figure 6-16e, and Figure 6-16f). The
influence of the monsoonal climate and regions of higher infiltration flux (Figure 6-47) is seen
after 600 yr, as the higher percolation flux begins to seep into the drift, causing more humid
conditions (Figure 6-16h) inside the drifts. Regions of lower infiltration flux are seen as regions
were RHwp reduction is more persistent (Figure 6-16m through Figure 6-16x).

6.11.2.2 Relative Humidity Distributions for High Infiltration Case

The evolution of relative humidity on WPs, RH,p,, is summarized for 10,000 yr in Figure 6-17
for the mean infiltration-flux case. During the pre-closure period, the difference between the
high and the mean infiltration-flux case on RH,wp is small (compare Figure 6-17a with Figure
6-16a). During the early post-closure period RHwp for the high infiltration-flux case is similar to
that of the mean-flux case (compare Figure 6-17c and Figure 6-17d with Figure 6-16c and Figure
6-16d). At later time periods (particularly after 600 yr when the monsoonal climate begins),
RHwp in the high infiltration-flux case is slightly more humid than in the mean-flux case
(compare Figure 6-17h with Figure 6-16h). The more humid conditions arise due to the greater
seepage flux into the drift for the high infiltration-flux case.

6.11.2.3 Relative Humidity Distributions for Low Infiltration Case

The evolution of relative humidity on WPs, RHwp, is summarized for 100,000 yr in Figure 6-18
for the low infiltration-flux case. With a lower infiltration flux, rock dryout is more persistent
and the onset of seepage into the drifts is delayed (relative to the higher flux cases), which delays
rewetting the backfill to humid ambient conditions. For the preclosure period, RHwp for the low
infiltration-flux case is considerably drier than for the mean and high-flux cases (compare Figure
6-18a with Figure 6-16a and Figure 6-17a). For the postclosure period, RH. for the low
infiltration flux is considerably drier (particularly after 600 yr when the monsoonal climate
begins) than for the mean and high-flux cases (compare Figure 6-18i with Figure 6-16i and
Figure 6-17i). After the glacial climate begins (at 2000 yr), RHWp for the low infiltration-flux
case continues to be considerably drier than it is for the mean and high-flux cases (compare
Figure 6-18o with Figure 6-16o and Figure 6-17o).

6.11.2.4 Relative Humidity Analysis

Two important performance measures for the EBS are summarized in Figure 6-19. The first
important performance measure is how long it takes WP to attain humid conditions. The
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distribution RH-reduction performance on WPs throughout the repository area is succinctly

described with the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of the time required

for WPs to attain an RH of 85% (Figure 6-19a). The second important performance measure is

how hot the WP is once humid conditions are attained. Figure 6-19b is the CCDF of the WP

temperature at which RHwp = 85% is attained. The CCDF curves in Figure 6-19a show that the

mean and high infiltration-flux cases result in similar RH-reduction performance on WPs. This

similarity is also indicated by the comparison of the RHwp contours, which was discussed in

Section 6.11.2.2. The CCDF curves in Figure 6-19a also clearly show that the low infiltration-

flux case results in a much more persistent reduction in RH on WPs than the mean and high-flux

cases. The mean and high infiltration-flux cases also result in similar WP temperatures once an

RH of 85% is attained on the WPs (Figure 6-19b), whereas the low-flux case results in much

lower WP temperatures at the time at which RH., = 85% is attained.

Relative humidity histories on the drift wall, drip shield, and WP are given for locations at the

center and edge of the repository for the mean, high, and low infiltration-flux cases in Figure

6-20, Figure 6-21, and Figure 6-22, respectively. Several important observations can be made,

including:

* RH reduction at the drift wall (and in the host rock) decreases strongly with proximity to

the edge of the repository. Significant reduction in RHdw persists for about 100 to 1000 yr

(depending on proximity to the repository edge) for the mean and high infiltration-flux cases

and for about 200 to 2000 yr for the low infiltration-flux case.

* RH reduction on the drip shield is relatively insensitive to proximity to the edge of the

repository. Eventually, RH on the drip shield becomes nearly 100%. For the mean and high

infiltration-flux cases this takes about 1000 to 2000 yr and for the low infiltration-flux case

about 3000 to 6000 yr to occur. The end of the period of RH reduction on the drip shield

corresponds to the time that the seepage into the backfill has reached a steady-state condition,

essentially reaching a terninal state with respect to moisture content in the backfill.

* RH reduction on the WP persists long after RH reduction on the drip shield has ceased.

The persistence of RH reduction between the drip shield and WP arises because of the

temperature difference between the WP and drip shield. Because the interval between the

WP and drip shield is an open cavity, thermal radiation controls this temperature difference.

The use of an insulator (such as granular backfill) in the gap between the WP and drip shield

would result in a much larger temperature difference, which would result in a much larger

reduction in RH between the drip shield and WP.

6.11.3 Gas-Phase Air-Mass Fraction Distributions

Contour plots of gas-phase air-mass fraction on the drip-shield surface, X,,., are given for the

mean, high, and low infiltration-flux cases for 20,000 yr; contours are given for this duration

because it takes about 20,000 yr for X,,P,p to return to ambient values.
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6.113.1 Gas-Phase Air-Mass Fraction Distributions for Mean Infiltration Case

The evolution of gas-phase air-mass fraction on the drip-shield surface, X,,.p,, is summarized
for 20,000 yr in Figure 6-23 for the mean infiltration-flux case. The value of X,,r.p, declines
during the period of temperature increase as water vapor displaces air from the drifts and the rock
adjacent to the drifts. Boiling conditions are required to drive a significant reduction in X,,,.d,.
During the pre-closure period, the drift wall stays below the boiling point. As a consequence,
X,,,.d, is not significantly reduced. During the post-closure period, after ventilation has ceased
and the backfill emplaced, temperatures in the drift abruptly rise to well above the boiling point,
thereby driving air away from the drifts. Consequently, during the early post-closure period,
values of Xi,4,,d, become very small (Figure 6-23a). As water vapor displaces air from the drifts
(by advection), binary diffusion of air and water vapor causes air to return to the drifts. The
value of X,,g.,d, reaches its minimum value about the same time that the peak WP and drip-shield
temperatures are attained. As the drip-shield temperature then declines, the value of X,,P,
gradually increases. Because temperatures decline more quickly at the edge of the repository (as
a result of the edge-cooling effect), X,,P,d, increases more quickly at the repository edge (Figure
6-23b and Figure 6-23c) and the rate of increase of Xi,,Pd, increases with proximity to the edge
of the repository. In general, the shape of the X contours are similar to the contours of WP
temperature (for example, compare Figure 6-23g with Figure 6-7j).

6.11.3.2 Gas-Phase Air-Mass Fraction Distributions for High Infiltration Case

The evolution of gas-phase air-mass fraction on the drip-shield surface, X,p,d,, is summarized
for 20,000 yr in Figure 6-24 for the high infiltration-flux case. Spatial and temporal evolution of
Xr,,r,d, for the high and mean infiltration-flux cases are similar; however, the lower temperatures
in the high infiltration-flux case result in slightly higher values of X,,r.,,d than in the mean-flux
case (for example, compare Figure 6-24f with Figure 6-23f).

6.11.3.3 Gas-Phase Air-Mass Fraction Distributions for Low Infiltration Case

The evolution of gas-phase air-mass fraction on the drip-shield surface Xr,d, is summarized for
20,000 yr in Figure 6-25 for the low infiltration-flux case. The overall spatial and temporal
evolution of Xi,g,d, for the low infiltration-flux case is similar to that of the mean and high-flux
case; however, values of X,,.d, for the low infiltration-flux case are not as low as in the mean
and high-flux cases (for example, compare Figure 6-25d with Figure 6-23d and Figure 6-24d). A
secondary factor influencing Xi,,Pd, is the local percolation flux with X,rg.,d, increasing slightly
with decreasing percolation flux. Areas of lower percolation flux have less water returning to the
boiling front; consequently the rate of water vapor generation in the immediate vicinity of the
drifts is less than it is in areas where the local percolation flux is higher. In the mean and high
infiltration-flux cases, the large return flux of water back to the boiling front causes the refluxing
zone to remain closer to the drifts than in the low-flux case, which results in a larger vapor
generation flux (close to the drifts) to drive air away from the drifts.

As the end of the boiling period is approached, the distribution of Xm,g,g6 for the low, mean, and
high infiltration-flux cases become very similar (compare Figure 6-25g, Figure 6-23g, and Figure
6-24g). After boiling has ceased, X,,g..d, for the low infiltration-case is less than in the mean or
high-flux cases (for example, compare Figure 6-25i with Figure 6-23i and Figure 6-24i).
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6.113.4 Gas-Phase Air-Mass Fraction Analysis

The analysis of the factors affecting gas-phase air-mass fraction are discussed in Sections

6.11.3.1 through 6.11.3.3

6.11.4 Liquid-Phase Flux Distributions

The spatial and temporal evolution of liquid-phase flux in the NFE and EBS is strongly affected
by decay heat from WPs. To illustrate this influence, liquid-phase flux contours are provided for

five locations in the NFE and EBS: (1) 5 m above the crown of the drift, (2) 0.2 m above the

crown of the drift, (3) in the sand backfill, averaged along the top of the drip shield, (4) in the

sand backfill, adjacent to the lower side of the drip shield, and (5) in the crushed-tuff invert,

averaged over the invert. In the host rock, this liquid-phase flux pertains to flux in the fractures;

flux in the matrix (which is smaller) is not included. In the sand backfill and crushed-tuff invert,
the liquid-phase flux in the following plots pertains to the total flux.

6.11.4.1 Liquid-Phase Flux Distributions for Mean Infiltration Case

The evolution of liquid-phase flux (in fractures) 5 m above the crown of the drift, qlj,,, is

summarized in Figure 6-26 for the mean infiltration-flux case. During the pre-closure period,

because the host rock remains below the boiling point, qiiq.sm is largely unaffected by decay heat.

A comparison of Figure 6-26a and Figure 6-47a (which is the mean infiltration-flux contour map

for present-day-climate conditions) shows the similarity between qiiqim and the ambient
infiltration flux.; note that the differences between these two plots arise from Figure 6-47

pertaining to the total (fracture + matrix) flux, while Figure 6-26 pertains only to flux in the
fractures. Five years into the post-closure period (Figure 6-26b) decay heat has already

noticeably increased q,iq,sm. The increase in qliq,,m arises from heat-driven condensate flow; which

occurs in the refluxing zone (also called the heat-pipe zone), just beyond where dryout is

occurring. Thirty years into the post-closure period (Figure 6-26d) the heart of the heat-pipe
zone has reached at least 5 m above the drift. At earlier times (Figure 6-26b and Figure 6-26c),

the heart of the heat-pipe zone is less than 5 m above the drift. At later times (Figure 6-26e and

Figure 6-26f), qliq5m is decreasing because it is proportional to the heat flux (from WPs), which is
decaying with time. The decrease in qli,qm continues through the present-day-climate period
(which lasts 600 yr). At 500 yr, qaiq,sm is comparable to the infiltration flux (compare Figure 6-26i
to Figure 6-47a). Therefore, by 500 yr the influence of decay heat on qliq has become small.

After the start of the monsoonal climate period q,iq s, increases to where it is comparable to the
monsoonal-climate infiltration flux (compare Figure 6-26j with Figure 6-47b). Thus, the

transition to steady-state percolation-flux conditions, controlled by the monsoonal-climate
infiltration flux, occurs relatively quickly (compare Figure 6-26j, Figure 6-26k, and Figure
6-261). Similarly, the transition to steady-state percolation-flux conditions, controlled by the

glacial-climate infiltration flux, also progresses relatively quickly (compare Figure 6-261, Figure
6-26m, Figure 6-26n,and Figure 6-26o).

The evolution of liquid-phase flux (in fractures) 0.2 m above the crown of the drift, q,iqE, (where

"cr" stands for crown), is summarized in Figure 6-27 for the mean infiltration-flux case. During
the pre-closure period when the host rock remains below the boiling point qiiq,, is largely
unaffected by decay heat. After ventilation ceases, temperatures in the host rock abruptly rise
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above the boiling point, generating a heat-pipe zone immediately above the drift, which is
manifested by very high values of quiq,T (Figure 6-27a and Figure 6-27b). Five years into the
post-closure period (Figure 6-27d) the heart of the heat-pipe zone no longer resides 0.2 m above
the crown. Rather, it has moved at least 5 m above the drift (as indicated in Figure 6-26b). For
most of the repository area, the value of qhqzr is zero for the period from 55 to 200 yr. The
exception being areas where the local ambient percolation flux is high enough to overwhelm the
local heat flux from WPs (Figure 6-27e and Figure 6-27f). As the end of the present-day-climate
period is approached, about half of the repository area has a nonzero value of qli., (Figure
6-27g).

After the start of the monsoonal climate period, qliq, increases to where it is comparable to the
monsoonal-climate infiltration flux (compare Figure 6-27h with Figure 6-47b). Thus, the
transition to steady-state monsoonal-climate percolation-flux conditions (i.e., controlled by the
monsoonal-climate infiltration flux) occurs relatively quickly (compare Figure 6-27h and Figure
6-27i). Similarly, the transition to steady-state glacial-climate percolation-flux conditions (i.e.,
controlled by the glacial-climate infiltration flux) also progresses quickly (compare Figure 6-27i,
Figure 6-27j, Figure 6-27k, and Figure 6-271).

The evolution of liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the drip shield, q1iqud,

("uds" stands for upper drip shield), is summarized in Figure 6-28 for the mean infiltration-flux
case. During the first 150 yr of the post-closure period, qli4Ud5 is zero everywhere in the
repository. At 215 yr (Figure 6-28a) the first nonzero occurrence of qliUda is seen in a region of
high ambient infiltration (and percolation) flux. The region of nonzero q,,., spreads (Figure
6-28b through Figure 6-28g), starting in the regions of highest infiltration flux, until it occupies
all but the regions of low infiltration flux.

During the early part of the pre-closure period the backfill is dry. As the temperature at the drift
wall declines below the boiling point, water is able to wick (by capillary flow) from the fractures
into the Overton sand backfill. This wicking is facilitated by the van Genuchten a value for
Overton sand (Table 4-1: a = 2.75 x 104 Pa') being smaller than that of the fractures in the
host-rock units (Table 4-3: tsw34: a = 5.16 x 104 Pa7'; tsw35: a = 7.39 x 104 Pa '; tsw36 and
tsw37: a = 7.84 x I0O Pa-'). Had a coarser, well-sorted sand been used as backfill, with a value
of a larger than that of the fractures in the host-rock units, then this wicking would not have
taken place. The wicking flux that enters the drift is actually greater than the percolation flux in
the overlying host rock because capillary suction (driven by the high capillarity of the Overton
sand) augments the influence of gravity-driven fracture flow; this augmented flow "captures"
flow in fractures that would have otherwise drained around the drift. Wicking into the drift
occurs at the point that backfill contacts the drift wall, which occurs 1 m above the springline
(Figure 4-2) down to the interface with the invert.

The magnitude of qjiq ds is much larger than the ambient percolation flux because it arises from
heat-driven condensate flow in the heat-pipe zone in the backfill above the drip shield. Just as
the magnitude of liquid-phase flux in the heat-pipe zone in the host-rock above the drift can
greatly exceed the background percolation flux, the magnitude of liquid-phase flux in the heat-
pipe zone in the backfill can greatly exceed the seepage flux entering the drift. The large
temperature gradient in the backfill facilitates a large vapor flux away from the drip shield, while
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the high capillarity of the Overton sand facilitates a large liquid-phase flux of water returning to

the drip shield; when these gas-phase liquid-phase fluxes are equal, a heat pipe is established. As

discussed in Section 6.11.5, this capillary-driven heat-pipe system in the Overton-sand backfill

results in a very large evaporative flux on the surface of the drip shield.

Because it is arises largely from heat-driven condensate flow, the value of qliq,,. declines along

with the decaying heat-generation rate from WPs. Thus, the value of qiiq ud, declines by more than

a factor of two during the 1500-to-3000 yr time interval (Figure 6-28i and Figure 6-28j). This

decrease occurred in spite of the fact that the transition from the monsoonal to glacial climate

occurred over this time interval. Had the value of qliqu&s been controlled by percolation flux,

rather than by heat-pipe conditions, then the value of qliq,ud, should have increased significantly

(rather than have decreased) during the 1500-to-3000 yr time interval. By 10,000 yr the value of

qliq,U& is much smaller than the background percolation flux (compare Figure 6-28k with Figure

6-26n and Figure 6-27k). As discussed below, the value of qli,,& is also much small than the

liquid-phase flux at other locations in the drift. At 1,000,000 yr, the contrast between the value

of qliq,u& and liquid-phase flux at other locations in the host rock and drift is even greater

(compare Figure 6-281 with Figure 6-26o and Figure 6-271).

The evolution of liquid-phase flux adjacent to the lower side of the drip shield, qiiqj,. ("lds"

stands for lower drip shield), is summarized in Figure 6-29 for the mean infiltration-flux case.

During the first 425 yr of the post-closure period, qliq,j is zero everywhere in the repository. At

500 yr (Figure 6-29a) the first nonzero occurrence of qliqJu is seen in a region of high ambient

infiltration (and percolation) flux. The region of nonzero qliqd,1 spreads (Figure 6-29b through

Figure 6-29i), starting in the regions of highest infiltration flux, until it occupies all but the

regions of low infiltration flux. The transition to a steady-state monsoonal-climate seepage-flux

condition occurs relatively quickly (compare Figure 6-29c and Figure 6-29d). The transition to a

steady-state glacial-climate seepage-flux condition also occurs relatively quickly (compare

Figure 6-29f through Figure 6-29i). Whereas the liquid-phase flux above the drip shield qiiqu&s

declines to a very small value, the liquid-phase flux adjacent to the lower side of the drip shield

qli,,ds remains large.

The contour plot of qliqild, during the monsoonal climate (Figure 6-29f) is qualitatively the same

as that of the monsoonal-climate infiltration flux (Figure 6-47b), with differences arising from

how the geometry of the EBS results in flow focussing in the drift. The contour plot of qliq,ld

during the glacial climate (Figure 6-29h and Figure 6-29i) is also qualitatively similar to that of

the glacial-climate infiltration flux (Figure 6-47c) and the contour map of q1iq.,m (Figure 6-26n

and Figure 6-26o). However, the values of qliq,jd are about four to five times larger than qliq,5m in

the host rock. Figure 4-2 and Figure 6-3 illustrate that the width of the backfill adjacent to the

lower side of the drip shield becomes very narrow just above the interface with the invert. In the

LDTH submodel, the backfill adjacent to the lower side of the drip shield is only 0.6907 m wide

(Figure 6-3). If all of the water trying to shed around the drift were wicked into the drift, then

this capillary-driven seepage flux into the drift would be contributed by the percolation flux in a

region that is at least 2.75 m wide (which corresponds to the half-width of the drift). Because the

value of the van Genuchten a in the Overton sand backfill is smaller than in the fractures of the

host rock, water draining down the side of the drip shield does not want to leave the backfill and
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enter the fractures in the host rock. Instead, all the water drains into the invert. If all of the
percolation flux over a 2.75 m wide zone were focussed into the 0.6907 m wide zone next to the
drip shield, this would result in a "focussing" factor of four, which is comparable to the ratio (of
four to five) which is observed between ql,jqd, and q,,q,m in the host rock. As observed earlier,
because capillary suction augments gravity drainage into the drift, the source of seepage into the
drift is actually contributed by percolation flux occurning over a region that is somewhat wider
than 2.75 m.

The evolution of liquid-phase flux averaged across the invert, qtj,.,, ("inv" stands for invert), is
summarized in Figure 6-30 for the mean infiltration-flux case. During the first 200 yr of the
post-closure period, qqiq.,iv is zero everywhere in the repository. At 254 yr (Figure 6-30a) the first
nonzero occurrence of qliq d, is seen in a region of high ambient infiltration (and percolation) flux.
Initially, the values of qiiqinv are negative, indicating that water is being wicked (by capillarity)
vertically upward from below the drift. The region of nonzero qujq.,v spreads (Figure 6-30b
through Figure 6-301), starting in the regions of highest infiltration (and percolation) flux, until it
occupies all but the regions of low infiltration (and percolation) flux. As nonzero values of
liquid-phase flux at the lower side of the drip shield qliq,jd begin to occur, which causes water to
drain from the Overton sand backfill into the invert, the direction of flow in the invert is forced to
reverse, so that it is now flowing vertically downward, driven by gravity rather than by
capillarity (Figure 6-30d through Figure 6-30f).

During the present-day and monsoonal climates, regions of negative qjiqj,v persist (Figure 6-30a
through Figure 6-30f). Shortly after the glacial climate begins, all regions of negative qliqimv are
eliminated and a steady-state drainage-flux condition is eventually established in the invert
(Figure 6-30f through Figure 6-301). Qualitatively, the contour plot of qlj 1,q> (Figure 6-30h
through Figure 6-301) is similar to that of the glacial-climate infiltration flux (Figure 6-47c).
Because the area over which drainage occurs out the bottom of the invert is smaller than the
overall footprint of the drift, a focussing effect occurs whereby the liquid-phase flux in the invert
is larger than the percolation flux in the host rock.

6.11.4.2 Liquid-Phase Flux Distributions for High Infiltration Case

The evolution of liquid-phase flux (in fractures) 5 m above the crown of the drift, qlqi,m5, is
summarized in Figure 6-31 for the high infiltration-flux case. The observations made for the
mean infiltration-flux case generally apply to the high-flux case. During the pre-closure period,
decay heat has almost no effect on liquid-phase flux in either the host rock or in the drift. During
the early portion of the post-closure period, decay-heat-enhanced liquid-phase fluxes are seen
above the drift (Figure 6-31c). However, because the higher infiltration (and percolation) flux
slows down the upward advance of the boiling and dryout fronts above the drift (relative to the
mean-flux case), it takes longer for the peak values of qliqj5m to occur (compare Figure 6-3 le with
Figure 6-3 Id with Figure 6-26d); accordingly, the upward advance of the heat-pipe zone is also
slower for the high infiltration-flux case than in the mean-flux case. During the present-day
climate, the contribution of heat on qliqsm declines until qjiqsm approaches a steady-state
condition, controlled by the present-day climate infiltration flux (compare Figure 6-31h and
Figure 6-31i with Figure 6-48a). After the monsoonal climate begins, qliqsm attains a steady-state
condition controlled by the monsoonal-climate infiltration flux (compare Figure 6-3 lj and Figure
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6-31k with Figure 6-48b). After the glacial climate begins, q,iq,s. attains a steady-state condition
controlled by the glacial-climate infiltration flux (compare Figure 6-31m, Figure 6-31n, and
Figure 6-31 o with Figure 6-48c).

The evolution of liquid-phase flux (in fractures) 0.2 m above the crown of the drift, q.q ("cr"
stands for crown), is summarized in Figure 6-32 for the high infiltration-flux case. The
observations made for the mean infiltration-flux case also apply to the high-flux case. During the
pre-closure period when the host rock remains below the boiling point, qliq,,, is largely unaffected
by decay heat. During the early portion of the post-closure period, decay-heat-enhanced liquid-
phase fluxes are seen above the drift (Figure 6-32a and Figure 6-32b). However, because the

high percolation flux suppresses the advance of the dryout front above the drift (relative to the

mean-flux case), dryout never completely obliterates the presence of the heat-pipe zone 5 m
above the drift (Figure 6-32d). Relatively soon after the monsoonal climate begins, qiq,, attains a
steady-state condition controlled by the monsoonal-climate infiltration flux (compare Figure
6-32h and Figure 6-32i with Figure 6-48b). Similarly, relatively soon after the glacial climate
begins, qiiqc, attains a steady-state condition controlled by the glacial-climate infiltration flux
(compare Figure 6-32j, Figure 6-32k, and Figure 6-321 with Figure 6-48c).

The evolution of liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the drip shield, qiiquds

("uds" stands for upper drip shield), is summarized in Figure 6-33 for the high infiltration-flux
case. During the first 100 yr of the post-closure period, qIiqu&s is zero everywhere in the
repository area. At 162 yr (Figure 6-33a) the first nonzero occurrence of qliq Udh is seen in a region
of high ambient infiltration (and percolation) flux. The region of nonzero qliqud, spreads ( Figure
6-33b through Figure 6-33g), starting in the regions of highest infiltration (and percolation) flux,
until it occupies nearly the entire repository area. The influence of the heat-pipe effect is
apparent as the value of qIiq,dL declines along with the decaying heat-generation-rate of WPs
(compare Figure 6-33g, Figure 6-33h, and Figure 6-33i). Unlike the mean infiltration-flux case,
after the glacial climate begins, there is a small increase in qiiq,d,; however, the magnitude of
qliq,uds is still much smaller than the magnitude of liquid-phase flux elsewhere in the drift or in the
host rock (compare Figure 6-33j with Figure 6-34g and Figure 6-31m).

The evolution of liquid-phase flux adjacent to the lower side of the drip shield, qljqdj ("lds"

stands for lower drip shield), is summarized in Figure 6-34 for the high infiltration-flux case.
During the first 130 yr of the post-closure period, q1iqId. is zero everywhere in the repository. At
184 yr (Figure 6-34a) the first nonzero occurrence of qliq,Id. is seen in a region of high ambient

infiltration (and percolation) flux. The region of nonzero qliiqlds spreads (Figure 6-34b through

Figure 6-34i), starting in the regions of highest infiltration flux, until it occupies most of the
repository area. The transition to a steady-state monsoonal-climate seepage-flux condition
occurs relatively quickly (compare Figure 6-34d and Figure 6-34e). The transition to a steady-
state glacial-climate seepage-flux condition also occurs relatively quickly (compare Figure 6-34e
and Figure 6-34f).

The contour plot of qliqlds during the monsoonal climate (Figure 6-34d and Figure 6-34e) is
qualitatively the same as that of the monsoonal-climate infiltration flux (Figure 6-48b), with
differences arising from how the geometry of the EBS results in flow focussing in the drift. The
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contour plot of qliqjd. during the glacial climate (Figure 6-34f through Figure 6-34i) is also
qualitatively similar to that of the glacial-climate infiltration flux (Figure 6-48c) and is also
qualitatively similar to the contour map of qlio. (Figure 6-31 m through Figure 6-3 lo); however,
the values of qliqjqd are about four times larger than qliqs. in the host rock. This factor of four
corresponds to the ratio of the half-drift width divided by the width of the thickness of the
backfill adjacent to the lower side of the drip shield (Figure 6-3). If all of the percolation flux
over a 2.75 m wide zone were focussed into the 0.6907 m wide zone next to the drip shield, this
would result in a "focussing" factor of four, which is comparable to the ratio (of four) which is
observed between qliqj& and qiiq.5m in the host rock.

The evolution of liquid-phase flux averaged across the invert, qiiq,mv ("inv" stands for invert), is
summarized in Figure 6-35 for the high infiltration-flux case. During the first 150 yr of the
post-closure period, qiiq,v is zero everywhere in the repository. At 200 yr (Figure 6-35a) the first
nonzero occurrence of qliqjd is seen in a region of high ambient infiltration (and percolation) flux.
Initially, the values of qiiq,,v are negative, indicating that water is being wicked (by capillarity)
vertically upward from below the drift. The region of nonzero qliqi., spreads (Figure 6-35b
through Figure 6-35f), starting in the regions of highest infiltration (and percolation) flux, until it
occupies all but the regions of low infiltration (and percolation) flux. As nonzero values of
liquid-phase flux at the lower side of the drip shield qiiqjd, begin to occur, which causes water to
drain from the Overton sand backfill into the invert, the direction of flow in the invert is forced to
reverse, so that it is now flowing vertically downward, driven by gravity rather than be capillarity
(Figure 6-35d through Figure 6-35f).

During the present-day and monsoonal climates, regions of negative q1iqiv persist (Figure 6-35a
through Figure 6-35f). Shortly after the glacial climate begins, most of the regions of negative
qliq,iv are eliminated and a steady-state drainage-flux condition is eventually established in the
invert (Figure 6-35g through Figure 6-351). Qualitatively, the contour plot of qliqinv (Figure 6-35h
through Figure 6-351) is similar to the that of the glacial-climate infiltration flux (Figure 6-48c).
Because the area over which drainage occurs out the bottom of the invert is smaller than the
overall footprint of the drift, a focussing effect occurs, whereby the liquid-phase flux in the invert
is larger than the percolation flux in the host rock.

6.11.4.3 Liquid-Phase Flux Distributions for Low Infiltration Case

The evolution of liquid-phase flux (in fractures) 5 m above the crown of the drift, qliq,5., is
summarized in Figure 6-36 for the low infiltration-flux case. Because of the low percolation flux
in the host rock, boiling conditions occurred at the drift wall during the pre-closure period
(Figure 6-13). Because the drift-wall attained a temperature of 100°C, boiling conditions
occurred a short distance out into the host rock during the pre-closure period. However, the
upper vertical extent of the heat-pipe zone has not reached 5 m above the drift at the end of the
pre-closure period (compare Figure 6-36a with Figure 6-49a). Within 10 yr after the start of the
post-closure period, decay-heat-enhanced values of qiiq,m are evident (compare Figure 6-36b
through Figure 6-36d). The peak of qiiq,s. occurs earlier in the low infiltration-flux case than in
the mean and high-flux cases (compare Figure 6-36f with Figure 6-26d and Figure 6-31e). The
earlier peak occurs in the low infiltration-flux case because rock dryout advances far enough
vertically upward (above the drift) to displace the heat-pipe zone more than 5 m above the drift.
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After the monsoonal climate begins, q,qs. gradually transitions to a steady-state condition,
controlled by the monsoonal-climate infiltration flux (compare Figure 6 -3 6 p, Figure 6-36q,
Figure 6-36r, and Figure 6-49b). After the glacial climate begins, q11 .5 gradually transitions to a
steady-state condition, controlled by the glacial-climate infiltration flux (compare Figure 6-36s,
Figure 6-36t, Figure 6-36u, and Figure 6-49c).

The evolution of liquid-phase flux (in fractures) 0.2 m above the crown of the drift, qliq., ("cr"
stands for crown), is summarized in Figure 6-37 for the low infiltration-flux case. During the
early post-closure period, heat-enhanced values of qiiqa are less in the low infiltration-flux case
than in the mean-flux case (compare Figure 6-37a with Figure 6-27a). The values of qli,qs are
lower for the low-flux case (than for the mean-flux case) because the lower percolation flux
allows for a more rapid advance of the dryout front above the drift, which more quickly
obliterates heat-pipe conditions 0.2 m above the drift. Liquid flux q 1q1 ,, is zero throughout the
repository area for the low infiltration-flux case during the 55 to 198 yr time interval, and for the
mean-flux case qliq,c is zero for the 60 to 135 yr time interval (Figure 6-37d and Figure 6-27e).
This illustrates that the lower infiltration case becomes dry earlier and stays dry longer than for
higher infiltration fluxes.

After the monsoonal climate begins, qliq5m gradually transitions to a steady-state condition,
controlled by the monsoonal-climate infiltration flux (compare Figure 6-37e through Figure
6-37h, and Figure 6-49b). After the glacial climate begins, qliqs., gradually transitions to a
steady-state condition, controlled by the glacial-climate infiltration flux (compare Figure 6-37h
through Figure 6-371 and Figure 6-49c).

The evolution of liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the drip shield, qliq,.
("uds" stands for upper drip shield), is summarized in Figure 6-38 for the low infiltration-flux
case. During the first 260 yr of the post-closure period, qliq,uds is zero everywhere in the
repository area. At 320 yr (Figure 6-38a) the first nonzero occurrence of qiiq, ,u is seen in a region
of relatively high ambient infiltration (and percolation) flux. The region of nonzero qliqud,

spreads (Figure 6-33b through Figure 6-33d) in the regions of highest infiltration (and
percolation) flux. The majority of the repository area continues to have a zero value of qliqud,

throughout the present-day-climate period (Figure 6-38d). The influence of the heat-pipe effect
is apparent as the nonzero values of qliquds are much greater than the ambient infiltration (and
percolation) flux (compare Figure 6-38a with Figure 6-49a).

During the monsoonal-climate period, the region of nonzero qlq spreads, starting in the regions
of highest infiltration flux, and progressing into the regions of lower flux (Figure 6-38e through
Figure 6-38h). The influence of the heat-pipe effect is apparent as the nonzero values of qliqnd,

are much greater than the ambient infiltration (and percolation) flux (compare Figure 6-38h with
Figure 6-49b and Figure 6-36r). The influence of the heat-pipe effect is also exhibited by the
decline in qliq,d, which corresponds to the decay in heat-generation rate from WPs (Figure 6-38h
through Figure 6-381). The value of q1,,., becomes much less than the infiltration and
percolation flux (compare Figure 6-381 with Figure 6-49c and Figure 6-36u).

The evolution of liquid-phase flux adjacent to the lower side of the drip shield, qliq,d,, ("lds"
stands for lower drip shield), is summarized in Figure 6-39 for the low infiltration-flux case.
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During the first 365 yr of the post-closure period, qliqJ,d is zero everywhere in the repository. At
420 yr (Figure 6-39a) the first nonzero occurrence of q,q,, is seen in a region of high ambient
infiltration (and percolation) flux. The region of nonzero qlji,d. spreads (Figure 6-39b through
Figure 6-39c), starting in the regions of relative high infiltration (and percolation) flux; about
half of the repository area continues to have a zero value of qiiqjd, throughout the present-day-
climate period (Figure 6-39d). During the present-day-climate period, most of the nonzero
values of qlqi,,s are negative, indicating that q1iqi,ds is vertically upward, resulting from capillary-
driven wicking up through the invert and into the backfill. During the present-day-climate and
monsoonal-climate periods, a steady-state condition is never established in the backfill; thus
decay heat continues to dominate liquid-phase flux conditions.

During the glacial-climate period, qluqjd, eventually develops a steady-state condition that is
controlled by the glacial-climate infiltration (and percolation) flux (compare Figure 6-39h
through Figure 6-391 with Figure 6-49c and Figure 6-371). The contour plot of qliqld, during the
glacial climate (Figure 6-39j through Figure 6-391) becomes qualitatively similar to that of the
glacial-climate infiltration flux (Figure 6-49c) and is also qualitatively similar to the contour map
of qfiq,5m (Figure 6-36s through Figure 6-36u); however, the values of qlji,d are about 4 times
larger than qiiq,sm in the host rock. This factor of 4 corresponds to the ratio of the half-drift width
divided by the width of the thickness of the backfill adjacent to the lower side of the drip shield
(Figure 6-3). If all of the percolation flux over a 2.75 m wide zone were focussed into the 0.6907
m wide zone next to the drip shield, this would result in a "focussing" factor of four, which is
comparable to the ratio (of four) which is observed between qliqjds and qiiq,5m in the host rock.

The evolution of liquid-phase flux averaged across the invert (called qliqm,nv where "inv" stands
for invert) is summarized in Figure 6-40 for the low infiltration-flux case. During the first 345 yr
of the post-closure period, qiiq,v is zero everywhere in the repository. At 400 yr (Figure 6-40a)
the first nonzero occurrence of q,iq,iv is seen in a region of high ambient infiltration (and
percolation) flux. During the present-day-climate and monsoonal-climate periods, the values of
qliq,inv are negative, indicating that water is being wicked (by capillarity) vertically upward from
below the drift. The region of nonzero qliq,nv spreads (Figure 6-40b through Figure 6-40f), from
the regions of highest infiltration (and percolation) flux. Most of the repository area continues
to have a zero value of qiiqinv throughout the present-day-climate period (Figure 6-40a and Figure
6-40b). During the monsoonal-climate period, the region of nonzero q,iq,.v spreads throughout
most of the repository area (Figure 6-40c through Figure 6-40f).

During the glacial-climate period, a gradual transition occurs from nonzero values of %l,qinv being
primarily negative to all nonzero values of qliqinv being positive (Figure 6-40f through Figure
6-401). This slow transition indicates the influence of decay heat from WPs on q,i, inv persisting
for nearly 50,000 yr for the low-infiltration flux case. The slow transition results because decay
heat delays the onset of significant seepage into the Overton sand backfill. Eventually, seepage
into the drift overwhelms the influence of decay heat and the resulting drainage of water into the
invert dominates the direction of liquid-phase flow in the invert. When gravity flow finally
dominates liquid flow in the drift (including the invert), the distribution of qliq,iv (Figure 6-401)
becomes qualitatively similar to the distribution of qli,q5m (Figure 6-36u) and that glacial-climate
infiltration flux (Figure 6-49c).
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6.11.4.4 Liquid-Phase Flux Analysis

Most of the liquid-phase flux analysis is addressed in the previous three subsections (Section
6.11.4.1, Section 6.11.4.2, and Section 6.11.4.3). Not presented in the previous three subsections
is a history plot of liquid-phase flux. Figure 6-41 plots the liquid phase flux at the five drift-scale
locations in the NFE and EBS: (1) 5 m above the crown of the drift, (2) 0.2 m above the crown of
the drift, (3) in the sand backfill, averaged along the top of the drip shield, (4) in the sand
backfill, adjacent to the lower side of the drip shield, and (5) in the crushed-tuff invert, averaged
over the invert. This information is given at two repository-scale locations, including the
geographic center of the repository and a location 27.5 m from the eastern edge, which is
approximately midway between the northern and southern boundaries of the repository.

Many of the observations made in the previous three subsections are illustrated in Figure 6-41.
The early spike in the liquid-phase flux 0.2 m above the crown of the drift is seen just after 50 yr,
while 5 m above the drift the heat-enhanced increase in liquid-phase flux occurs slightly later.
At the edge of the repository, the heat-enhanced increase in liquid-phase flux 5 m above the drift
is much less pronounced because edge-cooling prevents the neighboring drifts from reinforcing
the temperature buildup enough to cause significant thermal effects on flow 5 m above the drift.
At both the center and edge locations, the effect of the three climate states on liquid-phase flux
above the drift is clearly evident. However, climate change has no effect on the liquid-phase flux
above the drip shield. The dependence on liquid-phase flux above the drip shield on heat-
generation rate is exhibited by an abrupt rise in flux at 50 yr, followed by a gradual decline to a
value that is much less than the liquid-phase flux in the host rock.

Adjacent to the lower side of the drip shield and within the invert, the initial nonzero values of
liquid-phase flux are negative, indicating that flow is being wicked from below the drift.
Eventually, the direction of flow at these two directions is reversed and the liquid-phase flux at
these locations in the drift is equal to a multiple of the percolation flux in the host rock. The
factor by which the flux in the drift is greater than that in the host rock is attributed to how the
EBS geometry causes flow focussing past the lower drip shield and into the invert.

6.11.5 Evaporation Rate Distributions

Evaporation can occur at a given location in the drift once the liquid-phase flux at that location is
nonzero. Evaporation rate is considered to be an important performance measure because it is an

indication of the rate at which mineral precipitates are being left behind. Negative values of
evaporation rate indicate areas where condensation is occurring; in such regions, mineral
dissolution may be occurring. A particularly important location within the EBS with respect to
the effects of evaporation and condensation is the surface of the drip shield. The following three
subsections provide the complete evolution of the total evaporation rate (summed over the outer
perimeter of the drip shield) during the 1,000,000 yr simulation period. The reported values of
evaporation rate (in kg/yr/m) pertain to the entire outer (perimeter) surface of a 1 m long interval
of the drip shield (along the longitudinal axis of the drift). In the model, the evaporation (and
condensation) actually occurs in the backfill gridblocks that are immediately adjacent to the drip
shield. Note that the drip shield is emplaced after the pre-closure period (50 yr); therefore, the
following results begin at 50 yr.
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6.11.5.1 Evaporation Rate Distributions for Mean Infiltration Case

The evolution of evaporation rate per unit length summed over the entire outer (perimeter)
surface of the drip shield, Q,s,,, ("ds" stands for drip shield), for the mean infiltration-flux case
is summarized in Figure 6-42. The evaporation rate is given per unit length of drip shield (along
the longitudinal axis of the drift). During the first 20 yr of the post-closure period, all values of
Qv pds are zero throughout the repository area. At 80 yr, the first nonzero values of Qvapd, are
seen at the very outer edge of the repository (Figure 6-42a). The region of nonzero Q,v.p., grows
from the outer repository edges in towards the center of the repository (Figure 6-42a through
Figure 6-42d). Within 1500 yr, the region of nonzero Q,.pd& has reached most of the central
region of the repository (Figure 6-42e), however, in regions of the lowest infiltration (and
percolation) flux, Q,p,, is still zero at 1500 yr. Eventually, water has seeped into nearly every
drift location, and nonzero Q,,, 5 prevails over most of the entire repository area (Figure 6-42g).
Because Q,,,* decays along with heat-generation rate, the magnitude of Q,Rpds declines with
time (Figure 6-42e through Figure 642r). Even at 1,000,000 yr, there are nonzero values of
Q,.,d, throughout the repository area (Figure 642r).

6.11.5.2 Evaporation Rate Distributions for High Infiltration Case

The evolution of evaporation rate per unit length summed over the entire outer (perimeter)
surface of the drip shield sQ., ("ds" stands for drip shield), for the high infiltration-flux case is
summarized in Figure 6-43. The evaporation rate is given per unit length of drip shield (along
the longitudinal axis of the drift). The evolution of Qvapd, for the high infiltration-flux case is
similar to that of the mean-flux case. During the first 40 yr of the post-closure period, all values
of Qap,d, are zero throughout the repository area. At 100 yr, the first nonzero values of Q,,,,, are
seen at the very outer edge of the repository (Figure 643a). The region of nonzero Q,.pd, grows
from the outer repository edges in towards the center of the repository (Figure 643a through
Figure 643c) Within 1000 yr, the region of nonzero Qvapd, has reached most of the central
region of the repository (Figure 643d), however, in regions of the lowest infiltration (and
percolation) flux, Qvapd, is still zero at 1000 yr. Eventually, water has seeped into nearly every
drift location, and nonzero Q,,,,, prevails over most of the entire repository area (Figure 643e).
Because Qvapds decays along with heat-generation rate, the magnitude of Q,^,,d, declines with
time (Figure 643d through Figure 643o). Even at 1,000,000 yr, there are nonzero values of
Qevap ( throughout the repository area (Figure 6430).

6.11.5.3 Evaporation Rate Distributions for Low Infiltration Case

The evolution of evaporation rate per unit length summed over the entire outer (perimeter)
surface of the drip shield, Q,,,,, ("ds" stands for drip shield), for the low infiltration-flux case is
summarized in Figure 6-44. The evaporation rate is given per unit length of drip shield (along
the longitudinal axis of the drift). The evolution of Qvapd& for the low infiltration-flux case is
similar to that of the mean-flux case; however, the lower percolation flux results in the delayed
onset of seepage into drifts, the onset of nonzero values of Qvapd, is delayed. During the first 60
yr of the post-closure period, all values of Qv.p , are zero throughout the repository area. At 120
yr, the first nonzero values of Qvad, are seen at the very outer edge of the repository ( Figure
643a). The region of nonzero Q,,,,, grows from the outer repository edges in towards the
center of the repository (Figure 644a through Figure 644d). Within 3000 yr, the region of
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nonzero Q,.pd has reached more than half of the repository area (Figure 6-44); however, in
regions of the lowest infiltration (and percolation) flux, Q,v,,b is still zero at 3000 yr.

Eventually, water has seeped into most of the drift locations, and nonzero Q.,> prevails over

much of the entire repository area (Figure 6-44g). Because Q,.Pd, decays along with heat-
generation rate, the magnitude of Q,^,,p declines with time (Figure 6-44e through Figure 6-44o).
Even at 1,000,000 yr, there are nonzero values of Q,..pd. throughout the repository area (Figure
6-44o).

6.11.5.4 Evaporation Rate Analysis

Most of the analysis of evaporation rate is addressed in the previous three subsections (Section
6.11.5.1, Section 6.11.5.2, and Section 6.11.5.3). Not given in the previous three subsections is a
history plot of evaporation rate. Figure 6-45a gives the evaporation rate on drip shields Q,.pdS
(summed over the outer perimeter on a unit length of drip shield). This information is given at
two repository-scale locations, including the geographic center of the repository and a location
27.5 m from the eastern edge, which is approximately midway between the northern and
southern boundaries of the repository. Figure 6-45b gives the gas-phase air-mass fraction in the
drift, which is covered in Section 6.11.3.

Nonzero values of Q,v,,d, occur for about 950 yr at the geographic center of the repository and
for about 80 yr at a location 27.5 m from the edge of the repository (Figure 6-45a). The
magnitude of the peak value of Q,,.d, is about the same for these two locations: (1) 615 kg/yr/m
at the geographic center of the repository and (2) 510 kg/yr/m at the repository edge location.
The decline in Qvapd, is slower at the edge than at the geographic center of the repository.
Eventually (after 30,000 yr), the magnitude of Q,s,,4 is nearly the same at these locations.

6.11.6 Influence of Variability of Heat Generation from Waste Packages

All of the results presented in Sections 6.11.1 through 6.11.5 are for the hottest WP location,
which corresponds to the second 21 -PWR WP shown in Figure 4-1. In this section, the
sensitivity of WP temperature and WP relative humidity to the variability of WP heat-generation
rate is examined for the mean infiltration-flux case.

6.11.6.1 Temperature and Relative Humidity on Different Waste-Package Types

Temperature and relative humidity on the WP surface for the mean infiltration-flux case is
plotted (Figure 6-46) at the geographical center of the repository for the 4 different WP types and

8 different WP locations (along the drift) considered in the MSTHM; the 4 WP types and 8 WP
locations are shown in Figure 4-1. The WP temperature Twp histories for these 8 WPs is
relatively similar (Figure 6-46a). The difference in peak Tp between the hottest and coldest WP
is 42°C (Figure 646a). Note that the hottest WP is the 21-PWR WP that was considered
throughout the rest of Section 6.11 and the coldest WP is a DSNF WP (see Figure 4-1). The
duration of the boiling period (defined to be the period during which T. > 96°C) is 1540 yr and
1230 yr for the hottest and coldest WP, respectively. Therefore, the range in temperature for the
different WP types (and locations) considered in this AMR is relatively small. The range in WP
relative humidity RHw,,p histories for the same group of WPs is also relatively small (Figure
6-46b). The minimum RHwp, is 1.7% for the hottest WP and is 3.9% for the coldest WP. The
range in the time required for the WPs to attain RH., = 85% varies from 1170 yr to 1460 yr.
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6.11.7 Influence of Overburden Thickness

Overburden thickness (which is equal to the depth of the repository below the ground surface)
affects temperatures in the repository because it determines the thickness of the (rock) insulation
lying between the repository and the ground surface. Because the ground surface is a
constant-temperature boundary, acts like a heat sink. The influence of overburden thickness is
negligible during the first 300 to 500 yr (Hardin 1998, Section 3.7.7.1). This influence is also
relatively unimportant close to the repository edges and are increasingly important toward the
center of the repository (Hardin 1998, Section 3.7.7.1). The greatest long-term temperature rise
occurs where the overburden thickness is greatest in the central region of the repository (Hardin
1998, Section 3.7.7.1).

Because the largest values of overburden thickness occur close to the center of the repository, it
is difficult to discern the influence of the edge-cooling effect from the influence of overburden
thickness (Figure 6-7h through Figure 6-7m); both influences cause higher long-term
temperatures at the center and lower long-term temperatures at the edges of the repository.

6.12 MSTHM RESULTS FOR THE NO-BACKFILL CASE

The MSTHM calculates 38 TH variables for 610 repository subdomains (Figure 6-lb) and eight
different WP locations (Figure 4-1) as a function of time for 99 calculational timesteps. For each
timestep there are 38 x 610 x 8 different data values, resulting in 185,440 data values.
Multiplying by 99 calculational timesteps results in more than 18 million TH data values for a
complete time evolution of a given infiltration-flux case. For the three infiltration-flux cases
(mean, high, and low infiltration flux) there are a total of more than 55 million TH data points.
The following subsections provide a comprehensive description of the variables that are of key
interest to the evolution of the TH environment in the NF and EBS. This description focuses on
the mean infiltration-flux case.

Contour plots are provided on a sufficiently frequent time basis to capture the major trends, as
well as the peaks and major transitions, of the spatial and temporal distributions of the major TH
variables. This information is provided for a 2 1 -PWR WP (which is the fifth WP from the left in
Figure 4-1). This WP location resulted in the highest temperatures with respect to WP-to-WP
variability. It should be noted that the repository design analyzed in this report employs several
design measures (such as fuel blending and line-load WP spacing) that minimize WP-to-WP
variability in temperature. Therefore, the following results should be considered to be fairly
typical of temperature distributions in the repository. Section 6.11.6 addresses the influence of
WP-to-WP variability that arises from differences in heat-generation rate among WPs for the
backfill case. Table 6-5 lists all of the plots of TH conditions that are given in Section 6.12.

Table 6-5. List of plots of TH conditions for the No-Backfill case

Figure TH Variable Source DTN Source File Name
Number

Figure 6-50 Drift-wall & WP temperature LL000509112312.003 TSPA_SROOnbf_mean-lnfiltration.ext
Figure 6-51 Temperature 5 m above crown of LL000509112312.003 TSPA_SROOnbf_mean_lnfiltration.ext

driRft I_I

Figure 6-52 Temperature 7.39 m laterally LL000509112312.003 TSPA SROOnbf mean lnfiltration.ext
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away from springline _____

Figure 6-53 Temperature history at different LL000509112312.003 TSPA_SROOnbf_mean_lnfiftration.ext
EBS and NFE locations at center
and eastem edge of repository

Figure 6-54a CCDF of the peak WP LL000509112312.003 TSPA_SROOnbf_mean_lnfiltration.ext
temperature

Figure 6-54b CCDF of the maximum lateral LL000509112312.003 TSPA_SROOnbLmean_lnfiltration.ext
extent of boiling

Figure 6-55 Drift-wall liquid-phase saturation LL000509112312.003 TSPA_SROOnbf_mean lnfiltration.ext

Figure 6-56 Drift-wall relative humidity LL000509112312.003 TSPA_SROOnbf mean_lnfiltration.ext

Figure 6-57 Drift-wall liquid saturation and LL000509112312.003 TSPA_SROOnbf mean_Inflbtration.ext
relative humidity history at center
and eastem edge of repository

Figure 6-58 Evaporation-rate at the crown of LL000509112312.003 TSPA_SROOnbf_mean_infiltration.ext
the drift

Figure 6-59 Evaporation-rate history at the LL000509112312.003 TSPA_SROOnbf mean_lnfiltration.ext
crown of the drift at center and
eastem edge of repository

Figure 6-60 Drift-wall capillary pressure in LL000509112312.003 TSPA_SROOnbf_nmean_lnfiltration.ext
fractures and matrix

Figure 6-61 Capillary-pressure history in the LL000509112312.003 TSPA SROOnbf mean Infiltration.ext
fractures and matrix at center
and eastem edge of repository

Figure 6-62 Uquid-phase flux 5 m and 3 m LL000509112312.003 TSPA_SROOnbf mean_Infiltration.ext
above the crown of the drift

Figure 6-63 Liquid-phase flux at the upper LL000509112312.003 TSPA_SROOnbf mean_lnfiltraffon.ext
drift wall

Figure 6-64 Liquid-phase-flux history at the LL000509112312.003 TSPA_SROOnbf_mean_lnflftration.ext
upper drift wall at center and
eastem edge of repository

6.12.1 Temperature Distributions

Figure 6-50 shows the spatial distributions of perimeter-averaged drift-wall temperature, as well

as the temperature on the WP. Preclosure drift-wall temperatures stay below the boiling point,

while the WP temperature climbs above the boiling point as it peaks around 15 yr. Shortly after

ventilation ceases, peak drift-wall and WP temperatures occur (Figures 6-50g and 6-50j). Peak

drift-wall temperatures are generally less than 150°C. The edge-cooling effect is very evident

thereafter, as temperatures around the repository edges are considerably less than at the

repository center. Boiling at the drift wall ceases around 1000 yr (Figure 6-SOn), while boiling on

WPs ceases around 1400 yr.

Figure 6-51 shows the spatial distributions of temperature in the host rock 5 m above the crown

of the drift. This location barely reaches the boiling point at about 100 yr (Figure 6-51e) and
remains above the boiling point for less than 300 yr ( Figure 6-51g).

Figure 6-52 shows the spatial distribution of temperature 7.39 m laterally away from the

springline of the drift. Note that this location in the pillar is almost exactly one-quarter of the

distance in toward the midline of the pillar. This location in the pillar never quite reaches the

boiling point, indicating that at least 75% of the repository horizon remains below the boiling
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point. This condition virtually assures that condensate and percolation flux can readily shed
between emplacement drifts.

Figure 6-53 shows the temperature history at various locations in the NFE host-rock, as well as
on the WP, for the geographical center of the repository and a location 27.5 m from the eastern
edge of the repository. The duration of boiling is considerably less at the edge than it is at the
center of the repository. The duration of boiling at the drift wall is less than 1000 yr at the center
of the repository and about 100 yr at the edge of the repository. The temperature history 5 m
above the crown of the drift is similar to that 7.39 m laterally away from the springline of the
drift.

Figure 6-54 shows the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) for the peak
temperature on WPs and on the drift wall, as well as showing the CCDF of the maximum lateral
extent of the boiling point isotherm. The coolest WP location has a peak drift-wall temperature of
about 115°C, while the hottest WP location has a peak of about 147°C. For the coolest WP
location, the maximum lateral extent of boiling is about 6.5 m, while for the hottest WP location,
the maximum lateral extent of boiling is about 8.9 m. Therefore, between 78 to 84% of the
repository horizon remains below the boiling point, which will virtually assure that condensate
and percolation flux can readily shed between emplacement drifts.

6.12.2 Liquid-Phase Saturation and Relative Humidity Distributions

Figure 6-55 shows the spatial distributions of liquid-phase saturation in the host-rock at the drift
wall. Figure 6-56 shows the spatial distributions of relative humidity in the host-rock at the drift
wall and on the WP. Figure 6-57 shows the perimeter-averaged drift-wall liquid-phase saturation
history and relative humidity history at the center and edge of the repository. Minimum liquid-
phase saturations are about 0.2 at the repository center and slightly greater than 0.2 at the
repository edge. Minimum values of drift-wall relative humidity are about 25% at the repository
center and about 40% at the repository edge. The differences between the center and edge
locations result from the edge-cooling effect. Significant reduction in drift-wall liquid-phase
saturation (relative to ambient conditions) persist for up to about 2000 yr. Significant reduction
in drift-wall RH (relative to humid ambient conditions) persist for up to about 2000 yr.

6.12.3 Evaporation Rate Distributions

Figure 6-58 shows the spatial distribution of evaporation rate in the host rock at the crown of the
drift. Figure 6-59 shows the evaporation-rate history at the crown of the drift for the repository
center and edge. Immediately after ventilation ceases there is a sharp spike in evaporation rate as
boiling commences in the host-rock around the drift wall. After this spike, the evaporation rate is
close to zero at the repository center; a secondary sharp spike in evaporation rate occurs at the
end of the boiling period (about 1000 yr in Figure 6-59). This spike results from the boiling front
collapsing back into the emplacement drift. At the repository edge, there is a minimal period of
zero values of evaporation rate because the boiling front never progresses very far away from the
drift wall. Some time after the end of the boiling period the evaporation rate declines to relatively
small values.
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6.12.4 Capillary-Pressure Distributions

Figure 6-60 shows the spatial distributions of capillary pressure in the fractures and in the matrix.

Figure 6-61 shows the capillary-pressure histories in the fractures and in the matrix at the

repository center and edge. Under ambient conditions, capillary pressure in the fractures is an

order of magnitude less than that in the matrix (Figures 6-60a and 6-60d). During the preclosure

period, changes in capillary pressure are small, primarily arising as a result of the temperature

dependence of the surface tension of water. Shortly after ventilation ceases and boiling and

dryout occur in the host rock around the drifts, the magnitude of capillary pressure in the matrix

rises abruptly, attaining values about 3 to 4 orders of magnitude larger than ambient values. As

the rock rewets to ambient liquid-phase saturation conditions, the capillary pressure declines to

ambient values.

6.12.5 Liquid-Phase Flux Distributions

Figure 6-62 shows the spatial distribution of liquid-phase flux 5 m and 3 m above the crown of

the drift. Figure 6-63 shows the spatial distribution of liquid-phase flux at the drift wall. Figure

6-64 gives the liquid-phase-flux history at 5 m and 3 m above the crown of the drift, as well as at

the drift wall for a repository center and edge location. The increase in liquid-phase flux (above

ambient values) is called thermally-enhanced percolation.

At the repository center, the location 3 m above the crown of the drift experiences a very abrupt

spike in liquid-phase flux just after ventilation ceases and boiling commences in the host rock

around the drift. This primary spike is followed by a period of zero flux, which is then followed

by a secondary spike (much smaller than the primary spike) that occurs shortly after boiling

ceases. At the repository center, the location 5 m above the drift experiences a less abrupt spike

in liquid-phase flux. Liquid-phase flux remains above ambient values until the end of the

present-day climate (at 600 yr); thereafter, the influence of thermally-enhanced percolation is

swamped by the increased ambient percolation flux that results from the monsoonal and glacial

climates.

At the repository edge, the duration of thermally-enhanced percolation flux (3 m and 5 m above

the drift) is less than at the center of the repository. Percolation flux 3 m and 5 m above the drift

returns to ambient values before the end of the present-day climate.

6.13 MODEL VALIDATION

The MSTHM is performed using industry standard finite-difference method that includes mass

balance and energy balance. The results from finite-difference codes are only as good as the

inputs. All inputs into this model are TBV, and therefore the results are TBV. The model

validation includes various validation techniques described below:

Comparison of NUFT TH model results against the Large Block Test. The Thermal

Tests Thermal-Hydrological Analysis/Model Report (CRWMS M&O 2000b, Section

6.2.4.) documents the comparison of NUFT TH model calculations against measurements
made in the Large Block Test. An agreement within about 10% would validate this

model. A brief summary of this comparison is given in Section 6.13.1 of this report.
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* Comparison of NUFT TH model results against the Drift Scale Test. The Thermal
Tests Thermal-Hydrological Analysis/Model Report (CRWMS M&O 2000b, Section
6.2.3) documents the comparison of NUFT TH model calculations against measurements
made in the Drift Scale Test. An agreement within about 10% would validate this model.
A brief summary of this comparison is given in Section 6.13.2 of this AMR.

* Comparison of MSTHM results against alternative numerical models. Milestone
Report SP4CK5M4 (Buscheck et al., 1998) documents a comparison between the results
of the MSTHM against a 3-D east-west cross-sectional mountain-scale TH model
developed at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (Haukwa et al., 1998). An
agreement within about 10% would validate this model. A brief summary of this
comparison is given in Section 6.13.3 of this AMR.

* Inspection of model inputs and outputs. A detailed and comprehensive analysis was
conducted (Section 6.11) that carefully compared the relationship between the model
inputs and the model outputs. This comparison involved more than 150 pages of contour
plots and time history plots of a wide range of input and output variables. This
comparison uncovered no unexpected or difficult to explain model results; the
relationships between the model outputs and the model inputs (for the range of inputs
considered in this AMR) are consistent with the physical processes that are accounted for
in the MSTHM.

* Validation of software routines and macros. The submodel input files were largely
built using software routines and macros; very little hand editing was used in building the
input files. Each one of these routines and macros are validated (Attachments I through
XIX). By minimizing hand editing, the potential for human error is greatly reduced.
Because the input files are built with validated software, this assures the accuracy with
which the source-input data is faithfully represented in the submodels.

* Inspection of model input files. A detailed visual inspection of the submodel input files
was conducted to verify that the submodels faithfully represented the intended conceptual
model and accurately included all source-input data. Visual inspection was conducted for
all templates (used in macros and scripts) and for the very few submodels that employed
any hand editing in the building of the input files (e.g., the DDT submodel, described in
Section 6.5). For the input files that are generated automatically (without hand editing),
this inspection process is greatly facilitated by the validation of software routines and
macros used to build these file (described in the preceding bullet).

On the basis of this multi-stage model validation effort, it is determined that the MSTHM is valid
for its intended use.

6.13.1 Comparison of NUFT TH Model against the Large Block Test

The NUFT model used to model the Large Block Test is described in the Thermal Tests
Thermal-Hydrological Analysis/Model Report (CRWMS M&O 2000b, Section 5.4). Figure 6-65
shows the simulated versus measured temperature profile along Borehole TTI at six times from
30 to 400 days. The DTN for all field temperatures is LL970803004244.036.The NUFT TH
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model of the LBT, which used the same hydrologic property set as used in this AMR, shows
some over-prediction of temperature at earlier times, but the difference between simulated and

measured temperatures decreases at later times. At 300 and 400 days (25 days after power
shutdown), the agreement is excellent.

Two statistical measures of goodness-of-fit, the root mean squared difference (RMSD) and mean

difference (MD) between measured and simulated temperatures along Borehole TTI, were

computed at various times from 30 days to 500 days. The results are tabulated in Table 6.6. As

shown in the temperature profiles, the RMSD plot indicates a good fit between simulated and
field temperatures. The match is good at 30 days, worsens at 100 days, and then consistently
improves thereafter. The MD is always positive, which indicates that the NUFT TH model, in

general, slightly overpredicts the temperatures. Again, the accuracy of the prediction consistently
increases with time after 30 days, reducing to a mean error of less than 1C at 500 days, 125 days
into the cool-down phase.

Table 6-6. RMSD and MD for temperature profile along TT1 using driftscale data set.

Time (days) RMSD (°C) MD (°C)

30 7.25 6.90

100 14.05 10.55

200 10.56 4.34

300 9.16 1.53

400 5.82 3.53

500 0.63 0.08

Figure 6-66 shows the simulated and measured liquid-phase saturation profile along TN3, which
is a vertical borehole used for neutron probe measurements of water content. NUFT model

results are compared to liquid-phase saturations measured by neutron probe (DTN
LL971204304244.047, LL980919304244.075). The field measurement times, 103, 361, and 501

days are compared at model times of 100, 365, and 500 days. The small differences between
model and field times should have a negligible effect on the comparisons since saturation
changes develop relatively slowly. The simulated dryout zone develops more slowly than the
measured dryout zone. The difference between the simulated and measure dryout zones
decreases with increasing time. At 365 and 500 days, the comparison between the simulated and
measured dryout zones is excellent.

The good agreement between the NUFT simulation and the measurements made in the LBT

indicate that the NUFT LDTH submodels, together with the use of the drift-scale hydrologic
property set, are validated for their intended use.

6.13.2 Comparison of NUFT TH Model against the Drift Scale Test

The NUFT model used to model the Drift Scale Test (DST) is described in the Thermal Tests
Thermal-Hydrological Analysis/Model Report (CRWMS M&O 2000b, Section 5.1 and Section
5.3.2). Figure 6-67 compares the NUFT-simulated and measured temperatures along Borehole
ESF-HD-137 at 365 and 547 days. The agreement between NUFT and the measured
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temperatures is good, with NUFT slightly overpredicting temperatures in the superheated zone
and slightly underpredicting temperatures in the sub-boiling zone.

The RMSD, MD, and normalized averaged mean difference (NAMD) between simulated and
measured temperatures were selected to serve as measures of the goodness-of-fit of the simulated
values to the measured values. In general, the comparison between the simulated and measured
temperatures is poor for all sensors very close to the heated drift at all times less than 100 days.
This poor comparison results from the NUFT model of the DST representing the heated drift as
an equivalent square rather than as the cylindrical cross section. On the other hand the LDTH
submodels accurately represent the cylindrical cross-sectional geometry emplacement drift. It is
judged that had the NUFT DST model accurately accounted for the cylindrical cross-sectional
geometry of the heated drift, the agreement close to the heated drift would have been much better
for all times and that the overall agreement between simulated and measured temperatures would
have also been better.

At times in excess of 1 yr, the agreement between simulated and measured temperatures
improves. The regions for which there is good agreement between simulated and measured
temperatures fall into two categories: (1) the sub-boiling zone and (2) the boiling and above-
boiling zone along the heated drift.

The good agreement in the sub-boiling zone indicates that heat flow there is dominated by
conduction and that the assumed value of wet thermal conductivity is reasonable. Because of the
relatively high liquid-phase saturation in the sub-boiling zone, the wet value of thermal
conductivity applies. Because the bulk permeability kb of the DST area is much less than the
threshold kb value at which buoyant gas-phase convection begins to significantly influence heat
flow (Buscheck and Nitao, 1994), heat flow in the sub-boiling region is dominated by heat
conduction.

The good agreement between the simulated and measured temperatures in the region close to the
heated drift indicates the following three points. First, the representation of thermal radiation
inside the heated drift is adequately represented in the NUFT DST model. Secondly, heat flow in
the boiling and above-boiling zones is dominated by conduction Thirdly, the value of dry thermal
conductivity used in the NUFT DST model is reasonable.

The good agreement between the NUFT simulation and the measurements made in the DST
indicate that the NUFT LDTH submodels, together with the use of the drift-scale hydrologic
property set, are validated for their intended use. The good agreement also indicates that the DDT
submodel (which represents how thermal radiation affects 3-D heat flow in the EBS and near
field) is validated for its intended use.

6.13.3 Comparison of MSTHM against an Alternative Conceptual Model

Figure 6-68 compares the drift-wall temperature predicted by the MSTHM (Buscheck et al.,
1998) with those predicted by an east-west cross-sectional mountain-scale TH model (Haukwa et
al., 1998). Because the east-west TH model does not predict in-drift TH conditions and because
relative humidity RH and liquid-phase saturation was not provided from that model, the
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comparison is restricted to predictions of drift-wall temperatures by the respective modeling

approaches.

Before discussing the differences in the temperatures predicted by the two approaches (Figure 6-

68) it is important to discuss the differences in the models. The temperature predicted by the

MSTHM is the perimeter-averaged drift-wall temperature adjacent to an "average" 21-PWR

medium-heat CSNF WP. MSTHM discretely represents the decay-heat source from individual

WPs-thus, some of the drift-wall locations are hotter than that shown in Figure 6-68, while

some are considerably cooler. The drift-wall grid blocks over which the temperature is averaged

extend 0.5 m into the host rock surrounding the drift. The temperature prediction in the east-west

cross-sectional mountain-scale TH model is for a grid block that occupies the entire cross section

of the drift-thus, its a lumped representation of the drift temperature. Moreover, because the

east-west cross-sectional mountain-scale model uses a line-averaged heat source, it axially

smears out the differences between hot-WP locations and cold-WP locations along the drift.

Another difference between the modeling approaches concerns the mountains-scale

dimensionality. The MSTHM represents 3-D mountain-scale heat flow for entire extent of the

heated repository footprint, while the east-west cross-sectional mountain-scale TH model has a

reflected boundary at the east-west midpoint of the repository. Thus, the east-west model

assumes that the overburden thickness of the entire repository area can be approximated with the

overburden thickness between the western repository boundary and the midpoint of the

repository. Because the eastern half of the repository has much less overburden thickness than

the western half, this east-west symmetry approximation effectively overrepresents the effective

overburden thickness for the eastern half of the repository. The cross-sectional geometry of the

east-west mountain-scale model implicitly assumes that mountain-scale heat loss in the north-

south dimension is negligible, which is a reasonable assumption given the large north-south
dimension of the repository.

Another difference between the two modeling approaches concerns the areal power density APD

assumed in the models. The initial APD in the MSTHM is 92.3 kW/acre, while it is 99.4 kW/acre

in the east-west cross-sectional mountain-sale model. Thus, the east-west model has a 7.7%

larger APD than does the MSTHM.

At the center of the repository (the 14c3 location in Table 2-2 of Buscheck et al., 1998) the

respective modeling approaches predict almost an identical duration of boiling (Figure 6-68a). At

the edge repository location, which is 100 m from the western edge of the repository in the

MSTHM (the 14cl location in Table 2-2), the east-west cross-sectional mountain-scale model

predicts a longer duration of boiling than does the MSTHM (Fig. 6-68b). One reason for this

difference is that the east-west model representation of the heated repository footprint extends

slightly further to the west than it does in the MSTHM.

During the post-boiling period, the temperatures predicted by the respective modeling

approaches are in good agreement. During the early-time heat-up period, the coarse (lateral and

axial) grid-block spacing in the east-west cross-sectional mountain-scale model does not capture

the rapid drift-wall temperature rise that the more finely gridded MSTHM predicts. Because of

the coarse lateral grid-block spacing in the east-west model, it smears out the lateral temperature
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gradient between the drift and the mid-pillar location-thus, it tends to overpredict the
temperature at the mid-pillar location and thereby prevent condensate from shedding between
drifts. The fine lateral grid-block spacing in the MSTHM captures the influence that the lateral
temperature gradient has on allowing condensate to shed between drifts. The tendency for the
east-west cross-sectional mountain-scale model to underepresent condensate shedding results in a
more substantial condensate buildup above the repository horizon. Also, the line-averaged heat-
source approximation smears out differences in temperature between otherwise hot- and cold-WP
locations and thereby preventing condensate from breaking through cold-WP locations along the
drift. Altogether, the underprediction of condensate shedding between drifts and condensate
breakthrough at cold-WP locations causes the east-west cross-sectional mountain-scale model to
build up more condensate above the repository horizon that leads to unstable heat-pipe behavior.
This unstable behavior is exhibited by the rapid decline from superheated conditions to heat-pipe
conditions (Figure 6-68a) and the rapid rise once again to superheated conditions at about 400 yr.
Notice that during the second superheated period predicted by the east-west model, the
temperature climbs to be almost exactly that predicted by the MSTHM.

Given the differences between the MSTHM and the east-west cross-sectional mountain-scale
model, the agreement between the two models is quite good. On the basis of this comparison, it
is determined that the MSTHM is validated for its intended use.
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Figure 6-1a. Repository-scale numerical mesh of the repository area used in the MSTHM showing the
623 repository subdomains used in backfill case.
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Figure 6-lb. Repository-scale numerical mesh of the repository area used in the MSTHM showing the
610 repository subdomains used in no-backfill case.
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Figure 6-2. Cross-sectional view of the numerical mesh used in the pre-closure LDTH submodels for the
backfill and no-backfill cases. This is also the post-closure LDTH-submodel mesh for no-backfill case.
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Post-closure LDTH submodel
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Figure 6-3. Cross-sectional view of the numerical mesh used in the post-closure LDTH submodels for the
backfill case. The post-closure LDTH-submodel mesh for no-backfill case is shown in Figure 6-2.
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Pre-closure DDT submodel
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Figure 6-4. Cross-sectional view of the numerical mesh used in the pre-closure DDT submodel for backfill
and no-backfill cases. 
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Pre-closure DDT submodel
(for restarting postclosure DDT submodel)
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Figure 6-5. Cross-sectional view of the numerical mesh used in the pre-closure DDT submodel that is
used to generate the restart file to start the post-closure DDT submodel for backfill case.
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Post-closure DDT submodel
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Figure 6-6a. Cross-sectional view of the numerical mesh used in the post-closure DDT submodel for
backfill case.
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Post-closure DDT submodel
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Figure 6-6b. Cross-sectional view of the numerical mesh used in the post-closure DDT submodel for the
no backfill case
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Figure 6-7. Temperature on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the mean
the indicated times.
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Figure 6-7. Temperature on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the mean
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-7. Temperature on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-7. Temperature on the surface ofa 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-7. Temperature on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-7. Temperature on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-8. Temperature on the crown of the drift (or upper drift wall) immediately above a 21-PWR WP
for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-8. Temperature on the crown of the drift (or upper drift wall) immediately above a 21-PWR WP
for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont.).
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Figure 6-8. Temperature on the crown of the drift (or upper drift wla) immediately above a 21-PWR WP
for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont.).
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Figure 6-9. Temperature on the lower drift wall immediately below a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont.).
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Figure 6-9. Temperature on the lower drift wall Immediately below a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-9. Temperature on the lower drift wall immediately below a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-10. Temperature on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for the
indicated times.
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Figure 6-10. Temperature on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for the
indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-10. Temperature on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for the
indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-10. Temperature on the surface of a21-PWR WP for the high
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Figure 6-10. Temperature on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the high inflitration-flux backfill case for the
indicated times (Contt.N
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Figure 6-10. Temperature on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the high
indicated times (Cont.).
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Figure 6-11. Temperature on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for the
indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-11. Temperature on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the low infiltration-fIux backfill case for the
indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-11. Temperature on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for the
indicated times (Cant).
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Figure 6-11. Temperature on the surface of a21-PWRWP for the low infiltration-flux
indicated times (Cant).
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Figure 6-13. Temperature history on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infi[tration-flux backfill
case at (a) the geographical center of the repository and (b) a location 27.5 m from the eastern edge of

the repository. Note that the Nevada State coordinates are given.
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Figure 6-14. Peak WP temperature for the low, mean, and high infiltration-flux backfill cases.
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Figure 6-15. Peak temperature on the lower drift wall (below the invert) for the low, mean, and high
infiltration-flux backfill cases.
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Figure 6-16. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-16. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux
for the indicated times (Con).
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Figure 6-16. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-16. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-16. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWRWP for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-16. Relative humidity on the surface ofa 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-16. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-17. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the high infiltration-flux backfill case

for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-17. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the high infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-17. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the high infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-17. Relative humidityon the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the high infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-17. Relative humidity on the surface of a 2-PWR WP for the high infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-17. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the high infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-17. Relative humidityon the surface ofa 21-PWR WP for the high infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-18. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times.
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Figure 6-18. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-18. Relative humidityon the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-18. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-18. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21 -PWR WP for the low infiltration-flux backfil case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-18. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-18. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for
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Figure 6-18. Relative humidity on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-18. Relative humidityon the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-19. (a) The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) for the time required to
attain a relative humidity RH of 85% is plotted for the mean, high, and low infiltration-flux backfill cases.

CCDF of the WP temperature at which WPs reach an RH of 85% is plotted for the same cases.
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Figure 6-20. Relative humidity history on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux
backfill case at (a) the geographical center of the repository and (b) a location 27.5 m from the eastern

edge of the repository. Note that the Nevada State coordinates are given.
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Figure 6-21. Relative humidity history on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the high infiltration-flux backfill
case at (a) the geographical center of the repository and (b) a location 27.5 m from the eastern edge of

the repository. Note that the Nevada State coordinates are given.
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(a) Center of Repository
Nevada State Coordinates: Easting = 170535.03 m, Northing = 233640.08 m100, Ir I I , .- .. I
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Figure 6-22. Relative humidity history on the surface of a 21-PWR WP for the low infiltration-flux backfill
case at (a) the geographical center of the repository and (b) a location 27.5 m from the eastern edge of

the repository. Note that the Nevada State coordinates are given.
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Figure 6-23. Gas-phase air-mass fraction averaged over the perimeter of the dripshield at the location of
a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-23. Gas-phase air-mass fraction averaged over the perimeter of the dripshield at the location of

a 21 -PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont)t
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Figure 6-23. Gas-phase air-mass fraction averaged over the perimeter of the dripshield at the location of
a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-23. Gas-phase air-mass fraction averaged over the perimeter of the dripshield at the location of
a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cant).
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Figure 6-24. Gas-phase air-mass fraction averaged over the perimeter of the dripshield at the location of
a 21-PWR WP for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times .
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Figure 6-24. Gas-phase air-mass fraction averaged over the perimeter of the dripshield at the location of
a 21-PWR WP for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-24. Gas-phase air-mass fraction averaged over the perimeter of the dripshield at the location of
a 21-PWR WP for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-24. Gas-phase air-mass fraction averaged over the perimeter of the dripshield at the location of
a 21-PWR WP for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-25. Gas-phase air-mass fraction averaged over the perimeter of the dripshield at the location of
a 21-PWR WP for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-25. Gas-phase air-mass fraction averaged over the perimeter of the dripshield at the location of
a 21-PWR WP for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-25. Gas-phase air-mass fraction averaged over the perimeter of the dripshield at the location of
a 21 -PWR WP for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-25. Gas-phase air-mass fracton averaged over the perimeter of the dripshield at the location of
a 21-PWR WP for the low inflltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-26. Liquid-phase flux S m above the crown of the drift for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-26. Liquid-phase flux 5 m above the crown of the drift for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-26. Liquid-phase flux 5 m above the crown of the drift for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-26. Liquid-phase flux 5 m above the crown of the drift for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-26. ILiquid-phase flux S m above the crown of the drift for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-27. Liquid-phase flux 0.2 m above the crown of the drift for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-27. Liouid-phase flux 0.2 m above the crown of the drift for the mean
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-27. Liquid-phase flux 0.2 m above the crown of the drift for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-27. Liquid-phase flux 0.2 m above the crown of the drift for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-28. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the dripshield for the mean infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-28. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the dripshield for the mean infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont) .
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Figure 6-28. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the dripshield for the mean infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-28. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the dripshield for the mean infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-29. Liquid-phase flux adjacent to the lower side of the dripshield (i.e., adjacent to the base of
the dripshield) for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-29. Liquid-phase flux adjacent to the lower side of the dripshield (i.e., adjacent to the base of
the dripshield) for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-29. Liquid-phase flux adjacent to the lower side of the dripshield (i.e., adjacent to the base of
the dripshield) for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-30. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the invert for the mean
indicated times.
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Figure 6-30. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the invert for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for the
indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-30. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the invert for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case for the
indicated times (Cant).
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Figure 6-31. Liquid-phase flux 5 m above the crown of the drift for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times.
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Figure 6-31. Liquid-phase flux 5 m above the crown of the drift for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-31. Liquid-phase flux 5 m above the crown of the drift for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-31. Liquid-phase flux 5 m above the crown of the drifl for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont)
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Figure 6-31. Liquid-phase flux 5 m above the crown of the drift for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont)
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Figure 6-32. Liquid-phase flux 0.2 m above the crown of the drift for the high infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-32. Liquid-phase flux 0.2 m above the crown of the drift for the high infiltration-flux backfill case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-32. Liquid-phase flux 0.2 m above the crown of the drift for the high infiltration-flux backflll case
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-32. Liquid-phase flux 0.2 m above the crown of the drift for the high infiltration-flux
for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-33. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the dripshield for the high infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-33. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the dripshield for the high infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-33. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the dripshield for the high infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont)t
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Figure 6-33. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the dripshield for the
flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-34. Liquid-phase flux backfill adjacent to the lower side of the dripshield (i.e., adjacent to the
base of the dripshieid) for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-34. Liquid-phase flux backfill adjacent to the lower side of the dripshield (i.e., adjacent to the
base of the dripshield) for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-34. Liquid-phase flux backfill adjacent to the lower side of the dripshield (i.e., adjacent to the
base of the dripshield) for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-35. Liquid-phase flux backfill averaged over the invert for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times.
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Figure 6-35. Liquid-phase flux backfill averaged over the invert for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-35. Liquid-phase flux backfill averaged over the invert for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-35. Liquid-phase flux backfill averaged over the invert for the high infiltration-flux backfill case for
the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-36. Liquid-phase flux backfill 5 m above the crown of the drift for the low infiltration-flux backfill
case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-36. Liquid-phase flux backfill 5 m above the crown of the drift for the low infiltration-flux backfill

ease for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-36. Liquid-phase flux backfill 5 m above the crown of the drift for the low infiltration-flux backfill
case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-36. Liquid-phase flux backfill 5 m above the crown of the drift for the low infiltration-flux backfill
case for the indicated times (Cent).
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Figure 6-36. Liquid-phase flux backfill 5 m above the crown of the drift for the low inflltration-flux backfill
case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-36. Liquid-phase flux backfill 5 m above the crown of the drift for the low infiltration-flux backfill

case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-36. Liquid-phase flux backfill 5 m above the crown of the drift for the low infiltration-flux backfill
case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-37. Liquid-phase flux backfiDl 0.2 m above the crown of the drift for the
case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-37. Liquid-phase flux backfill 0.2 m above the crown of the drift for the low infiltration-flux backfill
case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-37. Liquid-phase flux backfill 0.2 m above the crown of the drift for the low infiltration-flux backfill
case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-37. Liquid-phase flux backfill 0.2 m above the crown of the drift for the low infiltration-flux backfill
case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-38. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the dripshield for the low infiltration-flux
backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-38. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the dripshield for the low infiltration-flux
backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the dripshield for the low infiltration-flux
backfill case for the indicated times (Cant).
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Figure 6-38. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the dripshFeld for the
backfill case for the indicated times (Cant).
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Figure 6-38. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the upper surface of the dripshield for the low infiltration-flux
backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-39. Liquid-phase flux adjacent to the lower side of the dripshield (i.e., adjacent to the base of
the dripshield) for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-39. Liquid-phase flux adjacent to the lower side of the dripshield (i.e., adjacent to the base of
the dripshield) for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-39. Liquid-phase flux adjacent to the lower side of the dripshield (i.e., adjacent to the base of
the dripshield) for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-39. Liquid-phase flux adjacent to the lower side of the dripshjeld (i.e., adjacent to the base of
the dripshield) for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Ffgure 6-40. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the invert for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for the
indicated times.
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Figure 6-40. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the invert for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for the
indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-40. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the invert for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for the
indicated times (Cant).
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Figure 6-40. Liquid-phase flux averaged over the invert for the low infiltration-flux backfill case for the
indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-41. Liquid-phase flux history at indicated drift-scale locations for the mean infiltration-flux case at
(a) the geographical center of the repository and (b) a location 27.5 m from the eastern edge of the

repository. Note that the Nevada State coordinates are given.
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Figure 6-42. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the mean infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-42. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the mean infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-42. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the mean infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-42. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the mean infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-42. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the mean infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-42. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the mean infiltration-
flux backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-43. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the high infiltration-flux
backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-43. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the high infiltration-flux
backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-43. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the high infiltration-flux
backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-43. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the high infiltration-flux
backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-43. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the high infiltration-flux
backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-44. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the low infiltration-flux
backfill case for the indicated times.
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(e) 2000 yr
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Figure 6-44. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the low infiltration-flux
backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-44. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the low infiltration-flux
backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-44. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the
backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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Figure 6-44. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the low infiltration-flux
backfill case for the indicated times (Cont).
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(a) Evaporation Rate on Drip Shield
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Figure 6-45. Evaporation rate summed over the upper surface of the dripshield for the mean infiltration-flux backfill case at (a) the geographical center of the repository and (b) a location 27.5 m from the eastern
edge of the repository. Note that the Nevada State coordinates are given.
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(a) Waste-Package Temperature
Nevada State Coordinates: Easting = 170535.03 m, Northing = 233640.08 m
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(b) Waste-Package Relative Humidity
Nevada State Coordinates: Easting = 170535.03 m, Northing = 233640.08 m
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Figure 6-46. Temperature and relative humidity on the WP surface for the mean infiltration-flux backfill
case is plotted at the geographical center of the repository for the 4 different WP types and 8 different WP

locations (along the drift) considered in the MSTHM (see Figure 4-1 for WP locations).
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Figure 6-47. The infiltration-flux distribution for the mean infiltration-flux case
present-day, monsoonal, and glacial climate periods.
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Figure 6-48. The infiltration-flux distribution for the high infiltration-flux case is plotted, including the
present-day, monsoonal, and glacial ciimate periods.
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Figure 649. The infiltration-flux distribution for the low infiltration-flux case is plotted, including the
present-day, monsoonal, and glacial climate periods.
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Figure 6-50 Perimeter-averaged temperature on the drift wall Tdw and temperature on the WP Tp for
a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times
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Figure 6-50 (Contd) Perimeter-averaged temperature on the drift wall Th. and temperature on
the WP T, for a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times
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Figure 6-50 (Contd) Perimeter-averaged temperature on the drift wall Tdw and temperature on
the WP T. for a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-50 (Contd) Perimeter-averaged temperature on the drift wall Tdw and temperature on
the WP T, for a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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(b) Tsm 15 yr
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Figure 6-51 Temperature 5 m above the crown of the drift in the vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for
the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times
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Figure 6-51 (Contd) Temperature S m above the crown of the drift in the vicinity of a 21-PWR
WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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(h) Tlm 600 yr
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Figure 6-61 (Contd) Temperature 5 m above the crown of the drift in the vicinity of a 21-PWR
WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-51 (Contd) Temperature a m above the crown of the drift n thevicinity of a 21 -PWR

WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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(b) TpIe., 15 yr
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Figure 6-52 Temperature 7.39 m laterally away from the springline of the drift in the vicinity of
a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times. This location

is almost exactly one-quarter of the distance in toward the midline of the pillar. This temperature is
called Tp,.
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(e) Tpi,iir 100 yr
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Figure 6-52 (Contd) Temperature 7.39 m laterally away from the springline of the drift in the
vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times. This

location is almost exactly one-quarter of the distance in toward the midline of the pillar. This
temperature is called T.,,
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Figure 6-52 (Contd) Temperature 7.39 m laterally away from the springline of the drift in the
vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times. This

location is almost exactly one-quarter of the distance in toward the midline of the pillar. This
temperature is called Tpi Iro.
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(k) Tpill., 5000 yr
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Figure 6.52 (Contd) Temperature 7.39 m laterally away from the springline of the drift in the

vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill Case for the indicated times, This
location is almost exactly one-quarter of the distance in toward the midline of the pillar. This

temperature is called Tpl,,.
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(a) Center of Repository
Nevada State Coordinates: Easting = 170535.03 m, Northing = 233640.08 m
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Figure 6-53 Temperature history at the indicated locations at (a) the geographical center of
the repository and (b) a location 27.5 m from the eastern edge of the repository. The temperatures

occur in the vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill
case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-54 (a) The complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) for the peak
temperature on waste packages and for the peak perimeter-averaged drift-wall temperature is

plotted for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case. (b) The CCDF of the maximum lateral extent
of the boiling point (T = 960C) is plotted for the mean infiltration-flux case.
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Figure 6-55 Liquid-phase saturation Sjjq averaged around the perimeter of the drift wall in the
vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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(e) S,,, 200 yr
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Figure 6-55 (Contd) Liquid-phase saturation S, averaged around the perimeter of the drift
wall in the vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltrationflux no-backfill case for the indicated

times,
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(h) S,,, 500 yr
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Figure 6-55 (Contd) Liquid-phase saturation Sli averaged around the perimeter of the drift
wall in the victnity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated

times.
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Figure 6-55 (Contd) Liquid-phase saturation Sli, averaged around the perimeter of the drift
wall in the vicinity of a 21 -PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated

times.
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Figure 6-55 (Contd) Liquid-phase saturation Si, averaged around the perimeter of the drift
wall in the vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated

times.
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Figure 6-55 (Contd) Liquid-phase saturation SIF, averaged around the perimeter of the drift

wall in the vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated
times.
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Figure 6-56 Perimeter-averaged drift-wall relative humidity RHd, and relative humidity on the
surface of the WP RH for a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the

indicated times.
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Figure 6-56 (Contd) Perimeter-averaged drift-wall relative humidity RH", and relative humidity
on the surface of the WP RHwO for a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for

the indicated times.
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the indicated times.
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Figure 6-56 (Contd) Perimeter-averaged drift-wall relative humidity RHdW and relative humidity
on the surface of the WP RH,, for a 21 -P WR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for

the indicated times.
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Figure 6-56 (Contd) Perimeter-averaged drift-wall relative humidity RH,, and relative humidity
on the surface of the WP RH,, for a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for

the indicated times.
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Figure 6-57 Perimeter-averaged drift-wall liquid-phase saturation history and relative humidity
history (a) at the geographical center of the repository and (b) a location 27.5 m from the eastern

edge of the repository. These conditions occur in the vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean
infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-58 Evaporation rate Q., in the host rock at the crown of the drift in the vicinity of a
21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-58 (Contd) Evaporation rate Q. in the host rook at the Grown of the drift in the
vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times,
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Figure 6-58 (Contd) Evaporation rate G,,, in the host rock at the crown of the drift in the
vicinity of a 21 -PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-58 (Contd) Evaporation rate Q,ap in the host rock at the crown of the drift in the
vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-fiux no-backfili case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-58 (Contd) Evaporation rate Q0.,. in the host rock at the crown of the drift in the
vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-58 (Contd) Evaporation rate Q, in the host rook at the crown of the drift in the
vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-58 (Contd) Evaporation rate Q.Bap in the host rock at the crown of the drift in the
vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-58 (Contd) Evaporation rate Q#,'p in the host rock at the crown of the drift in the
vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltratioii-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-59 Evaporation rate history in the host rock at the crown of the drift at the
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Figure 6-60 (Contd) Capillary pressure in the fractures P,,p,, and in the matrix P P,,
averaged around the perimeter of the drift wall in the vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean

infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-60 (Contd) Capillary pressure in the fractures P=,, and in the matrix P= mm

averaged around the perlmeter of the drift wall in the vicinity of a 21 -PWR WP for the mean
infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-60 (Contd) Capiflary pressure in the fractures P=p t.c and in the matrix P
averaged around the perimeter of the drifi wall in the vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean

infiltration-flux no-backfill case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-64 Liquid-phase flux history at the indicated locations above the drift at (a) the
geographical center of the repository and (b) a location 27.5 m from the edge of the repository.
These conditions occur in the vicinity of a 21-PWR WP for the mean infiltration-flux no-backfill

case for the indicated times.
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Figure 6-65. Comparison of the NUFT-simulated and measured temperatures along Borehole TTI is
given at six times from 30 to 400 days. The NUFT simulation used the drift-scale hydrologic property set

that was used in the MSTHM calculations in this AMR.
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Figure 6-67. Comparison of the NUFT-simulated and measured temperatures along Borehole ESF-HD-
137 is given at 365 and 547 days. The NUFT simulation used the drift-scale hydrologic property set that

was used in the MSTHM calculations in this AMR.
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Figure 6-68. Comparison of predicted temperatures at (a) center of the repository (14c3 location in
Table 2-2 of Buscheck et al., 1998) and (b) 100 m from the edge of the repository (14cl location) for the

12/97 TSPA-VA base-case I x 1 a%,m. parameter set, where the symbol I stands for the nominal
infiltration-flux qinf map (average qijf = 7.8 mm/yr) for the present-day climate and the variable af is the van
Genuchten "alpha" parameter for fractures. The MSTHM is used to predict drift-wall temperature adjacent

to an 'average" 21-PWR medium-heat CSNF WP. The east-west cross-sectional mountain-scale TH
model is used to predict the drift temperature, which is averaged over the cross section of the drift, arising

from a line-averaged heat-source representation of WP decay heat.
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7 CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of the Multiscale Thermohydrologic Model (MSTHM) model was to describe the
thermohydrologic evolution of the near-field environment (NFE) and EBS throughout the high-
level nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain for a particular engineering design. TH
information and data is provided throughout the entire repository area as a function of time in
Figures 6-7 - 6-68 and data in CRWMS M&O 2000a of which appropriate developed data was
submitted to the TDMS and was assigned the following DTN's: LLOOO1 13904242.089,
LLO0O1 14004242.090, and LLOOO 114104242.091 for the backfill case. For the no-backfill case,
the resulting DTN's are LL000509112312.003, LL000509012312.002, and
LL000509212312.004.

The multiscale thermohydrologic model (MSTHM) calculates 38 TH variables in the NFE and
EBS for 623 subdomains in the repository and for 8 different WPs as a function of time for about
352 calculational timesteps for the backfill case. For the no-backfill case, the MSTHM
calculates 38 TH variables for 610 subdomains and 99 calculational timesteps. The total of 38
TH arises from a combination of 10 thermodynamic variables (e.g., temperature T and relative
humidity RH) and 13 drift-scale locations (e.g., WP and drip-shield surface) These TH variables
are determined for three infiltration-flux scenarios, including the mean, high, and low
infiltration-flux scenarios. For each calculational timestep in the backfill case, the MSTHM
calculates 38x623x8 TH data values, resulting in 189,392 data values. Multiplying by 352
calculational timesteps results in about 66 million TH data points for a complete time evolution
of a given infiltration-flux scenario for the backfill case. For the no-backfill case, the MSTHM
calculates 38x610x8 TH data values, resulting in 185,440 data values. Multiplying by 99
calculational timesteps results in more than 18 million TH data points for a complete time
evolution of a given infiltration-flux scenario for the no-backfill case. These TH variables were
requested by EBSO and PAO.

Temperature distributions in the NFE and EBS are influenced by a number of key factors:

* Repository-scale variability of percolation flux.
* Temporal variability of percolation flux (as influenced by climate change).
* Uncertainty in percolation flux (as addressed by the mean, high, and low infiltration-

flux cases considered in this AMR).
. Repository-scale variability in hydrologic properties (e.g., those governing matrix

imbibition diffusivity and capillary wicking in fractures).
* Edge-cooling effect (which increases with proximity to the edge of the repository).
* Dimensions and properties of the EBS components, such as the drip shield, engineered

backfill and the invert.
* WP-to-WP variability in heat-generation rate.
* Repository-scale variability in overburden thickness.
* Repository-scale variability in thermal conductivity (with an emphasis on the host-rock

units).
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These factors, which are addressed in Sections 6.11 and 6.12, influence (to varying degrees) the
time-evolution of the key TH variables, such as liquid-phase flux, temperature, relative humidity,
gas-phase air-mass fraction, and evaporation rate.

The software and most of the inputs used in this AMR are TBV; therefore, all conclusions are
TBV. The impact of the uncertainty of some of the most important input variables (e.g.,
infiltration flux and thermal conductivity of the host-rock units) were addressed in previous
sections of this AMR. The impact of uncertainty in all of the model inputs was not completely
addressed because it was outside of the scope of work of this AMR. Changes to the inputs and/or
software will require reproducing this model.

This document may be affected by technical product input information that requires
confirmation. Any changes to the document that may occur as a result of completing the
confirmation activities will be reflected in subsequent revisions. The status of the input
information quality may be confirmed by review of the Document Input Reference System
database.

During the pre-closure period, host-rock temperatures for the backfill case remain below the
boiling point for the mean and high infiltration flux cases while boiling occurred in the host rock
for the low-flux case. During the pre-closure period peak WP temperatures of 100°C (for the
mean-flux case) and 1 10°C (for the low-flux case) occur at 10 to 15 yr and at 20 to 25 yr peak
drift-wall temperatures of 86°C (for the mean-flux case) and of 96°C (for the low-flux case)
occur. Edge-cooling effects do not strongly affect pre-closure temperatures. After the initial
heat-up stage, RH on WPs varies from 45 to 75% during the pre-closure period.

During the pre-closure period, host-rock temperatures for the no-backfill case remain below the
boiling point for the mean, high, and low infiltration-flux cases. During the pre-closure period
peak WP temperatures of 1 00°C (for the mean-flux case), 11 0°C (for the low-flux case), and
1 00°C (for the high-flux case) occur at 10 to 15 yr.

During the post-closure period of the backfill case, peak WP temperatures of 305°C (for the
mean-flux case) and 315°C (for the low-flux case) occur at 60 yr. With regards to the influence
of WP-to-WP variability in heat-generation rate, the difference in peak WP temperature between
the hottest and coldest WP is 42°C for the backfill case.

During the post-closure period of the no-backfill case, peak WP temperatures of 177°C (for the
mean-flux case), 1 87°C (for the low-flux case), and 1 72°C (for the high-flux case) occur at 60 yr.
With regards to WP-to-WP variability in heat-generation rate, the difference in peak WP
temperature between the hottest and coldest WP is 27°C for the no-backfill case.

For the backfill case, peak drift-wall temperatures have strong vertical asymmetry after the
emplacement of backfill. During the post-closure period, peak temperatures on the lower drift
wall of 195°C (for the mean-flux case) and 205°C (for the low-flux case) occur at 65 yr, upper
drift wall peak temperatures of 125°C (for the mean-flux case) and 134°C (for the low-flux case)
occur at 65 yr. The large (70°C) temperature difference between the upper and lower drift wall
arises from the WP, drip-shield, and backfill configuration in the emplacement drift. Because the
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Overton-sand backfill is a very effective insulator (Kh = 0.33 W/m-K) and because there is much
more of this effective insulator above the WP and dripshield than below, much of the heat
generation from WPs is focussed to the floor of the drift causing the large disparity in
temperature between the lower and upper drift wall. To reduce this disparity, it would be
necessary to balance the amount of insulation above and below the WP and drip shield.

For the no-backfill case, there is very little vertical asymmetry in the drift-wall temperatures.
Thermal radiation in the open drift cavity effectively distributes heat evenly over the drift-wall
surfaces, resulting in uniform drift-wall temperatures around the circumference of the drift.
During the post-closure period, peak drift-wall temperatures are 1470C (for the mean-flux case),
1560C (for the low-flux case), and 1420C (for the high-flux case).

During the very early post-closure period, the edge-cooling effect has a small effect on
temperatures. By 100 yr, the influence of edge cooling is considerable, with WP temperatures
varying by 1200C from the repository edge to the geographic center of the repository, with the
outer 100 to 200 m of the repository are influenced by edge cooling at 100 yr. This large
difference in temperature indicates a promising heat-management option for a repository with an
extended ventilation period (e.g., 100 yr). Because the influence of edge-cooling has penetrated
significantly (100 to 200 m) in from the edge by 100 yr, it would be possible to emplace the
hottest WPs in this edge region without incurring very high peak temperatures. The cooler WPs
would be emplaced in the central repository region that does not experience edge-cooling effects.
Thus, the center of the repository (which is an inherently hotter region) could receive a
disproportionate share of cooler WPs, thereby reducing peak WP temperatures at the center of
the repository. This heat-load balancing would also serve to reduce the variability in RH
histories on WPs between the edge and center locations in the repository.

Liquid-phase flux in the host rock above the drift is influenced by dryout and the heat-pipe
effect. Although one of the important objectives of the repository design analyzed in this report
was to eliminate condensate buildup above the repository horizon, and thereby greatly reduce the
magnitude of the heat-pipe effect, heat-pipe behavior above the dryout zone still enhances liquid-
phase flux to well above ambient percolation fluxes. However, the duration of time that decay
heat significantly enhances liquid-phase flux above the dryout zone is greatly reduced relative to
the 85 MTU/acre repository analyzed in TSPA-VA. A noticeable increase in liquid-phase flux
lasts for less than the duration of the present-day climate period (of 600 yr). Moreover, the
magnitude of ambient percolation flux during the monsoonal-climate period (600 < t < 2000 yr)
and during the glacial-climate period (2000 yr < t) is comparable to (or even greater than) that
generated by decay heat from WPs during the early pre-closure period.

For the backfill case, three key factors (including processes and conditions) influence the
manner in which water seeps into and then flows through the drifts. The distribution of liquid
flux in inside the drift has a dominant influence on other TH variables in the drift, such as
relative humidity RH. These three factors are:

* Capillary wicking in the Overton-sand backfill, in conjunction with temperatures at
the drift wall, influences the onset of seepage into the drift. During the early part of the
pre-closure period the backfill is dry. As the temperature at the drift wall declines
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below the boiling point, water is able to wick (by capillary flow) from the fractures into

the Overton-sand backfill. This wicking is facilitated by the van Genuchten a value for
Overton sand being smaller than that of the fractures in the host-rock units. Had a
coarser, well-sorted sand been used as backfill, with a value of a larger than that of the
fractures in the host-rock units, then this wicking would not have taken place. Wicking
by the Overton-sand backfill augments the influence of gravity-driven fracture flow;
"capturing" flow in fractures over a region that is wider than the footprint of the drift.

* Heat pipes, which are the result of countercurrent water vapor and liquid water flow,
strongly affect liquid-phase flux above the drip shield. Sometime after the onset of
seepage, the magnitude of liquid-phase flux above the drip shield is much larger than
the ambient percolation flux. Just as the magnitude of liquid-phase flux in the heat-pipe
zone in the host-rock above the drift can greatly exceed the background percolation
flux, the magnitude of liquid-phase flux in the heat-pipe zone in the backfill can greatly
exceed the seepage flux entering the drift. The large temperature gradient in the
backfill facilitates a large vapor flux away from the drip shield, while the high
capillarity of the Overton sand facilitates a large liquid-phase flux of water returning to
the drip shield. This capillary-driven heat-pipe system in the backfill results in a large
evaporative flux on the surface of the drip shield. Because the onset of seepage
generally occurs when temperature on the drift wall drops below the boiling point, the
onset of evaporation on the drip shield occurs earliest at the repository edge and then
proceeds in towards the center of the repository.

* Drip-shield, backfill, and invert geometry, in conjunction with the hydrologic
properties of the backfill and invert, strongly influence liquid-phase flux inside the drift.
The liquid flow draining down the backfill along the side of the drip shield, encounters
a restricted region for flow. If all of the water trying to shed around the drift were
wicked into the drift, then this flux into the drift would be contributed by the
percolation flux in a region that is at least 2.75 m wide (which corresponds to the half-
width of the drift). Because the value of the van Genuchten a in the Overton sand
backfill is smaller than in the fractures of the host rock, water draining down the side of
the drip shield does not want to leave the backfill and enter the host rock; instead, all of
it drains into the invert. If all of the percolation flux over a 2.75 m wide zone were
focussed into the 0.69 m wide zone next to the drip shield, this would result in a
"focussing" factor of four, which is comparable to the ratio which is observed between
the liquid-phase flux next to the lower side of the drip shield and the host-rock
percolation flux.

Relative humidity inside the drift is very dependent on whether water has seeped into the drift;
the magnitude of the seepage is also important. For the no-backfill case, very little seepage
occurs and this very low occurrence is largely confined to the high-flux case. Moreover, for the
no-backfill case the magnitude of seepage flux is always less than the percolation flux in the host
rock; whereas, for the backfill case the magnitude of seepage flux can be greater than the
percolation flux in the host rock. An important EBS performance measure is how long RH on the
WPs is low. RH reduction on WPs results from the following:
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* Relative humidity reduction at the drift wail (and in the host rock) decreases
strongly with proximity to the edge of the repository. Significant reduction in drift-wall
RH persists for 100 to 1000 yr (depending on proximity to the edge) for the mean and
high infiltration-flux cases and for about 200 to 2000 yr for the low-flux case.

* Relative humidity reduction on the drip shield is relatively insensitive to proximity
to the edge of the repository. For the backfill case, RH on the drip shield eventually
equilibrates with that in the host rock, thereby becoming nearly 100%. For the mean
and high-flux cases this takes about 1000 to 2000 yr to occur and for the low-flux case
this takes about 3000 to 6000 yr to occur. The end of the period of RH reduction on the
drip shield corresponds to the time that seepage in the backfill has reached a steady-
state condition. Because very little seepage occurs in the no-backfill case, RH reduction
on the drip shield persists throughout the 1 million year simulation period.

* Relative humidity reduction on the WP persists long after RH reduction on the drip
shield has ceased. The persistence of RH reduction between the drip shield and WP
arises because of the temperature difference between the WP and drip shield. Because
the interval between the WP and drip shield is an open cavity, thermal radiation
controls this temperature difference. The use of an insulator (such as granular backfill)
in the gap between the WP and drip shield would result in a much larger temperature
difference, which would result in a much larger reduction in RH between the drip shield
and WP.

The maximum lateral extent of boiling (away from the drift wall) is a good indication of spatial
extent of rock dryout (and RH reduction) around the emplacement drifts. The lateral extent of
boiling is considerably greater for the low infiltration-flux case than for the mean or high-flux
cases. For the median WP location in the backfill case, the maximum lateral extent of boiling is
8.4 m, 9.1 m, and 10.5 m for the high, mean, and low-flux cases, respectively. The hottest (and
driest) WP location in the no-backfill low-flux case has a maximum lateral extent of boiling of
18 m; therefore, because the drifts are 81 m apart (Figure 4-1), a maximum of 44.4% of the
repository horizon is driven to the boiling point. The hottest (and driest) WP location in both the
mean and high-flux cases have a maximum lateral extent of boiling of 9.7 m; therefore, a
maximum of 24% of the repository horizon is driven to the boiling point. For the range of
infiltration flux considered in this AMR, the maximum percentage of the repository horizon
(between drifts) that can be driven to the boiling point lies between 24% and 44.4% for the
backfill case.

The no-backfill case has a smaller maximum extent of boiling than in the backfill case. This
smaller extent of boiling results because of the differences in the assumptions about thermal
loading. For the backfill case, the initial lineal power density is assumed to be 1.54 kW/m,
whereas, for the no-backfill case, the initial lineal power density is assumed to be 1.45 kW/m.
For the median WP location in the no-backfill case, the maximum lateral extent of boiling is 7.4
m, 8.3 m, and 9.3 m for the high-, mean-, and low-flux cases, respectively. The hottest (and
driest) WP location has a maximum lateral extent of boiling of 8.9, 8.9, and 12.4 m for the high-,
mean-, and low-flux cases, respectively. For the range of infiltration flux considered in this
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AMR, the maximum percentage of the repository horizon (between drifts) that can be driven to
the boiling point lies between 22% and 30.6% for the no-backfill case.

There is much greater difference in dryout behavior (as evidenced by the maximum lateral extent
of boiling and as evidenced by RH reduction) between the mean and low infiltration-flux cases
than between the mean and high-flux cases. Therefore, if one considers defining a percolation-
flux threshold wherein rock dryout becomes significantly limited by percolation, then this
percolation-flux threshold would appear to be close to that arising from the mean infiltration-flux
case. Increasing percolation fluxes above those of the mean infiltration-flux case has a
diminishing effect on decreasing the extent of boiling (and rock dryout).

7.1 UNCERTAINTIES OF THE AMBIENT AND THERMALLY PERTURBED
SYSTEM

There are two primary categories of uncertainties: those associated with the EBS and those
associated with the natural system. The natural-system uncertainties of primary interest concern
the rock properties values in repository host rock and the infiltration flux. The key rock
properties of concern are those hydrologic properties governing capillarity (i.e., matrix
imbibition and capillary wicking in fractures) and thermal conductivity. In addition to parameter
uncertainty, there are uncertainties in the ability to understand and predict unsaturated flow
processes in fractured rock under ambient conditions and to coupled thermal-hydrologic-
chemical and thermal-hydrologic-mechanical behavior. The EBS uncertainties of primary
interest concem the hydrologic and thermal properties of the backfill and invert and WP-to-WP
variability in heat-generation rate. An uncertainty that involves both the natural system and EBS
concems the distribution of seepage flux along the drifts. A discussion of the major uncertainties
and how they are addressed in this AMR follows:

* Infiltration-flux uncertainty affects the local percolation flux, which affects the duration
of dryout in the near-field host rock surrounding the drifts as well as rewetting the
backfill and invert to ambient (humid) conditions. Dryout duration increases with
decreasing percolation flux. This uncertainty is addressed by including the mean, high,
and low infiltration-flux cases in this AMR. These three cases are judged to adequately
span the range of uncertainty of the infiltration flux. The low infiltration-flux cases had a
considerably longer dryout duration than either the mean of high infiltration-flux cases.

* Matrix-imbibition diffusivity and capillary wicking in fractures uncertainty affects the
duration of dryout in the near-field host rock surrounding the emplacement drifts. The
rewetting of the host rock is also strongly affected by the magnitude of the local
percolation flux, which depends on the ambient infiltration flux. Dryout duration
increases with decreasing local percolation flux and with decreasing capillarity of the
matrix and fractures in the host rock. This AMR considered a wide range of infiltration
flux, which, in effect, is equivalent to considering a wide range of matrix-imbibition
diffusivity and a wide range of capillarity of fractures in the host rock.

* Host-rock thermal-conductivity uncertainty affects the peak temperatures on the drift
wall, dripshield, and WPs. It also has a minor influence on the duration of dryout of the
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near-field host rock surrounding the drifts. This uncertainty was addressed in Section
6.11.1.4.

* Backfill capillarity uncertainty affects the magnitude of the capillary wicking of water
into the emplacement drifts. Coarse granular materials have low capillarity that result in
low (or minimal) wicking of water into the drift, whereas fine granular materials have
high capillarity that result in a high wicking flux into the drift, resulting in rapid wetting
of the backfill to ambient (humid) conditions. The Overton sand backfill analyzed in this
AMR results in very strong capillary wicking of water into the drift. After boiling ceases
at the drift wall, the strong capillarity of the Overton sand causes wicking to wet the
backfill relatively quickly to ambient (humid) conditions; therefore, it appears to be
unlikely that this wetting behavior could occur significantly more quickly thari predicted
in this AMR. On the other hand, if the capillarity were found to be weaker than
represented in this AMR, it is possible that the wetting could proceed significantly more
slowly than predicted in this AMR.

Seepage-flux-distribution uncertainty can potentially affect how long it takes to wet the backfill
and invert. Because of the high capillarity of the Overton sand backfill, water is wicked relatively
quickly into the drift immediately after the drift-wall temperature has fallen below the nominal
boiling point. Consequently, water enters the drift (by wicking) whether or not water would have
seeped in the drift as a result of gravity drainage. The certainty with which water wicks into the
drift (by capillarity) obviates the uncertainty of whether it would have seeped into the drift (by
gravity drainage). Moreover, the large wicking capacity of the Overton sand also serves to
attenuate (along the axis of the drift) any differences in local liquid-phase flux into the drift.
Therefore, for the EBS design analyzed in this AMR (with Overton sand backfill), the
uncertainty of seepage-flux distribution is negligible.
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Basecase. Submittal Date: 11/29/99.

LL0001 13904242.089. TSPA-SR Lower Calculations. Submittal Date: 1/28/2000

LLOOO1 14004242.090. TSPA-SR Mean Calculations. Submittal Date: 1/28/2000

LL000114104242.091. TSPA-SR Upper Calculations. Submittal Date: 1/28/2000

LL000509012312.002. TSPA-SR Multiscale TH Results (E0120) Lower Calculations Using

Drift Scale Property Set. Submittal Date: 05/18/2000.

LL000509112312.003. TSPA-SR Multiscale TH Results (E0120) Mean Calculations Using

Drift Scale Property Set. Submittal Date: 05/18/2000.

LL000509212312.004 TSPA-SR Multiscale TH Results (E0120) Upper Calculations Using

Drift Scale Property Set. Submittal Date: 05/18/2000.

LL970803004244.036. Data on Temperature of the Large Block Test (LBT). Submittal

Date: 08/08/1997.

LL971204304244.047. Neutron Logging Activities at the Large Block Test (LBT). Submittal

Date: 12/08/1997.

LL980919304244.075. Neutron Logging Activities at the Large Block Test (LBT). Submittal

Date: 09/30/1998

M0991 IMWDEBSWD.000. EBS Water Drainage Model. Submittal Date: 11/29/1999.

MO0009SEPTIHMP.000. Backfill and Crushed Tuff Invert Hydrological Properties. Submittal

Date: 09/13/2000. Submit to RPC URN-0602

SN9907T0872799.002. Effective Thermal Conductivity for Drift-Scale Models Used in TSPA-

SR (Total System Performance Assessment-Site Recommendation). Submittal Date: 07/271999.

SNT05071897001.004. Total System Performance Assessment-Viability Assessment
(TSPA-VA) Heat Loading Data. Submittal Date: 03/26/1998.

AN9907T0872799.002. Effective Thermal Conductivity for Drift Scale Models Used in TSPA-

SR (Total System Performance Assessment - Site Recommendation). Submittal Date:

07/27/1999.
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8.4 SOFTWARE SOURCES

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. 1999. Software Code: NUFT V3. Os. V3.0s.
10088-3.0s-00.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. 2000. Sofiware Routine: CONVERTCOORDS V,
VI.I. 10209-1.1-00.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. 2000. Software Routine: YMESH V1.53. V1.53.
10172-1.53-00.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. 2000. Software Routine: RADPRO V3.22. V3.22
Sun Ultral 0. 10204-3.22-00.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. 2000. Software Routine: XTOOL VI0.1. V10.1.
UltralO. 10208-10.1-00.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. 1999. Software Code: MSTHAC V6.2. V6.2. Sun
UltralO. 10290-6.2-00. URN-0355.

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 2000. Sofiware Code: MSTHAC V6.3. V6.3. Sun
UltralO. 10290-6.3-00. URN-0601.
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QUALIFICATION OF MakeColumns

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

MakeColumns vl .0. This routine was compiled using C++ vSC4.2. The source code consists of
two files: makeColumns.c and myFunctions.h (CRWMS M&O 2000a). Myfunctions.h is used to
check input data format and memory allocation.

The input files are column_template and column.data. There are 31 output files, named
<column>.dat, where column corresponds to the 31 chimney locations.

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

The purpose of the routine is to create a family of YMESH input files for a family of chimneys at
specified locations. The specific input files required by makeColumns are column template and
column.data. Column_template is almost a valid YMESH input file to generate a chimney mesh
but lacks the section defining the starting location of the mesh. The purpose of MakeColumns is
to add the missing information to the column template for each chimney location. To verify that
the routine is working correctly, the template file is compared to the output file, and the lines
added are checked against the chimney locations (located in column.data) Column.data is a list
of chimney locations (northings and eastings) and names, preceded by a few lines of header
information.

-- To document that this routine in fact performed as expected, it was run first with the
column_template and column.data files. The run produced a family of files licj.dat, where the
names licj.dat were those associated with the chimney locations listed in column.data. When the
UNIX routine diff was used to compare column-template with 17c4.dat, the only difference
found was the following:

(diffinout, CRWMS M&O 2000a) Output from the diff function.
Oal,3
> rootMesh
> imbed meshl a 170338.0 232049.4 column_maxz
> end

indicating that the routine had created 17c4.dat by adding the three lines following the '>" to the
top of column template. To demonstrate that the routine used the correct coordinates for the
starting point, the first few lines of column.data are reprinted below:

## 1st data line: NV x/y coordinates of SW repository corner
2 ## 2nd data line: NV x/y coordinates of SE repository corner
3 170066.05 231769.42
4 171149.71 231711.85
5

6 170337.96 232049.39 17c4
7 170574.34 232036.83 17c3

(CRWMS M&O 2000a, column.data)
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MakeColumns wrote the correct coordinates in each mesh definition file. Therefore,

makeColumns provides the correct results over the range of input parameters in the input files

column-template and column.data (CRWMS M&O 2000a).
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ATTACHMENT II QUALIFICATION OF Define_EBS_fmeGrid

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

Define_EBS_fineGrid vl.3. This routine was compiled using C-H- vSC4.2. The source code
consists of three files: define_EBS_fineGrid.c, myFunctions.h, and changename.h (CRWMS
M&O 2000a). MyFunctions.h is used to check input data format and memory allocation.
Changename.h assigns the output filenames.

The 31 input files are <column>.nft. The corresponding output files are:
<column>.nft.msh.dkmO.m, <column>.nft.msh.dkm0.f, <column>.nft.msh.dkrn.m,
<column>.nft.msh.dkm.f, <column>.nft.msh.dkmO, <column>.nft.msh.dkm.f and
<column>.nft.msh.dkm.m. These files are located in CRWMS M&O 2000a.

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

The purpose of this routine is to create NUFT mesh input for pre- and post-closure runs of the
engineered barrier system (EBS) problem to be solved with the implicit dual permeability model
(DKM, with a matrix and fracture mesh). Define_EBS_fmeGrid takes as input a genmsh type
file created by YMESH (<column>.nft). It then creates from it two sets of matrix and fracture
mesh definition files (<column>.nft.msh.dkmO.m and <column>.nft.msh.dkmO.f, and
<name>.nft.msh.dkm.m and < column>.nft.msh.dkm.f) and one other (<column>.nft.msh.dkmO.)
It inserts into these output files an atmosphere layer, "atm," and a water table layer, "wt." It
inserts the additional EBS layers, "hstrk", "dr", "bf', "wp", and "in" into the files
<column>.nft.msh.dkm.f and <column>.nft.msh.dkm.m, which are NUFT input files (input using
include). The EBS materials are placed in zones surrounding the first zone whose grid height,
dz, is .303 meters, replacing the rock layers shown occupying the same zones in the dz section
above.

In order to confirm that this routine performed its task as expected, a genmsh file was created by
modifying 13cl.nft, leaving the information for the materials to be overwritten with EBS
materials, plus all material layers above and one below the engineered system. The resulting file,
called testjl.nft, is listed here:

I (genmsh

2 (down 0. 0. 1.0)
3 (coord rect)
4 (dx 1.000)
5 (dy 1.000)
6 (dz
7 15.908 15.498 15.498 30.000 30.000 ;; 1- 5:tcwll tcwl2 tcwl2 tcw12 tcwl2

8 4.805 5.918 6.211 5.068 10.254 ;; 6- 10:tcwl3 ptn2l ptn22 ptn23 ptn24

9 22.939 12.041 1.992 22.354 30.000 11- 15:ptn25 ptn26 tsw3l tsw32 tsw32

10 15.308 15.308 20.000 15.000 10.000 ;; 16- 20:tsw33 tsw33 tsw33 tsw33 tsw33

11 6.000 4.000 3.000 3.000 2.400 ;; 21- 25:tsw33 tsw33 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34

12 2.000 1.000 1.000 0.500 0.300 ;; 26- 30:tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34

13 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.200 ;; 31- 35:tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34

14 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.274 0.200 ;; 36- 40:tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34

15 0.200 0.254 0.237 0.382 0.647 ;; 41- 45:tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34

16 0.786 0.514 0.303 0.303 0.800 46- 50:tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34

17 1.000 1.500 2.000 2.000 2.500 ;; 51- 55:tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34

18 3.000 4.000 6.000 10.000 15.000 ;; 56- 60:tsw34 tsw34 tsw35 tsw35 tsw35

19-
20 (mat

21 (tcwll tcwll 1 nx 1 ny 1 1)
22 (tcwl2 tcwl2 1 nx 1 ny 2 5)
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23 (tcw13 tcwl3 1 nx 1 ny 6 6)
24 (ptn2l ptn2l 1 nx 1 ny 7 7)
25 (ptn22 ptn22 1 nx 1 .ny 8 8)
26 (ptn23 ptn23 1 nx 1 ny 9 9)
27 (ptn24 ptn24 1 nx 1 ny 10 10)
28 (ptn25 ptn25 1 nx 1 ny 11 11)
29 (ptn26 ptn26 1 unx 1 ny 12 12)
30 (tsw3l tsw3l 1 nx 1 ny 13 13)
31 (tow32 tsw32 1 nx 1 ny 14 15)
32 (taw33 tsw33 1 nx 1 ny 16 22)
33 (tow34 tsw34 1 nx 1 ny 23 57)
34 (tsw35 tsw35 1 nx 1 ny 58 60)
35
36

(CRWMS M&O 2000a, testjl.nft)

Running define_EBS fineGrid on this input produced the following output files:
testjl.nft.msh.dkmO, testjl.nft.msh.dkmO.m, testjl.nft.msh.dIanO.f, testjl.nft.msh.dkm.m, and
testjl.nft.msh.dkm.f. These are printed on the following pages for visual inspection.

testjl.nft.msh.dkmO:

I (dz

2 le-30 15.9 15.5 15.5 30 ;; 1- 5: atm tcwll tcw12 tcw12 tcwl2
3 30 4.8 5.92 6.21 5.07 ;; 6- 10:tcw12 tcwl3 ptn2l ptn22 ptn23
4 10.3 22.9 12 1.99 22.4 ;; 11- 15:ptn24 ptn25 ptn26 tsw3l tsw32
5 30 15.3 15.3 20 15 ;; 16- 20:tsw32 tsw33 tsw33 tsw33 tsw33
6 10 6 4 3 3 ;; 21- 25:tsw33 tsw33 tsw33 tsw34 tsw34
7 2.4 2 1 1 0.5 ;; 26- 30:tsw34 taw34 t8w34 tsw34 tsw34
8 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 ;; 31- 35:tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34
9 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.274 ;; 36- 40:tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34

10 0.2 0.2 0.254 0.237 0.382 ;; 41- 45:tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34
11 0.647 0.786 0.514 0.303 0.303 ;; 46- 50:tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34
12 0.8 1 1.5 2 2 ;; 51- 55:tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34
13 2.5 3 4 6 10 ;; 56- 60:tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw3S tsw35
14 15 le-30 ;; 61- 62:tsw35 wt
15
16 (mat

17 (atm atm 1 nx 1 ny 1 1)

18 (tcwll tcwll 1 nx 1 ny 2 2)

19 (tcwl2 tcw12 1 nx 1 ny 3 6)
20 (tcw13 tcwl3 1 nx 1 ny 7 7)
21 (ptn2l ptn2l 1 nx 1 ny 8 8)

22 (ptn22 ptn22 1f nx 1 ny 9 9)
23 (ptn23 ptn23 1 nx 1 ny 10 10)
24 (ptn24 ptn24 1 nx 1 ny 11 11)
25 .(ptn2S ptn2S 1 nx 1 ny 12 12)
26 (ptn26 ptn26 1 nx 1 ny 13 13)
27 (tsw3l tsw3l 1 nx 1 ny 14 14)
28 (tsw32 tsw32 1 nx 1 ny 15 16)
29 (tsw33 tsw33 1 nx 1 ny 17 23)
30 (tsw34 taw34 1 nx 1 ny 24 58)
31 (tsw3s tsw35 1 nx 1 ny 59 61)
32 (wt tsw3S 1 nx 1 ny 62 62)
33

(CRWMS M&O 2000a, testjl.nft.msh.dkmO)

testjl.nft.msh.dkmO.m:

1 (dz
2 le-30 15.9 15.5 15.5 30 ;; 1- 5: atm tcwll tcwl2 tcwl2 tcwl2
3 30 4.8 5.92 6.21 5.07 ;; 6- 10:tCw12 tcwl3 ptn2l ptn22 ptn23
4 10.3 22.9 12 1.99 22.4 11- 15:ptn24 ptn2S ptn26 tsw3l tsw32
5 30 15.3 15.3 20 15 ;; 16- 20:tsw32 tsw33 tsw33 tsw33 tsw33
6 10 6 4 3 3 ;; 21- 25:tsw33 tsw33 tsw33 tsw34 tsw34
7 2.4 2 1 1 0.5 ;; 26- 30:tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34
8 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 ;; 31- 35:tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34
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0.2 0.2
0.2 0.2

0.647 0.786
0.8 1
2.5 3

15 le-30

(mat
(atm
(tcwll
(tcwl2
(tcwl3
(ptn2l
(ptn22
(ptn23
(ptn24
(ptn2S
(ptn26
(tsw31
(tsw32
(tsw33
(tsw34
(tsw35
(wt

0.2 0.2 0.274
0.254 0.237 0.382
0.514 0.303 0.303

1.5 2 2
4 6 10

;; 61- 62:tsw35 wt

atm 1 nx 1 ny
m-tcwll 1 nx 1 ny
m-tcwl2 1 nx 1 ny
m-tcwl3 1 nx 1 ny
m-ptn2l 1 nx 1 ny
m-ptn22 1 nx 1 ny
m-ptn23 1 nx 1 ny
m-ptn24 1 nx 1 ny
m-ptn25 1 nx 1 ny
m-ptn26 1 nx 1 ny
m-tsw3l 1 nx 1 ny
m-tsw32 1 nx 1 ny
m-tsw33 1 nx 1 ny
m-tsw34 1 nx 1 ny
m-tsw35 1 nx 1 ny

m-tsw35 1 nix 1 ny 62

;; 36- 40:tsw34
;; 41- 45:tsW34
;; 46- 50:tsw34
;; 51- 55:tsw34
;; 56- 60:tsw34

L 1)
2
3
7
8
9

10 1
11 1
12 1
13 1
14 1
15 1
17 2
24 5
59 6

62)

2)
6)
7)
8)
9)
0)
1)
2)
13)
4)
6)
33)
8)
1)

(CRWMS M&O 2000a, testjl.nft.msh.dkmo.m)

testjl.nft.msh.dkmO.f:

le-30 15.9 15.5 15.5
4.8 5.92 6.21 5.07

22.9 12 1.99 22.4
15.3 15.3 20 15

6 4 3 3;
2 1 1 0.5

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.274
0.2 0.254 0.237 0.382

i.786 0.514 0.303 0.303
1 1.5 2 2
3 4 6 10

;; 61- 62:tsw35

atm
f-tcwll
f-tcwl2
f-tcwl3
f-ptn2l
f-ptn22
f-ptn23
f-ptn24
f-ptn25
f-ptn26
f-tsw3l
f-tsw32
f-tsw33
f-tBw34
f -tsw35

f-tsw35

wt

;; 6-
I 11-
;; 16-
,; 21-
;; 26-
;; 31-
;; 36-
;; 41-
;; 46-
;; 51-
;; 56-

1 nx 1 ny
1 nx 1 ny
1 nx 1 ny
1 nx 1 ny

L 1 nx 1 ny
1 nx 1 ny
1 nx 1 ny
1 nx 1 ny

i 1 nx 1 ny
1 nx 1 ny

I 1 nx 1 ny
1 nx 1 ny

I 1 nx 1 ny
I 1 nx 1 ny

1 nx 1 ny
1 nx 1 ny 62

30 ;; 1-
I 10:tcwl2
-15:ptn24
-20:tsw32
-25:tsw33
-30:tsw34
-35:tsw34
-40:tsw34
-45:tsw34
- 50:tsw34
- 55:tsw34
-60:tsw34

L 1
2
3
7
2

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
17
24
59

62)

5: atm tcwll tcwl2 tcwl2 tcwl2
tcwl3 ptn21 ptn22 ptn23
ptn25 ptn26 tsw3l tsw32
tsw33 tsw33 tsw33 tsw33
tsw33 tsw33 tsw34 tsw34
tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34
tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34
tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34
tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34
tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34
tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34
tsw34 tsw34 tsw35 tsw35

2)
6)
7)
1)
9)

10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
16)
23)
58)
61)

(CRWMS M&O 2000a, testjl.nft.msh.dkmO.f)

testjl.nft.msh.dkm.m:

le-30 15.908 15.498 15.498 30.000 ;; 1- 5: atm tcwll tcwl2 tcwl2 tcwl2
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tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34

tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34

S -F 9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw3S

taw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw3S

(dz

30
10.3

30
10

2.
0.
0.
0.

0.64
0 .
2.

1

4
3
2
2
7 0
8
5

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
21
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27,
28
29
30
31
32
33

5 le-30

(mat
(atm
(tcwll
(tcwl2
(tcw13
(ptn2l
(ptn22
(ptn23
(ptn24
(ptn25
(ptn26
(tsw3l
(tsw32
(tsw33
(tsw34
(tsw35
(wt

1
2

(dz
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30.000
10.254
30.000
10.000
2.400
0.300
0.200
0.200
0.647
0.800
2.500

15.000

4.805
22.939
15.308
6.000
2.000
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.786
1.000
3.000
le-30

5.918
12.041
15.308
4.000
1.000
0.200
0.200
0.254
0.514
1.500
4.000

(mat
(atm atm 1 nx 1
(tcwll m-tcwll 1
(tcw12 m-tcwl2 1
(tcwl3 m-tcwl3 1
(ptn2l m-ptn2l 1
(ptn22 m-ptn22 1
(ptn23 m-ptn23 1
(ptn24 m-ptn24 1
(ptn25 m-ptn25 1
(ptn26 m-ptn26 1
(tsw3l m-tsw3l 1
(tsw32 m-tsw32 1
(tsw33 m-tsw33 1
(tsw34 m-tsw34 1
(tsw35 m-tsw35 1
(wt m-tsw3S 1 nx
;; artificial backfill
(hstrk m-tsw34 I
(dr m-dr-up I
(dr m-dr-up 2
(dr m-dr-up 2
(dr m-dr-up 2
(dr m-dr-up 2
;; bfill
(bf m-bfill
(bf m-bfill
(bf m-bfill
(bf m-bfill
(bf m-bfill
(bf m-bfill
(bf m-bfill
(bf m-bfill
(bf m-bfill
;; dripshield
(wp lsnf
(wp lsnf
(wp lsnf
;; invert
(in m-invert
(in m-invert

6.211
1.992

20.000
3.000
1.000
0.200
0.200
0.237
0.303
2.000
6.000

ny
nx
nx
nx
nx
nx
nx
nx
nx
nx
nx
nx
nx
nx
nx

1

5.068
22.354
15.000
3.000
0.500
0.200
0.274
0.382
0.303
2.000

10.000

1 1)
1 fny
1 ny
1 ny
1 ny
1 ny
1 ny 1
1 ny 1
1 ny 1
1 ny 1
1 ny 1
1 ny 1
1 ny 1
1 ny 2
1 ny 5
ny 62

2
3
7
8

9
0
1
2
3
4

5
7
4
9
62

nx 1 ny 26
1 1 ny 33
3 1 ny 34
4 1 ny 35
5 1 ny 37
6 1 ny 19

1 1 1 ny 3

1 2 1 ny 3

1 3 1 ny 3

1 4 1 ny 3

1 5 1 ny 4

1 6 1 ny 4

1 7 1 ny 4

1 6 1 ny 4

1 5 1 ny 4

;; 6-
;; 11-
;; 16-
;; 21-

;; 26-

;; 31-
;; 36-
;; 41-
;; 46-
;; 51-
;; 56-
;; 61-

10:tcw12
15:ptn24
20:tsw32
25:tsw33
30:tsw34
35:tsw34
40:tsw34
45:tsw34
50:tBw34
55:tsw34
60:tsw34
62:tsw35

tcwI3
ptn2S
tsw33
tsw33
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tow34
tsw34
tsw34

wt

ptn2l ptn22
ptn26 tsw31
tsw33 tsv33
tsw33 tsw34
tsw34 tsw34
tsw34 tsw34
tsw34 tsw34
tsw34 tsw34
tsw34 tsw34
tsw34 tsw34
tsw34 tsw35

* 2)

6)
7)

8)
9)

10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
16)
23)
58)
61)

53)
33)
34)
36)
38)
40)

6 36)
7 37)
8 38)
9 39)

0 40)
1 41)
2 46)
|7 47)

:8 48)

1 1 1 ny 44 44)
1 2 1 ny 45 45)
1 3 1 ny 46 48)

1 4 1 ny 49

1 2 1 ny 50
49)
50)

;; Use WP instead of wp

;; bottom of invert

(CRWMS M&O 2000a, testjl.nft.msh.dkm.m)

testjl.nft.msh.dkm.f:

(dz
le-30

30.000
10.254
30.000
10.000
2.400
0.300
0.200
0.200
0.647

15.908
4.805

22.939
15.308
6.000
2.000
0.200
0.200
0.200
0.786

15.498
5.918

12.041
15.308
4.000
1.000
0.200
0.200
0.254
0.514

15.498
6.211
1.992

20.000
3.000
1.000
0.200
0.200
0.237
0.303

30.000
5.068

22.354
15.000
3.000
0.500
0.200
0.274
0.382
0.303

;; 1-
;; 6-
;; 11-
;; 16-
;; 21-
;; 26-
;; 31-
;; 36-
;; 41-
;; 46-

5: atm tcwll
10:tcwl2 tcw13
15:ptn24 ptn25
20:tsw32 tsw33
25:tsw33 tsw33
30:tsw34 tsw34
35:tsw34 tsw34
40:tsw34 tsw34
45:tsw34 tsw34
50:tsw34 tsw34

tcwl2
ptn2l
ptn26
tsw33
tsw33
tsw34
taw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34

tcwI2
ptn22
tsw31
tsw33
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
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ptn23
tsw32
tsw33
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw3S

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

1
2
3
4
5
6

.7
8
9

10
11

tcwl2
ptn23
tsw32
tsw33
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
tsw34
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1.000
3.000
le-30

1.500 2.000 2.000 ;; 51- 55:tsW34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw34
4.000 6.000 10.000 ;; 56- 60:tsw34 tsw34 tsw34 tsw35 tsw3S

;; 61- 62:tsw35 wt

(mat
(atm atm 1 nx 1
(tcwll f-tcwll 1 nx
(tcwl2 f-tcwl2 1 nx
(tcw13 f-tcwl3 1 nx
(ptn2l f-ptn2l 1 nx
(ptn22 f-ptn22 1 nx
(ptn23 f-ptn23 1 nx
(ptn24 f-ptn24 1 nx
(ptn25 f-ptn25 1 nx
(ptn26 f-ptn26 1 nx
(tsw3l f-tsw3l 1 nx
(tsw32 f-tsw32 1 nx
(tsw33 f-tsw33 1 nx
(tsw34 f-tsw34 1 nx
(tsw35 f-tsw35 1 nx
(wt f-tsw35 1 nx 1
;; artificial backfill
(hstrk f-tsw34 1 nx
(dr f-dr-up 1 1
(dr f-dr-up 1 3
(dr f-dr-up 1 4
(dr f-dr-up 1 5
(dr f-dr-up 1 6
;; bfill
(bf f-bfill 1
(bf f-bfill 1
(bf f-bfill 1
(bf f-bfill 1
(bf f-bfill 1
(bf f-bfill 1
(bf f-bfill 1
(bf f-bfill 1
(bf f-bfill 1
;; dripshield
(wp lsnf 1
(wp lsnf 1
(wp lsnf 1
;; invert
(in
(in

ny 1 1)
1 ny 2 2)
1 ny 3 6)
1 ny 7 7)
1 ny 8 8)
1 ny 9 9)
1 ny 10 10)
1 ny 11 11)
1 ny 12 12)
1 ny 13 13)
1 ny 14 14)
1 ny 15 16)
1 ny 17 23)
1 ny 24 58)
1 ny 59 61)
ny 62 62)

1 ny 26
1 ny 33
1 ny 34
1 ny 35
1 ny 37
1 ny 39

1 1 ny 36
2 1 ny 37
3 1 ny 38
4 1 ny 39
5 1 ny 40
6 1 ny 41
7 1 ny 42
6 1 ny .47
5 1 ny 48

1 1 ny 44
2 1 ny 45
3 1 ny 46

f-invert 1 4 1 ny 49
f-invert 1 2 1 ny 50

53)
33)
34)
36)
38)
40)

36)
37)
38)
39)
40)
41)
46)
47)
48)

44)
45)
48)

;; Use WP instead of wp

49)
50) ;; bottom of invert

(CRWMS M&O 2000a, testjl.nft.msh.dkm.f)

The file testjl.nft.msh.dkmO is identical to testjl.nft, with the following exceptions: lines 1-5 of
testjl.nft are omitted, a top layer called atm is added, and a bottom layer called wt is added. The
files testjl.nft.msh.dkmO.m and testjl.nft.msh.dkmO.f are the same as testjl.nft.msh.dkmO, except
that the prefixes m- and f- respectively have been added to the beginning of each material name,
except atm and wt (see lines 18-32 of each file).

The first 32 lines of the files files testjl.nft.msh.dkm.m and testjl.nft.msh.dkm.f are the same as
those in testjl.nft.msh.dkmO.m and testjl.nft.msh.dkmO.f, except that the precision is extended to
three decimal places. This is the same precision that is present in the input file. The dkm files
differ from the previous dkmO files in having additional EBS material layers replace the material
tsw34 between zones 33 and 50. The area above the backfill is meshed in lines 33-39. The
backfill material is meshed in lines 40-49. The dripshield is meshed in lines 50-53, and the
invert is meshed in lines 54-57. The resulting in-drift geometry represents the inputs from
Sections 4.1.1.4 - 4.1.1.15.
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This form is suitable for insertion in a NUFT input file for modeling the EBS with the dual

permeability model. So define_EBS_fineGrid was confirmed as performing its task in a correct
manner.

Therefore, define_EBS_fineGrid provides the correct results over the range of input parameters

in the 31 input files <column>.nft (CRWMS M&O 2000a).
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QUALIFICATION OF ReadUnits

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

ReadUnits vl.0. This routine was compiled using C++ vSC4.2. The source code consists of the
file readUnits.c and a data file called "units" containing the official list of Yucca Mountain rock
layers.

The 32 input files are units and <column>.col (CRWMS M&O 2000a). The 31 output files are
<column>.col.units (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

The purpose of readUnits is to compute and print the total thickness of all rock layers for a
chimney column. Input to the routine is the <column>.col files and a file called "units",
consisting of the complete list of Yucca Mountain rock layers by name. There is one output file
for each <column>.col input file. The name of the output files are <column>.col.units. The
output from this routine becomes a comment section in the nuft input files, and is used in Table
6.1.
To document that readUnits performs in the expected manner, dummy input files, "units" and
"breakfast.col", containing a wide range of values, were created by hand and fed into the routine.
These files are shown below:

Units (CRWMS M&O 2000a):

ham
eggs
toast
choco
juice

breakfast.col (CRWMS M&O 2000a):

COLUMN INFORMATION
b#1:1:7 ham
b#1:1:6 ham
b#1:1:5 ham
b#1:1:4 eggs

b#1:1:3 toad
b#1:1:2 toai
b#1:1:1 toai
b#1:1:-l to;
b#1:1:-2 ch
b#1:1:-3 ju:
b#1:1:-4 ju:
b#1:1:-5 ju14

(x,y =
Length:
Length:
Length:

100.5,
50.000
50.000
50.000

3 Length: 8000.000
Lt Length: 1000.00(
St Length: 1000.00C
st Length: 1000.00(
ast Length: 1000.0(
Ico Length: 2000.0C
ice Length: 3000.0(
ice Length: 4000.0(
ce Length: 5000.00C

20000000.333)
z-distance:.29100.821
z-distance: 29050.821
z-distance: 29000.821

z-distance: 24925.821
z-distance: 20425.821
z-distance: 19425.821

0 z-distance: 18425.821
30 z-distance: 17425.821
00 z-distance: 15925.821
00 z-distance: 13425.821
30 z-distance: 9925.821
0 z-distance: 5425.821

The resulting output file, breakfast.col.units (CRWMS M&O 2000a), is shown below:

;; breakfast.col.units
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COLUMN INFORMATION (x,y 100.5, 20000000.333)
unit thickness (m)

ham 150.000
eggs 8000.000
toast 4000.000
choco 2000.000
juice 12000.000

repository elevation (m): 17925.821
host rock: toast

;; meters of host rock (toast) above repository: 3000.000

;; meters of host rock (toast) below repository: 1000.000

overburden thickness (m): 11199.999

distance from repository plane to top of chn (m): 1000.000

distance from repository plane to top of water table (m): 15000.000

Only mental calculation was required to determine that the lengths of all elements of the same
material had been summed correctly by the routine to yield the material thicknesses printed in
the output file. The repository location, where the z-coordinate of the element changes from 1 to
-1, could be seen by visual inspection of the input file to be in material toast. The "repository
elevation," was half way between the elevations (z-distances) of the elements on either side,
(17425.821+18425.821) / 2 = 17925.821. The thickness of toast above the repository, the
elements with z coordinates 1, 2, and 3, was 1000+1000+1000 = 3000 meters. The thickness of
toast below the repository was just the 1000 meters. The overburden thickness, the distance
from the top of the first element (b#1:1:7) to the bottom of the element with z coordinate of 1
(b#l:1:1) was 29125.821-17925.821 = 11200 meters. The "top of chn," the top of the material
whose name began with "ch," was separated from the repository plane by 1000 meters of toast.
The repository was separated from the water table (the bottom of the last element) by 1000
meters of toast, 2000 meters of choco, and 12000 meters of juice, a total of 15000 meters. Since
readUnits computed the values expected from this data set, it was confirmed as performing
correctly.

Therefore, readUnits provides the correct results over the range of input parameters in the input
files <column>.nft (CRWMS M&O 2000a).
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QUALIFICATION OF AddLayers AND addlay

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

AddLayers vl.0 and addlay vl.O. This routine was compiled using C++ vSC4.2. The source
code for addLayers consists of the files addLayers.c and changename.h. The source code for
addlay is addlay.c. Changename.h assigns the output filenames.

The input files are 14c3.nft and 14c3.03v.nft. The output files are 14c3.nft.msh.dat and
14c3.03v.nft.msh.dat. The 31 input files for addlay are <column>.nft; the corresponding output
files are <column>.nft.msh.dkmO. These files are located in CRWMS M&O 2000a

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

The purpose of this routine is to modify a genmsh (mesh definition) file for a chimney from
YMESH by adding two material layers to the mesh: an atmospheric "atm" layer at depth 0 and a
water table "wt" layer at the bottom layer.

In order to confirm that this routine performed its simple task as expected, a very simple genmsh
file was created by taking 15c3.nft and leaving only the information for the first five materials.
The resulting file, called testj2.nft, is listed here:

(genmsh
(down 0. 0. 1.0)
(coord rect)
(dx 1.000)
(dy 1.000)
(dz

17.607 30.000
tcwl3 ptn2l ptn22

(mat
(tcwl2
(tcwl3
(ptn2l
(ptn22

tcwl2
tcwl3
ptn2l
ptn22

5.039 2.900 1.992 ;; 1- 5:tcwl2 tcwl2

1 nx 1 ny 1 2)
1 nx 1 ny 3 3)

1 nx 1 ny 4 4)

1 nx 1 ny 5 5)

After addLayers was run on it, the output, in file testj2.nft.add, was:
(genmsh

(down 0. 0. 1.0)

(coord rect)
(dx 1.000)
(dy 1.000)
(dz
1.Oe-30 17.607 30.000 5.039
tcwl2 tcwl2 tcwl3 ptn2l

1.992 1.Oe-30 ;; 6

(mat
(atm atm 1 nx
(tcwl2 tcwl2 1

1 ny 1 1)

nx 1 ny 2

2.900 ;; 1 - 5: atm

7: ptn22 wt

3)
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tcwl3 1
ptn2l 1
ptn22 1
1 nx

nx
nx
nx
1

1 ny 4

. ny 5
1 ny 6
ny 7 7)

4)
5)
6)

)

Clearly the atm and wt layers have been added in the right places and the zones have been
renumbered correctly. Nothing else was changed. So addLayers appears to be performing
appropriately.

After addlay was run on testj2.nft, the output, in file testj2.nft.msh.dkmO was:
(dz

1.Oe-30 17.607 30.000 5.039 2.900 ;; 1 - 5: atm
tcwl2 tcwl2 tcwl3 ptn2l
1.992 1.Oe-30 ;; 6 - 7: ptn22 wt

(mat
(atm atm 1 nx
(tcwl2 tcwl2 1
(tcwl3 tcwl3 1
(ptn2l ptn2l 1
(ptn22 ptn22 1
(wt ptn22 1 nx

1 ny
nx 1
nx 1
nx 1
nx 1
1 ny

1

ny
ny

ny
7

1)
2
4
5

6
7)

3)
4)
5)

6)

Addlay had removed the first five lines of the original file, intentionally. Also, it has added an
atm layer and a wt layer in the expected places, except that in the "mat" section the wt is
followed by the previous material, ptn22, instead of another wt.

Therefore, addlay provides the correct results over the range of input parameters in the input files
14c3.nft and 14c3.03v.nft (CRWMS M&O 2000a).
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QUALIFICATION OF Heat-DDT AND heat_SMT

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

Heat_DDT vI.0 and heat_SMT vI.0. These Matlab macros run under Matlab v5.3.0.10183
(R 1). The source code consists of heat_DDT.m and heat_SMT.m (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

The input and output files for heat DDT are Dwpermeter and DDT-heat-01, respectively. The
input and output files for heat_SMT are heatTSPA00.dat and SMT-heat-00 respectively
(CRWMS M&O 2000a).

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION
The purpose of heat_DDT and heat_SMT is to write in NUFT heat generation input data
extracted from data files originally received as an Excel spreadsheets. The input file for
heat_DDT is DWpermeter, derived from 2-DWpermeter.txt by removing the title and column
heading information at the top. The input file for heat_SMT is heatTSPA00.dat, derived from
heatTSPA-SR-99184.txt by removing the title and column heading information at the top.

To demonstrate that heat_DDT was performing in the expected manner, it was necessary to show
that data from the input file was being correctly transferred to the output file. This was
accomplished by a combination of visual inspection and machine pattern search. First, the
ancestor of DWpermeter, 2-DWpermeter.txt (CRWMS M&O 2000a), is listed below:

Time (years) 21-PWR 44-BWR 5-DHLW 4-DSNF Averaged Heat Average HT for 60%
Absorber Absorber Transfer removal Efficiency
Plates Plates
W/assy W/assy W/assy Wlassy W/meter W/meter

0.01 539.7 162.15 811.623125 198.25 1540.413 616.165

0.02 539.52 162.1 807.243694 197.043832 1538.978 615.591

0.03 539.35 162.04 805.118415 197.018252 1538.078 615.231

0.04 539.18 161.99 802.92873 196.992675 1537.19 614.876

0.05 539 161.94 800.803451 196.967101 1536.297 614.519

0.06 538.83 161.88 798.7427 196.941529 1535.411 614.164

0.07 538.66 161.83 796.617421 196.915959 1534.536 613.814

0.08 538.48 161.77 794.55667 196.890392 1533.632 613.453

The next step was to print the first few lines of the output file, DDT-heat-01 (CRWMS M&O
2000a).

(compflux
(comp energy)
(name hlwl)
(range "hlwl*")

(allocate-by-volume)
(allocate-by-element ("hlwl*" 1.250000))

(table
Oy 8.11623125e+02

0.Oly 8.11623125e+02
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0.02y 8.07243694e+02
0.03y 8.05118415e+02
0.04y 8.02928730e+02
0.05y 8.00803451e+02
0.06y 7.98742700e+02
0.07y 7.96617421e+02
0.08y 7.9455667e+02

By inspection, it could be seen that the table in the output file consisted of times from column 1
and values from column 4 in the input file above. Therefore, this data was being transferred to
NUFT. Using the UNIX search routine, grep, to search on the pattern "compflux" a total of
eight similar tables were found. Visual inspection of these sections showed that the table in each
section consisted of time values from column 1 and data values from another column of the input
file, with some duplication. It appeared that the data from each column of the input file was
being transferred faithfully to the tables in the output file. Therefore heat_DDT was
demonstrated to correctly convey heat generation information to the NUFT input file.

To demonstrate that heat_SMT was conveying correct heat information to the NUFT input file, a
similar approach was taken. The ancestor of heatTSPAOO.dat, heatTSPA-SR-99184.txt
(CRWMS M&O 2000a), is listed below:

Time-dependent Heat Generation Rates per Fuel Assembly (W)

Time (years) 21-PWR 21-PWR 12-PWR Long 44-BWR 24-BWR Thick Tot Repos. Watts
Absorber Plates Control Absorber Absorber Plates

Rods Plates
89,845 1,827 1,887 127,106 134 CSNF only

0.01 539.7 112.9 795.02 162.15 20.46 70808797.08

0.02 539.52 112.88 794.78 162.1 20.46 70785780.26

0.03 539.35 112.86 794.54 162.04 20.46 70762390.83

0.04 539.18 112.84 794.3 161.99 20.45 70740271.12

0.05 539 112.81 794.06 161.94 20.45 70717236.03

The beginning of the output file, SMT-heat-01 (CRWMS M&O 2000a), follows:
(compflux

(comp energy)
(name lsnf)
(range Iswp*fl)

(allocate-by-volume)
(allocate-by-element ("'wp*h' 1.0))

(table
Oy 7.08087971e+07

0.Oly 7.08087971e+07
0.02y 7.07857803e+07
0.03y 7.07623908e+07
0.04y 7.07402711e+07
0.05y 7.07172360e+07

By visual inspection, the above table was seen to consist of "times" from column 1 and "total
repository watts" values from column 7 of the input file.
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Therefore, it was determined that data from the input file was being fully transferred to the
output file, and heat_SMT was confirmed as behaving correctly over the range of input
parameters in the input file heatTSPAOO.dat.
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QUALIFICATION OF Xairtab

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

Xairtab vl.8. This routine was compiled using C++ vSC4.2. The source code consists of the
files xairtab.c, psat.c and psat.h (CRWMS M&O 2000a). Psat.h and psat.c contain the formulas
used by Xairtab, and is used to check input data format and memory allocation.

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

The purpose of Xairtab is to determiine the air mass fraction and liquid enthalpy for points with
given pressure and temperature. The input file is chimney_surface_TP and the output files are
X.air (contains predicted air mass fractions) and Enthalpy.dat (contains predicted enthalpy
values).

The validation of Xairtab is completed by verifying the output values with hand calculations for
three of the input points.

The input to Xairtab is chimney_surface_TP, and the first few lines of that file are:

Chim East, m North, m Surf Pres, Pa Surf Tmp, C

17c4 170337.95 232049.39 0.84765539E+05 16.139
17c3 170574.34 232036.83 0.85048141E+05 16.422
17c2 170810.73 232024.27 0.85359688E+05 16.734

Xairtab calculates enthalpy and air mass fraction for each point as a function of temperature and
pressure. The output from Xairtab contains 6 informational (header) lines, seven rows of air
mass fraction data, another header, and 7 rows of saturated liquid enthalpy data. The data in
lines 7-13 and 15-21 are in a matrix format corresponding to the rows and columns of the
repository plan view grid (see Figure 5-2). As an example, data corresponding to 12c3 is the 3rd

number in the second line of data (line 8 for air mass fraction and line 16 for saturated liquid
enthalpy in the file jlenth). The output values for 17c2, 17c3, and 17c4 are the 2nd 3rd, and 4th

numbers (respectively) in lines 13 and 21 of jlenth.

9.85794485e-01 9.86027539e-01 9.86244857e-01 9.86443222e-01 0.0
(CRWMS M&O 2000a, jlenth)

7.16445999e+01 7.02654572e+01 6.89581833e+01 6.77724075e+01 0.0
(CRWMS M&O 2000a, jlenth)

The enthalpy values are interpolated in Table VI-1.
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Table VI-1. Interpolated Enthalpy Values
(A) (B) (C) (D)

Column ID Temperature Interpolated Enthalpy Predicted Enthalpy
('Celsius) (J/gram) (J/g)

17c2 16.734 70.265 7.02654572e+Ol

17C3 16.422 68.9498 6.89581833e+O1

17c4 16.139 67.772 6.77724075e+01

Source:
(A)-Identifier for location that corresponds to column (B) in the chimney surface_TP (see p VI- 1).
(B) Temperature at given location. Originates from chimneysurface_TP which is partially shown on p. VI-1.
(C) Enthalpy at the temperature in column (B) is found using linear interpolation from the values at 16 and 17 °C of
67.19 J/gram and 71.38 J/gram respectively (Section 4.1.6.1).

The underlined values correspond to the three numbers computed above. The xairtab enthalpy
values agree with the values computed by hand to two significant figures, so the xairtab enthalpy
calculation was considered to be correct.

The air mass fractions at the three points are verified using a formula for air mass fraction as a
function of temperature. The results are given in table VI-2.

5

1 k,1-0ev 1-6
p= Pj .[exp.[. I

P C L P Lt +k6(1-03,+k7(l _ E,2 ka (I 0)2

where:
PK -Reduced saturation pressure. =p/pci

1 to solve directly for saturation pressure.
Pci = 22120000 JIm3 .
p = Saturation pressure

0 -reduced (dimensionless) temperature.
t = temperature in degrees celsius.

K1 =-7.691234564

K2 =-2.608023696*10'
K3 =-1.681706546*102
K4 =6.423285504*101
K5 =-1.189464225*102
K6 =4.167117320
K7 =2.097506760* 10

K8 =109

K9 =6
(Source: Meyer et al 1968, p. 14, 17, and 22)

2+ k9 J (Equation VI-1)

Here P/Pci is substituted for PK in Equation

= (t+273.15)/ 647.3
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Table VI-2. Saturation Pressures
(A) (B) (C)

Column ID Temperature Calculated vapor pressure
('Celsius) (Pa)

17c2 16.734 1905.27855
17c3 16.422 1869.04899
17c4 16.139 1836.18693

(A)-Identifier for location that corresponds to column (B) in the chimney_surface_TP (see p Vl- 1).
(B) Temperature at given location. Originates from chimney_surface_TP which is partially shown on p. VI-l.
(C) Saturation pressure found using Equation Vl- 1.

The total pressures at the locations in Table VI-2 are also known. Humid air is composed of dry
air and water. The volume of air and water per unit volume of air is determined by the relative
vapor and dry air pressure (dry air pressure is 1-vapor pressure). Given the molecular weight of
water and dry air, the mass content of each per unit volume of humid air can be found. The air
mass fraction is defined as the ratio of air mass to total mass, and is found in Table VI-3.

Table VI-3. Air Mass Fraction
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G)

Column ID Total Vapor Vapor Mass Air Mass Air Mass Air Mass
Pressure Pressure (kg/m3 ) (kg/m3 ) Fraction Fraction

(Pa) (Pa) (Calculated) (xairtab)
17c2 85359.688 1905.278552 0.40177061 28.3527029 0.986027544 .986027539
17c3 85048.141 1869.048993 0.39557457 28.3626854 0.986244836 .986244857
17c4 84765.539 1836.18693 0.38991511 28.3718034 0.986443261 .986443222

(A)-Identifier for location that corresponds to column (B) in the chimney_surface_TP (see p VI-1).
(B) Pressure at given location. Originates from chimney surface_TP which is partially shown on p. VI-1.
(C) Vapor pressure from Table VI-2.
(D) = 18 * [(C) / (B)], where 18 is the molecular weight of water.
(E) =29 * [(I-C) / (B)], where 29 is the average molecular weight of air (20% Oxygen, 80% Nitrogen).
(F) = (E) / [(D) + (E)]
(G) Output from xairtab (CRWMS M&O 2000a, X.air. See pg. Vl- 1).

The corresponding air mass fractions calculated in Table VI-3 compare to five significant
figures, validating the air mass fraction portion of xairtab.

There are two outputs from xairtab, Enthalpy.dat and X.air. The content of these output files has
been verified with hand calculations thus validating xairtab. Therefore, xairtab provides the
correct results over the range of input parameters in the input file chimney_surface_TP
(CRWMS M&O 2000a).
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ATTACHMENT VII QUALIFICATION OF Infiltab

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

Infiltab vl.O. This Matlab macro runs under Matlab v5.3.0.10183 (Rll). The source code is
infiltab.m.

The input and output files for infiltab are infiltration.tex and <infil>.dat, respectively. The exact
names of the 9 output files represented here by <infil> are listed in Table 3-5. All files are from
CRWMS M&O 2000a.

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

The purpose of infiltab is to split the infiltration flux data file, "infiltration.tex," into the nine
component infiltration flux data files categorized by rate (upper, lower, or median) and climate
(glacial, monsoon, or present day).

In order to demonstrate that infiltab was correctly extracting data for each rate-climate category
from the input file, infiltration.tex, it was necessary to find the data for one category within the
input file and then to compare it to the data printed into the output file for that category. The
infiltration data for each category was known to be located in a designated column of the input
file. In particular, the last column was known to contain data for the upper rate and glacial
climate category. It was learned by inspection that the data in infiltration.tex began with that for
chimney 17c5, the last chimney. So, for the demonstration of correctness for infiltab, the last
column of infiltration.tex (written last line to first, starting with 17cS as the first line) was
compared to upper_g.dat. The two files are printed below:

infiltration.tex (with lines reversed in order):
9101 0.05 0.57 0.27 0.57 10.00 13.52 5.77 19.39 26.78
9102 0.21 0.88 0.55 0.88 0.94 2.13 2.00 1.01 3.71
9103 0.23 7.81 2.40 7.81 21.85 32.44 18.53 35.89 62.48
9104 0.00 3.02 0.25 3.02 11.58 19.06 10.69 20.12 37.87
9105 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9201 0.00 0.41 0.13 0.41 0.25 0.73 0.97 0.10 1.34
9202 0.00 1.42 0.08 1.42 9.15 23.40 9.19 16.87 46.73
9203 0.68 12.01 4.17 12.01 40.75 63.17 36.36 69.45 122.18
9204 1.97 16.00 9.05 16.00 42.28 58.63 36.37 68.57 108.20
9205 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9301 0.15 6.33 1.79 6.33 18.87 27.01 15.51 31.40 52.22
9302 0.01 0.48 0.23 0.48 0.49 1.27 1.18 0.50 2.31
9303 0.11 1.30 0.90 1.30 2.64 4.19 2.97 3.97 7.49
9304 0.00 15.88 4.94 15.88 43.99 65.03 37.94 72.10 125.12
9305 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
9401 0.18 4.79 3.31 4.79 12.09 18.88 10.98 19.40 34.45
9402 0.00 6.91 2.69 6.91 16.90 27.92 15.90 26.90 53.15
9403 0.05 10.14 5.52 10.14 24.09 38.66 23.59 38.05 71.79
9404 0.00 10.13 1.99 10.13 28.88 42.00 24.29 47.61 82.01
9405 0.84 5.45 3.58 5.45 14.47 20.21 12.30 23.50 36.85
9501 0.00 0.66 0.12 0.66 0.44 0.82 1.84 0.22 1.51
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9502
9503
9504
9505
9601
9602
9603
9604
9605
9701
9702
9703
9704
9705

0.81
1.23
0.00
3.48
0.08
0.60
0.16
0.00
6.42
0.05
0.10
0.01
0.00
0.00

upperg.dat:
2.6780000e+01
1.3400000e+00
5.2220000e+01
3.4450000e+01
1.5100000e+00
2.7880000e+01
1.2830000e+01
8.4875761e-07
4.2469574e-08
1.6550456e-06
1.0918484e-06
4.7857505e-08
8.8362069e-07
4.0663032e-07

7.40
5.68
14.41
8.43
3.88
3.15
4.18
11.30
9.41
1.70
5.55
4.68
1.49
0.00

5.08
5.73
3.04
9.13
2.28
2.57
3.70
2.08
10.79
1.20
2.44
2.13
0.39
0.00

3.7100000e+00
4.6730000e+01
2.3100000e+00
5.3150000e+01
4.9100000e+01
1.9390000e+01
4.2400000e+01
1.1758367e-07
1.4810472e-06
7.3212475e-08
1.6845208e-06
1.5561613e-06
6.1454108e-07
1.3438134e-06

7.40
5.68
14.41
8.43
3.88
3.15
4.18
11.30
9.41
1.70
5.55
4.68
1.49
0.00

17. 71
13.12
40.97
17.26
9.43
7.16
10.30
32.65
17.75
4.59
13.73
10.71
3.25
0.00

6.2480000e+01
1.2218000e+02
7.4900000e+00
7.1790000e+01
3.4150000e+01
2.9440000e+01
3.4710000e+01
1.9802231e-06
3.8723377e-06
2.3738590e-07
2.2752916e-06
1.0823403e-06
9.3306288e-07
1.1000887e-06

27.10
19.95
60.24
29.87
15.08
10.99
16.57
47.87
30.73
7.01
22.42
18.42
5.21
0.00

3.7870000e+01
1.0820000e+02
1.2512000e+02
8.2010000e+01
1.1744000e+02
9.3670000e+01
1.0030000e+01
1.2002409e-06
3.4292596e-06
3.9655172e-06
2.5992013e-06
3.7221095e-06
2.9687500e-06
3.1788793e-07

16.54
12.17
34.85
17.44
9.00
6.98
9.57
27.45
18.59
5.41
12.63
10.66
3.61
0.00

28.03
20.57
67.52
26.13
14.99
11.19
16.43
53.99
26.12
7.48
21.90
16.75
5.01
0.00

0.OOOOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOOOe+00
0. OOOOOOOe+00
3.6850000e+01
5.0590000e+01
5.0660000e+01
0. OOOOOOOe+00
0.OOOOOOOe+00
0. OOOOOOOe+00
0. OOOOOOOe+00
1.1679133e-06
1.6033849e-06
1.6056034e-06
0. OOOOOOOe+00

By inspection it was noted that the first seven rows of upper_g.dat corresponded to the contents

of the last (underscored) column of infiltration.tex, so it was confirmed that infiltab was

extracting the upper-glacial data to the upper-glacial output file all 35 chimneys for which data

was provided. The rows after row 7 of the upper_g.dat were supposed to contain the same

information converted to units required by NUFT. Hand calculation of a few values confirmed
that they were equal to the earlier values divided by 3.1552e7, the ratio between millimeters/year
and kilograms/second.

Therefore, infiltab provides the correct results over the range of input paramneters in the input file

infiltration.tex. (CRWMS M&O 2000a).
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QUALIFICATION OF Rock_sun

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

Rock_sun vl.O. This Matlab macro runs under Matlab v5.3.0.10183 (Rll). The source is
rock_sun.m.

The input files for the routine are ld-driftscale_<case>_flow.prn and Id-
driftscale_<case>_th.prn (case is basecase2, lowinf, and upperinf). The source DTN's for these
files are given in Figure 3-7. The output files are dkm-afc-lDds-mc-<infil>-00, where <infil> is
Ii, mi, and ui. The output files are in CRWMS M&O 2000a.

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

The purpose of rock_sun is to extract material property data from a pair of tables and rewrite it in
NUFT material property input format. The input file pairs consist of a flow data and a thermal
data file.

In order to demonstrate that rock_sun is correctly conveying material property information from
the input files to the output file, it was necessary to extract information for just one sample
material from one pair of input files to the corresponding output file. The file pair
Id_driftscale_lowinf flow.pm and Id_driftscale_lowinf th.prn was chosen for input and the
material ptn22 was chosen as the material to follow. Then, using the Unix pattern search routine,
grep, lines containing data for material ptn22 were extracted from the input files and are printed
below:

ld_driftscale_lowinf flow.pm:
ptn22 3.27E-12 0.439 1.51E-5 0.390 0.16 1.00 l.OOE-11 1.2E-2 9.39E-4 0.651
0.01 1.00 0.01 0.46 1.41

Id_driftscale_lowinf th.prn:
ptn22 2340 1080 0.35 0.50 0.7

The following lines related to material ptn22 were extracted from the output files by hand:

(m-ptn22
(cont-len-fac 3.623e-01) (cont-area-fac 1.410e+00)
(exfac-adv (liquid l.OOOe+00) (gas l.OOOe+00))
(solid-density 2.312e+03) (porosity 4.390e-01)
(Kd (water 0.0) (air 0.0))

(KdFactor (water 0.0) (air 0.0))

(Cp 1.080e+03)
(tcond tcondLin (solid 3.458e-01) (liquid 4.940e-01) (gas 3.458e-01))
(KO 3.270e-12) (K1 3.270e-12) (K2 3.270e-12)

(tort (gas 7.000e-0l) (liquid 0.OOOe+00))
(kr (liquid krlVanGen (Sr 1.600e-01) (m 3.900e-01) (Smax 1.0))

(gas krgModCorey (Srl 1.600e-01) (m 3.900e-01) (Slmax 1.0)))
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(pc (liquid pcVanGen (Sr 1.600e-01) (m 3.900e-01) (alpha 1.510e-05) (Smax
1.0)))

(krMC (liquid krMCintrinsic) (gas krMCintrinsic))
;;End of the material

(f-ptn22
(cont-len-fac 1.304e-02) (cont-area-fac 1.OOOe+00)
(exfac-adv (liquid l.000e+00) (gas 1.OOOe+00))
(solid-density 2.808e+01) (porosity 1.200e-02)
(Kd (water 0.0) (air 0.0))
(KdFactor (water 0.0) (air 0.0))
(Cp 1.080e+03)
(tcond tcondLin (solid 4.200e-03) (liquid 6.000e-03) (gas 4.200e-03))
(KO 1.OOOe-11) (Kl 1.000e-l) (K2 l.000e-ll)

(tort (gas 7.000e-01) (liquid 0.OOOe+00))
(kr (liquid krlVanGen (Sr l.OOOe-02) (m 6.510e-01) (Smax 1.0) (gamma

l.OOOe-02))
(gas krgModCorey (Srl l.OOOe-02) (m 6.510e-01) (Slmax 1.0)))

(pc (liquid pcVanGen (Sr l.OOOe-02) (m 6.510e-0l)(alpha 9.390e-04) (Smax
1.0) (gamma l.OOOe-02)))

(krMC (liquid krMCactiveFrac (gamma l.OOOe-02) (Sr l.OOOe-02))
(gas krMCactiveFrac (gamma 1.OOOe-02) (Sr 0.0)))

;;End of the material

By visual inspection it can be seen that the quantities Cp (heat capacity), gas tortuosity, matrix
and fracture porosity, matrix and fracture permeability, and the three matrix and fracture van
Genuchten coefficients for material ptn22 were transferred without change into the output files.
The fracture values for thermal conductivity was multiplied by the fracture porosity, .012 (Table
4-3). The matrix values for this parameter were multiplied by 1-.012. So matrix and fracture
values for thermal conductivity add up to the values shown in the input files. The same is true
for the solid densities, which come from the rock grain data (Table 4-4). (There is only one rock
of which matrix and fracture are considered fractional parts.) The active fracture terms were
transferred without change to fracture gammas.

Visual inspection confirmed that the data from the input file for material ptn22 had found its way
into the correct places in the output file. Rock_sun correctly transferred information from the
input files to the output file.

Therefore, rock sun provides the correct results over the range of input parameters in the input
file 14c3.nft and 14c3.03v.nft (CRWMS M&O 2000a).
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ATTACHMENT IX QUALIFICATION OF SMT_surf_bc AND SMT_bot_bc

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

SMT_surf bc vl.I and SMT_bot_bc vl.1. This routine was compiled using f77 vSC4.2. The
source code files are, respectively, SMT_surf bc.f and SMT_bot_bc.f.

The input files for SMT_surf bc are surf TP.out and tspaOO-meshOO.
SMT_surf bc.out. The input files for SMT_bot_bc are tspaOO-meshOO,
column.data. The output file for this routine is SMT_bsmtbc.out.

The output file is
T_bottom.dat, and

These files are all located in CRWMS M&O 2000a.

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

The purpose of SMT_surf bc is to determine surface temperature boundary conditions for an
entire SMTmesh using a scheme of weighting temperatures by inverse distance squared (Secttion
5.1.3). It takes as input the files surf TP.out and tspaOO-meshOO. The purpose of SMT_bot_bc is
to determine bottom temperature boundary conditions for an entire SMT mesh also using a
scheme of weighting temperatures by inverse distance squared. It takes as input the files
column.data, T_bottom.dat and tspaOO-meshOO.

In order to demonstrate that SMT_surf bc performed its task correctly, it was necessary to
compute a few boundary temperatures manually and compare them with those obtained by
SMT_surf bc. To do this, shortened versions of the two input files were created. The first 5
lines of surf_TP.out were extracted into a file called "topsurftp," and a five line file in the format
of tspaOO-meshOO, called "hatmo," was created manually. These short files are shown below:

topsurftp:
TPa 1 0.8283920E+05
TPa 2 0.8725702E+05
TPa 3 0.8555627E+05
TPa 4 0.8530762E+05
TPa 5 0.8597495E+05

14.2700
18.6200
17.0000
16.8900
17.5300

169398.594
172705.438
168909.656
171465.906
172320.453

236623.641
230904.031
233244.625
237975.359
237217.734

hatmo:
% atm@r#1:1:1
% atmor#1:1:2
% atm@r#1:1:3
% atm@r#1:1:4
t atm@r#1:1:5
$end

atm
atm
atm
atm
atm

0.000
0.000
0.000
0. 000
0.000

165000.000 230000.000
168000.000 231000.000
169000.000 232000.000
170000.000 233000.000
175000.000 236000.000

The inverse distance squared equation (presented below, Equation IX-1) is applied once for each I
of the five reference locations in the file hatmo above:
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n
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Equation IX- 1:

V;

IJ(-X- - ~X )2 ~+ (y y )Y ~2 ]

I

where:
V -Temperature at reference location
V, Temperature from 1I line in topsurftp (p. IX-1). = 14.27 °C
V2 Temperature from 2' line in topsurftp (p. IX-1). = 18.62 °C
V3 Temperature from 3rd line in topsurftp (p. IX-1). = 17 ec
V 4 Temperature from 4fD line in topsurftp (p. IX-1). = 16.89 °C
V5 Temperature from 5I line in topsurftp (p. IX-1). =17.53 °C
X, Easting from I' line in topsurftp (p. IX-1). = 236623.641
X2 Easting from 2d' line in topsurftp (p. IX-1). = 230904.031
X3 Easting from 3rd line in topsurftp (p. IX-1). = 233244.625
X4 Easting from 4h line in topsurftp (p. IX-1). = 237975.359
X5 Easting from 5h" line in topsurftp (p. IX-1). = 237217.734
Y, Northing from I" line in topsurftp (p. IX-1). = 169398.594
Y2 Northing from 2's line in topsurftp (p. IX-1). = 172705.438
Y3 Northing from 3rd line in topsurfip (p. IX-1). = 168909.656
Y4 Northing from 4fh line in topsurftp (p. IX-1). = 171465.906
Y5 Northing from 5h line in topsurfip (p. IX-1). = 172320.453
n =5

(Source: Isaaks and Srivastava 1989, p. 258)

The equation is applied five times resulting in:
For XO=16500, and XO=230000, V=16.86355269
For X,=16800, and XO=23 1000, V=16.99739973
For X0=16900, and XO=232000, V=16.99126247
For Xo=17000, and XO=233000, V=16.95652811
For XO=17500, and XO=236000, V=17.07773881

Next, a version of SMT_surf bc, called SMT_surfjl, was created which would read only the
first five lines of surf TP.out and the file hatmo, instead of tspaOO-meshOO. The output from
SMT_surfjl is compared to the interpolated temperatures in Table IX-1.

Table IX-1. Comparison of Interpolated Temperature with Results
Interpolated Temperature Temperture from SMT surfjl.out

16.86355269 16.864

16.99739973 16.997
16.99126247 16.991

16.95652811 16.957
17.07773881 17.078
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Because the SMT_surfjl temperature values agreed with the manually interpolated results to
five significant figures, the accuracy of SMT_surf bc is demonstrated. It is concluded that
SMT_surf bc is validated.

SMT_bot_bc is validated in a similar manner. A modified version of SMT_bot_bc, called
SMT_botjl, was created and run on reduced sets of input data and the compared with manually
calculated results. To create the reduced input sets, the last five lines of column.data in reversed
order and the first five lines of T_bottom.dat were extracted into files "botcd" and "toptbot"
respectively, and a meshOO-tspaOO type file, "bsmnt," was created manually. (In file bsmnt are
lines with material atm and bsmnt. Only the bsmnt lines are processed, but the atm lines
between them are required by SMT_bot_bc.) These three input files are shown below:

botcd:
171234.27
170997.88
170761.50
170525.11
171203.08

235534.78
235547.34
235559.90
235572.45
234947.60

llcl
11c2
11c3
11c4
12cl

toptbot:
4.6579969e+01
4.7254456e+01
4.6677340e+01
4.7112262e+01
4.9763102e+01

bsmnt:
% atm@r#1:1:1
% bsm@r#1:1:1
% atm@r#1:1:1
% bsm@r#1:1:2
% atm@r#1:1:1
% bsm@r#1:1:3
% atm@r#1:1:1
% bsm@r#1:1:4
% atm@r#1:1:1
% bsm@r#1:1:5
% atm@r#1:1:1
$end

atm
bsmnt
atm
bsmnt
atm
bsmnt
atm
bsmnt
atm
bsmnt
atm

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0. 000
0. 000
0.000
0.000
0. 000
0.000

165000.000
165000.000
165000.000
168000.000
168000.000
169000.000
169000.000
170000.000
170000.000
175000.000
175000.000

230000.000
230000.000
230000.000
231000.000
231000.000
232000.000
232000.000
233000.000
233000.000
236000.000
236000.000

The inverse distance squared equations (Equation IX-1) is again applied for each of the reference
locations in the file bsmnt above:
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i' [j(x iXoU + (Y j y]2
Equation IX-1: V=

Si-l[/(X _xoy +(Yj _yoy 

where:
V -Temperature at reference location
V, Temperature from Is' line in toptbot (p. IX-3). = 4.6579969e+01 OC

V2 Temperature from 2nd line in toptbot (p. IX-3). = 4.7254456e+0l °C
V 3 Temperature from 3"d line in toptbot (p. IX-3). = 4.6677340e+01 °C
V 4 Temperature from 411 line in toptbot (p. IX-3). 4.7112262e+0l °C
V5 Temperature from 5th line in toptbot (p. IX-3). = 4.9763102e+01 °C
XI Easting from lVt line in botcd (p. IX-3). = 235534.78
X2 Easting from 2hd line in botcd (p. IX-3). = 235547.34
X 3 Easting from 3r' line in botcd (p. IX-3). = 235559.90
X4 Easting from 4th line in botcd (p. IX-3). = 235572.45
X5 Easting from 5th line in botcd (p. IX-3). = 234947.60
Y, Northing from 1St line in botcd (p. IX-3). = 171234.27
Y2 Northing from 2nd line in botcd (p. IX-3). = 170997.88
Y 3 Northing from 3' line in botcd (p. IX-3). = 170761.50
Y 4 Northing from 4th line in botcd (p. IX-3). = 170525.11
Y 5 Northing from 5t line in botcd (p. IX-3). = 171203.08
n =5

The equation is applied five times resulting in:
For XO=16500, and XO=230000, V=47.49872
For X0=16800, and XO=23 1000, V=47.53671

For XO=16900, and XO=232000, V=47.56805
For XO=17000, and Xo=233000, V=47.65188
For XO=17500, and XO=236000, V=47.50749

Next, a version of SMT_bot_bc, called SMT botjl, was created which would read only the first
five lines of T_bottom.dat and the file bsmnt, instead of tspaOO-meshOO. The output from
SMT_botjl is compared to the interpolated temperatures in Table IX-2.

Table IX-2. Comparison of Interpolated Temperature with Results.
Interpolated Temperature Temperature from SMT_botjl.out

47.49872 47.499
47.53671 47.537
47.56805 47.568
47.65188 47.652
47.50749 47.507

It can be seen by visual inspection that the SMT_botjl values agreed with the interpolated
values to five significant digits, demonstrating the accuracy of SMT_botjl. Therefore
SMT_bot_bc is considered validated.
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QUALIFICATION OF Bound

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

Bound vl.O. This Matlab macro runs under Matlab v5.3.0.10183 (RI 1). The source is bound.m.

The input files for this routine are temperature_W, temperature_S, <column>.nft.msh.dkmO,
<column>.col.units, and tcond_wet.dat and the output file is T_bottom.dat. These files can be
found in CRWMS M&O 2000a.

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

The purpose of bound is to compute the temperature at 1000 meters below the water table.

This routine calculates the temperature 1000m below the water table by making 2 key
assumptions (5.3.1 and 5.3.2). The first is that there is no heat loss in the horizontal direction.
The second is that the heat flux from the surface to the water table is constant. Given
conservation of energy, a fixed heat flux, temperature at the water table, temperature at the
ground surface, and thermal conductivity of the materials between the ground surface and the
water table, the heat flux from the surface to the water table is found. By assuming this heat flux
continues downward 1 000m, and given thermal conductivity values of the water table, the
temperature 1000m below the water table is found. This temperature becomes a fixed boundary
condition.

Bound is validated through a test case. The test case is a five layer stratigraphic column
represented in 4 files.

1. 11 cl.col.dat- contains material thicknesses.
2. tcond_alpha.dat- contans material thermal conductivities
3. tempS- contains the surface temperature, and
4. tempW- contains the water table temperature

llcl.col.dat:
alpha 5.000
beta 10.000
gamma 20.000
delta 40.000
eps 30.000
zeta 20.000 (CRWMS M&O 2000A)

tcond alpha.dat:
alpha .5
beta .75
gamma 1.00
delta 1.50
eps 2.00
zeta 2.50 (CRWMS M&O 2000A)

tempS:
1.5000000e+01 (CRWMS M&O 2000A)

tempW:
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(CRWMS MIO 2000A)

The test case is run using a modified source code called bound2 which outputs the testcase
results in the file T bottom2.dat. These results are then compared to the results from the
manually calculated value found using Equation XX-5 (from Attachment XX):

Tb= Tw+ B (Tw -Ts) Z

where:
Th -Temperature at distance B below the top of the water table.

Tw -Temperature at top of the water table, = 32.5 °C (CRWMS M&O 2000a, tempW)

Ts -Temperature at the ground surface, = 15 °C (CRWMS M&O 2000a, tempS)

B -Distance the water table is extended downward, =lOOOm (Section 6.2).

XI -Thermal conductivity of alpha, = 0.5 (CRWMS M&O 2000a, tcondalpha.dat).

X2 -Thermal conductivity of beta, = 0.75 (CRWMS M&O 2000a, tcond_alpha.dat).

X3 -Thermal conductivity of gamma, = 1.0 (CRWMS M&O 2000a, tcond_alpha.dat).

A4 -Thermal conductivity of delta, = 1.5 (CRWMS M&O 2000a, tcondalpha.dat).

AX5 -Thermal conductivity of eps, = 2.0 (CRWMS M&O 2000a, tcond_alpha.dat).

X6 -Thermal conductivity of zeta,= 2.5(CRWMS M&O 2000a, tcond_alpha.dat).

X.,w -Thermal conductivity of the water table, = 2.5(CRWMS M&O 2000a, tcond_alpha.dat).
Z, -Thickness of the alpha, = 5 (CRWMS M&O 2000a, Ilcl.col.dat).
Z2 -Thickness of the beta, = 10 (CRWMS M&O 2000a, Ilcl.col.dat).
Z3 -Thickness of the gamma, = 20 (CRWMS M&O 2000a, llcl.col.dat).
Z4 -Thickness of the delta, = 40 (CRWMS M&O 2000a, 1lcl.col.dat).
Z5 -Thickness of the eps, =30 (CRWMS M&O 2000a, Ilcl.col.dat).
Z6 -Thickness of the zeta, =20 (CRWMS M&O 2000a, Ilcl.col.dat).
n =6

The equation is applied resulting in:
Th = 157.94803 °C

The corresponding output file from bound2, a modified version of bound which computes the
temperature for only one chimney, 1 c 1, was the following:

1.5794803e+02

The result from bound2 agrees with the result from Equation XX-5, calculated above.

Therefore, bound provides the correct results over the range of input parameters in the input files

temperature_W, temperature_S, <column>.nft.msh.dkmO, <columnn>.col.units, and
tcond_wet.dat (CRWMS M&O 2000a).
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ATTACHMENT XI QUALIFICATION OF COREY ROUTINES

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

LDTH-i-li-corey, LDTH-i-mi-corey, LDTH-i-ui-corey, LDTH-01-li-corey, LDTH-01-mi-corey,
LDTH-01-ui-corey, LDTH-Olv-li-corey, LDTH-Olv-mi-corey, LDTH-Olv-ui-corey, SDT-Oli,
SDT-01, SDT-Olv. All of these routines are vl.O. These scripts were developed using the c-
shell version SunOS 5.6.

The input and output file names for these scripts are outlined in Table 3-5.

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

The purpose of these scripts is to build NUFT input files from component files. For the specific
input and output files associated with each script see Table 3-5.
To demonstrate that these scripts behave in the expected manner, the script LDTH-0 1-mi-corey
was executed and one of the resulting output files, 16c3-LDTH50--01.in, was inspected visually
to determine if the correct values for infiltration flux had been inserted. Since LDTH-01-mi-
corey is supposed to select median level fluxes (as opposed to lower or upper, as indicated by the
-mi- in the name) the median infiltration flux files for current, monsoon, and glacial climates
were printed out. These are shown below:

Median_p.dat:
5.7000000e-01
4. 10000OOe-01
6.3300000e+00
4.7900000e+00
6.6000000e-01
3.8800000e+00
1.7000000e+00
1.8065416e-08
1.2994422e-08
2.0062120e-07
1.5181288e-07
2.0917850e-08
1.2297160e-07
5.3879310e-08

Median_m.dat:
1. OOOOOOOe+01
2.5000000e-01
1.8870000e+01
1.2090000e+01
4.4000000e-01
9.4300000e+00
4.5900000e+00
3.1693712e-07
7.9234280e-09
5.9806034e-07
3.8317698e-07
1.3945233e-08

8.8000000e-01
1.4200000e+00
4.8000000e-01
6.9100000e+00
7.4000000e+00
3.1500000e+00
5.5500000e+00
2.7890467e-08
4.5005071e-08
1.5212982e-08
2.1900355e-07
2.3453347e-07
9.9835193e-08
1.7590010e-07

9.4000000e-01
9.1500000e+00
4.9000000e-01
1.6900000e+01
1.7710000e+01
7.1600000e+00
1.3730000e+O1
2.9792089e-08
2.8999746e-07
1.5529919e-08
5.3562373e-07
5.6129564e-07

7.8100000e+00
1.2010000e+01
1.3000000e+00
1.0140000e+01
5.6800000e+00
4.1800000e+00
4.6800000e+00
2.4752789e-07
3.8064148e-07
4.1201826e-08
3.2137424e-07
1.8002028e-07
1.3247972e-07
1.4832657e-07

2.1850000e+01
4.0750000e+01
2.6400000e+00
2.4090000e+01
1.3120000e+01
1.0300000e+01
1.0710000e+01
6.9250761e-07
1.29151BBe-06
8.3671400e-08
7.6350152e-07
4.1582150e-07

3.0200000e+00
1.6000000e+01
1.5880000e+01
1.0130000e+01
1.4410000e+O1
1.1300000e+01
1.4900000e+00
9.5715010e-08
5.0709939e-07
5.0329615e-07
3.2105730e-07
4.5670639e-07
3.5813895e-07
4.7223631e-08

1.1580000e+01
4.2280000e+01
4.3990000e+01
2.8880000e+01
4.0970000e+01
3.2650000e+01
3.2500000e+00
3.6701318e-07
1.3400101e-06
1.3942064e-06
9.1531440e-07
1.2984914e-06

0. OOOOOOOe+00
0. OOOOOOOe+00
0. OOOOOOOe+00
5.4500000e+00
8.4300000e+00
9.4100000e+00
0. OOOOOOOe+00
0. OOOOOOOe+00
0. OOOOOOOe+00
0. OOOOOOOe+00
1.7273073e-07
2.6717799e-07
2.9823783e-07
0. OOOOOOOe+00

0. OOOOOOOe+00
0. OOOOOOOe+00
0. OOOOOOOe+00
1.4470000e+01
1.7260000e+01
1.7750000e+O1
0. OOOOOOOe+00
0.0000000e+00
0. OOOOOOOe+00
0. OOOOOOOe+00
4.5860801e-07
5.4703347e-07
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2.9887170e-07
1.4547414e-07

2.2692698e-07
4.3515467e-07

3.2644523e-07 1.0347997e-06
3.3943966e-07 1.0300456e-07

5.6256339e-07
O.OOOOOOOe+00

Median_g.dat:
1.3520000e+01
7.3000000e-01
2.7010000e+01
1.8880000e+01
8.2000000e-01
1.5080000e+01
7.0100000e+00
4.2849899e-07
2.3136410e-08
8.5604716e-07
5.9837728e-07
2.5988844e-08
4.7794118e-07
2.2217292e-07

2.1300000e+00
2.3400000e+01
1.2700000e+00
2.7920000e+01
2.7100000e+01
1.0990000e+01
2.2420000e+01
6.7507606e-08
7.4163286e-07
4.0251014e-08
8.8488844e-07
8.5889959e-07
3.4831389e-07
7.1057302e-07

3.2440000e+01
6.3170000e+01
4.1900000e+00
3.8660000e+01
1. 9950000e+01
1.6570000e+01
1.8420000e+01
1.0281440e-06
2.0020918e-06
1.3279665e-07
1.2252789e-06
6.3228955e-07
5.251648le-07
5.8379817e-07

1.9060000e+01
5.8630000e+01
6.5030000e+01
4.2000000e+01
6.0240000e+01
4.7870000e+01
5.2100000e+00
6.0408215e-07
1.8582023e-06
2.0610421e-06
1.3311359e-06
1.9092292e-06
1.5171780e-06
1.6512424e-07

0.OOOOOOOe+00
O.OOOOOOOe+00
O.OOOOOOOe+00
2.0210000e+01
2.9870000e+01
3.0730000e+01
0.OOOOOOOe+00
O.0000000e+00
0.0000000e+00
O.0000000e+00
6.4052992e-07
9.4669118e-07
9.7394777e-07
0.0000000e+00

Each infiltration table above has two sets of 7 rows of 5 values each. The 7 rows correspond to

the 7 values of 1 and the 5 items correspond to the 5 values of c. The first set of rows is unscaled

data. The second set is scaled to NUFT units. In each table above, the NUFT-scaled infiltration

value for the column 16c3 is underlined. Next, the lines of NUFT input related to infiltration

flux were printed out as shown below:

16c3-LDTH50--Ol.in (CRWMS M&O 2000a)

Implicit DKM with active fracture concept (AFC)

NES material properties from 1D drift-scale mean infiltration flux

property set assembled by Ken Lee
AML = 50 MTU/acre; half drift spacing = 48.6 m

16c3.col.units

. . .
(srctab
(compflux

(comp water)
(name infil)
(range "*.f*:*:2")
(mult-by-area z)

(allocate-by-element (11*11 1.0))

(table 0.0 1.3247972e-07 600.00y 1.3247972e-07

mm/yr

mm/yr

mm/yr

;; 4.1800000e+00

600.001y 3.2644523e-07 2000.00y 3.2644523e-07 ;; 1.0300000e+01

2000.001y 5.2516481e-07 l.0e30 5.2516481e-07) ;; 1.6570000e+01

(enthalpy 0.0 6.94E+04 lE+30 6.94E+04 )

(include "I/auto/ymp/data26/TSPAOO/heatgen/LDTH-SDT-0.3Qheat-50y_vent-00")
) ;; end srctab

It was noted that the values on the first line of the "table" matched the underscored value from

Median_p.dat, the values on the second line matched the underscored value from Median_m.dat,
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and the values on the third line matched the underscored value from Median_g.dat. Therefore it
was concluded that infiltration fluxes were being correctly gathered and inserted in the NUFT
input file by the script, and that the script was behaving in the expected manner. The remaining
scripts contain the same operation and logic commands but differ in the input and output
filenames designated in each script (see Table 3-5). All NUFT input files created using the

routines identified in the Attachment have been checked with visual inspection based on the

same process described above. All assembly scripts listed in this attachment are considered
validated.
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ATTACHMENT XII QUALIFICATION OF HeatgenAge

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

HeatgenAge vl.2 This routine was compiled using C++ vSC4.2. The source consists of two
functions: heatgenAge.c and myFunctions.h. Myfunctions.h is used to check input data format
and memory allocation.

The input files for this routine are DDT-heat-01, line-load-heat, and SMT-heat-00. The
corresponding output files are given in Table 3-5. All files are located in CRWMS M&O 2000a.

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

The purpose of heatgenAge is to modify NUFT heat generation input data in two ways: to age
the fuel by a given number of years and to ventilate the system for a number of years. The input
to heatgenAge is any file in NUFT heat generation table input format.

In order to document that heatgenAge performs in the expected manner, a simple heat generation
file, called "simple," was created by hand. Next, heatgenAge was executed on the file 'simple'
to do four years of aging, resulting in output file "simple_age." Finally, heatgenAge was
executed on simple again but to do six years of ventilation with 80% heat retention, resulting in
output file "simple-vent." The input file and output files are shown below:

simple:
(table

O.y 1000.
2.y 500.
4.y 200.
6.y 100.
8.y 50.
l0.y 25.
12.y 12.
14.y 6.

simple age:
;;heatgen file based on simple
;;fuel aged 4 years
(table

0.OOOy 200.000
2.000y 100.000
4.000y 50.000
6.000y 25.000
8.000y 12.000
l0.000y 6.000
14.000y 6.000

simple_vent:
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;;heatgen file based on simple
;;fuel aged -vent years
;;drifts ventilated for 6 years
;;ventilation results in a fraction of .80 available for heating
(table

0.OOOy 800.000
2.000y 400.000
4.000y 160.000
6.000y 80.000
6.001y 99.975
8.000y 50.000
l0.000y 25.000
12.000y 12.000
14.000y 6.000

By inspection of the files simple and simple_age, it was seen that the data had aged, that is, year
four had been made zero, all previous time data had been dropped, and all later times had been
reduced by four years. Additionally, a final entry with time four years beyond the last and heat
value the same as the last was appended to the end of the table. An entry just after the end of the
ventilation is added to capture the temperature spike (at time 6.001y). Therefore, heatgenAge
was confirmed as aging the fuel properly.

By inspection of the files, simple and simple vent, it was seen that the system had been
ventilated for the first six years so that the heat values were only 80% of the original. After the
six years, no ventilation was done, and the heat values were unchanged from file simple.
Therefore, heatgenAge was confirmed as ventilating the system correctly.

In summary heatgenAge was demonstrated to perform in the expected manner with regard to fuel
aging and ventilation. Therefore, heatgenAge provides the correct results over the range of input
parameters in the input files DDT-heat-01, line-load-heat, and SMT-heat-00, (CRWMS M&O
2000a).
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QUALIFICATION OF Chim_Surf TP AND Chim wt TP

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

Chim_Surf TP vI.0 and Chim_wt_TP vI.0. This routine was compiled using f77 v SC4.2. The
source codes are chim_surf TP.f and chim_wt_TP.f (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

The input files for these routines are tspa99_primary_rnesh and bcs_99.dat (source DTN's are
given in Figure 3-5), and column.data (CRWMS M&O 2000a). The output file from
Chim Surf_TP is outpt. The output file from Chim_wt_TP is outpt_wt (output files are located
in CRWMS M&O 2000a).

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

The purpose of this routine is to calculate the temperature and pressure at a given location using
the inverse distance cubed method. The specific input files used for this calculation are:
tspa99_primary_mesh, bcs_99 .dat, and column.data (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

Documentation of the accuracy of this routine is in the form of a test case. The test case is the
interpolation of temperature at an arbitrary location (1 70000N, 230000E) given five temperatures
at various locations. Due to the reduction in file size and format minor changes were made to
chim_surf_TP in order to execute the test case. The modified source code (CRWMS M&O
2000a, chim_surf bc tst.f) is used to execute the test case for chim_surf TP and chim_wt_TP.
The input file for the test case is chim_test and the output file is chim_out. The corresponding
hand calculation for benchmarking the test case follows.

Substituting the distance between points equation into the inverse distance cubed equation
(Section 5.1.3) yields:

En ~~~~Tj

T ((X -Xj )2 + (y _ y,)2 )2 Eq. XIII-1
vn 1

((X _ Xl )2 + (y _ yj )2 )2

where:
T -Interpolated temperature
X -Reference Easting, =170000.
Y -Reference Northing, =230000
T, -Temperature at point 1, =14.27
T2 -Temperature at point 2, =18.62
T3 -Temperature at point 3, =17.00
T4 -Temperature at point 4, =16.89
T5 -Temperature at point 5, =17.53
XI -Easting at point 1, 236623.643
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X 2 -Easting at point 2, = 230904.031
X3 -Easting at point 3, = 233244.625
X 4 -Easting at point 4, = 237975.359
X5 -Easting at point 5, = 237217.733
Y, -Northing at point 1, = 169398.601
Y2 -Northing at point 2, = 172705.438
Y 3 -Northing at point 3, = 168909.656
Y 4 -Northing at point 4, = 171465.906
Y5 -Northing at point 5, = 172320.452
n -Number of points in data set, =5
Note: Northings and Eastings were randomly selected from tspa99_primary mesh (CRWMS M&O

2000a).
The reference Northings and Eastings were arbitrarily selected, but would normally be contained in
column.data.
Temperatures were randomly selected from bcs_99.dat (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

Source: Isaaks and Srivasta 1989, p2 5 8

The hand calculation results based on Equation XIII-1 indicate that T = 17.8140 for the test case.

The test case was run using the routine and the predicted temperature is 17.8140 °C (CRWMS
M&O 2000a-chim_out) as identical to the hand calculations result.

The same interpolation is done for temperature and pressure in both routines, and therefore it is
reasonable to consider the pressure to be validated as well. The routines, Chim_Surf TP vl.0
and Chim_wt_TP vl.0, are essentially identical but read in different segments of data in
bcs_99.dat for surface and water table respectively. This test case therefore documents the
accuracy of both Chim-Surft TP vl.0 and Chim_wt_TP vl.0 for predicting temperature and
pressure at given points over the range of input parameter in the input files used
(tspa99_primary_mesh, bcs_99.dat, and column.data).
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QUALIFICATION OF ColumnInfiltration

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

ColumnInfiltration vl. 1. This routine was compiled using C++ vSC4.2. The source code for this
routine is columnlnfiltration.c (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

The input files used for this calculation are: Glaciall.NV, Glacialm.NV, Glacialu.NV,
Monsoonl.NV, Monsoonm.NV, Monsoonu.NV, Yml.NV, Ymm.NV, Ymu.NV, and column.data
(CRWMS M&O 2000a). The output file is infiltration.tex (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

The purpose of this routine is to calculate the infiltration at a given location using Gaussian
interpolation method (Assumption 5.1.2).

The Gaussian weighting function is:

I = Ii * W1 (Eq XIV-1)

where

W=e [Sl)2] (Eq XIV-2)

where:
I -Interpolated infiltration
Ij -Value at point i, D meters away
D -Plan distance between points.
n -Number of points in data set
W -Calculated weight assigned to each value (W=W;)
Scale -Effective radius of influence (Scale = 50ft)

Source: (Isaaks and Srivastava 1989, p. 208) and (Kitanidis 1997, p. 54)

Documentation of the accuracy of this routine is in the form of a test case. The test case involves
the interpolation of the infiltration rate at an arbitrary reference location (242000N, 168000E)
given infiltration rates at five various points. The input files for the test case are mason.NV and
columninfiltration_tst.dat (CRWMS M&O 2000a). The output file from this test case is
columninfiltration_tst.out (CRWMS M&O 2000a). The hand calculation that verifies the
accuracy of the test case follows:

Combining Equations 3 and 4 from Section 4.1.6.4, and replacing distance with the distance
between two points formula:
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Scale

I = EIi-*e- 

r(X-X )2+(Y-Yi)2

n = Scale )

i=l

where:
I -Interpolated infiltration
X -Reference Easting, =168000.
Y -Reference Northing, =242000
I, -Infiltration at point 1, =1.94718

I2 -Infiltration at point 2, =1.23309
13 -Infiltration at point 3, =0
14 -Infiltration at point 4, =0.45
is -Infiltration at point 5, =0.54
XI -Easting at point 1, = 242645.935
X2 -Easting at point 2, = 242645.830
X3 -Easting at point 3, = 242645.725
X4 -Easting at point 4, = 242645.621
X5 -Easting at point 5, = 242645.516
Y, -Northing at point 1, = 168192.021
Y2 -Northing at point 2, = 168222.029
Y3 -Northing at point 3, = 168252.037
Y4 -Northing at point 4, = 168282.045
Y3 -Northing at point 5, = 168312.053
n -Number of points in data set
Scale -Effective radius of influence (Scale = 50ft)
* Note: Northings, Eastings, and infiltration rates were selected randomly from Glaciall.NV (CRWMS

M&O 2000a).

I= 1.941933.

The test case was run and the predicted infiltration rate is 1.941933 (CRWMS M&O 2000a-
columninfiltration_tst.out). The verification of the results to 7 significant figures demonstrates
the accuracy of this routine and for predicting infiltration rates at given points, and that the
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routine gives the expected results. Therefore, ColumnInfiltration is qualified over the range of
input parameters in the input file column.data and the 9 input files *.NV (CRWMS M&O
2000a).
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QUALIFICATION OF Cover

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

Cover vl.1. This routine was developed using Matlab v5.3.0.10183 (Rll). The source code is
cover.m (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

The input and the output files for this routine are dftl.dat and shapel.dat respectively (CRWMS
M&O 2000a).

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

The purpose of this routine is to develop a block model of the repository from information
contained in dftl.dat (CRWMS M&O 2000a), which is listed in Table XV-2. The output of this
routine contains the edges of the block model in the file shapel.dat (CRWMS M&O 2000a),
which is listed in Table XV- 1. The resulting repository block model is intended to have a similar
area to the original layout. The block model is used to develop infiltration rates over the
repository footprint.

Range of validation: this routine is limited to developing a block model from information in the
file shapel.dat (CRWMS M&O 2000a). Validation is achieved by verifying that the objective of
the code (i.e., similar footprint area) was achieved. The area outlined in dftl.dat (CRWMS
M&O 2000a) is calculated and compared to the area contained in the block model (shapel.dat).

Table XV-1. Area of Repository Block Model
Easting Northing Equation IV-1

171368.06 235822.06 4303909
170422.51 235872.29 -121804376
170343.91 234392.62 -125402076
170205.80 234399.95 -195258392
170083.53 232098.24 -196365687
170221.63 232090.90 -28610852
170204.16 231762.08 -32257943
171149.71 231711.85 347432200
171368.06 235822.06 352179357

Total area: 4216139

The exact area of a solid by coordinates is found by the following equation:
1

Area =-.[XI (Y 2 - Y(f)) +X2 (Y3 - Yj) + .- + X(f) (Y. - Y(,,-.I))]
2 (Eq. XV-1)

where:
Area -area enclosed by coordinates
x -x coordinate
y -y coordinate
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n -last point of figure
Source: (Hartman 1992, p. A-37)

The routine is verified by finding the area of the repository using equation XV-1. The routine
predicted an area of 4,216,139 f (see Table XV-1), and the actual area is 4,310,041 ft2 (see
Table XV-2). This is an error of less than three percent. This documents the accuracy of the
output of this routine. Therefore, cover provides the correct results over the range of input
parameters in the input file dftl.dat (CRWMS M&O 2000a).
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Table XV-2. Actual Area of Repostory in F_2f East Bounaary vvest uoundary _Iom Equabon IV-I
Norming Easuing NorMing Easing | Et pis West pS
z[ Ytis.aU 175449.0f -z23of5690:- 11135fZ.1 - OU.Y1 zffu.ZZ
Z.50b'04.0 I7f VD 10.v - 235690.53 17 1 35g.24 1 -8505333.09 1068082t,43
!Z35Y IU4 1f.3 1 W1303.Ul jT479 1429855T1
=5z3 1704251.0 - 235523.64 171 fIJw.z j -1'295761 1434959018 _

Z3014Z.Ul 17 WU14.44 Z3043W.VU 111344.23 }-14U0vlYl.3 1434tS60f52U

3J5658.5l 70409.28 235356.16 11339.84 14227470.8 14347998.2
Z35575.WT 1/ W W.11 2z5z272.42 - -_1T4ZZ/U393445 - - _48_

-241703985I -t -23588 -86 -17133t07 -14____2 6_
zU054RU3X 17U393. it 235IU.493- I lJf.:55 j-I4ZZffl/ff./ 1-4LAW5.-t

i 235324.56 j l088:82 235021.19 17-l322.29 14z 15745. -434652&.56
j-2352Z41.UT j 1703835-5 t 2-Z3493745- -- T71377 - 8 -1423894WV 14347U17.54

i-235157-42- 170378.77 i -~>23485370- 171313.51 -1425985t2 14.42 69?89

zj 5UfZ 1U34.3W jfTT3U9.lT2 -I4ZUf10t5Ut 143454Z5.t1

j sssY7U3suwffY ~ 656.W ZJ4f.ZZ T7T3U4.73 T-14Zfff5f4.dt 14314U53.UWjM4 zJ49o6.19 1 1 6 j -J 4 I142672 14345547.81
I Z34tZZ.45 1 7U3WI - 234518.73 171Z95.Yff -14ZffffU4/.T 143M51 U.It

I J4.7 i-II 17f0356.83 i 234434.99 171291.57 14656809 14343956.07
L.00. Z4 f5Y I - UJ5Z.44 234301.20 ltlZU.lMU -14ZfflD. 435.5
ZA43{1.zz ItJHU fW W IfZf/3 1Z4 IVdz/ -1412U14Y.Y I4J4Uff.Z*
234489.19 -170338.4 - 23141837 171278.40 1j1-3495060.5 14343709D6I
Z3441T27 17U311.4t i - 34100U-2- 171274U1 -IzwIt5rr3--T4342485.ff

!Z3737.48 IU MU51 Z34U1b.ztS 171 fI.WAZ j-8ZH6U.96 1434ZTIT.W
2J34262.20j 170250.64 233932.54 171265.24 I 812t19. 14342607.52

W.110220:31 358W -7108- j1W20 1434223W5LZ^ldff.Yl 17UZU ZJ -r33B489- -7rZ6U-.H> Ij-ZYE5Z5U.Zr
I 3 tp10fj I /UlY5.Y5 Z337 5fU5 171Z5ff.45 -I J3568UZl.I 1434IU15.W

3402-7.47 j 17018:6.69 233681.38t 717Z52 7 j -- 3998708:.2 14340648.34

z31jt*.1Z jT7U17.U3j Z335Y9.57 171Z47.f5f -14UI5UT1.7 1434113 WW

i Z338ffZ.7ff i llUl 37T 233513.3Z 171243.29 -140142ZW5- 434U769Y.35
73378tT41 i lUfU./12 Z 3 343U.U8 71238.9U -14U13585.1 14339545.4U

233b95U I Tu'r5u6i Z3334.34 I tI234.51 j -14U13723T. 1433917T.:7U
2i3315~57 3.41 Z3zfZ.fU ¶71230 j -141 tfUt.5 I433W6124
2.233533.34-170134:75 233178.85---171225.74 -- 141Tf447-3- -¶4339299-.6-
23345UY89 170 12:1U | Z33 5T T7122l35 -:4U1yUT35- -4338U7555
2Z33'365:6:3 T 17Tr.44 '- ± Z3301 TJrT 17121 :-95 -140' 5-4337708Z3

-2:3328:27-z 1 17U1.7W 1 292T53-3 1ZlZ.37 -40l015Y. T33B'1'Yb

i2-Z33203 r! 1170100U.13 J j232M843-.88 -172051 8 -1-40085962 -r43378203-
,Z331.55 17 r t -/UWl.47,r '11zU3:f 14U0755:- 1r43356U5.3
z:j;UJw.zu j l /W8Z.3Z2 Z3Ztff/b.4U -TT9Y.4U -1439ffZ3.6f

* 23ZY5ff.25 1 ~ l /W4.1b ! ZJZ5WZ.L6-f 171 Y.UZ -14Uff45/.4 MiJOLUU.9/
' Z328741W T7!X5 lUf5.5U I Z3Z50U3.Z 1711YU.63 ! -400W5W.5f 1433635YT

izjz27z9 2T l /W5ff-55- Z324Z5o. I T18 W II 4 ,441 fU86:rZ 14335OU5.ff
jz4zU0.75iT I7W5Y.4UW 23Z341.43 171M 5t 5 ' -1f4g0WY $.b 143343fS.17
1 232616.32 ! 170073.70 t 232257.69 171177.46 -15270917.5 14334400.5

232526.53 H 170087.93 t 232173.95 --1-173.07 1 -15272195.2 14334888.75
!zjz4st. f4, I fUlUZ.l5|101f8f8 1Z37 143;'4OZ1.11 

I Z3 5 ! 116.37 ! 23Z006.4f - U1 1T4.2W -I5274748-. T4333J29T6W
1Z3Zlf/.J/ l/31VZ.72- -71 5U.91 15Z76UZ&T F43 -r4

732073l I 17 U14U-. "I -31755.99 -17513 i5' -15277302.5 T43U349-.0
"2319Y87-.80 170173.25 - Z231671749- '171146.74-- --15279305:3 14331 828.01 I
23189:0t 170187-47-7 1-231587-75--171142:35- -511'46t25Z- 110485959t

Z3~U5531 I --0915:~ 23T45-a If 1 14VU 1-
i______ Z______ ________ - 70 9 0 65 31221 1 7 U1- 33 761252 43 i1

- i___ _ __ __ _ - SU M - ~
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ATTACHMENT XVI QUALIFICATION OF Rme6

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

Rme6 vl.l. This routine was compiled using C++ vSC4.2. The source code for this routine is
rme6.c (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

The input files are tspa99_primary_mesh, UZ99 3.grd, and 14c3.dat (CRWMS 2000a). The
output file name is LSL99-YMESH (CRWMS 2000a).

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

The purpose of this routine is to reformat and combine the files tspa99_primary_mesh and
UZ99_3.grd into a single file, LBL99-YMESH which YMESH V1.53 reads as "world view"
data.

To demonstrate that rme6 performed in the correct manner, it was necessary to inspect a few
lines from sections of the two input files and the output file to see that key information had been
transferred correctly. The first several lines of the element and connectivity sections of
tspa99_primary_mesh were extracted to files "elemlO" and "connlO" and read into Microsoft
Excel 97 in order to enhance their readability for this document. The first several lines of the
UZ99_3.grd were extracted into a file "vert9," manually joined in groups of three consecutive
ones (as the data will be joined later), and read into Excel in order to make them comprehensible
in this document. The resulting three Excel generated tables of input data are shown below.

tspa99_prinmary mesh:

ELEME

lAa 1 tcwl 1 2.332E+05 169398.601 236623.643 1626.0963
12a 1 tcwl2 3.244E+06 169398.601 236623.643 1606.4657

1Ba 1 tcw12 3.244E+06 169398.601 236623.643 1569.837

21a 1 ptn2l 6.724E+05 169398.601 236623.643 1547.7263
22a 1 ptn22 1.502E+06 169398.601 236623.643 1535.4527
23a 1 ptn23 1.238E+06 169398.601 236623.643 1519.984
24a 1 ptn24 2.919E+06 169398.601 236623.643 1496.5161
25a 1 ptn25 2.684E+06 169398.601 236623.643 1464.887

2Ca I ptn25 2.684E+06 169398.601 236623.643 1434.5821

CONNE

22a 1 21a 1 3 8.4773E+00 3.7963E+00 8.8566E+04 -1 E+00 1.69E+05 2.37E+05 1.54E+03

21a 1 1Ba 1 3 3.7963E+00 1.8314E+01 8.8566E+04 -1E+00 1.69E+05 2.37E+05 1.55E+03
1Ba 1 12a 1 3 1.8314E+01 1.8314E+01 8.8566E+04 -1E+00 1.69E+05 2.37E+05 1.59E+03

12a 1 lAa 1 3 1.8314E+01 1.3163E+00 8.8566E+04 -1E+00 1.69E+05 2.37E+05 1.62E+03
23a 1 22a 1 3 6.9915E+00 8.4773E+00 8.8566E+04 -1E+00 1.69E+05 2.37E+05 1.53E+03
24a 1 23a 1 3 1.6477E+01 6.9915E+00 8.8566E+04 -1E+00 1.69E+05 2.37E+05 1.51E+03

25a I 24a 1 3 1.5152E+01 1.6477E+01 8.8566E+04 -1E+00 1.69E+05 2.37E+05 1.48E+03
2Ca 1 25a 1 3 1.5152E+01 1.5152E+01 8.8566E+04 -1E+00 1.69E+05 2.37E+05 1.45E+03
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26a I 2Ca 1 3 6.0487E+00 1.5152E+01 8.8566E+04 -1E+00

UZ99_g.grd:

169201.033
169428.63

169501.175

169251.917
172730.132
172487.977

172606.485
172683.106

172829.738

236473.209
236411.341
236823.139
236795.473
231087.475
231043.026
230777.016
230740.154
230784.794

0 a1 B-1

0 a1 b14
0 a1 b2
0 a1 a31

0 a 2 b33
0 a 2 a94
0 a 2 b30
0 a2 b99
0 a2 co

The first several lines of each section of output file LBL99-YMESH are shown below as written.

LBL99-YMESH:

2.332000e+05
3.244000e+06
3.244000e+06
6.724000e+05
1.502000e+06
1.238000e+06
2.919000e+06
2.684000e+06
2.684000e+06

3 8.477300e+C

3 3.796300e+C

3 1.831400e+C

3 1.831400e+C

3 6.991500e+(

3 1.647700e+C

3 1.515200e+(
3 1.515200e+(
3 6.048700e+(

1.693986e+05
1.693986e+05
1.693986e+05
1.693986e+05
1.693986e+05
1.693986e+05
1.693986e+05
1.693986e+05
1.693986e+05

)0 3.796300e+(

)0 1.831400e+(

D1 1.831400e+(

D1 1.316300e+(

D0 8.477300e+C

31 6.991500e+C

01 1.647700e+(

31 1.515200e+t

)0 1.515200e+t

2.366236e+05 1.
2.366236e+05 1.
2.366236e+05 1.
2.366236e+05 1.
2.366236e+05 1.
2.366236e+05 1

2.366236e+05 1
2.366236e+05 1
2.366236e+05 1

)0 8.856600e+04
)1 8.856600e+04
31 8.856600e+04

30 8.856600e+04

)0 8.856600e+04
)0 8.856600e+04
01 8.856600e+04

)1 8.856600e+04
01 8.856600e+04

.626096e+03

.606466e+03

.569837e+03

.547726e+03

.535453e+03

.519984e+03

.496516e+03

.464887e+03

.434582e+03

-1.OOOOOOe+00
-1.OOOOOOe+00
-1.OOOOOOe+00
-1. OOOOOOe+00
-1.OOOOOOe+00
-1. 000000e+00
-1. OOOOOOe+00
-1. OOOOOOe+00
-1. OOOOOOe+00

$vertices
169251.92
169201.03
169428.63
169501.17
172943.79
172730.13
172487.98
172606.48
172683.11

236795.47
236473.21
236411.34
236823.14
230984.57
231087.48
231043.03
230777.02
230740.15

169201.03
169428.63
169501.17
169251.92
172730.13
172487.98
172606.48
172683.11
172829.74
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169251.917
169201.033
169428.63

169501.175

172943.786
172730.132
172487.977

172606.485

172683.106

236795.473
236473.209
236411.341
236823.139
230984.566
231087.475
231043.026
230777.016
230740.154

$elc
% lAa_1
% 12a_1
% lBa_1
% 21a_1
% 22a_1
% 23a_1
% 24a_1
% 25a_1
% 2Ca_1

$con
% 22a_1
% 21a_1
% lBa_1
% 12a_1
% 23a_1
% 24a_1
% 25a_1
% 2Ca_1
% 26a_1

tcwll
tcwl2
tcwl2
ptn2l
ptn22
ptn23
ptn24
ptn25
ptn2 5

21a_1
lBa 1

12a_1
lAa_1
22a_1
23a_1
24a_1
25a_1
2Ca_1

236473.21
236411.34
236823.14
236795.47
231087.48
231043.03
230777.02
230740.15
230784.79

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

3601
3601
3601
3601
3602
3602
3602
3602
3602

1*
3714
3702
3631
3733
3694
3730
3799
3800

1.69E+05 2.37E+05 1.42E+03

I
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By visual inspection it was clear that all the information from the ELEME section of
tspa99_primary_mesh was entered unchanged into the $elc section of LBL99-YMESH except
the blank character in the middle of element names, like "22a 1," had been replaced by an
underscore. Also, by inspection, it was clear that the first seven fields of information from the
CONNE section of tspa99_primary_mesh had been transferred to the $con section of LBL99-
YMESH without major change except for the blank-to-underscore change in element names.
The last 3 columns of CONNE information were eliminated because they were not needed in the
output file. Finally, by inspection it was observed that the (x,y) edge vertex coordinates and
succeeding zero value from UZ99 3.grid were not modified in transfer to the $vertices section
of LBL99-YMESH, but the names of the two columns separated by the edge, such as "a 1" and
"B-i " in the first row of $vertices, had been converted to integers as required by YMESH.
YMESH was able to read LBL99-YMESH as input and to draw an image of the mesh which was
in agreement with other pictures of Yucca Mountain coring meshes. Therefore, it was
concluded that rme6 was performing the task of converting data in the expected manner to a
correct YMESH world view format.
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NORMALIZED INFILTRATION RATES

In this attachment the x,y locations of the 31 blocks in the repository block model are justified.
This information is then used to normalize the infiltration rates at the 31 points (Table XVII-1)

The repository block model developed in Attachment XV, shapel.dat (see Figure XVII-1), is
divided into 31 sections. The block model is composed of a rectangle with a smaller rectangle
attached to the southern halfof the west boundary of the repository. The 31 sections of the block
model are derived by divided the block model into 4 columns with seven rows, plus one
additional column (3 rows) in the extension on the southwest side of the repository (Table
XVII-1 and Figure XVII-1). The location of the 31 elements (Table XVII-1) is easily checked
with coordinate geometry. One example is given:

The Northern row of elements are Llcl-Llc4, as shown in the example below. To check their
spacing, find the distance between the points and then verify that the slope of the line segments
between points is similar. The similar distances and slopes between points verifies that the first
row of points represent block elements of similar size. Calculations presented in Table XVI-1
verify that the repository block elements are similarly sized. The information in Table XVI-1 is
in the file colurnn.data (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

In Eatng Northing Poits D[sance Slope
(af) (if) (Af) (radians)

l1c1 171234.3 235534.8 cl-c2 236.7 -0.053
11c2 170997.9 235547.3 c2-c3 236.7 -0.053
11c3 170761.5 235559.9 c3-c4 236.7 -0.053
11c4 170525.1 235572.4

(Portion of Table XVII-1)
Note: Slope is the quotient of AY and AX.

The average infiltration rate in the modeled repository is different than the average infiltration
rate in the actual repository. To offset this difference, the infiltration rates at the 31 locations are
normalized (Table XVII-2). The normalized infiltration rate is the product of the estimated
infiltration rate and a normalization factor. The normalization factor is the quotient of the
average normalized infiltration and the actual infiltration. The average normalized infiltration is
the average of the estimated infiltration at the 31 block element locations (CRWMS M&O
2000a, *.out). The average actual infiltration is included in the output from ColumnInfiltration
(CRWMS M&O 2000a, *_convert.out).
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(NORTHNGS)

1.715

x 115

(EASTINGS)

Figure XVII-1. Repository and Repository Block Model

Note: The dotted line is from the drift endpoints in the file dftl.dat (CRWMS M&O 2000a) and
the solid line is from the file shape l.dat (CRWMS M&O 2000a) from Attachment XV.
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Table XVII-1. Repository Block Model Element Locations
Block ID Easffng Northing Points Distance El=

ft ft (ft) (radians)
17c4 170338 232049.4 c4-c3 236.6 -0.053
17c3 170574.3 232036.8 c3-c2 236.7 -0.053
17c2 170810.7 232024.3 c2-cl 236.7 -0.053
17c1 171047.1 232011.7
16c5 170221.2 232644.4 c5-c4 217.0 -0.053
16c4 170437.9 232632.9 c4-c3 217.1 -0.053
16c3 170654.7 232621.4 c3-c2 217.0 -0.053
16c2 170871.4 232609.9 c2-cl 217.0 -0.053
16c1 171088.1 232598.4
15c5 170252.4 233231.6 c5-c4 217.0 -0.053
15c4 170469.1 233220.1 c4-c3 217.1 -0.053
15c3 170685.9 233208.6 c3-c2 217.0 -0.053
15c2 170902.6 233197.1 c2-cl 217.0 -0.054
15c1 171119.3 233185.5
14c5 170283.6 233818.8 c5-c4 217.0 -0.053
14c4 170500.3 233807.3 c4-c3 217.1 -0.054
14c3 170717.1 233795.7 c3-c2 217.0 -0.053
14c2 170933.8 233784.2 c2-cl 217.0 -0.053
14c1 171150.5 233772.7
13c4 170462.7 234398.1 c4-c3 236.7 -0.053
13c3 170699.1 234385.5 c3-c2 236.7 -0.053
13c2 170935.5 234373 c2-cl 236.7 -0.053
13c1 171171.9 234360.4
12c4 170493.9 234985.3 c4-c3 236.7 -0.053
12c3 170730.3 234972.7 c3-c2 236.7 -0.053
12c2 170966.7 234960.1 c2-cl 236.7 -0.053
12c1 171203.1 234947.6
11c4 170525.1 235572.4 c4-c3 236.7 -0.053
11c3 170761.5 235559.9 c3-c2 236.7 -0.053
11c2 170997.9 235547.3 c2-cl 236.7 -0.053
11cl 171234.3 235534.8
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Table XVII-2. Interpolated and Normalized Infiltration Rates
INTERPOLATED NORMALIZED

_Glacial Monsoon YM Glacial Monsoon YM

Low Mean Hi Low Hin Hi Low Mean- H Lowb Mean Hi Low Mean Hi L-oW Men i-

I/c4 U.7Z IRK /.UYU lTUzo5 Z.Z5 3.45T U.UUU 1.U25 2.359 U.Z 3.Z 1 1TU.UJ1 1.4YJ 4.z3z 3.Ul4 U.UU 1.4YJ 4.0Ub

11c3 1.511 t13.020 24.530 3212 432 1tlMT - 00 21 2 7.559 -2:131 r8.418 134705 47.b 10/7 /6751 W1tJ 4.bl /¶U00W
I7c2 1'31 1b.849 29.96/ 3.814' 9.524 '"15.235 U.05/ 3.814 8.961 2.44 22.420 42.398 - b.554 13.726 --21.904 0.101 -- 5.554 12.632

ICt --- -0.848 -- 4.958 '9.06-1 -68-- 3184 5-2W -0.030 1.- 68 -3.839 - .196 1013 121829 1-700 '-''-4588 7-T41 -0.053 7
6bC5 7.645 21.725 35.804 6.462, 12.34 18.165 3.594 6.462 13.185 10.385 30.732 5U.657 9.410 17.746 26117 6TA23 9:1 -18:.58

16C4-- 1.416 33.842 66.208 - 1.761- --- 2.656 37.551' 0 .61 '9.41 1.082 4.- 12' -93.614 1-302 32.651 53.989 -30 U 1 .30Z <7.449
16c3 -2.623 t11716 10-21.810 -- 2.87U' 7.1f49 -t4T2T- 0:088 ----287 90 -370 t6574 -29.-442 4180 -10.303 -I29 U:158 418U Y.3 

rbd2- --' --'1.824 -I'. 766 ' -13708 -1614.Y1 0 -778 -0.4333-211 4950 . -573-1 0.986 395 3.147 -- T163 - 8 1596 31 4/ 6978
16c1 1.617 10.660 19.702 2.663' 6.54b '_ 10.426 0.043 2.663 -6.385 2.281 15.0(9 21.875 3:879 9.432 14.990 0.06 --- 3.879 '-9.001

I5CS5 87.4 72E 17 35760 b :78'd11980 18.172 -T.47 35.8 1/68 . 4 12 U 8:4Z8 1.265 1617T 79 Z/4Z 11.436
Ibc4 2.15/ 42.583 83.009- 9.896 28.430 -46.963 0.000 --- 9.896 '247f1 '-'3.043 -60.231 111:443 14.-412 40.972 -'61.522 0 -0014.412 -34.845

I5cS W4065 4.10 24 1440 3.900914 14308 0.690 - 3.90 -835 -- 5735 19:949 --354' 5.60 -13120 -0. 1s 1233 -568W T23
i56 3604 1915 3 16 5-.018F -121-8T 9.45 114511 5-:078 -1.730 -5:085 -2-1T -91 49:_1U3 7 9.5 1_T7:70 12&029 -US0T -7-395 53'

15cl 0.084 -- 0.5b1n ---1.1U1 -0.455' 0.303 --U.150 0.000 0.455 - -1.302 - 0.118 -"-0.816 - .t5 U663 -0.436 -- U.2T1 0.0w0-.663 -- r.

14C5 -Z.536' 14:289 26.043 374211 42 1T 342 0471 374- 8728 -. 577 022 3614 5:449 44472 ZJ4A6 U.842 5:449 12:35

14c4---- 1- ¶12 -l29690 - 57.967- 6-.957 1(mu36 33r15 -. 00-6 s95sr 7227 -- 7992 4"99 81U14 1-0132 z28176 4.811 10 -1-013 Z14.8b
14c3 - 3.915 27.330 5W.145 -6 9 6 6 116 -26A46 -u.029 6.66 16.3 5.-S:523 - 3s66u 1.795 --0U.144 .9 380-53 0;.52 50144 93.5s

I4c2 -T9 -19-740 b7U 4744 i 1:727 18710 u W 744 --1276 9694 1T sz3 35 -6:09 1 7 w :03 699 899
14c1 2.349 13.348 24.346 3.292- 8.391 13.491 0.098 3.292 7.791 3.314 18.881 34.446 - 4./94 12.093 19.396 0.1/6 4.194 10.98
3C--- S.55 -45.9(0-S8-.435 1U.WZ030U 526 5W0151- :3000 1.902-02 6.916 4944 16502 t .2:120 5:877 993 7 04 0 15.W77 37 945

Ic-3---- .636 z6 -- Y.293 -. 895 t830 s 2765 -u:uss 106 -946 1.s89 44194 74Bs -- 837 -3M1b 5 - t T304 2:969
13c2+-- 0183 0899 t634--0-.333p 0.341- -U.350 -0:006 .0333 0:8 F 023 -1:271 -21312 -07485 0:4"92 -0.+503 0:Y012 -U:8 -1179
r3-c1--- 1.269 19:09 1 -36 912 4.350 ¶3:09..V837 13085 4:3su 1-.005-:7r 27.T005- 52:224 -8335 181F89 3-t395 5T -6.335 15SM
rc4- -6 47 41445 -76:.473- -10: 998 29:341 "47.696 105-.B 1 885- 06 952 5:27 10895 - W998 4Z.Za8 65.b: 74 1.914 98:7
12c3 - 2.955 44.6b5 86.354 8.247" 28.215 48.303 0.380 8.241 '25.791 -- 4.169 63.168 122.176 -12.011 -40749 -69.448 0.680 ---12.011 -36:35

C2--- -U.054 -16.5b41 33;029s Y0973t-352 -r7-1 U3.= -0 _3 f-6:5r 0.076 -Z3.6399 46.730 n16 9.T54 1f.M6 U-O1U -1418 gi
12dI --- -0.092 0-a.518 0.944 -0.218---.1l4 0-.069 0.00 0:278 --O692 -U:130 ---033 133 0U.406 3---0:2su 0.099 -. wa ---O099 4-06

164' 13:174 -13412 167 1(502 -263:993 11.001 -2:071" 1T583 -2519.U5T 378U75 3-.015 1'TT575- 10:.119 -D02-. :'1O169

163 1702-22-:932 -44162 5.363r15:164514:965 3.030 " 5363 13b -40 324439 -82:482 TU09 ZT. 15894 1232 8U9 653
11c2 0 U.39U 1.506 - 2.622 0.602i 0.652 -0.703 0.119 u.602 - 1.419 1.b5U0 2.130 3.709 09 8 r -940 100U 0212 0.81 |-W1
11c1-- -0-.89 -9.560 -18.931 -0394'-6.9411 143891-0.027- -0.394 --4.094 0:266-t 1323 26:784 0 OW v1:4 19393 574 5:772
A.g int zi'm V ' .o1- .U2'r 4.1uG: W . 1 04l.AU 4.1 UO l57ADI -. un .00i AGIN Usw2 0.050U2 4 O.0b
Actual 2.985 24.856 46.726-5;982 16.074i26.166_0;562 5982 14:558 2:985 24:856 46.726 5.982 16.074 -26-.166 0.562 1 5:982 14:558

1 (Normalized value)=(Interpolated value * Actual avg/Avg of interpolated values). All values are in mnm/yr.
0 Avg. Int. = Average of Interpolated values, or the average of each column.
° Actual = actual average of infiltration values that occur within the repository footprint. This value is included in the * convert.out files

(CRWMS M&O 2000a).
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ATTACHMENT XVIII INPUT AND OUTPUT FILES FOR RADPRO, XTOOL,
MSTHAC, YMESH AND CONVERTCOORDS

The input files for RADPRO v3.22 are DDT60-03v.radin, 14c3-DDT60-03v.radin, DDT60-
03pbfradin, 14c3-DDT60-03pbf.in and 14c3-DDT60-03bff.in and the output files are DDT60-
03v.radout, DDT60-03pbfradout and DDT60-03.radout (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

The input files for XTOOL v1O.1 are the NUFT output files listed on Table 3-6 through Table 3-
9 (CRWMS M&O 2000a). There are not output files since XTOOL is a graphical presentation
routine.

The input files for MSTHAC v6.0 are the results from the NUFT output files listed on Table 3-6
through Table 3-9 and the outfiles are TSPA_SR_mean.ext, TSPA_SR_lower.ext and
TSPA_SR_upper.ext (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

The input file for YMESH vI.53 is LBL99-YMESH and the output file is column.dat (CRWMS
M&O 2000a).

The input files for CONVERTCOORDS vl.l are ym*.dat, monsoon*.dat and glacial*.dat and
the output files are ym*.NV, monsoon*.NV and glacial*.NV (CRWMS M&O 2000a).

The input and output files for the no-backfill case are contained in the DTN's
LL000509112312.003, LL000509012312.002 and LL000509212312.004.
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ATTACHMENT XIX QUALIFICATION OF SplitEXT

ROUTINE IDENTIFICATION

SplitEXT vl.0. This routine was compiled using C++ vSC4.2. The source consists of the files
splitEXT.c and myFunctions.h (CRWMS M&O 2000a). MyFunctions.h is used to check input
data format and memory allocation.

The 3 input files are TSPA_SR_<infil>.ext, TSPA_SR_<infl>_T_pillar Xdist.ext (CRWMS
2000a). The Ill output files are TSPA_SR_<infil>_<variable>.ext (CRWMS 2000a).

ROUTINE PURPOSE AND VALIDATION

XTOOL is the graphical post-processor for NUFT. Files to be read by XTOOL have a special
format and names ending in ".ext." MSTHAC, a data extraction tool, writes .ext files. The
purpose of splitEXT is to split a MSTHAC .ext output file containihg output for many variables
and several waste packages into separate .ext files containing the output for just one of the
variables and all of the waste packages.

In order to check that splitEXT performs in the expected manner, a sample MSTHAC type .ext
- file, bb.ext, was created. This file contained data for two variables, bread and butter, and three

waste packages, wpl, wp2, and wp3. A listing follows:

bb.ext:

1 1

2 splitEXT example
3 10

4 internal
5 NUFT version cvs-9-23-98b (SUN/SOLARIS)
6 0

7 VARIABLE
8 $gdef

9 $type rectangular
10 $nx 2

11 $ny 2

12 $nz 1

13 $order xyz
14 $dx

15 1.000000
16 1.000000
17 $dy

18 1.000000
19 1.000000
20 $dz
21 1.000000

-~ 22 $end_internal-grid
23 $OperatingSystem SunOS sl39.es.llnl.gov 5.5.1 Generic_103640-03 sun4u sparc
24 SUNW,Ultra-2
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25 $C-Compiler cc: WorkShop Compilers 4.2 30 Oct 1996 C 4.2

26 $FortranCompiler f77: WorkShop Compilers 4.2 30 Oct 1996 FORTRAN 77 4.2

27 $RunID 0000
28 $RunDate Thu Dec 2 01:39:27 1999
29 6

30 bread_wpl
31 bread_wp2
32 bread_wp3
33 butter_wpl
34 butter_wp2
35 butter_wp3
36 0

37 4

38 h@m.i.r#1:1:1
39 h@m.i.r#2:1:1
40 hem.i.r#1:2:1
41 h@m.i.r#2:2:1
42 0

43 THIST
44 EVAR bread_wpl
45 T *
46 E *
47

48 THIST
49 EVAR bread_wp2
50 T *
51 E *
52

53 THIST
54 EVAR bread_wp3
55 T *
56 E *
57
58 THIST
59 EVAR butter wpl
60 T *
61 E *
62

63 THIST
64 EVAR butter_wp2
65 T *
66 E *
67

68 THIST
69 EVAR butter_wp3
70 T *
71 E *
72

73

74 0.00000000000000e+00
75 1

76 4

77 1.000000e+01
78 2.000000e+01
79 3.000000e+01
80 4.000000e+01
81 0.00000000000000e+00
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- 82 2
83 4
84 0.l00000e+02
85 1.l00000e+02
86 4.l00000e+02
87 9.l00000e+02
88 0.00000000000000e+00
89 3
90 4
91 3.l00000e+03
92 3.200000e+03
93 3.300000e+03
94 3.500000e+03
95 0.00000000000000e+00
96 4
97 4
98 4.640000e+04
99 4.270000e+04

100 4.080000e+04
101 4.0l0000e+04

102 o.00000000000000e+00
103 5

104 4

105 5.000000e+05
106 5.160000e+05
107 5.090000e+05
108 5.040000e+05
109 0.00000000000000e+00
110 6

III 4
112 2.000000e+06
113 4.000000e+06
114 8.000000e+06
115 l.600000e+07

bb_bread.ext:

1 1

2 splitEXT example
3 10

4 internal
5 NUFT version cvs-9-23-98b (SUN/SOLARIS)
6 0
7 VARIABLE
8 $gdef
9 $type rectangular
10 $nx 2

11 $ny 2

12 $nz l
13 $order xyz
14 $dx
15 1.000000
16 1.000000
17 $dy
18 1.000000
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19 1.000000
20 $dz
21 1.000000
22 $end internal_grid
23 $OperatingSystem SunOS sl39.es.llnl.gov 5.5.1 Generic 103640-03 sun4u sparc

24 SUNW,Ultra-2
25 $C-Compiler cc: WorkShop Compilers 4.2 30 Oct 1996 C 4.2

26 $FortranCompiler f77: WorkShop Compilers 4.2 30 Oct 1996 FORTRAN 77 4.2

27 $RunID 0000
28 $RunDate Thu Dec 2 01:39:27 1999
29 3

30 bread wpl
31 bread wp2
32 bread wp3
33 0
34 4
35 h6Dm.i.r#1:1:1
36 h@m.i.r#2:1:1
37 hclm.i.r#1:2:1
38 h6m.i.r#2:2:1
39 0

40 THIST
41 EVAR bread_wpl
42 T *
43 E *
44
45 THIST
46 EVAR bread_wp2
47 T *
48 E *
49
50 THIST
51 EVAR bread_wp3
52 T *
53 E *
54
55 0.000000
56 1
57 4
58 10.000000
59 20.000000
60 30.000000
61 40.000000
62 o.oooooo
63 2
64 4
65 10.000000
66 o1.0oooooo
67 410.000000
68 910.000000
69 o.oooooo
70 3
71 4
72 3100.000000
73 3200.000000
74 3300.000000
75 3500.000000
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bb_butter.ext:

1 1

2 splitEXT example
3 10

4 internal
5 NUFT version cvs-9-23-98b (SUN/SOLARIS)
6 0
7 VARIABLE
8 $gdef
9 $type rectangular

10 $nx 2

11 $ny 2

12 $nz 1

13 $order xyz
14 $dx
15 1.000000
16 1.000000
17 $dy
18 1.000000
19 1.000000
20 $dz
21 1.000000
22 $end internal-grid
23 $OperatingSystem SunOS sl39.es.llnl.gov 5.5.1 Generic_103640-03 sun4u sparc
24 SUNW,Ultra-2
25 $C-Compiler cc: WorkShop Compilers 4.2 30 Oct 1996 C 4.2
26 $FortranCompiler f77: WorkShop Compilers 4.2 30 Oct 1996 FORTRAN 77 4.2
27 $RunID 0000
28 $RunDate Thu Dec 2 01:39:27 1999
29 3
30 butter_wpl
31 butter wp2
32 butter_ wp3
33 o
34 4
35 h6m.i.r#1:1:1
36 h6m.i.r#2:1:1
37 h@m.i.r#1:2:1
38 h@tm.i.r#2:2:1
39 0
40 THIST
41 EVAR butter_wpl
42 T *
43 E *
44
45 THIST
46 EVAR butter_wp2
47 T *
48 E *
49
50 THIST
51 EVAR butter_ wp3
52 T *
53 E *
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0.000000
1
4
46400.000000
42700.000000
40800.000000
40100.000000
0.000000
2
4
500000.000000
516000.000000
509000.000000
504000.000000
0.000000
3

4
2000000.000000
4000000.000000
8000000.000000
16000000.000000

The file bb.ext was input to splitEXT and produced the output files bb_bread.ext and

bb_butter.ext (CRWMS M&O 2000a, also listed above).

The splitEXT output files contain the relevant data from the master input file bb.ext. This is

verified through visual inspection. SplitEXT splits input files with multiple variables into

multiple files, each containing a portion of the original file. The file bb.ext is split into the files

bb_bread.ext and bb_butter.ext. This is verified in Table XIX-1 by showing the source in bb.ext

for every line in the output files.

Table XIX-1. splitEXT Validation.

bb.ext bb bread.ext bb butter.ext

1-28 1-28 1-28

29 =bb.ext line 29 /2 =bb.ext line 29 /2

30-32 30-32

33-35 30-32

36-42 33-39 33-39

43-57 40-54

58-72 40-54

73 55

74-95 54-75

96-115 _____________________________ 56-75
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Lines 56, 63, and 70 contain the numbers 1, 2, and 3 (respectively). The corresponding lines in
bb.ext contain the numbers 4, 5, and 6 (respectively). These lines represent the variable number
in the file. In bb.ext the variable butter_wp3 is variable 6 (bb.ext lines 35 and 110). In the file
bb_butter.ext, the variable butter_wp3 is the 3rd variable (see lines 32 and 70).

Based on the visual comparison in table XIX-1, splitEXT operates as expected and provides
accurate results over the range of input parameters in the input files (CRWMS M&O 2000a, all
*.ext files).
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ATTACHMENT XX DEVELOPMENT OF LINEAR EXTRAPOLATION FORMULA

An equation for extrapolating for the temperature 1 000m below the water table is developed.

Beginning with the conduction equation (Source: Incropera and Dewitt 1985, pg. 5):

q=,.AT Eq. XX-la

For multiple layers of material, with constant heat flux:

-:zz
7.0 = Ezi Eq. XX-lb

x;Ki

Solving for the heat flux between the ground surface and water table:

q=X. *Tw-Ts Eq. XX-2
zi

Solving for the heat flux across the water table:

q=X, Tb- Tw Eq. XX-3

Combining Equations XX-2 and XX-3:

Th - Tw Tw-Ts
B 0 EZ

Solving for Tb:

Th=Tw+B*- 2 ( Eq. XX-4

where:
q -heat transfer per unit time per unit area. Constant (Assumption 5.3.2)
1 -Thermal conductivity of material
AT -Thermal gradient
Z -Distance in direction of heat transfer
Z -Thickness of the i' material in a stack of layered materials.
Ts -Temperature at top of multi layered material
Tw -Temperature at bottom of multi layered material
B -Distance the water table is extended downward
Tb -Temperature at distance B below the top of the water table.
),j -Thermal conductivity of the i" material
xO -Average thermal conductivity of a layered material
Z, -Thickness of the ii material
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* Heat transfer is in a linear direction because there is no lateral heat transfer (Assumption 5.3.1).

Substituting and rearranging:

[Zil

B.(Txi Ts)Z.Ts
Th = Trw + B.* E .(T s

Tb=Tw+ Tw- Z Eq. XX-5
xi

where:
Th -Temperature at distance B below the top of the water table.

Tw -Temperature at bottom of multi layered material
Ts -Temperature at top of multi layered material
B -Distance the water table is extended downward

Xj -Thermal conductivity of the i' material

w -Average thermal conductivity of a layered material.
Zj -Thickness of the i" material in a stack of layered materials.
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